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	The aim has been to make an exact verbatim record of the text. The copying process was not always successful, some parts did not copy, letters were not always properly aligned on the page, the process itself caused blurring of the text.  The handwriting of Peter Spence, who wrote most of this book, is not always clear and sometimes unreadable, punctuation marks, sparsely used in any case, do not copy well and only half his sentences begin with a capital letter. He had quirks of spelling, "decision" usually with a double "s" as "decission", but only a single "l", in falacy, crystalise, balast, dulness. 
	Square brackets have been used to indicate where text is missing or words unreadable and around words which are uncertain.  Square brackets are also used to surround notes, comments, additional information etc which does not appear in the original. 
	Each letter or document is headed by its identity number, the date and recipient, where known. A fair number of letters give no indication as to the addressee.
	To help sort out the family names, Peter Spence had four sons  
		James Mudie Spence (1835 - 15 Aug 1878)  
		Francis Mudie Spence, "Frank", (1837 - 29 Dec 1907)  
		John Berger Spence, "Jack", ( no dates )  
		David Dick Spence (  ? - 1915)  
	and four daughters (dates and order of birth unknown)  
		Jessie E Spence married David Vincent Steuart, "Vin"  
		Mary J Spence, "Maria", married Thomas Kelly, "Tom"  
		Margaret A B Spence, "Maggie", married a Mr Tharp  
		Amelia P Spence, "Millie", married Robert Wilson, "Bob"


PSL1/  1		 9th July 1859

Dear Mr Norman, 
	I had hoped not to require your attention to anything connected with my acceptance yet running it has helped. I have however not yet advised the Bill of 1400 on a sale due this month as my being in a position to meet it depends on some large sales I expected to make before now but which are yet pending. If as is yet possible, I make them in a few days you will not hear anything more of the matter, but as I am going from home on Monday for 10 days I thought it better to let you know in case I might be under the necessity of craving for a short renewal. I do hope it will not be requisite but the advance trade has sadly disarranged my calculations. my 4 ton stock of alum is now 500 tons over February's and as this represents nearly £4000 you can see my position.
	Trade is now however decidedly better & if peace takes the place of war we shall have good demand for the Mediterranean immediately.
	I shall not look for an answer to this but will probably write in either case in about a fortnight 
& I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/  4		 14th October 1859		J Norman Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I am not quite certain whether it will be quite in my power to meet my acceptance due 28th inst, my sales for the last two months have been decidedly better but only a little above my make and my stock still represents upwards of £4000. my bankers are extremely liberal and allow me to over draw my a/c but as they have no security I don't like to trespass too much.
	I have no doubt you will kindly oblige me again if necessary. I shall know in course of next week and if needful shall transmit you a renewal acceptance, if not you will take it for granted that I am to retire it.  
I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/  5		 20th October 1859		John Figgis, Dublin

Dear Sir, 
	I agree to give you the entire agency for the sale of my alum in Ireland as long as I find you do the business to my satisfaction and to allow a commission of 2½ per cent on all the sales made in Ireland or sold on my a/c by him.
	On your part you will call on the most respectable consumers and on receipt of their orders forward them direct to me. I to invoice the alum at the price agreed upon and the purchaser to remit direct at 1 mo after delivery.  
Yours truly Per Pro Peter Spence    Jas M Spence

PSL1/  6		 20th October 1859		Mr S Burgess

Dear Sir, 
	I did not answer yours of 8th as I did not know what to say, prices are going so preposterously low that one is quite [        ] as to what to say. Aluminous salts we feel no difficulty with, it only requires time to let the parties get [   ] with it as all have who have tried it fully, sooner or later they get satisfied, but the French alum seems a puzzler both as to quantity and price.
	as I know for a certainty that the Glasgow alum costs the maker £6-15/- in their warehouse it is evident that present prices cannot last without throwing them out of the trade. I therefore would go on gently for a little till we see how things turn doing the best you can.  
Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/  8		 21st January 1860		R Norman Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I am just in receipt from my customer this morning on whom I depended and find that on account of some little misadventure not yet arranged I can not depend on it before the beginning of the month. In these circumstances I do not like to draw too deeply on my a/c and would prefer trusting to your kindness for I trust the last time. I expect no difficulty with the next bill, my sales this month already are over £3000 and will exceed £4000 before it closes but notwithstanding of this my warehouse is still nearly full, trade however looks healthy and demands for goods are increasing.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 10		 23rd January 1860		Mr S Burgess

Dear Sir, 
It would not at all suit me to make Potash Alum at almost any price. I hope you will be able to move off a quantity especially ground. I am extremely poor from my enormous stock here and should feel obliged by as liberal remittance as you can reach - sales are better here now and I hope will continue.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 11		 Income tax  - Feb 16/60  
	Return of amount of Income £5,000  
	Sent to I Sanderson, Surveyor, 70 George St, Manchr  
	Declarat'n signed by PS

PSL1/ 12		 14th May 1860		R Norman Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As I find I shall be rather inconvenienced by attempting to meet the last of Mr Wilfred's Bills when due I have presumed on your disposition to oblige me yet this once more & have sent a renewal including the interest which I hope when at maturity will finally close the transaction & with thanks for all former favors in the case.  
I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence    
	Bill due 28th May 1860 £1048-5-0  6 mos interest @ 5%  21-13-10  
	Bill due 28th Oct 1860 £1062-18-10

PSL1/ 14		 4th June 1860		Jas Falding Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As I wish to get my banking a/c in trim before June 30 have presumed on your kindness to accept for me the enclosed which can be met as before or partly by your a/c when due as it may suit you at the time.  
I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 15		 21st June 1860		Mr S Burgess

Dear Sir, 
	I am as usual anxious to get my a/c with my Banker as square as possible at balancing.  Could you kindly pay in £500 the cash which would a little exceed the balance by last account sales & if you could also pay it in on Friday it would [          ] Saturday 30th and appear in the half year balance.  
	I hope I shall soon be able to meet your order regularly form Goole.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 16		 13th October 1860		Messrs Clarkson [      ]

Dear Sirs, 
	The quotation to [         ] is below the general price but I am willing to allow you to make it as named by you [           ] and also a low quotation as for last, but must depend on your doing a small favour. I have to purchase this month the freehold of my land at my old works Pendleton or lose the right to purchase while I am bound for the lease. by having it freehold I am more likely to get a good purchaser for it.  
	It will cost me £1250 and I shall be light for the cash. will you besides letting me have your Sep a/c by the 25th allow me to value on you for £365 to be met by you and returned from this end next months sales the draft to be for 2 mos thus giving you plenty of time to meet it.  
	Being confident you will as before grant me the favour I enclose draft and hoping you will do a good trade.  
I am Dear Sirs, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 18		 3rd December 1860		F C Hills Esq

Dear Sir, 
	For two reasons it would be a great favour if you would value on me at say 3 mos now for amount of the sulphur material. first I had a considerable stock of it when I got yours to hand and in the second place I completed in Octr paying off a mortgage of £7000 to £8000 which has made me peculiarly  [   ] of money and will [      ] on me for some months yet.  
	Today we shall be grinding up the oxide material for No.5 gas station & I shall send samples as required by Mr F Hills.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 19		 6th December 1860		F C Hills Esq

Dear Sir, 
	The oxide has only been up about 2 or 3 days & today was to be the day for grinding. Mr Vicker expects to do it in a day or two & I have been most urgent for him to get to it. I had lime & part of the sawdust there as soon as the oxide & Oldham is to cart it off to the works as made.  
	My peculiar condition financially is on account of having my banking a/c in as favourable a position as possible at the balance on the 30th. your drawing for the amount or something near it to leave some mainly for expense of oxide here would oblige. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 20		 17th December 1860		R Roberts Son & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	It is probably the better way to take at Mason's price. I find I should have some up here by Thursday at latest, so hope nothing will occur to delay it.  
	Copper matters still progressing, but I find Rumney is rather chary of extending the compy until we get perfect certainty and find the value of the process.  Pochin I have not seen since I saw you. we are still expiscating [i.e. "fishing for"] facts but will get to it on a larger scale soon, the main features seem settled but modes and apparatus must be groped after by varied experiments. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 21		 19th December 1860		J M Mills Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I could see Mr Higson on Friday if of importance any time between 12 & 2 or at such other hour you might name.  I may however say that it will be out of my power to complete the purchase this month as I find through failing sales I [ - line missing - ] than I expected.  
	I do not think Mr Norman gave me anything but the deeds of the Pendleton property and which you have. there was I believe a mortgage of the works but I do not think it was retained.  
	Mr Norman also has possession of the deeds of my Newton works, but of these there was only a deposit & no mortgage. This also he seems to have forgot. 
Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 22		 20th December 1860		Messrs H & B Shaw

Dear Sirs, 
	I am sorry you seem to act so unreasonably. I have always suited your convenience in taking your casks, when you would not fulfil your contract I did not push you. now when you push them into my hands by statements I have taken them although they will be spoiling for months. I think in these circumstances a little attention to my convenience was not too much to ask.  Having about £8000 worth of Alum in stock I find it needful to defer payments to a reasonable time and if you cannot agree to my request it will of course prevent my future transactions. I shall feel obliged by your [                            ].  
Yrs truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 23		 14th January 1861		R Norman Esq

Dear Mr Norman, 
	As I am proposing to purchase the freehold of the Pendleton grounds my solicitor Mr Neston informs me that it is absolutely needful to have the mortgage deed which you still retain and also to complete release.  
	Will you therefore kindly transmit to Mr Neston the deed of mortgage & he will get deed of release completed. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 24		 14th January 1861		J N Neston Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I shall look in at your office tomorrow. I have written Mr Norman desiring him to send you the mortgage deed of the Pendleton works & also to arrange with you for completing deed of release.   
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 25		 4th February 1861		Cunliffe Brooks & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I am quite aware that I have taken full advantage of the indulgence you have uniformly shown me. my only available explanation of the present position of my a/c is the immense stock of Alum I have for instance held a lasting stock on the 31st ult I found it 1500 tons or over the value of £10,000.  I have always held a large stock at this season which the export trade generally reduces.  
	I expect to reduce the balance of a/c by £1000 this month and shall follow this by an early reduction to the amount named by you, and with thanks for your kindness   
I am Dear Sirs, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 26		 15th February 1861		Mr S H Lee

Dear Sir, 
	I find I shall be extremely pressed for cash by Tuesday. do send me all you can tomorrow and in order that you may be in stock order up a considerable quantity as it will release [     ] we have.  my stock at Goole is large and all I believe of poor colour. I shall be compelled to depend on you [           ].  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 27		 26th March 1861		Richardson Bros

Dear Sirs, 
	I find there will be to me an unexpected difficulty in assisting you to meet your acceptance as from my large stock of Alum I am under great pressure for funds. If you can [          ] send it I could draw upon you and get it decreased I could remit you in a few days but at present I am really in a great strait.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 28		 17th April 1861		John Reid Esq

Sir,
	In answer to your note I may state that my patent of 1859 has both an economical and a sanitary object. All the London Alum makers work on my patent process of 1845 now expired, the numerous new patents I have taken out are for improvements on that process.  
	as Alum makers we are opponents in trade and I am sorry to say the London makers are not overful of good feeling in their mode of conducting the competition. so far as the sanitary part of my process is concerned I should have no objection to allow the makers to use it on merely a nominal Lordship but I know that any offer of such a privilege would be met by a profession of setting my patent at defiance. this is the way in which former overtures of reciprocal aid have actually been met and I do not feel disposed to have any further dealings with them except on the ground of previous acknowledgement of my patent rights of the mode adopted and my directions be found  to be efficient.  I may say that I had to leave my works at Pendleton previous to using my new process and that now I am as the midst of a dense population & after 2 years operation have no complaints.  
I am Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 30		 17th April 1861		D Swallow Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose you cheque for £150 to a/c. I shall remit you the balance at an early date.  I must express my thanks for your kindness in letting the matter be run during the late pressure for money which I have felt mainly on account of the large stock of alum I have held this spring.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 31a		8th March 1865			To Peter Spence Esq
Connorree Mining Company Limited, Dublin 
Dear Sir, 
	We are anxious to have the plans & specifications referred to in your letter of 28th ult as soon as convenient, as we do not wish to lose any time in erecting the furnace. On receipt of the plans &c we can enter into an arrangement with you about Royalty.
	What time next week would it be convenient for your son to see Mr Mackie at his Works at Goole, and would it be possible to have any  of our Ores there by the time in order to see them worked up in your Calciners &c?  Yours truly  Geo Dedrickson

PSL1/ 31b		23rd March 1865		To J Berger Spence Esq
Connorree Mining Company Limited, Dublin
My Dear Sir, 
	Doctor Waller and I got back on Tuesday. You may be sure we will do our best to further your brother's Californian mine project, and have already been at some of our friends. You might send me a few more Prospectuses as I have circulated nearly all mine.
	We encountered such severe weather in London and on our journey home that Dr Waller has got a heavy cold, which I suspect has confined him to the house today, as he has not been here today as intended, and it is now close on post hour.
	Dr Percy treated us most courteously and made us acquainted with Mr Price of Dilberges who is likely to do something for us in the Lead Ore.
	Kindly address the Vol on Iron Metallurgy to Hillside, Killiney, Co. Dublin.  I am to write your father by this post also.
Yours very truly  Thomas Mackie

PSL1/ 31c		30th March 1865		To Peter Spence Esq
Connorree Mining Company Limited, Dublin
Dear Sir, 
	I received the Plans &c and am much obliged. We will forthwith commence the erection of the Furnace &c. Could you let me know the probable quantity of Bricks of each kind required for Calciner and Smelter. Can you send us a man to build the Smelter or should we get him from Swansea?
	You may prepare the agreement as to the payment of your Royalty as soon as convenient.  Mr Mackie is so busy he may not be able to write to you to-day, but will to-morrow.
Yours truly  Geo Dedrickson

PSL1/ 31d		31st March 1865		To Peter Spence Esq
Connorree Mining Company Limited, Dublin
My Dear Sir, 		Private
	You will see by Mr Dedrickson's letter of yesterday that we have decided on erecting a Calciner, Smelter & Chamber at our Mines, which I trust is but a precursor to carrying out the process in the large scale propounded in your letter of 22nd Instant. Our Directors have viewed it most favorably, and we are now engaged in ascertaining whether we can command a full supply of Ore at all times, as well as the best locality for the Works, and also whether we should form a distinct Company to carry them on.
	We are strongly impressed with the notion that the Works should be in either Wicklow or Dublin with access to shipping facilities as well as connected with our Mines by Railway. In all this we should like much to have the benefit of your experience before deciding, and we should be very glad if you or your son, Mr John B Spence, could soon come over to look into such main points with us.
Believe me  Yours very truly  Thomas Mackie  
	In the event of the larger works going on the smaller ones at the Mine will be a useful auxiliary in working up ore that will not bear cost of carriage to Wicklow or Dublin.

PSL1/ 32		 9th May 1861		Cunliffe Brooks & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	Sincerely thanking you for the consideration you have given me I beg to say that at an early date I shall be able to place my a/c in a proper position.  
I am Dear Sirs, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 33		 1st June 1861

Dear Mr Stewart, 
	I am sorry you could not fix the cargo of Alum as John could have got a vessel and I want sales badly as my stock is still too large and my stock of money preposterously small.  
	John has 3 tons of lump but it will be all in kegs. if you can take it delivered in Goole the price named by you and without any deduction of weight & let me have the cash I shall take.  the cash would be the inducement as I get £20 from Messrs Walker Parker & Co but have to pay carriage and place it to my a/c for new lead would the Clyde Coy work at £6-17-6 for 70 tons cash 5% delivered for ship's side. If so you had better write John so that he might keep the vessel in view. it would require to be done soon as the vessels will be scarce by & bye. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 34		 4th June 1861

Dear Mr Cobley, 
	I have yours of 2nd and can only confirm my remarks in my last so far as the borate is concerned.  If you can have the mineral price and a quantity in this country at £6 to £7 per ton there is no doubt of its value and if it should not appear advisable for Rumney and myself to go into the manufacture you could still find a market for it with the makers who at present monopolise the borax trade. If in any way we can assist you we should be happy to do so.  
	As to your offer for Pyrites or rather the offer requested from me, unconditionally it would be a daring speculation. I do not expect it will burn in the ordinary mode but I have just completed a furnace for burning it in fine powder. to make it however worth while preparing it for that use there must be an inclusion on its containing the one or two per cent of copper which you said run through it all.  
	I am quite willing to accept of a cargo of fifty to one hundred tons absolutely at the price named by you that is 9d per cwt sulphur 10/- per ton  to be drawn for in the document named and conditionally on this being satisfactory should decide in 6 weeks after receipt of cargo to take 10,000 tons to be delivered in 2 to 3 years on those terms the whole being guaranteed of same to a sample. This is all I can do and will no doubt be satisfactory to you. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 36		 17th July 1861		J Farrar Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I find that the amount I have insured on my works is altogether £4700.  As I have in my works 250 tons lead which at the price of old lead would be worth £5000 I could not have a total loss the chief loss would be confined to erections and goods.  
I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 37		 12th August 1861		R Roberts Son & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I have just got yours with contract which I will peruse and retain. I am delighted you have been so completely successful and think it is the best contract we have ever made.  
	I find I shall be short of the needful this weeks copper a/c. If on that you could send me per return or at your convenience £400 I shall then send you on ore to Radley just to set it right, this I can do in about a month & by that time the copper Coy will probably be ready for deliveries. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 38		 2nd September 1861		R Roberts Son & Co

Dear Sir, 
	As I named last week I shall now require for the new works the aid from you arranged between us. as the machinery coming this week has to be met by cash and although sales are improving I am yet a great deal pressed for the needful and not able to go out of my way to meet new engagements.  
	Mr Miller or myself could come down on Wednesday if convenient for you. I shall be pretty much engaged this week with the meeting of the British Association. 
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 39		 17th September 1861		J Farrar Esq

Dear Sir, 
	In enclosing advice note for acceptance due tomorrow I am fully aware that it will place my a/c in a wrong position, but I am happy to say this will only be for a short time. I expect remittances to the extent of £1500 in the next 10 days for 250 tons Alum sold and now delivering from my works at Goole and as my sales are decidedly improving I fully expect to keep below the limit in future.  
I am Dear Sir, Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 40		 14th October 1861		R Roberts Son & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	As your Mr R Junr is coming up tomorrow would he kindly bring with him £500 on copper a/c. this will of course place me on the debit side but as my shipments will continue making progress and as the returns are good I shall soon place it right another cargo on Wednesday or Thursday.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 40a		 28th January 1862		Cunliffe Brooks & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	As your a/c would require some investigation it will be some days before I can decide as to paying any balance. I do not understand the charges for commission and interest which seem to bear no relation to the amount passed through your hands.  
Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 41		 8th February 1862

Dear Mr Chadwick, 
	With reference to the dispute as to the correctness of the charges for commission &c in my banking a/c with Messrs Cunliffe Brooks & Coy I beg to say that I never made any special arrangement with regard to it and was always under the impression that I was charged the ordinary commission and that as my a/c was almost always overdrawn that Messrs C B & Coy, however low the Bank of England commission might be, charged me 5% on all my overdraft and when interest was higher charged me [                      ] I had many interviews with Mr N Brooks, but always at his request, as to the state of my a/c and the condition of my business and with my statements he seemed invariably satisfied and merely urged my "keeping the a/c lively", the compliance with which and in order that my Banker might have the benefit of the turnover, for the last two to three years I never paid anything except by cheque on them, passing all money received through my a/c.  
	In all these interviews with Mr N B I never heard a proposal that I should pay extra commission or even the interest, so complete did their confidence in me appear to be. But as you are fully aware my attention is almost solely engrossed with the manufacturing department of my business and having the most perfect confidence in the honour of Messrs Brooks & Coy I never once looked into the correctness of their charges and when asked to do so by my clerk Mr Miller I said no, I have no suspicions of Messrs C B & Coy their charges must be in conformity with banking rates.
	My attention was first called to it by yourself when auditing my a/cs, and again more particularly when in contrast to Messrs Brooks charges I found that what is now debited me as commission bears no proportion at all to that item in the charges.  As I can never acknowledge that Messrs C B & Coy were running any risk with my a/c and as my overdraft was merely a loan for which they might have had security had they demanded it, and for which they charged me as you have shewn a very high interest I cannot on principle accede to the slightest degree to their right to charge me a higher commission than the rules of banking authorise and I as distinctly decline that their doing so without my sanction.  
I am Dear Mr Chadwick,  Yours very sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/ 43		 3rd May 1862		J Farrar Esq

Dear Sir, 
	My attention has not been specially turned to my a/c for some days back and am sorry to see it has got beyond the limit.  
	I have however effected sales and for which I expect early remittances to the extent of £1200 to £1500 and shall therefore soon be right again.  
Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 44		 27th June 1862		R Roberts Son & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I hope nothing will prevent one or more waggons ore being here tomorrow as stock will barely see Sunday noon.  I have notice from Mathers of the cargo being transferred to me.  
	Will you let me know when the canal to Radleys is opened. could I ask you to let me have £250 on Monday on copper ore a/c as I shall not stand so well as I should like with my balance. It is not imperative and if inconvenient you need not hurry but I like to be under the limit at settling day at my bankers.  
	This ore at Garston is a good working ore being very soft and small but I expect it is poor in sulphur Bottomly is just engaged with and will let you know by tomorrows post.  
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 45		 22nd September 1863		Mr Mabley

Dear Sir, 
	The process named to you is the manufacture of Sulphocyanide of ammonia or other sulpho cyanides from the ammoniacal liquor of gas works. the mode I adopt is the following. I first drive off by distillation all the volatile salts of ammonia from the liquor. I then boil it (the remaining liquor) down in open vessels till it is of the specific gravity of 1.2 or thereabout - this liquor is then set aside to cool & gives a large crop of chloride of ammonium - the mother water from these crystals I now take and dilute with at least 3 times its volume of water and a large deposit of mud goes down - the clear solution I now take for use - to this I add a mixed solution of sulphate of copper and proto sulphate of iron this throws down a dense white precipitate which when washed is pure sulpho cyanide of copper. I now prepare a solution of sulphide of ammonium and add this to the copper salt. decomposition takes place black sulphide of copper being precipitated and the solution is pure sulpho cyanide of ammonium which only requires careful evaporation to the crystalising point this must be done by a steam heat or heat from hot water, recrystalisation gives pure large white crystals.  
	any other sulpho cyanide could be made by merely using a sulphide say of soda or potash instead of the sulphide of ammonium when decomposing the copper salt.  
	It may be unnecessary to say how the sulphides are made as they are well known bodies.  
I am Dear Sir Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 47		 6th October 1863

Dear Sirs, 
	The question opened by yours is a very large one and to save my going into much detail regarding it I send you what we printed as a preliminary prospectus but for several reasons not connected with the prospects of business the matter got into abeyance and was never brought before the public.  
	I may say that I do not think it would be wise to go into the matter in a comparatively small way and that if gone into it should be with sufficient capital and in a situation containing the maximum advantages - the chief of them would be coal at a low price small coal say not to exceed 3/6 per ton and if possible at 3/- - Limestone cheap - this I believe would be so with you by its coming in balast from [Holyhead?], and salt cheap.  
	These are the requirements for a good alkali trade the advantage of my proposal being as you see, by becoming copper smelters to have the profits in that trade, and to have the sulphur now wasted by the copper makers for nothing, this would give the sulphuric acid and the alkali makers principal raw material at a merely nominal price.  
	The success of the furnace is beyond all doubt as I have calcined 5 or 6000 tons of ore by it and am now calcining upwards of 200 tons per week by this mode.  
	If you could organize a Coy & conduct the matter on a scale of sufficient magnitude and if you have the advantages named success would be certain and large with ordinarily good management and as I am still unfettered I am open to the first that makes a good arrangement.  
Yrs very truly    P Spence

PSL1/ 49		 18th November 1864		Sir John E Dalrymple, London

Sir, 
	I am in receipt of your note and although not a disinterested party shall be glad to afford you facts for a decision as to the matter you place before me. In 1845 I patented a mode of manufacturing Alum from the ordinary shale of the coal mines. when I commenced the manufacture in 1846 £9 to £10 was the price I obtained per ton for the alum made. I am at present making £5-10/- per ton for my alum. In 1851 the largest maker of alum Mr Wilson of Glasgow made 53 tons per week by the old process - I am now making 130 tons per week while other makers by my process in London and elsewhere probably produce an equal quantity, while by the old or Alum Schist business I question whether altogether 130 tons per week are made. In fact my own conviction is that with Alum Schist for nothing I can by my process secure profit of 20% while the Alum Schist makers with that advantage could not pay expenses. This may appear doubtful as the old process is still to a small extent carried on both at Whitby and Glasgow this is however owing to the fact that in the Alum Schist process they must at all times have nearly 12 months material in process in their large calcining heaps so that they have a large amount of invested capital which if not brought out is lost - by a private information from a party now connected with the Whitby manufacture where the shale exists in a bed of some hundreds of feet in thickness and is merely cut down in quantity in open day, the cost price of the alum in the warehouse ready for sending out is £5-15/-, this is 5/- per ton over the price I am now netting and as the price may decline but will not get higher, the cessation of the manufacture at Whitby is merely a matter of time. 
	another class of facts I may give you. At my works here I produce 80 tons of alum per week for this I use 65 to 70 tons of the shale of the coal mines all of which I get from one coal pit being material they would otherwise throw away. At Whitby & Glasgow by the data published it requires 50 to 60 tons of Alum Schist to produce one ton of alum, again the one thing that now decides the profitable manufacture of alum is the cost of the alkali.  
	I introduced the use of ammonia and almost all the alum now made is amm alum. In large towns such as London Manchester and Glasgow this is obtained directly from the [     ] liquor of gas works. in places where that is not to be got its cost is much greater as it must be used as sulphate of ammonia costing 50/- for every ton of alum made.  
	Of course you can set your own estimate in my statements as they are those of one deeply interested (as the largest Alum maker in the world) in anything connected with the trade. you are however quite welcome by yourself or any body whom you may appoint to visit my works either here or at Goole in Yorkshire and form a judgment as to the propriety of investing capital in a business which I have no doubt is in actinela mortis and cannot by any expenditure of capital or skill have its life prolonged to any extent.  
	I have not the pleasure of Mr Bank's acquaintance but am on terms of intimacy with Dr Perry who is also connected with the Gov't School of Mines and if you refer to him I have no doubt he will say that what I have placed before you is worthy of consideration.  
I am Dear Sir,  Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/ 53		 25th November 1864		John Mills Esq

Dear Sir, 
	The object of the enquiry made to you by my son for land is as follows. There is a company forming for the working of the Lincolnshire ores into iron, they propose doing it close to the mines and have nearly arranged for land on Mr Wynns property with whom they have agreed for a supply of ore. I prefer doing it at Goole, the matter will be decided soon. If you could make me an offer on reasonable terms of some 5 to 10 acres of the land named by my son for a lease of 100 years as usual I may possibly get the matter decided for Goole. If you are not inclined to do so the matter will be settled for Lincolnshire.  
	I prefer Goole for several reasons, partly because I am already connected with it, and your land seems to have considerable advantages, although it may be deficient in stability to bear the heavy furnaces resting upon it. It is also very contracted in breadth but is favourably situated for canal & river.  
	Will you kindly say by per return whether you are personally inclined to favour this application and on what terms if so you might be able to submit a definite offer as I cannot promise to get the matter deferred long the other parties being urgent for a decision.  
	The furnaces would be erected with all modern improvements and specially the gasses would be burnt as now generally done for economical considerations.  
	Excuse my son not naming the object to you as he considered himself under restrictions and I now do so in confidence. 
I am Dear Sir  Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 55		 27th February 1865		J Hewitt Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose you agreement signed as you request.  This I suppose is merely to enable you to proceed with the purchase and I shall hear from you again in the matter.    
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 57		 8th March 1865		Messrs John & Thomas Johnson

Dear Sirs, 
	Some two years ago or thereabouts we were in treaty with you for the purchase of your works, not being able to come to terms with you the matter fell into abeyance and nothing was done in carrying out my scheme on a large scale. Since then I have made further improvements in copper smelting and on the small scale of my own works have found the whole thing work so well that we are again stirring in an effort to carry it out fully. We have copper works offered for the purpose but I prefer an alkali works for the base of my operations.  
	There will be no difficulty in getting one of these but before making any enquiry it occurred to me to name the matter frankly to you and to say that if you are now disposed to make a reasonable offer of your works for the formation of a company to carry out my objects there is a good chance of a purchase being made.  
	Of course anything you may say to me will be kept in strict confidence and waiting yours  
I am Dear Sir    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 58		 13th March 1865		Messrs John & Thomas Johnson

Dear Sirs, 
	My enquiry is entirely at present a personal one and quite unknown to the friends I formerly acted with, Mr Chadwick even knows nothing of it. He has just declined purchase of a copper works the offer of which he entertained on the grounds that it might suit my views which it did not. I know he has a decided objection to going into my affair unless an offer of sale is made - you however acted so frankly in the last negotiations that I took the responsibility of, unknown to any of my friends, putting it to you whether you are still disposed to offer your works for conversion into a limited Coy. 
	Of course you having less or more of an interest in the affair would be an advantage - your last offer of the works at about £50,000 was as you were aware considered too high and I am afraid if again made with the addition you name may be a barrier. However it is for you to put the value. I can only say that if you feel disposed to make a definite offer or to indicate the terms I shall in the strictest confidence lay it before Mr Chadwick and if not accepted I will go no further, as knowing fully the character of your works we shall not require again to see them until some progress in negotiation was made.  
I am Dear Sir    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 60		 22nd March 1865	[ to Connorree Mining Co Ltd, Dublin]

Dear Sirs, 
	Since your visit here I have thought over your matter and looked at it in all shapes to see what would be the most advisable mode of action for you to adopt.  
	You are I think convinced by what you have seen that the process is neither speculative nor problematical, that your iron ore being, before your eyes converted into regulus containing (as it has turned out) nearly 40% copper and sulphuric acid, by the process which can be conducted anywhere with equal results places the matter on the basis of fact. If then by legitimate calculations going at once into the manufacture upon an adequate scale would show results in profit of an extraordinary kind would it not be the better mode at once to arrange for an adequate working out of the scheme to ensure such profit.  I have drawn out two schemes of operation and can guarantee that substantially they can be worked out and probably with an outlay not much exceeding £10,000, while the profits in either case would be beyond any ordinary business. In these calculations I have supposed you could find me 450 tons per week half rich & half poor and exactly such as I have had from you to the extent of nearly 2000 tons. In the calculated results I have taken the lowest productions both in acid and copper which ordinary working would yield & have allowed for loss in copper and sulphur sufficient for all contingencies. In calculating the silver I may say that different assays have given 3½ oz per ton of ore, I have taken 3¼ oz as that obtainable, by the process for finishing copper I have only taken 2/3rds its value as it is not certain that the value could be got. by the sulphate of copper process every atom of silver or gold would be got by an easy and certain mode. the copper would only be got in this case up to crude copper and then granulated or feathered and then oxidised by calcination in ordinary furnaces at a low heat - this dissolved in part of your own sulphuric acid, the undissolved residue would contain all the silver and gold which would then be smelted along with oxide of lead and the lead cupelled would yield your gold and silver without loss.  This is the process I should recommend & substantially the results given can be worked out.  
	The profit shown is of course entirely an additional one and leaves your mining operation to rest on its own bottom and if it pays you now it will pay its own profits on the ore turned over at the rate now netted for this ore as sold.  
	The mine will no doubt pay with abundance of ore a small percentage, with the ore converted as I propose the profits would be enormous but nearly all due not to the mine but to the mode of disposing of the ores.
	To work out this scheme it would be well for you to have my assistance and also to have the sole rights for Ireland of the two patents by which the processes are secured. 
	There is a scheme for working it out here on a larger scale in connection with alkali works. If this goes to work, and it may soon, the proposal was to take all the rights of the first patent (the second was not then invented) for all England and to give me in lieu of them £10,000 in paid up shares dividends to be secured until 10% was paid on the others.  
	I should be quite willing to enter into a similar arrangement with you and should do my utmost to work it out and could even send one of my sons who is an educated chemist to superintend the erections and work under my direction in connection of the Board of course. I should make over the rights of both patents as both are essential to your success. £10,000 in paid up shares may seem a large demand but if it doubled the value of all the shares in your mine which I am convinced it would in six months after starting you would consider it a safe bargain.  
	My own course in business has been to make my calculations cautiously and with the most scrupulous exactness, but having fully satisfied myself by these to go into the question without the slightest pause or hesitation and I have found that a good rule. I should therefore advise you before you start at all to go through any needful amount of calculation & to see any difficulty fairly in the face, but when you decide go for the full benefit and go for it directly.  
	The plans are ready but want description - my surveyor who has drawn them expects to be home on Saturday and if I have time on Monday shall get description written & transmit all.
Yrs very truly    P Spence

Estimate of Costs and results of working at Connoree for production of 
10½ tons Metallic Copper by Spence's Patent 
  
Costs

225 tons rich copper ore (3 1/8th assay) @ 35/-   
393-15-0
225 tons poor copper ore (1½ wet assay) @ 10/-
112-10-0
300 tons coal  @ 16/-   
240- 0-0
4 tons nitrate of soda   £14    
56- 0-0
Wages & sundries say 
180- 0-0

982- 5-0
Results

10½ tons Metallic Copper  @ £90 
945- 0-0
250 tons Brown sulphuric acid @ £ 3 
750- 0-0
1462 oz silver in the copper say £15 
157-10-0

1852-10-0
Weekly profit 
870- 5-0

Estimate of Costs and results of weeks working for production of crude 
copper & conversion of all this into sulphate of copper - Roman Vitriol  

Costs

225 tons rich copper ore (3 1/8th assay) @ 35/-   
393-15-0
225 tons poor copper ore (1½ wet assay) @ 10/-
112-10-0
300 tons coal  @ 16/-   
240- 0-0
4 tons nitrate of soda   £14    
56- 0-0
Wages say 
150- 0-0
Sundry expenses say 
50-15-0

1003- 0-0
Results

42 tons crystalised sulphate of Copper  @ £28 
1176- 0-0
220 tons Brown sulphuric acid @ £ 3 
660- 0-0
1462 oz silver (3¼ oz per ton)  @ 5/- 
365-10-0

2201-10-0
Weekly profit 
1198-10-0
the 1462 oz silver contains nearly 1 lb of gold but this I leave out  P.S.

PSL1/ 68		 27th April 1865

Dear Mr Crookes, 
	Before answering your letter which I had yesterday morning allow me to give the results of an experiment made y'day and finished today and which seems suborning of all previous results as we found all the mercury we had been working with was that got direct from Roberts own Chemist who supplies pure chemicals was loaded with gold and other metals. we considered that all the former experiments were on that account doubtful. we therefore distilled 20 lbs mercury and having fixed up two barrels on the shaft put in each barrel 56 lbs of James quartz being mixtures of all, rich and poor, to the one barrel gave 5 lbs common distilled mercury and to the other 4 lb and 1 lb amalgam of over 3% sodium - the barrels revolved 2 hours. nearly all the mercury was got out and on squeezing gave nothing in either case. 100 grams of each mercury was then acted on by nitric acid and the buttons of gold weighed - the one with pure mercury was .026 and yours was .0229 - or slightly less in either case under 1 oz per ton of quartz. we are to repeat the experiment but I see no source of falacy and therefore have somewhat lost confidence in the matter. it is at once evident that no trust is to be placed in experiments with mercury in the condition in which we were working with it. 20 lbs of this mercury left at least 1 lb residuum and I am afraid it is only similar stuff you have had at Castle cum Docha.  
	There is one alteration we shall make in next experiments. we had no chains in the barrels and shall have them next, but I cannot think that will account for the great difference in result especially with the two hours agitation instead of one. If not altered by next experiment it strikes at the root of all practical benefit of the process in ordinary circumstances and at present I cannot see my way out of it.
	I shall be exceedingly glad if the next experiments lead to a different conclusion but must say that all my confidence in former results is shaken by the now ascertained state of the mercury.  
	You will see at once that I am not in a condition to discuss the subject of the amount of royalty with the mode in which it should be laid. this I shall be happy to do when I get the cloud removed which now rests on the whole affair.  
	I am glad you got so fine weather in your prolonged stay at Dolgelly. we enjoyed the trip exceedingly. I hope Mrs Crookes will get rid of her cold and find permanent benefit from her first contact with the Welsh mountains.  Mrs Spence would join me in best regards but I write from the works.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence    
	Since writing experiments have been made with 500grs of each mercury results as under.  
		Crookes button of gold .1068  
		Common distilled  do  .1190  
also this distilled mercury does not leave a trace. It seems then demonstrated that in the mode of working adopted in three experiments your process gives no advantage and that so far as other experiments are concerned a doubt rests on them from the ascertained vileness of the mercury.  PS

PSL1/ 72		 28th April 1865	

Dear Mr Crookes, 
	Last night at 9 o'clock we charged both barrels with 50 lb quartz each exactly alike. This morning took 4½ lb & 4½ lb distilled mercury, the one 4½ lb was added to the one charge, we then took sodium exactly equal to 1% and added to the other mercury, they making your amalgam, this was added to the other cask and at 10.30 they were set revolving and continued for 3 hours your 4½ lb mercury was all washed out except under 300 gm which no doubt floated away, the other was also got out sufficiently - on squeezing yours yielded no amalgam and we did not try the other. 500 gm of each was then acted on by nitric acid and weighed the clean buttons yielded by each, in fact there is no difficulty in this level of the process - the yield is as under  
	Mercury with sodium  .07653 gold  
	Mercury without         .1342 gold 
so that the common mercury nearly doubles your result. there is no possible source of falacy in this that I can see we had chains and pins of iron in each barrel and the barrels revolved together, the mercury is perfectly pure to begin with and there are the results.  
	What do you suggest to try it more effectually. I cannot see a falacy in the mode & should be glad if I could, but at present it seems fatal. I am at once to get some of Bultons machines and give it a trial with them.    
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 74		 1st May 1865

"Inventors are very sanguine and they are not the best judges of the "
"value of their Inventions" Dr Perry  
My Dear Mr Crookes, 
	I think I might have a very pretty ground for a quarrel with you on the matter of the tone of both your letters, to me and to my son James - but as I have no doubt that by this time you have seen that you have too hastily placed me in antagonism with yourself and have already altered your view of my conduct I shall say no more on that subject. I am as you are fully aware nearly as deeply interested in the success of your discovery as yourself. my wishes for your fullest triumph cannot therefore be much stronger than they are, but more than this till last week my convictions were at least as strong as yours and my expression of them a great deal stronger than I have heard you utter.
	What elements more do you require for a fair investigation of all the facts coming under my observation as to the value of your invention.
	The experiments were undertaken with your full approval have been conducted most honestly and with all the precautions we could think of and though not by any means final are certainly not justly characterised by you as valueless. Anxious as I am to see my way out of the conclusion they press upon me you have not helped me in the least - your only ground for condemnation is one which falls with twofold form on the Castle cum Docha exp't you say our quartz was not mixed well, previous to the experiment the two 10 lb of quartz which had been ground to a very fine powder were taken and put through a [carse] riddle two men putting each a shovel of each kind into the riddle and all was thus riddled on to a large heap on the ground - the heap was well mixed and then all riddled again into a large cask and from this cask both bags were filled and weighed - do you see any hope for your explanation here, I see none - what was the Castle cum Docha formula - as I superintended nearly all the weighing of it while you prepared the mercury I give you it - the six pounds Pyrites were pounded and I then made them put half in each scale - half they put on to a 20 or 22 lbs quartz then weighed from the heap (before I went in to the mill house) and half they put into the other cask - he then weighed the other 22lbs quartz there - a small shovelful from the bottom of the heap one from the middle one from the top another from the middle another from the bottom &c &c and the matter was finished. now with the knowledge that this heap of crushed quartz was made up of the best they could find and all the visible gold turning up, and contained pieces of from ½ to ¾ inch diameter & that any one of these might have contained all the gold you got out, was the result anything but the merest chance, a chance of course which might as readily have gone against you as for you but still only a chance and as such accepted by all parties - as to the mercury used and this being pure distilled, I fancy it was just in the same category as our own, got for pure mercury but in fact extremely impure. now so far as I can see we have eliminated all these sources of error, we have entirely distilled the mercury and tested it to perfect purity, we have done all we could see needful to have the same samples of quartz, we have given the same treatment to both and you have the results. I do not ask you to believe anything except that the experiments have been honestly done and with the simple view of ascertaining truth and though I still hope there may be some falacy in them you have not pointed it out and I cannot find it.  
	I had some hope I had discovered it in the fact of some acid getting into the water from an alum bucket and thus destroying more rapidly the amalgam but David says the water was carried directly from the tap in a clean bucket.  
	now were you in my place what would be your line of conduct, not certainly to wink hard at facts in order to retain a favourite conclusion. 
	I do feel that a strong hope for the success of the  Monteguma is gone if your discovery fails, but I feel sure that even with interest heading one way and facts the other you would not say discard the facts.  	I am taking the only course that is reasonable namely to follow the matter out and I do hope the clouds may yet be removed & the apparently adverse facts explained. Mr Readman has kindly written to Bagillt to get up here two small Bulton machines lying there and I am fitting up shafting to get them at work as soon as possible and if you can point out any mode better than another by which the matter can be fully elucidated it shall be done. If your facts are fear of falacy mine can hardly be so but as you are aware that is an admission that has two sides and both you and I are deeply interested in getting the truth.  
	I have spent already nearly £1000 actual money on the Monteguma and knowing the difficulty in extracting gold the failure of yours would be an enormous deduction from my hopes of success.  
	With kindest regards to Mrs C and in the hope that light will arise.  
I am Dear Sir    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 80		 1st May 1865

Dear Mr Reece, 
	I am sorry to see I am again trespassing on you but I fully expect a cheque from your London Agent by tomorrow's post which will place me within the line.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 81		 5th June 1865		John Marsden Esq, Wakefield

My dear Sir, 
	In reply to your favor I might be enabled to contract with you for shale if you can quote a low price. The only objection is that it is so hard & requires a considerable time to soften down.
	We are just now forming a limited liability Company for a valuable patent at York. The profits from which after twelve months practical employ has yielded sixty five per cent. The consumption of coals will be 350 tons a week.  Should you entertain the idea of going in [             ] forming the Coy partly in your neighbourhood, (the commission for which you might take in paid up shares) we would lay the matter before you for your consideration.    Waiting your reply.  
Yrs vy truly J Berger Spence

PSL1/ 83		 16th June 1865		John Marsden Esq, Wakefield

Dear Sir, 
	I have seen the letters you have sent my son.  If it will at all facilitate the matter we could send you a more specific prospectus but probably it would be as well for you to name the point that should be most prominently set forth.
	I have no doubt I could get a good deal of the Capital and also some Directors here, but we think the chief portion of the Directors should be on your side of the Country and also the weight of the capital. If a good and clear prospectus is brought out giving a firm and just statement of the proposed business and results there is little fear of the shares not being taken up as both chemical manufacting and copper smelting are known to be highly profitable businesses when well conducted and when to the considerable profit on these businesses is added the very large profit to be derived from the patented process by which they are combined no concern could present a more promising future.  
	We don't think you should put the capital at less than £75,000 nominal as it merely requires a [certain?] portion to be called up and in case of extension you have your reserve to fall back upon.  As the Coy will appear as a concern in activity and getting immediate profit there would be little difficulty in getting the share list filled especially with the low rate of Bank [     ].  
	If you can get a few names and I will furnish others we might incorporate at once and go to the public as an agreement affair but of course the names we get had better be known parties of position.  	Shall be glad to hear from you & I am Dear Sir  
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 86		 17th June 1865		John Marsden Esq, Wakefield

My Dear Sir, 
	As soon as we get the Copper Smelting & Chemical Coy afloat I intend to charter a steamer for the conveyance of ore out from Devon & Cornwall. On going into the matter I find the rate will be considerably cheaper than by trader and much more speedily. The ore now costs a price of 68/- per ton but by constantly keeping a steamer for 250 to 300 tons per week the rate would be reduced at least 1/- per ton it would certainly remunerate on out freight & as all the coals have to be shipped to Cornwall & Devon (All the vessels which have brought the ore to Goole having returned with coals) I anticipate that a good trade might be done there. I am now making enquiries in the South as to what quantity per week I could make contracts for & in the mean time if you all gave me an approximate idea of the price you can deliver the best coals F.O.B. at Goole for say 300 tons per week I shall be in a position as soon as we commence extended operations at Goole to contract with you for that quantity.
	Waiting your reply  I am  
Yours very truly    J Berger Spence

PSL1/ 87		 10th July 1865		Mr C Copland

Dear Sir, 
	The Monteguma Gold Mining Coy is now fully formed and registered but it was not completed till the end of last month and did not appear in the Times list of new Companies.  
	The Directors are so convinced of the good prospects of the affair that they passed a resolution to decline receiving any more shareholders, and several applications will have to be refused.
	Nothing will be done till my son goes out and he will soon be ready for leaving. he is waiting the completion of some machinery & other matters. His last account from his overseer of the mine conveyed the intelligence that a party from New York is authorised to offer $50,000 for the mine, this is equal to £10,000 while it cost him little more than £2,000 and is made over to the Compy at cost price. The present impression is that in passing through New York my son may possibly get an offer of £20,000 and in that case my advice is to sell but Messrs Fox & O'Connor who are Directors and hold £1600 in shares decline to accede even to that - this will give you their impression of the value of the mine. Mr Fox resided 7 or 8 years in California and is of course a more competent judge than I am of the probable value of the property.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 89		 26th July 1865		Jos Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

Dear Sir, 
	I have seen Mr Vicker this morning and without giving it as his knowledge his opinion evidently is that the Dividend will be £5 per Share and that if there is more made it will be carried over. If therefore we can sell at 18 premium or even at £17-10 I have no objection to your getting them disposed of at once and placing the amount to the credit of my a/c with the Consolidated Bank.  
I am Dear Sir    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 90		 16th August 1865		T Mackie Esq [Connorree Co, Dublin]

Dear Mr Mackie, 
	We got home all in good trim and found all well. I am sorry yours of 14th only got to hand this morning as I see you will be disappointed. I was very busy last night with the plan for our new works and expect I have laid out almost to details a beautiful arrangement for the whole of the operation which will only require getting down to scale and then placing on the land so as to give us the full advantage of position. so far I am working it on the understanding of all the coal being delivered at one side from the river all the ore being delivered by rail siding, which I should run laterally through the works if found convenient to deliver the ore at the charging end of the calciners or if found better run it on an elevated rail over the calciners so as to drop the charge in them. I am making all the chambers available as roofing and will cover by them a space of 310 ft by 45 feet in one mass & another space of 150 by 20 to 25. I shall require about 140 to 145 tons of lead or say £3,000 worth so that wont be over the estimate.
	I have sent you under book post all the documents you require. You have the full report and also extracts from it such as we thought the best for our Goole affair.
	As to chimney my own advice would be place it as I shall in my plan so as to act for exactly duplicating our past erections and let it be a chimney at least 250 feet high or better 300 and of ample proportions.
Remember us at home    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 92		 8th September 1865		Chadwick Adamson & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	Confirming the writer's call upon you this morning. I trust you will not disappoint me in the final audit on Monday. Our last 2 balance sheets are of so entirely unprecedented a character that the writer cannot venture to communicate anything on the subject to Mr Spence until your auditing is completed. And this, notwithstanding that an immediate change of a staple material of manufacture would probably be at once decided on if the apparent "status quo" were disclosed to Mr Spence. It is just possible there may be some radical error in our bookkeeping but however this may be I trust you will see the importance to us of at once establishing the matter beyond doubt.  
I remain Dear Sirs, Very Respectfully for Peter Spence    Frank Spence.
	P.S. I should say that as the "postings" have been checked there only remains now the "balance".

PSL1/ 94		 3rd November 1865		Jos Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

Dear Sir, 
	I observe that my a/c is somewhat over-draughted this week.  I expect payments next week to the extent of 12 to £1500 which will place it in a better position.    
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/ 95		 13th January 1866

Dear Sir, 			Confidential 
	I am about to convert my works at Goole into a private Stock Company (Limited) & at our preliminary meeting the Directors thought it would be advisable to have a local man on the board.  If you should be disposed to join the board I shall be glad to give you all information on the subject. We intend to exploit the Copper Smelting business on my patent mode by which the sulphuric acid is produced at a cost of about 10/- per ton the selling price being nearly £4-1-0, consumption of coals will be about 300 tons per week & as we shall require a steamer to bring the ore from Cornwall it will necessitate a back freight of another 300 tons coal weekly.  The next meeting is on Friday & in this connection should you entertain the matter I shall be glad to provide you with all particulars.
Yours truly   P Spence  J Berger Spence

PSL1/ 98		 21st February 1866		F Sp Martin Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I have a good deal of hesitation in deciding as to your offer of an interest in your proposed Company.
	I think the matter a very fair subject for public investment if under able and conscientious management. a good part of its success must however ensue from judicious [     ] the sale of the coal & lignite. In that matter I could give you no special aid.  If the manufacturing was to form a considerable item in the Company's affairs, then I might be of some aid.  
	I have lately been called in to retrieve the affairs of a spelter smelting compy that has always been losing money and was in a fair way of placing them in bankruptcy that in the end was avoided.  In Alum and sulphuric acid and other Chemical processes I might be able to help the Compy, but this would necessitate some visits to Germany.
	There is another view of the question - I am now tolerably well known as a practical chemist and my approval and activity might give confidence to some classes of investors.
	But this being the case I should like to be thoroughly convinced that I was sanctioning a really promising scheme. now I am so convinced as to the coal deposits, but I can scarcely say that I so thoroughly appreciate the manufacturing part of the scheme or how details of it are managed. now my name in the affair would chiefly act as sanctioning that part of it. now the details of costs and market prices of articles in Germany and the probability of orders for increased production of the articles made, with the present modes of manufacture and the probability of improvement are all details I should like to master in order that my opinion should be of value.
	I have no disinclination to go into a matter that would be remunerative & when I was convinced I was giving a quid pro quo in ensuring economical skilful and therefore profitable management but I should most decidedly object to receiving shares on the grounds merely that being a practical chemist of known standing the same knowledge of my nominal connection would give confidence to investors.
	If my actual activity as a Director in considered of sufficient value to warrant you & your friends giving me such an interest as could make it of importance for me to give a share of my time and attention to its operation and if by this means I should be interested in its prosperity and without involving any responsibility in cause of more success in floating the compy I should not feel altogether embarrassed to aid you in this way and so far as my sanction would influence those who know me. excuse the prolixity but I could not more shortly give you my views.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/102		 5th March 1866		T Mackie Esq [Connorree Co, Dublin]

My Dear Sir, 
	I have yours this morning and have just telegraphed you that I would accept one fifth of the Smelter Scheme on similar terms details by post.
	Your new plan will make the affair so small that I am merely giving the whole affair for nothing as I preclude myself from doing anything else with it in Ireland.
	In accepting therefore one fifth of all the shares issued it must be understood that the deduction formerly proposed will not in this case be made and that all the other agreements as to Dividends will be adhered to.
	If therefore you issue 2000 shares to paying shareholders 500 shares should at some time be issued to me and pro rata for any additional members.
	I have agreed to this as I do not wish to stand in the way of your success but I am afraid you will hamper the affair by too small a Capital. I may say that we expect to organise & register the Goole affair this week as between £50,000 and £60,000 of the Capital is subscribed.  The White Lead Compy is also provisionally settled £5000 actual money being subscribed for a large manufacturing trial which if successful will be succeeded by £300,000 one third of this being allotted to me.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/106		 9th March 1866		M Curtis Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As the Chairman of the Gas Committee I beg to lay before you some statements regarding the Ammonia Water of the Corporation Gas Works.
	The quantity of water produced has now so largely increased as to be much beyond my consumption in my alum trade and for the three months of the winter is a serious inconvenience both to the Gas Committee and myself.
	Last Summer I determined not to renew my contract with Salford but to make use of my option for the two years of the Contract with you. As it has turned out this was an unwise step on my part as the Salford Committee could get no offer at all that they could accept and came begging for me to take the liquor at about half the price of my former contract which I refused and they then got it sold to another party at 6½d per unit per 100 gallons.
	I am of course bound to take all at the old price till the end of 1867 but one of two things I must prepare for doing during this summer, either to make temporary arrangements for selling the surplus during my Contract and meantime prepare for not requiring to renew the Contract, or, on the other hand get from you renewal of the Contract for say 3 years after expiry of the present, upon terms somewhat near the price of the article at present and then to erect at a cost of one to two thousand pounds an additional works for working up the excess produce over my present consumption and all the prospective increase during said renewed contract and thereby prevent annoyance by accumulation at Christmas.
	The present price by the Salford Contract being 6½d per unit or degree of Twaddle per 100 gallons, I am willing to offer 7d (seven pence) per unit per 100 gallons on condition of another contract for 3 years from 1st January 1868 and if the Committee are willing, an option of two years beyond, but this latter I don't make an essential condition.
	I should like the Committee after making all needful enquiry to decide the matter as early as they conveniently could, as I am now obliged to sell a large quantity of the water at a great loss and might probably by intended arrangements for its use be able to save a part of that loss.
	Will you kindly place this matter before the Committee, and believe me  
Dear Sir,    Yours very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/109		 30th March 1866		E Hardcastle Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I have made no charges against your Board but what I consider I have ample ground for, and I cannot resist one iota from the position I have assumed. I shall first however dispose of your charges against me which are not [      ] except as shewing the Animus by which you are now actuated. the matter of the pond I did not before refer to as it seemed so purely trifling - I never wished the pond to be filled up - I never ordered it to be filled up - I never knew it was being filled up till the last time I was at the works and on enquiring the reason understood it to be some arrangement between Frank and Hughes to save value in carting - as to your loss (premising that I had really nothing to do with it as your orders for Blende and orders for its use were all along matters of settlement between Hughes & Mr Phillips, as I can clearly shew, and all done in opposition to my wish to get either very cheap Blende or use entirely Bluestone) but will you agree to pay me all my expenses incurred in the affair on conditions of my undertaking to pay you all you have lost by the increased difference between the cost of Spelter per ton and the selling price for two months since Jany 1 and the two months before.  If you will not then who is the greatest loser. My pecuniary loss is however not the matter that affects me and I believe that your loss looking at it in the proper way in which I now put it is nothing - but still the matter remains, an agreement was made and from that [      ] you have departed and your taking advantage of your own mode of interpreting the agreement and thus claiming your conduct is a very common mode but is generally only satisfactory to the parties so acting.
	I assert that with the less quantity of ore 8½ tons per week my furnace calcines it as perfectly as the old calciner and the quantity is still more than yours and the fuel less, and moreover quantity was not an essential point in our agreement - as to a trial in the zinc furnace your insisting for that merely shews that your Board do not fully understand the subject. if the ore is calcined sweet nothing more can be done for it. we had repeated trials in the zinc furnace several of them giving results satisfactory but always followed by others not satisfactory. How do you know so little of Human nature as to suppose that a Welshman, who has so far condemned all my operations as to state that he was driven to despair by them, and has threatened that he would leave unless I did, that such a man was one to find experiments fairly through when he could by a word or even a look let the men (who evidently did not like our meddling) know that if the experiment turned out bad he at least should not be displeased. you say Frank did not complain. F is perfectly honest himself and believes the same of others, but I have not so learned. Welshmen, who courteously argue with you in words and agree as perfectly with one who opposes you the next minute.
	You say Thomas was quite willing to do all for us. do you or can you believe in consistency with the statement in your previous letters that he was or could have been willing to do anything but get rid of us as soon as possible and if so how could any fair trial of one be made in the zinc furnace which was all along entirely under his control as every thing we did with them was done through him.
	The only explanation of your acting that I can give satisfactory to my own mind is that you have got an impression that after all you could with Thomas as foreman make the thing pay and that if so you would get rid of the liability for my stock being made over and that Thomas feeling how the wind lay threatened to give up and that it was considered the lesser evil that I should go and it was therefore decided that the thing was a failure.
	I am sorry it has been so decided as it at present puts an end to my other arrangement that would have been based upon this being implemented by you and is altogether a most unsatisfactory termination of what I fully expected would have been an agreeable connection.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/115		 18th June 1866		R Hunt Esq FRS

Dear Sir, 
	I have not the pleasure of a personal acquaintance with you and take the liberty on my son F M Spence handing me yours to him of the 14th which he thinks I can better answer than he can.
	My patent process for the manufacture of white lead from the sulphate has not yet been largely applied as I have refused all offers for licence on the ground of preferring to bring it out as a monopoly by a large Compy now forming.
	practically I shall be able so far as I can at present see to make large quantities of white lead from ores now valueless containing say 8 to 12% lead mixed with other sulphates. I am just operating experimentally and successfully on an ore containing lead 10% copper 1% zinc 30% silver iron arsenic & sulphur. from this after eliminating the sulphur and arsenic I can take out all the lead as perfectly pure Carb or white lead without disturbing the other metals.
	You refer to the extraction of sulphur by burners in the process of copper smelting. I have not yet seen Gerstonhoffer's furnace in operation but have had communication with Mr Hermann of Vivian's works who has really made that furnace so far as it is, a success.  My calciner has now been 4 years in operation & has calcined over 20,000 tons of copper ore and its perfect success is unquestionable. Vivians furnace is a beautiful invention and under laboratory superintendence may succeed. Mr Hermann does not pretend to get the ore under 5% sulphur undecomposed my ordinary work gets to 1% undecomposed sulphur as sulphide - Vivians must have ore ground to fine powders, I take it just as it comes from the Cornish mines.
	There is now not the smallest difficulty in compelling the Copper Smelter to economise his sulphur and as he is passing SO3 or its equivalent in SO2 into the atmosphere to the annual value of about £1,000,000 at the present price of O.V. I dont think it would be a great hardship to compel him to save his property & cease from annoying his neighbours.  So far I have been unable to get one of the smelters to move out of his old grooves and probably the only practicable solution of the difficulty will be that the large chemical works on the Tyne & other places will become the copper smelters.  I have just turned over my Goole Alum works to a Company and today they lay the foundations of 4 smelting & calcining furnaces by my patent of 1864 by which the calcined ore if turned out direct from calciners into smelters, the smelting waste heat serving to heat the calciner and all the sulphur going into the vitriol chambers. we have smelted some 2,000 tons of ore successfully by this arrangement.
	I shall be happy to give you any statistics of my operations, and if you or any of your friends desire to see any of them I shall be most happy to give the opportunity.
I am Dear Sir    Yrs very truly    Peter Spence
	Mt Friend D R A Smith's description of my Alum process in your last edition is rather out of date.

PSL1/119		 18th June 1866		Messrs Mackie & Hartley

Dear Sirs, 
	My son had not clearly laid the facts before the H R Mg Coy or they have misunderstood them.  He bought the ore on my analysis of the sample which was of some value for Nickel, but I am sorry to say that when the stock came to hand it was for this utterly worthless. Still it had like the sample 34% of sulphur - we gave it a trial in the ordinary pyrites kilns for the manufacture of sulphuric acid but there again it was useless as it would not burn at all - I then ground a few tons of it to fine powder and now in my Calciner it yielded its sulphur without difficulty & practically from every ton of it 3/4th of a ton to a ton of Brown O.V. is produced in the vitriol chambers. My conviction is that the only way of making this ore of any value is grinding it into fine powder and applying it by my patent calciner to the production of sulphuric acid, and as I understand the quantity to be unlimited, on the spot apparatus may be erected to supply all the New York demand for vitriol & if that demand is large then no better trade could be taken in hand.
	If the company will make me a satisfactory offer for purchase or use of the patent and send an intelligent man over here I shall return him perfectly capable of turning out any quantity of O.V. from the H R Coy ore for which they can find him apparatus - we must however have a definite bargain only depending on success in producing the acid.
	The ore is of little value to me the cost to me being 20/- in L'pool, carriage here 9/- and grinding say 2/6 = 31/6 per ton and I can buy ore ready for my calciner on better terms.
	The White Lead process will not be at work for some time yet. I have had many offers for licence but have refused them all as we are organising a powerful company to carry it on as a monopoly. In any arrangement you may make for it and on which I shall be glad to negotiate with you the parties shall have all the benefit of our experience.
Yours vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/121		 18th June 1866		T A Readman Esq

My Dear Readman, 
	Your friend's proposition is one sided and I decidedly object to it.  I am quite willing to go into an arrangement for one third to myself and two thirds to other parties but with no preferential payment - I go in as inventor, they go in as Capitalist, why should I risk all and they risk nothing. I estimate my invention equal in value to one third of the outlay and therefore I consider that I have an equal right with the Capitalist to 4d as my share of the first 1/- of profit made and of every succeeding one.  If your friend thinks he should withdraw his Capital then what claim would he have on any succeeding results, certainly I should have an equal claim to withdraw my patent.
	Your friend's proposition takes no practical shape and would really only bind me.  I shall agree to an arrangement for giving two thirds of all profitable results of working the patent in Spain but on the other side there must be a definite commitment to the extent of say £50,000 if considered needful to efficiently work it out in that country.
	As to the expense of the patent being borne by me I dont object to this as this is my part of the Capital the agency matter is mainly a commercial arrangement and should be done on the best terms. I may just say that I have other offers that might if encouraged embrace the whole matter here and abroad but for a reasonable time I shall do nothing to damage your moral claim upon me but I think in fairness to all parties something definite should be arranged before the end of August next. Time is an element in a patent and that is progressing.
Yours very sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/123		 20th June 1866		T A Readman Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	We could no doubt find the lead but Frank and all his staff are now engaged at a work they can't leave without spoiling and as you have plenty of white lead to go on with I did not see the necessity of his turning to it and leaving the other alone. As to describing the mode of manufacture I am rather puzzled. If with bluestone of course a description would require to include the whole process and would necessarily include spelter making but for that we are dependent on the Bagillt people so it is no use describing it as the process to be adopted by the White Lead Company.
	I cant describe the process unless I know exactly on what raw material the process is to be conducted, so while it will be all right trying to extract the zinc from the half ton of bluestone yet considering my previous Bagillt experience I do not feel at liberty to let any detail of the process depend on anything going through the hands of that concern. You have the white lead, I shall undertake to get all out of bluestone in a similar form to that you have, and leave the zinc in it and the same with any other ore that contains lead. the process does not depend on Bluestone and should not be so put as that puts us completely in the hands of the Bagillt Directors and that is a position that I shall not sanction its being placed in as I shall refuse to be put in any condition of dependence on them until they fulfil righteously their agreement with me.
	They have done all in their power to ruin the prestige of one of my processes and I must distinctly stipulate that another of them shall not be placed in their power.
Yours vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/125		 28th June 1866		A Waterhouse Esq, London

My Dear Sir, 
	I should indeed consider it a great first if you should be able to adopt my proposed mode of managing by combining smoke sewage and ventilation. I have had many scientific admirers of my theory but none so far who have had your rare opportunities of confirming what, when adopted, will I believe be a great boon to humanity.
	My friend Dr Perry of the Gov't School of Mines who has circulated a good many copies of my Pamphlet and who is connected with the ventilation of the Houses of Parliament would I have no doubt cordially aid you in working out the mode of application and if in anything I can assist you my aid is at your command.
	I should decidedly prefer your adopting one shaft thus giving you more ample length of underground flue in sewerages and so more certain combustion of the products of combustion and deposition of the carbon &c. the capacity and height of the shaft to be proportional to the number of flues thrown into it and the strength of indraft to give you sufficient ventilating power; as the draught will be in exact proportion to the height and temperature of the ascending column it might be needful, if not many fires were going into the shaft, to have one fire near to the bottom for the mere purpose of so heating the ascending column as to give the required draught, but this is a matter of calculation. you will observe that I require for my great chimney only a temperature of 100 Fah't but this is the result of the great height of my chimney, as yours would be much less you would require a higher temperature to afford you sufficient ascensive power.
	There is however no real difficulty in this and I have no doubt Dr Perry would be able to give you his experimental data as to the rate with which great masses of air can be moved by changes of temperature of even a small amount in an ascensive column.
	Of course the adoption of this mode will alter your architectural operation as you would have all your flues from your 1000 rooms descending to your underground culverts you would of course have to give a small rise first and then turn down into your culvert and these would probably have to be arranged with dampers to check over draught and by which also ventilation might be regulated. I think that in order to get rid of your visible smoke it would be quite needful to adopt this underground culvert system in order that your smoke might be kept for a time in contact with the sewage for this arrangement a very limited supply of water would be preferable, in fact no more than would keep the excreta liquid or mobile; water is only needed in large quantity at present to keep if possible the abomination from pouring out fetid gases, but that is not an element for us to take into account.
	I am afraid that in London we could not make much of the resulting sewage but if kept, as it would be, strictly by itself we could at least get it subjected to analysis and then make clear its superiority to the general sewage and this would be important in our argument in favour of the plan.
	I need not say that from our old association in the Ragged School Committee I have seen with much pleasure your rapid rise in your profession and if in addition to this you shall be the first to adopt and make practically successful my proposed plans I shall feel a still deeper interest in your I hope still greater professional success in your new and larger sphere.
I am Dear Sir,  Yours very sincerely    Peter Spence.
	I send some copies of my pamphlet by book post  P.S.

PSL1/131		 10th July 1866

My Dear Sir, 
	I didnt understand Crookes as undertaking to help me in inventing apparatus for working the White Lead, I fancy in manufacturing I am at least his equal.
	What I understood was that he would give his scientific authority as to the bearing of the process in that respect.  of course as a manufacting testimonial his would be of no use.
	I decidedly demur to doing anything more in the Bluestone experiment, whatever I did you must take it on my testimony and I have given you that. that the lead can be easily extracted and the zinc practically not touched whether Mr Bagillt's people can then extract it I am not anxious to try and indeed shall have nothing to do with their operation connected with it.
	As to trying the quality of the white lead you are now in a position to set that matter at rest and I can only urge its being done as rapidly as possible as the matter now becomes urgent for not only is time being consumed but a venture that hangs fire so must lose prestige very materially.
	Time also is passing in regard to foreign patents. The Americans are now wanting operations here and the French fails if not at work within a year.
	I did not see your letter of 5th till this morning or I should have answered sooner.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/133		 12th July 1866		A Waterhouse Esq, London

My Dear Sir, 
	I rather reproach myself for not sooner answering yours of the 4th. I was rather busy after my return & partly was thinking over the subject of yours.
	The only radical objection to your modification is that the area of the shaft is only, for the purpose of passing air, the area of its smallest section, thus upon limiting the cross sectional area of the shaft by internal sections for seventy feet or even for seven feet you to that extent limit the power of the shaft as to the quantity of air it can pass with a gaseous pressure or draught.
	A clear sectional area of 22.5 square from top to bottom would give us 506.25 square feet. this with a heat of about 100 to 110 Fah would give us a pressure of say 2lb per foot and an equivalent velocity of say 30 feet per second.
	I have not the tables by me and at the moment cannot refer to the data but I am sufficiently sure for a safe calculation. now say 30 feet per second by say 500 area gives 15,000 cube feet per second or say 900,000 cube feet per minute that we can surely and certainly have through such a shaft, but if branched at one point to that extent you limit absolutely the whole power of the shaft - as to your original idea of separate flues for smoke and air it would almost certainly incur the evils which you say are dreaded. such flues would have no ascensive power unless the air were heated and they would derive little benefit from the heat of your smoke flue.
	It is I am afraid not a sufficient answer to the dread you speak of "that the smoke might return through the ventilation flues", that it is simply absurd, the altered temperature being provided for it would require an enormous power to draw back any thing out of the shaft and the chief provision needful would be regulation dampers [              ] being too powerful, besides by limiting your smoke flue you increase the velocity of its current, give it less time for deposition of its impurities in the sewers and if you passed it in this concentrated form from the top of your chimney it would no doubt be visible smoke - by passing all ventilation & smoke through one channel you dilute, cool down and ensure deposition, and by passing all out of the full area of the shaft in all probability nothing would be visible.
	I give you now the data for pressure of our shaft. A cubic foot of air @ 60 Fah weighs 535.85 grains and @ 110 Fah 488.8 grains the difference is 47 grains per cub ft our shaft 500 area x 300 height = 150,000 cub ft x 47 Gr = 7,050,000 Gr = 1007lbs difference or less weight of internal column equal to a pressure of 2lbs per square foot area - [any] additional sign of transportation in our column gives about 1 lb less weight per cubic foot I have not at hand the table for velocity but am quite near enough the mark. now then taking it that we pass through our shaft 900,000 cub ft per minute and run your ventilation one half of it, you can draw through each of your 1000 rooms 450 cub ft of air per minute which is certainly a long way beyond the requirements of more than half of the rooms & too much for any one of them. If you can secure the area of the shaft to 24 x 24 = 576 area of course all else remaining the same our power would be very beneficially increased - in such an important thing in its consequences to the community the first effort should be made with the most ample room to ensure practical success. Still the data is perfectly trustworthy and if we supplement the theoretical requirements by a few [       ] made have no fear of the practical result - your friend Mr Haden is somewhat in the position of an unpractised swimmer, he knows the water ought to bear up his body with a little exertion but instinctively dreads to commit himself to its embrace - my opinion is we shall not succeed fully unless we commit smoke foul air and sewage to one common tunnel only making it secure that we obtain a given elevation of temperature in our shaft and if the greater part of that elevation is given at the very base of our shaft all the better, we want it simply for attenuation of our ascending column, coolness in the sewer would rather be an advantage than otherwise.
	on the spur of the moment I cannot think of anything else, but one thing I may say, do not make any apology for pushing me for the further details if I can be of help to you. I should not consider it any trouble even to come up to town to see your plans when [                              ] Dr Perry's approval of the matter [                             ] with all confidence however much we may run counter to all former schemes.
Yours very sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/139		 12th July 1866		Jos Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

Dear Sir, 
	As you will see I have taken the liberty of replacing two bills having four months to run by the two having seven and ten months respectively.
	My reason for doing so was that you require me to balance my account and I can do so at present only by discounting all these acceptances. Two 4 months bills I can get discounted and the proceeds I can hand over to you in a few days.
	If you think the other two bills too long dated I have no hesitation in saying that the Goole Alum & Smelting compy as soon as their call comes in will be glad to take them up as they will have money over their requirements.
	I have done this business in the way I thought most likely to meet your requirement. you were anxious for it to be concluded by the day of your [reopening?]. Had I waited for three or four weeks I should have got £5000 in cash and only [three?] bills but in that case my a/c would have remained unbalanced.
	Practically my a/c will henceforth not be overdrawn and if my business continues as good as [           ] will generally and increasingly be in my favour.
Yours truly  Peter Spence


PSL1/140		 14th July 1866		T A Readman Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I am so badgered at present with alterations & extensions in my works that unless under the most pressing necessity I cannot turn my attention to or employ a single man in any experimental affair. now this necessity I cannot see - What benefit would result from my again going into these experiments - you have sufficient white lead for all purposes of testing and even that you have to take my word as being made from bluestone as you did not see it made - then you have just the same authority for the fact that I can practically take all the lead and by the same process having repeatedly done so in exactly similar small experiments and in all these cases without materially touching the zinc.
	As to your surprise about galena you must recollect that the great anxiety was to see the lead extracted as there was no question to its being producable from galena. As to completing the experiment and giving you the probable cost I can only say that the white lead produced has cost so far about 15/- per [lb?] which will show you the utter absurdity of my attempting any data of that sort from these experiments.
	The only question that could be settled by these experiments is - can the white lead as extracted from bluestone answer the purposes of the painter and for a glaze to the potter. the question of cost must be settled if at all by neutral parties - I have given you a sufficient amount of facts on which to base calculations even for that but these you must verify - viz that 10% to 12% white lead can be extracted from bluestone - second that about 2½ of caustic soda are required to extract one ton of white lead, that theoretically all of this is recoverable and only requires causticising by lime to be useful again and that practically say 10% of it might be lost every operation. That carbonic acid may be produced for extremely little if producing lime at the same time. That bluestone is equally or better fitted for extraction of zinc after extraction of the lead and finally that I shall have nothing to do with Bagillt results or at all acknowledge these in any matter connected with my patent.
	I must therefore again for the reasons urged decline entering into any further experiments for 5 or 6 weeks and when I do again it will be with the view of going into the manufacture if I can see my way clear as I begin seriously to fear the practicability of getting up a strong company for a monopoly and rather think I have taken a wrong step in refusing the four distinct offers I had of parties to work by licence. I shall not however as I said do anything to disturb the status quo till the time I named previously viz the end of August and as the patent will then be about a year old there will certainly be no ground for saying I have acted rashly - as to the materials you can have any of them we have by us and as the bluestone with part of the lead extracted is still in the iron cone used for extracting it you can have all that if you desire it in the bags.
	I am more than full of business and can hardly get my work carried on for the number and complexity of the changes I am compelled to make in my apparatus.
Yours very sincerely    Peter Spence


PSL1/141		 19th July 1866		A Waterhouse Esq, London

My Dear Sir, 
	We shall soon come to have very definite views of the subject and these are always of advantage in enabling one to go into any matter with full confidence.
	It would not at all matter so far as the ultimate pressure and velocity and therefore the resultant output (If I may use the expression) of the shaft is concerned whether the air from the courts enters the shaft at bottom or at say 70 ft above but it will materially affect the relative quantities capable of being sent out at the respective flues. the central and small 70 feet flue in the shaft if enclosed within 4 actual walls will probably be restricted to 8 feet square or 64 feet area. no doubt it will have air heated say to 300Fah and so if it had an exit into the atmosphere would have a pressure and velocity equivalent to that but we must pour it out into our shaft widened to say 24 feet and now its pressure and velocity is only the resultant of the whole column. the consequence is that for, if not the most important department of your ventilation (namely all your fires sewers and ventilation of 1000 rooms) yet certainly an extremely material portion, you have only an area of 64 feet out of 576, or less than the eighth part of your ventilating power and you retain seven eighths of it merely for the ventilation of your courts, a most important feature no doubt, but not one which should so completely swallow up the others. If you were to extend your 70 feet shaft to 10 feet square you would still only have 100 out of 576 as the relative power as your two departments of ventilation.
	You found Mr Haden's opinions are no doubt of some value as matters of opinion but they are by far too indefinite to be of any value as a guide. If he could give us exactly what amount of air is needed within a given time that could then be definitely provided for but 7 or 8 times an indefinite amount does not bring us much nearer the point - now to ventilate the courts by shafts only externally heated by surrounding a heated flue is a mode so really inefficient that I shall be afraid to say how large ventilating shafts you ought to have, certainly your area for such a case would require to be 7 or 8 times as much as we require in our circumstances.
	I dont think you will have much difficulty as far as ventilation is concerned in the case you refer to when your larger apparatus is not required. a 300 feet shaft will always have a great draught with a very small amount of temperature over atmospheric, and you will always have fires going into it.
	To do justice to each department of your required ventilation it would be well to get an idea within certain limits of what actual volume in a given time each department should be credited with. If it is needful or preferable to give them a separate entrance into the shaft, and then by giving them clear openings or conduits into the shaft ensuring each did not limit others of its delivery due to it by this arrangement we then go on with certainties.
	Of course I am taking it for granted that we give an amount of heat that will ensure a temperature of 100 or 110, as finally settled upon, to the whole column in the shaft.  I should put the Admiralty Registrar into a room with an open fire.
	I write without much previous thought in order that you may have your interview with Dr Perry to whom convey my regards.
Yours very sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/145		 25th July 1866		T A Readman Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I was all yesterday taken up with Monteguma & Goole Alum & Smelting Coy meetings.  We have been experimenting in the laboratory by modes exactly similar to the large way & have extracted 14% white lead & over from the burnt bluestone - 15% can be done if well calcined. of course if bluestone can be got in quantity Flintshire will be the spot and chambers to condense 75 tons acid per week would be needful this from 100 tons bluestone at 12/- to 15/- at the works would be in itself an excellent investment. Apparatus for this say £5000, and then £5000 would find all the other apparatus and leave 1000 to 2000 for working capital. no attempt should be made with less than £10,000 in hand.
	On the Basis of your finding the £10,000 for large commercial experiment I am willing to confirm an arrangement with you that on its success being proved I make over the patent for United Kingdom France & others that may be got excluding America, to a company with a Capital of £300,000 subscribed but of this shares of £100,000 to be made over to me as paid up shares, as paying for the patent and that I engage to make over to you one fifth of my said shares when so given to me on the company being organised & Capital subscribed to my perfect satisfaction & that this agreement shall only be binding till the end of September next unless by that time the capital of £10,000 shall be satisfactorily made over for the Instructory experiment named above.
	If experiment does not result in forming compy I to have no responsibility for any loss arising.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/147		 27th July 1866		T A Readman Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I never heard of Phillips mode of making White Lead at Alderly but I have heard of the mode there being by acetate of Lead it being Cobley's patent as I understand - no book, even the most recent, contains the slightest hint of an Alkaline mode of action  If he means sanction to lay on both using Carbonic acid for precipitation that is intelligible enough.
	I am quite willing that the Capital of £10,000 should as a risk have a preference instead of 5% but this by no means to extend to the large operation by the ultimate company.
	I enclose you extracts made regularly from experiments going on now shewing you what can be got and has actually been got by passing the hot solution through the ore from Bagillt just as it is. 15% you observe can be calculated on from the calcined ore.
	I think you had better keep galena out at present. In galena we must purchase the lead, cheaper no doubt than metallic but still at a high value. In all that we shall probably require we get the lead at a gift. 
	It is most difficult to give an estimate of costs that would be anything more than a guess but £5 to £6 per ton including loss of soda ought to be ample to cover all costs that is taking the Bluestone after acid production to cost us nothing for lead & it will really cost us less than nothing or yield a profit in acid something if got at anything like the price you named.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence 
	I think a limit to the time of the expt should be put say that of twelve months after end of Sept next if large company not organised then the agreement to cease to effluence of time.  P.S.

PSL1/149		 28th July 1866		T Mackie Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I am in receipt of yours and to dispose of its various contents [     ]. first you say as another similar furnace has been in operation how can I expect to get my patent secured - this I dont understand as your firm had advised me that the granting of the patent was settled and only wanted the arrival of the drawings the non arrival of which I cant understand as they were duly sent. your stating that a furnace to do the same thing was in operation I think only proves that you are not fully up to the history of the matter.
	Dr Perry our highest metallurgist stated before a Lord's Committee some 3 years ago that he knew of a plan by which the thing could be done.
	Your want of information on the subject is more fully proved by your attempt at what you call an improvement in the furnace which is simply preposterous & cannot meet any of the requirements of the case if something could be added to the furnace it would not have been an improvement and you might have taken it for granted that as they had it successfully in operation for four to five years and having calcined by it 24,000 to 30,000 tons of ore such an addition has been before us but when I say that the lead required is a high cost lead and a good way on to a White Lead it settles the matter of machinery such as you propose at once and makes it totally needless to discuss the details of your plan.  I have been so regularly unfortunate in all my attempts to do business in America that I shall not be greatly disappointed if these patents follow the same course.
	of course if they are not secured it at once settles the point of my having anything to do with any attempt at working the firm to make acid or anything connected with it and on that ground I dont think it would be wise in me to discuss the other and apparently for you more important part of your communication as to the Hudson River Compy finding their ore burnt in kilns it is simply (to speak diplomatically) inexact. the ore will not burn in kilns at all as it was fairly tried in the most favourable circumstances and with my effort at success as that would have saved me one to two hundred pounds. the failure was complete in every respect. 
	Calcination in my furnace is easy and success in making acid certain on that I will stake my character but unless the patents are fully secured I will stake nothing else on them on your side of the water.
	I had also understood that my patent for the manufacture of White Lead was secured but I have as yet got no documents to that effect and should be glad to have them if in your hands.
	I could say a good deal as to your proposals but decline doing so in the position of the patent matters. when that is decided I can give you a decided answer and meantime 
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/153		 31st July 1866		W Lawson Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Excuse my liberty in addressing you on the ground of my transactions with your worthy Father many years ago.  You I think know my late Br in Law Mr Dick of the Drumburgh Chemical Works. His affairs are now winding up and the works advertised [ - line off the page - ] stands in the same relation as myself were anxious to keep the works in the hands of his sons, but although morally excellent young men they are deficient in energy and also have not capital to carry on the works efficiently. In conversing on the matter today with my friend R Rumney Esq he suggested that the works were excellently situated for a large manure works in one of the best districts and suggested you as likely to take them up being in the district. 
	He said if you were disposed to go into the matter he would join you and myself in it and place the concern in a condition to make an excellent manure & as I could guarantee the manufacture of acid at about half its present price the success of the concern with your extensive knowledge of consumers in the district would be assured. As the sale of the works by the trustees of the late Mr Dick takes place tomorrow week if you think of the matter no time should be lost and if I might suggest in that case your running up here any day this week Mr Rumney and I would be most happy to see you.
Waiting yours  I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/155		 17th August 1866

My Dear Sir, 
	Since I saw you I have turned the matter over as to your new proposal and am afraid it would only lead to disappointment if attempted.
	No imperfect [   ] can be at all satisfactory and however you may attempt to explain the reason for non success most parties can only [  -  2 lines missing   -   ].  
	If the works was established on any plan of producing acid from the Bluestone there could not be a loss as the acid itself would yield a profit. If you buy in calcined @ 30/- per ton and say 10 tons for safety you put at once £15 per ton on to the White Lead. now in whatever way you make the Carbonate and gas it will be a bulky article, if with muriatic acid it will require 2½ to 3 tons of limestone to make one ton white lead. If with manufacture of lime 2 tons would probably suffice and your lime would buy the coal - but at least 20,000 cubic feet would be needful in volume for 1 ton W Lead.  
	The apparatus therefore would be considerable though of course the cost of the materials is a mere trifle. I dont therefore think it would be safe to touch the matter under £10,000. We should have to erect 
3 Calciners @ say £70  
£210
Chamber
1000
2 Gas holders  say £250  
500
Crushing machinery say  
250
Tanks &c, &c   
1000
Limekilns
200
Sundry 
1000

£4,160
and Buildings &c  
	Now all these affairs go much above any contract you can farm out with £5000 we should be floored at once.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence


PSL1/157		 6th September 1866		Mr Mabley

Dear Sir, 
	I shall meantime drop the patent for copperas by ammonia & sulphate of ammonium. I am in correspondence with Mr Wild as to precipitating by magnetic electricity & if that seems feasible I may pick up the patent before it is published.  
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/158		 2nd October 1866		F R Fairbank Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I became a fellow of the Anthropological Society of London in ignorance of the fact that its chief men were committed to and were in fact representatives of certain theories of human origin for which I see no proofs and with which I have no sympathy.
	I have consequently declined my membership of that body and must also with thanks decline your offer of electing me a number of years.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/159		 23rd October 1866

My Dear Sir, 
	I should be willing to give any facility for Mr Topping and the young man going into partnership and if Mr Topping will find £1000 of capital the thing might be done without them getting £600 which would be a matter of some difficulty. we might get it arranged for the bank to let their money lie upon the works and in that case £1000 would enable the business to be wrought to advantage.
	I should not only let them work the furnaces for no royalty but give them any aid I could by advice and finding them sources of supply for the sulphur ore they required and there is no doubt that in making and selling acid only something like £1000 per annum might be made out of the works with very little extension.  I believe John Topping to be an honest and industrious man and if he and his son turned their attention to the working and got some vigorous men a great improvement would at once be made.
	I should have no objection to come down and spend two or three days in getting the works into right order if this arrangement is likely to go on.
	Of course Mr Topping cannot expect me to do so much if the family are to obtain no benefit, from which they could be excluded on his purchasing the works and at any rate he would find difficulty in working them with his own knowledge merely, so that for him as well as them a mutual arrangement would be the best.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/161		 2nd November 1866		R N Gould Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Do you seriously put it to me that I am bound to fulfil a conditional promise, made on the condition that you bought the works at a price satisfactory to Mr Mudie and myself and which of course fell to the ground on our declining your offer of £1200 for the works (you yourself stating that the works were really worth much more but not for your purpose) and that now when departing from your offer which was declined you offer £1050 if I will fulfil my promise, do I in these circumstances require to deny the existence of a promise, certainly not.
	You may no doubt consider yourself only bound to give what they can be got for but you should at least give me credit for being willing to fulfil my part of the negotiation.
	I do not see that your present offer helps at all either the family or the creditors, it merely relieves the Bank. I have nothing to do with the arguing of the solicitors. if you can shew me any adequate benefit to the creditors or the family from my making the concession required I shall consider it, but I must plainly and frankly say that I am most disappointed with your action in the matter.
	I am not consulting my own interests, my debt is a dead loss and I put it so but I do think the position of the family might have induced not the extremest course of upright but rigid trading in dealing with the matter.
	Any negotiations for a licence for London must stand upon its own merits as I should not expect anything more than a quid pro quo.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/163		 28th November 1866		T A Readman Esq

Dear Sir, 
	It would at least only have been fair to me for you to have said when Smith failed - what sort of a chemist he is I dont know but certainly I had to enlighten him as to chemical facts which he ought to have known - from yours I should suppose he failed even with my directions in getting out all the lead out of the bluestone - if so we can do it and demonstrate it at any time in an hour. However it is useless resisting his objections as that would not convince your friends to pay out the cash and I therefore take it that you consider yourself free from the engagement or understanding between us and that I am equally free to take my own course. our understanding really is lapsed by afflix of time but still while you had a hope of doing anything I did not wish to interfere.
	The whole thing has been a serious damage to the process as I refused some four or five distinct offers of Royalty and at this moment I have a very pressing one which I shall now feel at liberty to entertain.
	I hope you will without giving me the information for which Mr Bunn seems to have paid well, at least indicate the point where Smith failed. If there are various points then he must have taken a manufacturers view of the question, for which he is utterly unfitted. If merely a chemical view then I have little doubt he has blundered at least I ought in fairness to have the point indicated also I shall consider it a stab in the dark.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/165		 12th June 1867		Mr P Jessop [Sec. Goole Alum & Smelting Co Ltd]

Dear Sir, 
	It has given me a good deal of trouble lately to see the position in which I am placed as having recommended my nephew Peter Dick for employment in the office at Goole. As I know he had got a good education was a lad of thoroughly good principles and habits, although he had had small experience in bookkeeping yet from my knowledge of what was required it seemed evident to me that this ought to be no difficulty to his fulfilling the duties of the office.
	Your repeated complaints of him led me to correspond with John Meek as to his opinion, and I find that he considers that if you were willing to aid him a little and would express yourself pleased when he did right that he would get on well, but as long as there is a difference between you it is impossible for him to succeed.
	You may not (as I have never named the matter to you) be aware that to me alone you are indebted for the situation you now occupy. you will no doubt recollect in the end of 1865 writing me a note saying that you were likely to be out of a situation & requesting my aid in enabling you to procure another. this request I kept by me and shortly after when organising the Goole Compy I asked Mr Conders opinion as to your being fitted for the office of Secretary, you being unknown to me except in connection with the chapel. Mr Conder as you will believe strongly recommended you for the situation, on this I named the matter to Mr Worthington who had just agreed to be a Director and he also approving of your fitness we decided to propose you to the other Directors Mr Worthington undertaking to see you at my request, as to terms the whole matter however of your nomination arose as I have named.  Now I do not at all suggest that my having procured a situation for you forms a claim for your retaining a relative of mine in a situation of subordination of which he is unfitted, and I should be the last man to look for such a thing but I think it does form a claim for your not feeling a prejudice against the young man merely because I named him for the post, and you should at least give him what any beginner in a new place requires, a little kindly assistance in ascertaining the peculiarities of the books he has to keep.
	Now I take it from the tone of John Meek's correspondence, and he is not given to speaking unfavourably of any one, that you have not shewn yourself inclined to favour him but the contrary and if this is the case you must be aware it is the very thing to make a diffident young man unsuccessful. all I ask is that you give him fair and unprejudiced treatment and as with that John Meek says after you have balanced your books he has no doubt Peter would be able to undertake the duties let him try and if unsuccessful then I shall not look for his being a burden on the Compy. 
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/169		 15th November 1867		Samuel Greatorix Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	As I have now about concluded the purchase of Earlington [sic] House and as Mr Ayre considers it needful for me to purchase all the Chiefs of £34 odd in order to give me one lease for both plots of land and as you were kind enough to say that you were willing to sell the Chiefs and to get a first lease from Mr Ayre for your land on resigning your present lease I should ask whether you will also be kind enough to agree that the matter of the numbers of your purchase at which you will sell the Chiefs be referred to any accountant or land agent whom we should mutually appoint.
	As we are pretty largely connected in business we should both of course only desire to settle the matter on fair commercial principles and whatever is decided upon in accordance with these I am willing to agree to.
	I shall be glad to meet you on the matter or to secure your views in writing as you prefer.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/171		 16th November 1867		Partington & Allen [Solicitors]

Dear Sirs, 
	I beg to return you the draft contract which seems all right. If I understand it aright I can at any time after signing contract make any alterations in the house & begin to do so at any time before 25 March next.  I wrote Mr Greatorix by yesterday's post asking him to refer the matter of value of the Chiefs.
	Will you see Mr Ayre as to his still adhering to his proposal of taking reassignment of lease and generating new leases to myself and Mr G on my buying up the Chief so as to reduce Chief to £60 for all my portion.
	If this is satisfactory the contract may then be signed at once & so for purchase completed.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/173		 7th March 1868		W B Fox Esq

Dear Mr Fox, 
	I expected to have had some conversation with you on Tuesday or to have heard your views as resulting from James' letter on the Monteguma.
	My views I may say have become very decided since perusing the letter sent to you. It was originally against my own judgment I gave in to your express desire to get the mine carried on. I am now disinclined to have anything to do with it, and if you are, it must be on your own account.
	If I am to implement my promise to pay one half of the purchase money of the mine then the mine must be sold, but of one thing I must make you fully aware I will acknowledge nothing as done by your agents implicating me but what is done with the knowledge and sanction of my son James as representing me, and that therefore I do not at all acknowledge the a/c they have sent as they appear designedly to keep him in ignorance of all they do.
	My determination now is what I ought to have acted upon from the first after the catastrophe namely to make a loss and be out of it and to that I shall now adhere unless a very different state of circumstances occurs.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/175		 7th June 1868		Mr Jessop [Sec. Goole Alum & Smelting Co Ltd]

Dear Sir, I do not see much to object to in your arrangement, the only alternative I would suggest in it is as to the regulus - it is 28% sulphur before calcination and will generally be reduced to 8%. If therefore you put it at 20% it would [represent?] value the sulphur. my longest average results give 4½ tons of Alum for 1 ton of Brimstone, this would give for your Alum 800 tons of Brimstone - this as Brimstone would cost £7 per ton, nearly, but put it as ore at £4 that gives you [               ] value and with loss on ore burning you cannot get it now under £4 per ton [      ]. If you adopt the suggestion it will make your sulphur £2990 [                                              ] It is of some importance that we should not let it go out that alum does so much & copper so little especially if the matter is at all doubtful, and in reality Alum ought to be [         ] with all that it would cost for sulphur if it stood altogether apart from copper & had to provide entirely its own sulphur of course this [                ] of the a/cs makes not the slightest alteration in the real position of the company but it appears to put both matters [            ] than to [appear?               ] on working at my balance [                          ] at this rate you would deprive the alum of all its apparent advantage.  Yours truly  P Spence  probably it might be an aid to the adjustment of the a/c if we could get at the cost for sulphur per ton of Alum before the Compy took the works but as I was partially smelting for sometime the matter is complicated.  I shall try if I can get it out - here I am using nearly all ores & am now getting it extremely cheap and good yet at this moment my cost for sulphur per ton of Alum will be 24/- for yours I do not think it would be saying too much but too little if you charged 20/- per ton of Alum for sulphur cost, & this is the true way to put it namely charge Alum all that sulphur would cost if Alum only were made.  P.S.

PSL1/178		 15th July 1868		James M Spence

My Dear James, 
	I have three of your letters this week namely date 23 May 4th June & 12th June. in these various matters are treated of but some of them of much importance. I cannot yet understand the cause of the friction of the Monteguma mine and I don't see much hope for it from the expenses of Mr [Howarth?] even so far. You have never attempted an explanation of what became of the half million of gold that actually existed between the surface and the 100 feet level and which had certainly nothing to do with the character of the lode below the 100 feet, but I suppose it was like most other American matters merely a sham & that the [Messrs  ?   ] had actually got out all the gold & merely sold you what they knew to be useless quartz. I only wish I were out of the affair but I fancy that will involve another buying our or his partnership [ - off page - ]. However it is the last [   - off page -   ] last American speculation in which I shall engage.
	As you wanted I shall send you data as to the gas purifying patent but must promise that if our [aid?] has to be spent in the prospect of making anything of it you must not spend it. If any one will buy the thing right off and them take all the expense & trouble securing it you may do it but no other shape must it be put into. I am determined to keep clear of [Howarth?] he is by far too sharp for me or for you either for that matter. The gas purifying patent is for the use of copper Slag & tap cinders of the iron furnace for purifying gas from sulphur instead of the bog oxide of commerce used for the purpose. I find our copper Slag at Goole contains 43% iron in the state of protoxide & that when reduced to a ferric oxide and the gas put through it the Slag & cinder are more [                     ] & are more rapidly oxidised after coming out of the furnace so as to be ready for [  -  line off page -  ]  I have used it against a sample of the best bog oxide and in the time in which I was able to put the oxide of iron 140 times into operation I put the Slag 170 times & when analysed the oxide contains 64% sulphur & the Slag 76%. of course this article is of great value for the manufacture of sulphuric acid you will recollect that we used it at Goole calling it London Blue but it was a great nuisance as burned in the pidgeon hole furnace similar to Hills but now we burn it in my furnace and with perfect success. I have a pair of furnaces now burning 24 tons of it per week and this yields 30 tons of acid of 84.5. The only matter of importance in the use of it is this and it must be particularly attended to. It must be ground so fine as all to pass through a sieve of 100 meshes lineal to the inch, anything coarser wont do but I dont make things so fine as flour is generally ground and as the Slag is a perfect glass there is little difficulty in sieving it if fine enough ground. when ready it has mainly to be damped and put upon the purifier till it takes up no more Sulphuretted Hydrogen, then taken out and in a few hours it heats, oxidises and is ready for the purifier again & so on till it takes up over 50 or 60% sulphur & then it may be turned over to the vitriol maker. one ton of the Slag being now over two tons of the refuse & the refuse ought to be in America worth 50/- per ton for sulphuric acid manufacture. we are offering to supply the gas works with it for nothing and taking all the refuse and at this it would be a splendid thing as every ton of it in America could be made worth £5. The Slag will generally be got for nothing and the only cost would be the grinding and sieving.  Jack is making all the agreements all quantities just as he gets it, delivered into my works at 32/6 per ton of 20 cwt. Of course he will make a good profit on this transaction. it has ranged from 58% to 65% of sulphur, none of what I have used is from Slag but all from oxide but the Slag acts better than any of the oxide for the gas purification. What would have to be secured would be the use of the Slag & tap cinder for purifying gas for lighting, and all that need be specified is the grinding of it so as to pass through a sieve of 100 holes linear to the inch that is 10,000 holes in a square inch.  I shall enclose you a more recent list of the prices so that no misunderstanding be made, but in conclusion make no arrangement but for a sale of the invention [  - off page -  ].  The patent may of course be in my home and if so I shall complete all documents but will pay nothing, on these terms get all you can for it.
	As to the copper the Goole Compy are now well supplied from Sweden & Norway with copper ore and at any rate would not buy ore on American assay and really could not buy on any terms except for delivery in coasters as if delivered at London or L'pool the additional cost would take all the profit. besides there is extremely little of these at the prices named by you. if the assay were a close one 18% at 40 dollars & £2 to £3 freight would be quite sharp enough and with the chance or shall I say certainty of Yankee shaving they would be a bad bargain.
	The Compy got this season probably 3000 tons of ore from the Swedish Copper Compy delivered at Goole at very fair prices, weighed into these works and sampled by themselves and the representative of the Copper Compy and assayed by the [Council?] assayers. their assay generally being 1 to 1½% under the real quantity of copper and this makes a serious difference even if the Yankee assay was just (a very doubtful supposition) yet a loss of 1½ (and in many cases we have had 2%) would take all the shine out of a bargain, so the matter is worked out. a clever fellow with money & knowledge might if on the spot do some good for himself. a company here attempting to buy there through agents might look forward to liquidation as the certain result.
	I shall meet your draft for £30. I did not meet Marsh Spillsbury & Coy as I had sent you the money you requested for the purpose named by you in a telegram and although I am anxious for you to come home and willing to give you what is needful for your journey your annual [  - off page -  ] continuing in San Francisco where I believe you can do nothing but harm to yourself and I must therefore restrict all my remittances to you to what is needful for your coming home. you have now utterly lost 6 or 7 years of the best period of your life & it will take you hard work to make a position and a business character which you have also certainly lost. as the whole matter of the Monteguma was taken up upon your representation nothing in this world could return your character for business and no explanation will in the least alter any ones conviction that you made an awful mistake.
	However that is now spilled milk & cannot be gathered up but a future of hard work may do something for you.  Mrs S joins me in handing love to you. all are well except Mary who is not at all a promising health new house preparing we go to it Sep 29th.
Yr loving Father  Peter Spence

PSL1/185 

	Telegraph from Spence Manchester to Spence at Koopmanschaps San Francisco - 
"Cant trust assay Goole stocked draw for your expenses home"

PSL1/186		 25th July 1868		Mr Sims, 1 Globe Terrace, Stratford, London

Dear Sir, 
	Your name does not occur as known to me but your case seems a very sad one requiring both sympathy & help. I have only a limited power and many calls upon it but send you a trifle and am Dear Sir Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/187		 7th September 1868

Dear Mr Worthington, 
	I am extremely sorry you have put me in the position of appearing to desire your giving up your interest in the Goole works. you know that I have gone on amicably with you and have not the slightest doubt I should do so for years as I have full confidence in the beauty of your motives in all you do or say. when however you put it in this shape - that I have led you into the matter I consider myself bound in honour to give you a way of escape when dissatisfied with what I have determined upon doing. I shall be extremely sorry if you avail yourself of it but that of course is for you to decide and not for me. 
	You are aware that I have a great responsibility in regard to the Goole works for three years yet with even ordinary management and under my own control that would not give me the slightest uneasiness, but with ignorant and unskilful management and without my control I could not foretell the result.
	I depend fully upon my son John's management under my guidance, but I am as fully convinced that the continuance of that management is in peril every week that Jessop continues Secretary. His mere incompatibility of temper so that he cannot go on amicably with the managing Director would in ordinary circumstances be a perfectly sufficient reason for his removal but there is more than that. his whole conduct has been in my opinion a systematic attempt to shake the confidence of the Directors in that management and to lead to a quarrel between them so that he might be superseded, he has now at this last meeting got that put into a definite shape by representations that I find on enquiry are totally false namely that the laboratory work is costing £150 per annum, when I find that it will probably be under but is not at all likely to exceed £100. he has got a small meeting of Directors to put into shape the proposition that a chemist be got to do the analysis and to superintend the works. if this proposition were carried were I in John's position I should at once resign my situation and I dont suppose he has less spirit than I have. besides I stated to you, you incur an almost certain evil in taking any scientific chemist as an apprentice in practical Alum making.
	You say I have done so, but you are mistaken. I knew something of my man. I pay him £150 per annum. I keep him continually in the laboratory and practically he knows as little of Alum making as you do for he has no duty in the works & only passes through them.
	Jessop evidently aims at me as swindling the compy by getting money out of them for analysis. what are the facts. David does not an article for me - all his time is taken up for Goole - the laboratory costs me for a/c to Mottershead & Coy £100 per annum, I believe over sometimes but say £85,  old man for works  £25  Coal    £10  Gas & water  £5  = £125   of one half of this cost Goole has the advantage the analyses are each charged 2/6 not a laboratory in the Kingdom would charge less than 10/- most of them would charge 20/-.
	I have never seen 1/- of the money it is a matter between the compy and David solely, in fact I only knew the amount from Jessop's statement which I now find is untrue.
	But there is another element in this, while the analyses are done here I know that they are done, & done correctly, and I daily seeing the results am kept in constant communication with the actual working of the furnaces &c and can give my advice accordingly, and that I have been doing through John week by week but were they done at Goole, as Jessop never communicates anything about the works to me but prefers to advise with you and Mr Foxcroft I should be practically entirely separate from the works & could give no metallurgical advice upon the working.
	Beside all this I am dissatisfied with Jessops slovenly management of the whole affair. no data seem to be kept by which we can gather experience in the working, narrow commercial means are being developed, petty spleen and not long sighted rules for action are constantly pressed upon the Directors and altogether I consider the man not fit for the place assigned to him.
	As I stated to you I shall be extremely sorry if you still feel impelled to sell out but I must be relieved from the bind of being responsible for your being a shareholder & therefore hold myself bound to take your 100 shares if you still determine which I hope you will not.
Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/193		 21st January 1869

My Dear Dr Smith, 
	I have been extremely careless as to answering yours of 18th. my excuse is that it has been lying before me and has only given way to other matters that would not stand out of the way.
	I have no sketch of the large chamber named in fact it does not exist as it is described by your correspondent. The first time I had to renew the lead, without taking down the frame I cut its legs 10 feet shorter so that it is now only 30 feet in height by 40 width & 65 long. I would not recommend erecting chambers of these large dimensions, in fact I should not now go over 22 to 24 feet in width for this reason that up to that point you can cover their G joists thrown right across and to which the lead roof is suspended, but all above that breadth requires principals framed thus [ diag 1] and to these principals short joists are attached transversely to which the lead roof is suspended. This is all that is peculiar about the construction of my large chambers. the uprights were of course 40 feet long & 8 inches square, mortised at bottom into beams of 16 inches square which we call sills, the top sills are 8 or 9 inches square mortised into or on to the uprights. I sustain the side lead by rails of 1½ inches by 4 inches [diag 2] not dovetailed as is generally done but nailed firmly inside of the uprights at about 15 inches apart this makes the whole frame when finished as strong as a Church, in fact more compact than the Church of England is at present.
	I now however prefer long chambers of moderate height to those nearly cubical ones. roofing by [pinnaptly?] is troublesome and very apt to fail. I have had several failing at the centre of the horizontal beam where the king post goes. I just finished last week a chamber 40 by 30 high & 20 wide, it was leaded in little over a fortnight and with very bad weather.
	I lease one frequently which I may probably end in the spring 300 feet long by 22 by 25 in height. long chambers I think favour the operation and if moderate width & height are much more easily constructed.
	Of course the nearer you get to a cube the more working space you include for an equal quantity or weight of lead I built one at the Goole works some 8 years ago as perfect cube of 30 feet but it has put, some months ago, been dealt with in a similar fashion to my large one, that is it has had its bottom raised up 8 or 10 feet. it worked very well but was set on the ground & leaked without letting us know, so got cut up for its faults.
	I am sorry we could not see our way to do anything with the spent shale but it turns out more unpromising than I had imagined from previous experiments which were only performed with the object of ascertaining loss of acid.
	David & James are now engaged in doing some work at the old works at Bradford at which Rumney & I tried some years ago the extraction of copper. they are engaged in supplying material for purifying gas both from HS & ammonia. We are not yet quite there as to success but have good hopes.
	I remark to you that I had been engaged for some time with experiments on alumina. these were with the object of making a pure sulphate of alumina from some of the shales of our coal measures. I find some of these shales are to be got with only 2 to 3% iron but that is fatal to purity. I found also that a very small portion of this if Fe3 the greater part being protoxide by granulating the raw shale I found I could extract most of this by HCl and without touching the alumina and run the solution for cake alumina.
	I had this process quite ready for securing when you named at one of the meetings a month ago that you thought the iron might be got out & I rather rudely I am afraid stopt your saying anything so that I might not hear your mode of doing it.
	I have been working at this ever since my return from Germany as I am afraid Mr Pochins cake will seriously interfere with the alumina trade as soon as it is open to the public which it will be at an early day. I resumed the mode of producing sulphate of alumina & am just trying it on a larger than laboratory scale & if the manipulation succeeds I can make the article cheaper than alumina cake can possibly be produced but I have a good deal of work to do in settling the mode & details of manufacture.
	If Carbonate of Potash could be with any facility extracted from Feldspar it would pay well but I think sulphate & chloride will ultimately be more cheaply got from Germany. I am offered Chloride 80% at Hamburg at £7-2-6 and out of that Mr John Doqueter of Glasgow tells me £4 is the portion which goes to the Gov't for the raw material 5 tons raw is required for 1 ton muriate & the price at the pit is 16/- per ton it can therefore be made at a profit for £3 per ton & sent to the Coast & Gov't could certainly mine & deliver it at 4/- a ton & no doubt they will come down in price. we shall adopt it partially at Goole in the spring & shall convert it by the mode I named to you.
	I hope I have somewhat atoned for my delay by the quantity I have now written. The two first sheets you had better send to your friend Mr Richardson as that will save you the trouble of copying. I shall be glad to shew them (chambers) to him if here.
Kind regards to all. Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/202		 2nd January 1869

Dr Mr Mabley, 
	Will you make a search to see if all is clear for securing the following improvements upon the manufacture of alum & aluminous salts.  
	For the manufacture of Alum I take the shales calcined as for my present mode of making alum by digesting the calcined shale in sulphuric acid, but in my improved mode I grind the calcined shale into a granulated form taking care not to reduce it to powder and I then digest the said granulated calcined shale in shallow lead vessels of say 12 to 15 inches deep with sulphuric acid of Sp Gr 1.45 and heat the liquor in said vessels by passing lead pipes round the sides of the said vessels and keep these pipes filled with steam to the pressure of 20 to 25 lb per square inch and after extracting the alumina from the granulated shale I draw off the strong solution of sulphate of alumina & add to it sulphate of ammonia or pass into it ammonia as vapour as is well known for the production of alum I then wash and throw away the granulated spent shale. In making aluminous salts such as sulphate of alumina or as it is some times called cake Alum I select shales with as small a quantity of iron in them as I can procure & I choose those shales of the coal measures that only contain 2 to 2½% of iron. These shales before calcination for this part of my invention I granulate before calcination and pass them through a screen if 1/8th mesh. I then put it into large wooden vats and heat it slightly by boiling water or by steam I then pour over it 5 to 7½ per cent of its weight of HCl of commerce & let it stand for 48 hours this dissolving a considerable portion of the iron. I then wash out the solution by water and after draining calcine the shale in furnaces at a moderate red heat for 2 or 3 hours. this calcined granulated shale I then place in lead vessels similar to those described for the manufacture of alum and adding to it about its own weight of sulphuric acid 150 degrees twaddle and diluting it to 85 twaddle  [ stops here ]

PSL1/204		
Improvements in the Manufacture of Alum & Aluminous Salts

	In the manufacture of alum my improvement consists in grinding the calcined shale of the coal measures into granulations passing through a sieve from 8 to 20 mesh per lineal inch avoiding making it into fine powder, and digesting said shale thus granulated with the quantity of sulphuric acid equivalent to the alumina contained in said shale and I prefer doing this in lead vessels heated by steam pipes of lead passing round said vessels and having steam in them at a pressure of 20 to 25 lbs per square inch - by this means in a few hours I get a clear solution of sulphate of alumina which is run off and converted into a solution of alum by adding sulphate of ammonia or potash as is well known.  In operating according to my invention for the production of sulphate of alumina or other aluminous salts, I select a shale containing as little iron as I can possibly find - this shale I granulate in its natural condition passing through a sieve from 8 to 20 mesh and I prefer not to make it fewer than 20 mesh - I then put it into large wooden vats containing say 10 tons and pour upon it for 10 tons 15 cwt to 1 ton of Hydro chloric acid of commerce and let it digest 48 hours this dissolves out a considerable quantity of the iron. I then wash out the solution drain the material and calcine it in reverberatory furnaces at a low red heat for 2 to 3 hours. I now digest it with the quantity of sulphuric acid (if for sulphate of alumina) which will dissolve all the alumina it contains and the clear solution I run off at the strength or Sp Gr at which it will solidify into the cake alum of commerce.  
	I claim granulating calcined shale for the manufacture of alum so as to easily extract all the alumina & yet obtain clear & strong solutions directly therefrom - and I claim for the manufacture of aluminous salts upon new shale for the extraction of all or a portion of the iron in a granulated form and the obtaining from this granulated & extracted shale when calcined strong solutions of sulphate or other compounds of alumina nearly free from iron & forming directly cake alum of commerce or other useful compounds of alumina.

PSL1/206		 [pencil note - "say 14/1/69"]

	My invention consists in a method of converting the muriate of Potash of commerce into sulphate of Potash so as to be suitable for the manufacture of alum where the alum is produced by the action of sulphuric acid by digesting or boiling of shale or other aluminous matters as for example in manufacturing alum by the mode specified by me in the patent 10970 granted me in Nov 1845.
	My invention is carried out by taking the mur of Potash & boiling it with a considerable excess of sulphuric acid till I drive off all the Hydrochloric acid.  The solution which then contains sulphate of Potash and free sulphuric acid I now run direct into the vessels where shale or other aluminous matters are being digested or boiled with sulphuric acid and the excess of sulphuric acid thus becomes available for combining with alumina and the potash enters combination with the solution of sulphate of alumina to form alum as is well known.


PSL1/207		 3rd March 1869		R C Mullet Esq

Dear Sir, 
	In answer to yours of 23rd there are several reasons dissuading me from going into schemes such as you propose. I have engaged in distant speculations on several occasions all of them extremely promising but all ending disastrously my losses in only two of these being nearer to £6000 than £5000. I should not now engage in anything where I could not give personal superintendence. I am too advanced in life for attempting anything as new and distant, besides my hands are really so filled and extension of my own business so pressing that I have really no inducement.
	I am obliged for your kind offer but in these circumstances am obliged to decline it.
Yrs vy sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/209

	[Original seven page text giving details of the Invention - Specification of patent for Improvement in the Manufacture of Copperas applicable to the Purification of Illuminating Gas and to other purposes.    	Patent No. 2959  26th September 1868]

PSL1/216		 19th March 1869		The Gas Committee

Gentlemen, 
	The subject of the ammoniacal water at your gas works has lately caused you some anxiety, though I confess a miscalculation on my part. Last summer my supply of the water ran short and presuming this winter upon your being able to stock over 600,000 galls I made no extra provision for removal till that quantity had accumulated. The subsequent production in February having largely exceeded our calculations & my own means of storage not exceeding 100,000 gals led me into the difficulty, and my only way now to meet the future necessities of the case is to construct a tank capable of holding 400,000 galls thus giving me a storage for 500,000, and with my consumption regularly increasing (and my present rate is fully equal in the year to the whole production) would meet all my requirements for the next seven years. This I wish to set about at once so as to get it erected this summer. The cost of such a tank will be somewhere between one & two thousand pounds and to make such an outlay prudent on my part I now respectfully ask the Committee to renew my present contract for the ammoniacal water for five years after its expiry at the end of 1870.
	If the Committee will kindly accede to this then I will put the matter in hand at once and will undertake & guarantee the Committee during the whole period against all inconvenient accumulation of liquor & pay for any loss that may result from my neglect in doing so, but which I shall carefully avoid.
	It would be of much importance that the question should be settled soon as I should like to be fully prepared before next winter.  
I am Gentlemen  Your very obt Servt  Peter Spence  
	If the Committee would prefer it I should agree to the price of the ammoniacal water being revised at the end of the second year of the new contract the price to be raised or lowered on the basis of advance or reduction of the price of sulphate of ammonia that price being £16 per ton at present.  P.S.

PSL1/218		 19th March 1869

Dear Mr Pinnock, 
	I enclose you letter which you will kindly lay before the Gas Committee at the first sitting & greatly oblige  
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/219		 19th June 1869		Mr Jessop [Sec. Goole Alum & Smelting Co Ltd]

Dear Sir, 
	I hope copper is again hopeful and that we may get better prices but if you can sell 10 or 20 tons for 73 prompt it may be as well to take it and so keep the money coming in. I think you might write the Swedish Compy & ask them to draw for their shipments now coming in at 4 mos and 5% interest upon the three months extra, this I think they would do as they know we are getting the ore much faster than we can use it.
	As to the Rotherham ore John says that the draft of £600 was only to a/c & that the ore already delivered would be considerably over that amount.
	We heard some talk of selling some or all of the 500 shares but if this is to be done it should not be at less than £2 premium per share. 10 shares have been sold here at £1 premium and I rather think the party is now saying he sold them.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/221	Assessed Tax Return (25 Augt/69)
  
		Henry Hamer  Coachman    
		Johnny Lunt   Gardener    
		Thos J Rhodes   Under gardener    
		"Jemmy"   	ditto    
		1 Carriage for 2 horses    
		1   ditto       
		1  ditto     
		2 Horses      

		Income Tax Return made 28 Augt/69

		Alum manufacturer  Pendleton Alum Works  Manchester   £5300

PSL1/223		[Headed in pencil - "22/10/69"] 

	A partnership is hereby declared and agreed to as existing between Peter Spence & his son J M Spence & son David D Spence in the business of manufacturing dry Copperas, sulphuric acid, & sulphate of ammonia and in the conducting of such other chemical operations as may be connected therewith. 
	P Spence on his part agrees that while the said partnership exists as now arranged and hereby specified he gives licence to the said partnership firm to make the dry Copperas and use the same for the purification of gas and for other purposes according to the patent No. 2959 dated 26th Sept 1868 secured by him and of which specification has been duly filed. He also agrees that the works belonging to him known as the Victoria Road Works Ashton New Road Manchester shall be used for the said manufacture the firm paying all ground rent and other charges for such works and keeping them in repair - he also agrees that the sum paid by him for said works and all the money subsequently paid by him to and for said firm and amounting at present to the sum of [ blank ] shall taken as a debt of said firm to said P Spence and for which said firm shall by interest at the rate of 5 per centum per annum and that on repayment of said sum by the firm to the said PS he shall transfer the said property to the said firm which shall then with all property added and acquired become the property of the three partners in equal shares.
	That J M Spence & D D Spence shall devote all their time and talents to the business of the firm and P Spence shall give all needful advice and counsel.
	That after paying interest on capital invested as aforesaid to said PS the gross balance, if any, shall be liable to a deduction of 20 per cent to be divided between JMS & DDS as and on the ground of remuneration for their entire devotion of their time and talents to the business of said firm - that after said deduction from said gross balance the sum remaining as profit shall be divided between the three parties in three equal shares.
	That in addition to the inducement for the said P Spence to give the said licence for the working of his said patent to the said firm which arises from his affection to his sons - he and they agree that of the articles the said firm produces he shall have a right to buy all he requires of sulphate of ammonia at the current price of the day & of spent oxide containing sulphur all he may require at the price now agreed for namely 8d per cent of sulphur per ton of twenty one cwt by dry weight for all containing 5% or more and 5d per cent of sulphur for all containing less than 5% - The said oxide and sulphate of ammonia to be delivered free at his works.


PSL1/226		 12th January 1870

	Probably the better mode of arranging the laboratory operation will be for Mr Bell to do no work there except what is mine whether of a scientific character or working out new processes as required by myself or Frank or routine for the works as required from the office - and to devote his time to this personally as originally arranged and as he formerly did.  The Goole work if agreeable to the Directors to be done in the laboratory in town with which Mr Bell is connected the results being communicated to me as well as to Goole - The Bradford works to be similarly treated.  Mr Williams to be dispensed with and if Mr B arranges with Mr Carson for his son as an apprentice in the laboratory I could then pay him a small sum for doing the boys work - Mr Bell's salary in consideration of his exclusive devotion of the ordinary day to my work to be advanced to £200 - Three months notice on either side being required for terminating the arrangement.  PS

PSL1/228		 9th March 1870		J Berger Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	On enquiry I find you have not yet settled up the a/c for January due first friday of the month. As all my calculations for my payments are made upon the faith of your adhering to the agreement it will become a serious matter for consideration whether if you are unable to do so I can go on with it as not only am I greatly inconvenienced but the responsibility by the erosion of the sums owing become enormous, and however anxious I am to aid you I must consider my own position.
	I may say that previous to the arrangement with you I had the large amount of my a/cs remitted me before the end of the month and had no difficulty of any sort in gathering in my money. I must therefore strongly urge your keeping strictly to the agreement as to the time of payment.
	William Ross also says he cannot get the matter of interest on which I wrote you arranged with your cashier, will you urge its settlement.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/229		 11th March 1870		J Berger Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	Yours of yesterday places our relations, if there is any force in your arguments, on a footing altogether outside of the contract so that if your representations are to have force it is utterly useless completing the contract.
	You by that agree to sell all my alum leaving me at the outside a stock of 500 tons. I have for months had a stock of 800 tons and upwards. I am therefore constantly losing the interest on 300 tons of alum or nearly £1800.
	You bound yourselves to pay for all sold for export @ 14 days & all sold in each month for domestic consumption on the first friday of the second month after. You state in answer to your failure in doing this that you have not collected the a/cs. If you were collectors for me of my a/cs this might have some application and in answer to it I should then say that I never in all my business had £1300 outstanding at the end of the month and it now is surely the middle of the succeeding month, but this has really nothing to do with the understood contract in which you engage to pay, not to collect the a/cs. The other matter is altogether foreign and ought not to have been named by you.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/231		 17th March 1870		Jas Douglas Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I have long known and admired your devoted service in the good work of helping on our Master's Kingdom and think all the more of it as it now appears you have been doing so at great self-denial. being also aware of the great success that has attended Mr Dunns simple but earnest exhibition of the gospel truth it would give me unfeigned pleasure to have a share in the joy of his success in bringing men to God by affording him support, and it is an additional pleasure when in your peculiar circumstances it will be a partial relief to you and not an overburden to me. The Lord has in his good providence made my business more successful than I ever expected and for some years back I have devoted 10% of all my earnings to good works & these I prefer to be of a religious character. I have for some time had a surplus in my domestic account of some 700 to £1000 so that Mr Dunn's salary while one of the most satisfactory channels in which I could place it will not be in the slightest degree a burden.
	I got out of him that you had been in the habit of giving him £20 a year as a present over his salary. This £20 I sent him a cheque for by todays post as I have just got his address at Brightside from which he has written. now I hope you will not consider this interfering between you & him. Mrs Spence and I would be most happy to entertain you at our house if you visit Manchester & if you let me know when you would come I could meet you at the Station.  
I am Dear Sir Yours very sincerely  Peter Spence.    
	P.S. In closing I find I have omitted to say that I accede to your proposal as to the paying Mr Dunn from the beginning of May, as to its being only for one year we had better probably leave it to God's Providence to point out our duty for the succeeding year and if it then appears that it will be more my duty than yours I shall not shirk from it.  PS


PSL1/234		 
Year 1870  Commencing 1st January and ending 31st December
Inland Revenue 
Male Servants 

Henry Hamer
Coachman
James Driscoll
Park keeper 
Johnny Lunt
Gardener
Thos J Rhodes
Under gardener 
- - - -  Morris
Waiter


Carriages with 4 or more wheels
three
Horses & Mules
two
Armorial Bearings
£2-2-0 on carriage

£1-1-0 on notepaper 
Summary of Duties payable

5 Male servants @ 15/-
3-15-0
3 Carriages         @ £2-2-0
6-6-0
2 Horses & Mules  @ 10/6
1-1-0
1 Armorial Bearing @ £2-2-0

1     ditto             @ £1-1-0
3-3-0

£14-5-0

	I, the undersigned, hereby declare that the foregoing declaration contains a full & true account of the particulars required by the Act 32 & 33 Vict c 14 to be stated by me  Peter Spence (signed)  26th March/70    
	Dog Licenses - I request license for 1 dog kept by me.    Peter Spence (signed)

PSL1/236		 31st May 1870		Coun'r Jas Thompson J P

Dear Mr Thompson, 
	I have been sadly bothered within the last few months in ascertaining the imports and exports of alum at the different ports of the Kingdom, neither our export nor import Brokers at Liverpool being able to obtain them for us. Writing at last to the Board of Trade I learn that the full particulars were provided monthly and yearly to the Manchester Chamber of Commerce. As we shall now require to obtain them periodically it becomes desirable on that ground alone (to say nothing of the duty of subscribing to an institution so important to the trade of the district) that my father should become a Member of the Chamber. On raising the thing I find he agrees with me in the matter.
	The list of members, I see, contains a great many with whom he is more or less acquainted* but believing that only two are necessary to introduce a new member and considering that it would be juster to his name and more really honoring that he should be introduced by two gentlemen with a character for integrity like his own rather than two chosen merely from position may I ask if it would be agreeable to you to undertake to arrange the thing in conjunction with Mr J B McKerrow. 
	Probably you think I am making a great deal out of a little - electing members of the chamber being an every day matter of form - but I am rather punctilious in the matter of names and would not like his name associated with one or two I have given. I need scarcely add that I feel quite sure it would not be more gratifying to him coming from any other two members in the whole list than from yourself and Mr McK.  
Sincerely & affectionately  Frank Spence
	* Mr Bagley, Messrs Armitage & Sons, Jas Fildes, Schmidt (Schmidt Sonshay & Co), Peter Wrigley, J B McKerrow, Rich'd Johnson (H Johnson & Nephew), R Rumney, &c &c &c

PSL1/238		 6th July 1870

Dear Mr Nield, 
	I am extremely sorry to hear from you that complaints of smell from my works have been made and am rather puzzled to know where to apply a cure as there is nothing of a special character that should cause any annoyance.
	There is one thing which might be a cause of momentary annoyance about once a week we have to clean out a flue which causes some escape of sulphurous gas during the time say 20 minutes to half an hour. If Mr Lawton could come in and trace if possible the smell which is felt I shall cause any thing to be done that can be done to remove it - as you are aware I do not require compulsion to [        ] me to do any thing required in order that my works may cause no nuisance to any one and hitherto I have been successful and as my operations continue the same as they have been for years I do not see that I should become now a trouble to my neighbours.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence  
	I am going from home for a fortnight but Mr Lawton may come at any time.

PSL1/240		 3rd September 1870

My Dear Sir, 
	Mrs Spence and I are just now at Matlock and when in town I have been so engaged that I have been obliged to defer answering yours of 29th ult. yesterday I sat exactly 6 hours as a J.P. at Brewster sessions in order to do what I could to abate the nuisance of the drunkards. 
	as to the purport of yours there are no shares of the Goole Compy in the market and at present I dont think they would take any buying up of the uncalled portion of the shares. instead of calling up, they have hitherto when requisite borrowed temporarily at 5% and even if they require it now of which I am not aware I dont think they would give more.  There is just a possibility of a larger call being made upon the shareholders for going into a new branch of the trade to work out a recent patent of mine which promises somewhat large results, but so far they have not accepted my offer nor refused it and I am not forcing it upon them but leaving it entirely to their own decission.  In fact I rather wish them to decline it but wont withdraw it till they do. If that goes on you will then find room for your capital and I may say the prospect of results is much larger than the Goole Compy at present makes and last year they earned over [              ].  I hope your health keeps better & am  
Yours sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/241		Proposals for consideration by the Directors of the 
Goole Alum & Smelting Comy by Peter Spence.  
	I propose that the 2450 shares or thereby that have actually paid £10 shall be called up to £17-10/- each which will yield £18,300.  I propose that 650 new shares shall be created and that at least 450 of these shall be offered pro rata to the present shareholders at £17-10/- paid up each this will yield 7900 thus giving a new available capital of £26,200 for the intended new operation.  
	I propose that with this capital a new works should be erected in London capable of working 200 tons per week of the Redonda mineral as soon as that quantity can be obtained. 
	I propose as patentee on the terms to be specified to grant the right to the Goole Compy to work this quantity in precedence to myself or any other.  
	I propose if more of the mineral can be obtained to reserve to myself the right to work in Manchester or elsewhere the next 100 tons per week obtainable.
	I propose that if more than 300 tons per week can be obtained that then at Goole the Compy may work to the extent of 50 tons per week, further licence to remain in my own hands.
	I propose that in lieu of these rights so granted no money payment be made me, but require that previous to completing this agreement a final stocktaking at Goole under my guarantee shall be taken and that terminated - that my 290 (or thereby) fully paid up shares being by this arrangement made £17-10/- as to their claim or dividend the £2-10/- on each that could then only claim interest @ 5% shall be converted into shares at £17-10/- each paid up and allotted me out of the 650 new shares - that the 500 shares held by myself  and my son JBS as shares half paid up shall all be converted into shares paid up to £17-10/- and the difference of £2-10/- shall also be converted into shares of £17-10/- and allotted to us pro rata out of the 650 new shares.  That of the 500 original shares still unsold 400 shall be allotted to me and 100 to JBS all as shares on which £17-10/- has been paid and the £2-10/- on each shall be converted into shares of £17-10/- each paid up and allotted to us pro rata out of the 650 new shares. This will take about 184 of the new shares leaving 446 to be allotted pro rata to the present shareholders.
	I propose that JBS should  undertake the management of the new works on such terms as the Directors and he shall agree.
	This offer only to remain in force for one month after it is found that a contract for not less than 100 tons per week of the mineral can entered into by the Directors if they choose to do so.
	9 Sep 1870

PSL1/242		 12th September 1870

My Dear Dr Roscoe, 
	I am very much disappointed with the progress I have made in the experiments which you so kindly name.
	We have wrought very frequently indeed for months and yet my results are not such as I should like to guarantee.
	Still I should like just to read something like an intimation that many experiments have been made, detaching some of the difficulties and giving the assurance that I should follow it out to I hope more definite results.
	It might be named "some attempts to determine the boiling points of various salts by acting on a saturated solution with steam of 100".
	Kindly say by bearer of this notice to you is sufficient or if I shall send to L'pool. By the way I must attend the wedding of an intimate friends daughter on Thursday & that either today or Monday would suit me.  
Yrs vy sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/244		 23rd September 1870		Mr W T Mabley

Dear Sir, 
	I am not at all satisfied as to the mode in which you have dealt with the Rodonda patent.  I let you know that I was extremely anxious to have it sealed at the earliest moment possible. I do not know as a fact whether it is really sealed yet or not. patents of later date and with later notice to proceed are sealed and in the public print & you evidently only suppose but dont know whether mine is sealed or not. I must know before night whether it is sealed and the date of sealing so telegraph to London at once & send me word at once as I am going to Goole this afternoon & I must know by eight oclock so that if you dont get word before I go it must be sent at once to Goole.
	Your agents in London ought to keep you up to what is being done as it is most disagreeable to be kept in suspense on a matter of such importance.
	We have made contracts on the faith of it involving over half a million.  
Yrs truly    P Spence

PSL1/246		 26th September 1870		Mr W T Mabley

Dear Sir, 
	Your search is not very close, the very man I discounted as following me has a provisional dated the 20th - 2303 notified.
	Now if he has an agent who really looks after his business he may at once have given notice & may & possibly will be sealed before.  This entirely through what I cannot otherwise characterise than as criminal neglect.
	I over and over impressed upon you the necessity of not losing  an hour & yet in all stages of the matter you seem to have let the matter go as it looks & now you are acting exactly similar. you promised to let me know today the exact day on which it would be sealed & now instead of letting me know at all you merely have word that it may be sealed this week. you are giving me more anxiety about this matter than I have endured for years.  If money will get it done one hour sooner go to London at once and get it done as in the uncertainty of the law you are by every hour imperilling my most valuable invention.  
Yrs truly    P Spence

PSL1/248		 28th September 1870		Spence Bros & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I find that for a long time I have been doing much worse than any other acid makers both in quantity turned out in proportion to space of chambers, in quantity yielded by a given amount of sulphur burned, in [     ] coals, and in fact in absolute cost of acids. two courses were open to me, either at once to put up 30 to 40 first rate kilns and calcine larger ores (and I am convinced this would have been the most profitable course) or to reduce the price so as to have a margin and at sametime endeavour to improve the mode of calcination so as to get rid of the annoyances that now result from the use of both smalls & oxide - smalls I give up altogether - when the present stock of some 1000 tons is got rid of I shall not have an ounce more of it.
	oxide I shall now try, if I can as I expect get the bricks to hold together & the kilns to answer, it may live, but it must be tried upon purely commercial principles & if on these it cannot show results at least equal to large ore in kilns it must just follow smalls.  I however hope the best for it & you must if it succeeds get your advantage in my using 100 tons per week instead of 40 or so as now.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/250		 19th October 1870		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I was as you will have heard in Ireland last week [     ] the Glandore mines named in the [      ]. we have been offered on most favourable terms and I asked as a favour that I might have the option of asking you to come to the meeting and be one of a few that are to take them in hand if you approve of the matter. you see therefore by [        ] that Mr Chadwick agrees to do so and if you can come in tomorrow you will hear for yourself.
	I have letter today from Jack in London. he says the Phospho guano people are highly chagrined by the fact that having got possession of [hundreds?] of tons of the article and having employed the highest talent in the country to work it out they have let it slip out of their hands and into mine.
	It has been a great risk for us all for had I not been the first the Alum trade would soon have been [    ].  I hope this will find you in time for tomorrow.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence 

PSL1/252		 19th October 1870		John B Spence

My Dear John, 
	I cannot see the great gain you are to have in using the phosphoric acid as a solvent and I see great objections to its use. In the first place you can only use one ton of bone phosphate say at 75% to 3½ tons of our phosphoric solution if at 20% phosphoric acid, the gain here would therefore be quite a trifle and you don't improve your position in the slightest degree as to the condition of the stuff - your mono phosphate would be a liquid and you must dry it up some way.
	Then you would to a certainty bring into play the tendency of the iron and remaining alumina to go down and I have not the slightest doubt your mixture of one ton bone phosphate and 3½ tons Phos'c acid & phosphates would contain actually less soluble phosphoric acid than the 3½ tons did before mixing.  This is of course theoretical reasoning but it can easily be put to the test of experiment and I think there is not the least risk of your settling anything until you do that & Bill may be set to it immediately.
	as there is no present way of making phosphoric acid cheap I can't see any chance of any one preceding you and it only weakens ones position to secure things entirely unworkable. You will see the calculation on which I base my opinion.  Bone phosphate 75 = 35 P2O5 tribasic    P2O5 required to make mono basic = 35. 
	Thus you require 3½ tons of our article worth £6 or £21 to work up a ton of Bone ash worth £6 and your result would be worth about £20 and you must still dry it up with saw dust.  I think you have run upon the idea without looking it fairly in the face and I must say the more I look at it the less hope I see of anything springing from it.
	I have now only looked at pure phosphates, but most of the foreign phosphates are impure and these would add to the evils of our phosphate containing iron which is only held in a soluble condition by the acidity of our solution, the tendency to go down would be greatly increased by every basic body in these phosphates whether alumina, iron or free lime which no doubt all of them contain.
	As to the soda process it is of course of no use as it destroys more value by far than it makes.  The ABC process or rather Forbes is not likely to be general. I see nothing at present but alum and saw dust and am afraid there is really nothing to your idea of selling as a liquid. I wish there were for I dread the drying as such a bulky bothering process, but as far as I see it is our only one.
	You will see by Bill's analysis that the Phosphoguano people's article is almost worthless. I don't think you should meddle with it at all as not only is it of little value either for alum or manure but there would be some trouble in working it. It has 25 to 30% of insoluble matter, it must therefore be ground and such a large machine would almost be as much bother as spent shale and in a much more unmanageable form. If you are to try it you had better get it to Goole as I should certainly not like to take it in hand.
Your aff Father    Peter Spence

PSL1/256		 7th October 1870		Robertson, Fraser & Co., High St, Manchester

Dear Sirs, 
	I hereby agree for twelve months from present date to become Mr James Cowin's security to you for One hundred and fifty Pounds (£150) to be advanced by you to him.
Yours truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/257		 
Rodonda Patent
	My invention consists in the use of certain compounds of Alumina and Phosphoric Acid particularly of such compounds of alumina iron and phosphoric acid at present obtained in the Island of Rodonda near Antigua in the West Indies and known under the name of Rodonda Phosphate and of minerals of similar composition obtained in other West India Islands and other places. These minerals I find contain from twelve to twenty per cent of their weight of alumina and this alumina is in its original condition and quantity detrimental to their use as artificial manures. I take the mineral as obtained from the said Islands or elsewhere and grind it to a powder passing it through a sieve of say twenty meshes to the inch. To this powder I add an equal weight of Sulphuric acid of specific gravity 1.6 if the mineral contains 20% of alumina but only 3/5ths of its weight if it contains only 12% alumina, and apply heat which I prefer to do by blowing in steam into the vessel containing the mixture. The mineral dissolves and the specific gravity rises. I now cautiously reduce by application of water or weak liquors from subsequent parts of the process (especially the washings of the sediment named afterwards) constantly boiling till I have all dissolved except the insoluble sediment and the strength of the liquor reduced to 90 Twaddle or 1.45. I now pass this liquor into a close vessel and distil into it vapour containing ammonia obtained from gas ammoniacal liquor subjected to boiling either by fire or steam injection into the said gas liquor and the quantity of said gas liquor I use is equal to 600 to 900 galls to each ton of the mineral according to its richness. when all the ammonia has been so distilled into the mineral liquor I allow it to settle for a few hours and then run off all the clear solution (now at a strength or Sp Gr of 1.4 or 80 of Twaddle's hydrometer) into lead coolers to crystalize alum as is well known and I allow it to remain in these coolers for some days with frequent stirring in order to obtain all the alum possible from the solution and the alum so obtained in crystals from one ton of mineral should not be less than from 18 to 25 cwt. The mother liquor having deposited all the alum that can be obtained is now a solution of a small quantity of alumina and iron some sulphate or phosphate of ammonia and a considerable quantity of phosphoric acid. If it is required that the subsequent product should be largely charged with ammonia, a weak ammoniacal solution may be added to it taking care not to cause precipitation of the phosphoric acid with the alumina or other bases in the liquid, but I prefer to take the said mother liquors direct from the cooler and add to them dry sawdust just sufficient to absorb all the said liquors so that none will run from the sawdust. I now take this substance and dry it at a low heat so as not to char the sawdust and when dry it forms an artificial manure containing phosphoric acid and ammonia in such quantities and condition as to make it a most valuable fertilizer.
	Instead of the ammonia gas liquors used with the mineral solution to produce alum, salts of potash may be used, either the chloride of potassium of commerce or preferably sulphate of potash as although the chloride of potassium will yield a sufficient product of alum the fertilizer would from its use have a tendency to deliquesce but sulphate of potash will not cause this evil.
	I claim the use of mineral phosphates containing alumina for the manufacture of alum and the use of the resident liquors from such manufacture of alum for conversion into and use as artificial manures.

PSL1/262		 Income Tax Return     21st Novr 1870
Trade Alum Manufacturer, Newton Heath, near Manchester 
Amt upon which Tax is assessable £10,000 
Request to be assessed by District Commissioner under letter or number 
 signed  Peter Spence

PSL1/264		 24th December 1870		W B Fox Esq, [Ch'man, Goole Alum & Sm Co]

Dear Mr Fox, 
	I enclose you all the letters. if you think it needful you had better bring the letters of the [Finers?] before the board. They seem to be right or they would not want such stuff and any communication with them only makes you liable to misrepresentation. I never gave them any advice on the Monteguma, they constantly pestered me with letters asking my opinion & so on and all I did was to tell them how I had acted myself.
	The better way with them would be get some one unknown to write them offering to buy their shares at par and if they decline to ask an offer of them at a price. this would connect them to an opinion as to their belief in the value of the shares and of course stop their mouths as if they would sell some one who would give less trouble would get them.
	As they have got all the notices they have no right to any private information and I should certainly give them none.
	If they wont pay the Calls then they are liable to have their shares forfeited.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/266		 16th January 1871		James M Spence

Dear James, 
	As it appears you demur to signing a deed of partnership to complete the arrangement enabling me to convey my one third share in the business of Spence Brothers & Co to Mr Steuart, I may now say that I cannot afford to enter into any personal dispute with you on the matter and must therefore take this mode of notifying you that there are only two alternatives which in the circumstances I can place before you - either you must let me dispose of my interest in the business in the mode I have determined upon or at once consent to a dissolution of the partnership by winding up the business paying all liabilities and distributing the profits if any in the mode agreed & arranged, my works in Bradford return to my possession and the licence to work my patent of the manufacture and use of dry Copperas being of course withdrawn.
	In winding up the additional buildings &c made on my land by the firm to be taken by me at a valuation.
	I may say that I cannot consent to go on as at present and that unless consent to these terms either by agreeing to sign the deed of partnership or by acceding to a mutual winding up of the business before Friday first I shall then take Mr Allen's advice as to the mode of completing a separation.
I am  Yr aff Father   Peter Spence

PSL1/267

Year 1871  Commencing 1st January and ending 31st December
Male Servants 

Henry Hamer
Coachman
James Driscoll
Park keeper 
Johnny Lunt
Gardener
? Query
Under gardener 
- - - -  Morris
Waiter


Carriages with 4 or more wheels
three
Horses & Mules
two
Armorial Bearings
£2-2-0 on carriage

£1-1-0 on notepaper 
Summary of Duties payable

5 Male servants @ 15/-
3-15-0
3 Carriages         @ £2-2-0
6-6-0
2 Horses & Mules  @ 10/6
1-1-0
1 Armorial Bearing @ £2-2-0

1     ditto             @ £1-1-0
3-3-0

£14-5-0
 
	I, the undersigned, hereby declare that the foregoing declaration contains a full & true account of the particulars required by the Act 32 & 33 Vict c 14 to be stated by me. 
	Witness my hand, the 25th Jany 1871  Peter Spence (signed)

PSL1/269		 15th March 1871		Spence Bros & Co

Dear Sirs, 		Spence Bros & Co (old firm)
	I have examined the Balance Sheets of the above concern from which it appears that the profit made from its commencement to time of transference is £82-1-7 but to the Debit of Profit & Loss Account I find two items of Salary to Mr James M and Mr David Spence viz: £1000 30th June and £300 31st Dec/70 which are errors, the arrangement being that one fifth of the profit made should be allotted to Mr James M & Mr David Spence for their services as Managers, and the remainder divided equally between the partners (Peter, David & James M Spence). The real profit made by the firm amounts therefore to £1382-1-7. Deduct 1/5th due to James M & David Spence as managers, 276-8-4 = £1005-13-3. One third of this placed to my credit 368-11-1, along with the amount for cash & goods supplied to Dec 31st, 2718-17-3, and the amount for the Bradford works, 1000-0-0 Gives £4087-8-4.  Deducting 3 sums of £1000 presented by me to the 3 partners of the new firm (James Mudie Spence, David Dick Spence, and David Vincent Steuart) 3000-0-0.  There remains to my credit in your books on Dec 31/70 £1087-8-4.  Yours truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/271		 24th March 1871		Spence Bros & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I do not fully understand the purport of your letter or rather the meaning when you ask if I am determined to alter my mode of acting. I thought you fully understood that after deduction of the £3000 from my a/c against the firm all subsequent obligations on their part would be met on usual mercantile terms. this being the case and as you now deliver no goods on your own a/c I do not perceive any other way of keeping the a/c balanced but by paying for what you get. If you can suggest any other way I shall be glad to entertain it, but it must surely be some way in which the debit of the firm shall not be indefinitely added to. If you have any material to deliver on your own a/c that of course will meet the difficulty.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/273		 4th April 1871

Dear Mr Ward,
	My father proposes to come down say tomorrow week.  Meantime if Mr Spence is in very pressing need perhaps you could be good enough to obtain it for him. In haste
Very truly  Frank Spence

PSL1/274		 18th April 1871

My Dear Sir, 
	I am in receipt of yours and beg to condole with you in the loss of a very young one from your family circle who has passed through this world to a better without any contagious action from its evils.
	As to the circular it is simply a piece of impertinence got up we believe between Bromley who has some 10 shares, and our secretary who has been trying to make up a party against Jack as he wants to assume power and management in the works himself. the upshot is that we shall be obliged to get rid of him.
	There is not the least reason for the memorandum. the Directors had previous to this made all needful arrangements for taking a full valuation of all the property at the stock taking as it concludes my five year guarantee.  As to the new process we have full conviction that it will yield a largely increased profit.
	The circular has of course needlessly alarmed many of the shareholders & consequently some are offering their shares but those who know better are quite ready to buy them. I know of 10 that will be sold this forenoon @ £2-10/- premium per share, the buyer getting the next dividend.  £2 per share has been the premium for some time less the dividend next payable.  If you want to sell I can get you a purchaser at an hours notice.
	My kind regards to all your family including of course your worthy Father & Mother.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/276		 10th May 1871		J E Pargeter

My Dear Sir, 
	I have heard of your accident and very lately was sorry to hear you have not yet fully got over it but hope you will soon have a perfect recovery.
	I do not know exactly what to say on the subject named by you as my patent is not now fully at my disposal I having disposed of an interest in it to the Goole Company for a large sum, this of course to a certain extent limits my power although it does not altogether take it away.
	Then there is the complicated question of the Alum trade and to me and the Goole Company this is the most important feature of the patent.
	If I saw you personally I could more freely enter into the matter but as you see there are other parties besides myself now interested in the matter.
Yrs vy sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/278		 27th June 1871

Dear Dr Roscoe, Thanks for your kindness in letting me know your results before embodying them in your report.  I regret that my action in releading my large chamber and by working with only temporary connections between the chambers has deranged my working during the time your assistant was making his investigations and I also think it is just possible his pipe pierced so as to take the draught from the chimney.
	I am now in a regular state of working but your visit yesterday has suggested to me an alteration that I am now making which will considerably aid the condensation of SO2.
	This will be completed tomorrow and if your assistant would visit the works not earlier than Thursday I think he will find them satisfactory. I would also suggest a larger extraction pipe so that he might penetrate further into the flue.  
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/280		 26th July 1871  

 	Telegram from Frank Spence, Manchester to Peter Spence, Smedley's Hydropathic Establishment, Matlock Bridge - "Roscoe's favorable report will be read at Local Board meeting tomorrow afternoon Whalley says your presence is indispensable"

PSL1/282		 29th July 1871		Jos Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

Dear Sir, 
	Will you kindly honour cheques on my account during the next fortnight signed by my son Frank Spence also payments in to my a/c by him.  
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/283		 30th October 1871

Dear Mr Bell, 
	I am astounded at the fact published today that you along with others have taken out provisional protection for a patent dealing with an article with which a great deal of your investigations in my laboratory have been connected. as this seems to me a direct breach of the arrangement between us that in all matters of investigation here you should strictly consider them mine & make no use of your knowledge so acquired without my sanction & as you have taken the matter into your own hands it must necessarily at once terminate our connection. I am sorry for this both for your own sake & mine but there is no alternative and I must get over the difficulty the best way I can.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/285		 31st October 1871

Dear Mr Bell, 
	If it is any satisfaction to you I may say that you cannot be any more sorry for what has happened than I am, and I do not expect to find any one to supply your place that will in so many respects be what I would wish.
	During the six years or so you have been with me your conduct has been unexceptional, your work has been cheerfully and expeditiously done & your results have always claimed my confidence.
	I have a thorough conviction that you would not do anything dishonourable, and it is evident that what you have done, and I still think was a great mistake, was done in inadvertance. my own opinion is now that from the first moment of your establishing an independent laboratory you placed yourself in a false position and I am only sorry I did not at once put the alternative to you of choosing either the one or the other as the two things were really incompatible.
	As through your Brother in law you will now be connected with a concern which may be in direct opposition to me in the position of gas water it is of course still more incongruous for you to be in my Laboratory and I hope you will see that it is so. Had you suggested giving up all other connections and continuing with us it would have been a different proposition and I would have given it my consideration, as it is I cannot see how we can go on together even for a time. as to your current salary I shall settle that any way you think just.
I am Dear Mr Bell Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/287		 7th November 1871

My Dear Dr Smith, 
	I quite agree with you in thinking that Henry would be an exceedingly likely one for my Laboratory if he thinks the thing promising enough for him to take.
	In looking over I find that Mr Bell began with me at £120 per annum but had £200 when he left.  In addition to this he made a great deal by working in his laboratory & at home for my son John & for my other sons firm, Spence Bros, but this has so interfered with his work for me that I think it is altogether incompatible and it is likely they will have a Chemist for themselves.
	I would not offer him less to begin with than £150 and if it suited us both would advance to £200 but for this I would expect his whole attention so far as it was requested to my work in the laboratory. As I named to Bell I should expect any investigation in the laboratory to be a matter of confidence and all results, in matters in which I instigated the investigation, to be mine.
	But in anything in other matters suggested by Henry I should be glad to help him and aid in bringing it forward if it appeared well to my judgment as a thing likely to be of value in any other department of practical chemistry.
	If Henry decides to come it is of considerable importance that he should come at once as we shall be getting deeply in arrears of work, probably on this matter Henry might call here tomorrow morning.  
I am Dear Dr Smith  Yrs vy sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/289		 9th November 1871		Mr J C Bell

Dear Sir, 
	As you have distinctly broken your engagement with me, which as I understand you, you dont deny but make the excuse of inadvertance, you have therefore forfeited all right to the fulfilment on my part of what on your part has not been fulfilled. however I am quite willing to refer the matter to arbitration as to whether I am due you three months salary. as I have already filled your place the alternative of your working for it will not apply. The Goole assays will as usual be done here.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/290		 3rd January 1872

Dear Mr Bell, 
	I fully reciprocate your good wishes of the season, and while I still adhere to my opinion that the termination of our connection was your act and not mine and that were my part of it now to do I do not see that I could do otherwise still I give you full credit for doing the acts which led to it inadvertently and without at all having the necessary consequences before your mind.
	Though it has therefore severed our connection at considerable inconvenience to me as well as to yourself it need not sever our friendship.
	I enclose a cheque for £25 in settlement of what might otherwise be a disputed matter between us, if you accept it then it closes on my part & on yours all that affair.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/292		 13th January 1872

My Dear Dr Roscoe, 
	The principle alteration in my process as it will affect the escape of Sulph. Hydrogen or ammonia is as follows. At present as you are aware I distil all the ammonia from the gas liquor into my shale digesting pans. if any escapes in the distillation (which we do all we can to avoid) then it escapes as a mixed compound of sulphide of ammonium and carb. of ammonium. when it reaches the pans all the amm. is taken up and the mixed gases H.S. & CO2 are carried along with steam into the purifiers. the only difficulty in taking up the H.S. has hitherto been the large volume of steam. lately I erected a fifth purifier and since then there has been no difficulty & I believe no escape - by the new process I shall place in a close leaded tank about 6 times the weight of the sulphuric acid requisite to combine with the given quantity of gas liquor which will then be pumped into it - I find that sending the gas liquor into this great excess of acid decomposes about two thirds of the H.S. & precipitates the sulphur the Carbonic acid and the remaining H.S. will be sent through the purifiers but not a trace of it can by any likelihood escape.
	The mixed acid and ammoniacal liquor after boiling by steam to throw off all the gases I then use for dissolving the phosphate of alumina.
	The solution will then be concentrated in close vessels as at present but all that comes from them will be chiefly steam as no gases should be evolved - I do not think of any other alteration of consequence & shall be glad to explain more fully if needful.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/294		 17th January 1872		J Berger Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	Your a/c overdue of £2500 must really be paid at once, it should have been paid on first friday of this month and my banking a/c is getting into a disagreeable position by your neglect in keeping to your agreement as to payments.  As to the matter of Rodonda I finally decline to accept for one ton of it until the contract is signed for delivery of 100 tons per week and meantime it lies to your a/c in my warehouse. I am the more determined on this from your repetition to my son Frank of the fallacious impression you entertain as to the original consignment which I most decidedly assert was that from Rodonda or from other sources you were to find for me in equal quantity as that found for Goole and on same terms delivered in Manchester as theirs was in Hull.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/295
Copy of Return - Inland Revenue Year 1872  Declaration for Licences, 32 & 33 Vic.
 
Description
Number
Duty on each
Male Servants 
6
15/-
Carriages with 4 or more wheels
4
2-2/-
Horses & Mules
5
10/6
Armorial Bearings on Carriage
3
2-2/-
Armorial Bearings not on Carriage
1
1-1/-

 31 January 1872  Peter Spence 
Erlington House, Seymour Grove, Whalley Range, Manchester    
Pendleton Alum Works, Holland St, Butler St, Oldham Road, Manchester

PSL1/296		 6th February 1872

	[This refers to PS being appointed Treasurer of the Independent Order of Good Templars, a religious and temperance society based in the USA]

Dear Sir & Brother Templar, 
	After much thought and enquiry I have come to the determination of accepting the very responsible office to which you have kindly appointed me, and have made preparations for an active superintendence and which I hope will be an efficient one. I shall take as much personal action as my health and time will admit and besides have appointed the Rev H J Bath a brother Temp. and a highly talented man as my private secretary to devote his whole time if needful to this work.  He is giving up his charge after a few months notice but meantime will be able to give a large part of his time to the organisation.
	I shall be glad of the book you have and also any personal instructions you can afford me as to resting upon the duties of the office.
	I expect these will be at first a great deal of uphill work as there is a good deal of irregularity going on and some feelings of a disagreeable kind at work.
	I shall try and walk in your footsteps and while acting with firmness be in manner & temper as forbearing as possible.
Yr Brother Templar  Peter Spence

PSL1/297		 20th March 1872		Wm Warburton Esq, Salford

My Dear Sir, 
	My father and I have only now had an opportunity of talking over the subject of the guarantee you named to him and he has left the matter in my hands.
	It is very painful for me to say it but it is quite certain that the present condition of his "extra-business" fund could not warrant his becoming responsible for the amount - I refer to this fund because we have had a large and unusual experience of guarantee and without one exception the whole of them have eventually had to be paid. Only a month or two ago £150 had to be made good in a case where no human judgment would have imagined the smallest risk.
	I regret extremely to have to say this but the circumstances of our case do not leave the smallest alternative in the matter. Trusting you will soon find some way out of your difficulty I remain 
My dear Sir Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/298		 2nd April 1872		B Sugden Esq

My dear friend, 
	The Salford Corporation are advertising for Tender for the Tar and Gas Liquor. (Tenders to be delivered by Monday next). They add that "printed particulars of quantity and conditions of contract can be obtained from the Manager at his office, Gas Works, Lamb Lane, Salford." Now the notorious exposé of the Gas Manager and Gas Committee's doings eighteen months ago has destroyed all our faith in them and we fear that if it be known or suspected that we are going to bid this time a certain other bidder will be informed of the fact and will modify his bid in such a way that we shall have no chance. If we sent to the Manager for a copy of the above "printed particulars" it will of course at once be seen that we are going to bid. To prevent any chance of foul play therefore will you do me the favour to write tonight to the Manager (enclosing a stamp to cover his postage) and ask him to send you a copy of the "printed particulars" by return of post. Thank you beforehand for your trouble.
Ever very faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL1/300		 3rd April 1872

My Dear Mr Crookes, 
	I am now without a laboratory chemist as Mr Bell has now fully engaged in business as an analytical chemist.
	As you suited me so well last I dont see that I can do better than apply to you again and although the affair will not be a business yielding profit yet I have no doubt your kindness will induce you to take the trouble.
	You know my requirement, a good analytical chemist especially with inorganic chemicals, a quick manipulator and one who would be of sufficient [                 ] me of trust - I dont seek an inventor or discoverer but if he did anything original and not at all connected with my investigations if submitted to me and followed out with my approval I should assist him with it, but all work on matters put before him would of course in its results be mine.
	I gave Bell £200 before he left but would begin with £150 unless you got one whom in your opinion was worth the larger sum.
	I have not heard from you lately hope you are well at home.
Yrs vy sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/302		 20th June 1872		Mr A Esilman, 228 Hope St, Glasgow

Copy - The Laurels, Bowdon 
Dear Sir, 
	Having found your references satisfactory I am disposed to consider your application for the post of my chemical assistant. I shall be glad to know your views regarding salary.
	It will be understood of course that you would devote all your time to my work. In haste 
Very truly yours  for Peter Spence  Frank Spence

PSL1/302a		 22nd June 1872		Mr A Esilman, 228 Hope St, Glasgow

Copy - The Laurels, Bowdon 
Dear Sir, 
	I have received your note of y'day. The salary I had proposed to pay was £150 for the first year and £200 for the second if thoroughly pleased with the work.
	I may say that our late assistant was with us seven years and our desire to make another permanent appointment prompts us to be very cautious in filling up the post.  We have had a good many applicants with the most satisfactory references and testimonials and there seems very little difference in the merits of five to which the number has been finally reduced.
	I may now frankly tell you that amongst the gentlemen to whom you referred one who speaks unqualifiedly of you otherwise adds that he feels "bound to say that your disposition is peculiar and anything but conciliatory". I allude to this because harmony and peace are matters of the first importance in my establishment and if the best chemist in Europe were to offer me his services I should at once decline them if he were not affable and courteous in his dealings with those around him. I may add that if you can quite reassure me on this point I am prepared to engage you at once and as the post is now vacant you might enter upon its duties as early as may be convenient to yourself.
I am Dear Sir  Very faithfully yours  for Peter Spence  Frank Spence 
	It is of course understood that all my manufacturing processes and results and the Laboratory work are my private property and are never to be divulged outside.  for PS  F.S.

PSL1/303		 28th June 1872		Thos Brittain Esq, 8 York St, Manchester

My Dear Sir, 
	I have told my father I will reply to your note.  He has no objection to subscribe to the Aquarium Co and is as you will believe the more favourably influenced towards it in that you don't mean to make it an Aqua-rum Co - your strongest liquids being tea and coffee - or rather salt water.
	As the scene of operations will be the Whalley Range side of town and therefore within easy reach of Erlington House, and as he seems to show some interest in the undertaking, I don't think you would find it difficult to get him upon the Board.
	Like all intelligent temperance reformers I need hardly say that he believes in moral (along with legislative) remedies for the drinking habits of the people.
I am Dear Sir Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence  
	I might say that if you called up here some day next week when he is in town I would myself as an old naturalist gladly second your effort to induce him to connect himself with the undertaking.  F.S.

PSL1/304		 19th October 1872

Dear Mr Robertson, 
	I have been somewhat remiss in giving you an answer to your very complimentary request that I should become a Director in your proposed company.
	I have however meantime carefully thought over the matter and the more I do so the more decided is my opinion that I must decline the honour. I have more work than I know well how to do. so far as mere business is concerned my own & the responsibility I have in the Goole Compy is quite as much as I like. I feel the duty of giving anything over these of time and energy in exertions to fulfil my duty to God and my fellow men in operations which I think are needful. I could not enter into what you require without a considerable feeling of responsibility and at the sametime I feel that I have no special talent for banking and therefore no special fitness for the position.
	I think your affair has all the ordinary elements of success and I am not deterred at all on that account but simply for the reasons I name and am obliged with many thanks to decline the honour.
I am Dear Mr Robertson Yours sincerely  Peter Spence 
	I am going out to Matlock by 1 o'clock train so could not call P.S.

PSL1/306		 28th February 1873

My Dear Parton, 
	I have not a great amount of sympathy with the [Nicol?] fund. If he is in need then help should be given him by all means but £10,000 is not help but something far beyond.
	The victory is not yet gained and I dont think this will help it, as he who has stood most prominent amid a host of workers will henceforth be merely a hired advocate. I will however as a decided nonconformist give £25 and you may intimate this.
	By the way the enclosed came into my hands yesterday and as they to some extent support what I have no doubt you considered a worthy assertion on my part namely that the Good Templars were at present bringing more souls into the Kingdom of God by their indirect action than the churches were in their direct work, I send it for your perusal. I have many similar though not as tangible proofs and have not the least doubt that our Lord and Master is really employing this organisation & blessing it for work that his own churches have not enough self denying decision of character to accomplish.
	Its pure disinterestedness and decission seem to attract all that is most [        ] with the self denying in the Christian church and to the drunkard it seems the only safe harbour to which he can flee and once there the Christian element in our lodges soon while in a pliant state lead him to the Cross.
	excuse a temperance lecture from  
Yours very sincerely  Peter Spence  D.D.  G.W.C.T.  & G.H.T.

PSL1/308
Copy of Return - Inland Revenue Year 1873  Declaration for Licences, 32 & 33 Vic. 

Description
Number
Duty on each
Male Servants 
six
15/-
Carriages with 4 or more wheels
four*
2-2/-
Horses & Mules
five
10/6
Armorial Bearings on Carriage
three
2-2/-

*number not to be stated. £2-2/- pays for the lot.

PSL1/309		 25th June 1873		W B Fox Esq, [Ch'man, Goole Alum & Sm Co]

My Dear Fox, 
	I send the enclosed merely to explain the decission to which I have come.  I am every few months thrown into a boiling rage with some stupid or malicious act of Jessops - every time a man gets into a rage he cuts off a few months from his probability of life.
	I cannot afford to do this for Jessops sake and I have therefore made up my mind to close my connection with him.  You will therefore accept of my resignation of the Goole board if Jessop is to remain Secretary as I shall not sit at another meeting at which he is present.
	I must not say that his present escapade is not the moving cause of my decission, it is only the last straw that has broken the camels back.  I have too much to take up my attention to afford its being distracted by annoyance proceeding from him and have therefore finally settled it in so far as I am concerned.
	I may say that I am still plodding my weary way out of the difficulties of the Rodonda and have now limited them to the one simple matter of boiling the liquor up to strength without thickening and have perfectly succeeded with this in the laboratory & it is now a matter of [rather fast?] boiling - so far it has been the most puzzling thing I ever encountered.  
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/311		 3rd July 1873		[on back of an envelope, gummed to the page]

Copy - F.S. to P.S @ Bristol - "Yr return tonight is certainly not imperative. Rice authorized overdraught at once and wished me to express his regret that you should ever have had any soreness about the matter."

PSL1/311a		 5th July 1873

Copy - P.S. to J.B.S., Hotel Donan, Vienna - "Come home instantly your neglect of the manure is putting things into confusion more important matters are imperilled."

PSL1/312		 7th July 1873

Dear Mr Roberts, 
	I should have come down & seen you today but am so much engaged that I have sent my son Frank instead.
	I shall probably be in a slight monetary pressure for two months or three on account of the Goole Compy needing additional capital and my new trade being thrown back by practical difficulties.  It has been the most laborious thing I ever took in hand but will now richly repay.
	I got over the Alum part of it on the large scale in a few days & make finer Alum than I ever made but the manure has taken me two months & I am just over the difficulty & have now only to erect apparatus to go to work.
	I have already turned out about £2000 worth of the manure but have not yet realised upon but that is merely a thing of time.
	My son will detail to you what I ask you to do in the way of temporary accommodation similar to what you have done before.
	My prospects are a profit of £1000 per week leaving two to three hundreds for contingencies.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/314		 10th July 1873		W B Fox Esq, Chairman, Goole Alum & Smelting Co.

Dear Sir, 
	I shall accept 300 new shares in the Goole Alum & Smelting Co. and shall today pay £900 as first call of £3 on said shares into any Bank the finance Committee may approve.
Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/315		 10th September 1873

Dear Bro Malins, 
	I enclose you letter in order that you may settle with the parties and save the credit of the order.  I at sametime and hereby resign my office as G.T. as I cannot any longer hold myself in any degree responsible to the [    ] for the financial management over which I have not the slightest control.
	The whole business is really done by the paid officers of the central office and I am merely a puppet to pass through my hands what money the G S has no present need for, and as I have all along held, this opens the door for all manner of mischief of a like we have already had sufficient proof and as I cannot run the risk of being connected with so unbusiness [!] a mode of management I must at once retire. As the Secretary is sending me no more money of course I could not continue to disburse [   ] but I should expect him to send money to place the a/c at the Bank in a proper position as, spending as I do £500 to £600 per annum upon the order I can not afford [       ] to pay money to the bank to make up the deficit.
	My opinion is that unless the Constitution is amended so as to have at least [     ] business run to [                   ] direct the business of the order the whole thing must [      ] and I should be extremely sorry if this should happen but am utterly powerless to prevent it.
I am Dr Sir  yrs fraternally  Peter Spence  
	I do not go into the question of the general rearrangement as I am so exceedingly dissatisfied


PSL1/317a		 23rd September 1873		R Mansergh Esq, Lindow House, Lancaster

My dear Sir & Bro, 
	My father resigned his post as G.W.T. thirteen days ago. He desired me to reply to your note being himself very much preoccupied.  
Cofraternally yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/317b		 23rd September 1873

My dear Mr Hoyle, 
	Herewith please find copy of a letter from my father to G.W.C.T. in reply to one from the latter urging him not to withdraw from Ex. Council. Let me have it again @ U K A tomorrow and oblige.  
Ever truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/318		 20th September 1873

My dear Sir & Brother, 
	Your letter of the 18th was duly received yesterday. I think the whole course of my action must make it manifest that I forbore to take the final step of withdrawing from the Executive until all hope was gone of radically reforming the management under the present regime and saving the order from a discreditable financial collapse. I informed you of the conditions upon which alone I felt it safe longer to retain my position, and the only reform these elicited being a proposal for an early Executive the simple dictates of prudence demanded my resignation. Add to these considerations the fact that my request from the Office for information as to the character of the "Assets" has been entirely ignored by the G.H.S. and I think the wisdom of my decision cannot for a moment be doubted. It is a fact beyond all question that the professional investigation of the books and a/cs which I have demanded and which has also been urged upon me by Bro. Mansergh has no prospect of anything but opposition from one of the stipendiary officers and the lack of any real sympathy from the other. This being one of the conditions of retaining my office to which you have not considered it expedient to return me any answer. Convinced in a word (to quote Mr Angus Holden) that "the management generally at the G.L. office has been utterly rotten and I am afraid be found impossible to remedy" what other course could I have taken? 
	You are good enough to say that you "have always supported any motion" I have introduced on the subject of finance. I ask you can you correctly say this of anything but minor matters? Had you for example on the all important regalia question deferred to my judgment as one who from his years at least might be supposed to have more practical business experience than any other member of the Committee would the present financial dead lock into which you have brought yourselves have occurred?  You are now apparently resolved to carry out my views in this matter and throw overboard the regalia business not from the conviction that the solvency of the order is imperilled but that you may again secure the services of Bro. Mansbergh as G.W.C. And with regard to the immediate precipitating cause of the present financial difficulty - the a/c of Messr Billings for £833 - the great bulk of which the G.W.S. states was composed of "items for printing on a large scale recklessly ordered by Annear" (since discharged from his post) can you say that you allowed yourself to be influenced in the slightest degree by my urgent protest against your appointment of this man?
	I now learn from an outsider that the greatest portion of the a/c in question is for printing an obscure work of which I had never before even heard or read. As to our former defaulting Grand Lodge Officer to make up whose deficit and save the credit of the B'ham office I contributed £100 can you affirm that you were influenced in any way by my peremptory demand for his withdrawal from the staff when you subsequently asked me the outrageous question whether I would object to his again being elected to the office! How much you were guided by my representations in this matter appears from the fact that this man (notwithstanding what I had done for him crowned his turpitude by ousting me from the R.W.G.Lodge through a technicality and in spite of the expostulations of all the Brethren) the fact I say that this man has been taken back into the office with your full knowledge and consent!  I say this advisedly - the present G.W.S. states that he "had to find a place for the late G.W.S."  With reference to the assumption by the G.W.S. of the duties of the G.W.T. which undoubtedly led to the serious machinations last year can you correctly say that you have supported my steady and determined protest against this, or will you for a moment dispute that had you seconded my opposition to so pernicious a practice it would long ago have ceased?
	I will not again waste time in discussing the import of the words in the constitution authorizing the G.W.S. "when it becomes necessary to make immediate use of the money" the two stipendiary officers being always judges of that necessity and construing it into an almost daily authority to use the money as they please.
	With regard to my recent request to hold an Executive meeting in Manchester which was declined on various grounds but mainly on that of your illness and consequent inability to come so far then how do you explain this in view of the fact that about the same time you found it possible to make a voyage to Dublin upon a matter of infinitely less consequence to that section of the order of which you are in charge?  	In fine my entire experience & observation as a member of the Council demonstrates that both yourself and the G.W.S interpret your duties and prerogatives as absolute and not on any consideration to be interfered with by the advice or vote of its other members that you are at perfect liberty to issue edicts and manifestoes of all kinds, and incur in fact an extent of financial & general executive responsibility which the paid officer of no other organisation in the kingdom would for a moment dream of attempting without the full sanction of his Committee; and that should your Treasurer who has personally to take all the risk of your unwise speculations firmly draw a line beyond which he will advance no more money he must be impertinently threatened as I have been by a novice of four or five weeks that steps will be taken to compel him.
	There is no duty more painful or trying than that of telling a friend his faults. What I have said I have said from a profound sense of duty and conviction of the gravity of the case and because I am afraid that you do not yet even begin to realize the situation. On the other hand, & I say it with the utmost sincerity, I do not think any one in the Kingdom could have a higher or more thorough appreciation than myself of your abilities for the special post to which you have been appointed - & certainly no man could have been more prepared or determined than myself when in office to support you in the discharge of your duties, but whilst I say this cheerfully and gladly I am compelled to add that your assumption together with that of the G.W.S. of duties which belong only to an Executive has been attended with almost uniform disaster to the order during the short period of its existence.
	I have already stated to you what I consider the one only remedy for the present condition of affairs, and that is an immediate enlargement of the Executive, the members to reside near enough to each other to enable them to attend without inconvenience a meeting not less than once a week.  The present Executive is perfectly competent to take any number of Brethren it chooses into its Council who till changes could be made in the Constitution need not have any titular designation. No one or two brethren whatever their abilities can conduct without a strong and enthusiastic Executive the affairs of such a vast organization, and no institution in the country of one tenth the size can be pointed to which deems it prudent to dispense with the safeguard of a resident committee of at least 10 or 12.  In our own case there is nothing to hinder an arrangement by which 14 members corresponding to the officers in a subordinate Lodge would constitute the Central Committee.  Be the merits of such a scheme what they may it is certain that nothing but collapse & ruin await the order if the present system be allowed to go on. I am resolved to take what steps Providence dictates to me as best to secure this needed reform, and I may add that I shall shrink from nothing which duty plainly indicates as necessary to accomplish it.
	The case of our late defaulting G.L. Officer has shown me the worse than futility of hushing up evil and abuse. They are simply perpetuated and their perpetrators sent forth whitewashed and decorated among their fellows. It would be a most painful matter to make a full revelation of the "status quo" but at present I see no other course open which will suffice to secure the carrying of the reformation. Of one thing I am absolutely certain that such a reform would be demanded without qualification or delay by any Grand Lodge possessing full information of the disasters which the present regime has enacted.
I am Very Fraternally Yours (signed)   Peter Spence

PSL1/327		 15th October 1873

My dear Mr Roberts, 		Private
	Some important engagements in town yesterday prevented me from replying by return to yr letter. I assure you I was not aware till I read it that we had exceeded the amount agreed upon. We must keep it of course within the limit and as you remark, the next bill due will bring it right. The nitre of course we will settle for less 2½%.  With best wishes, 
I remain very truly yours  Frank Spence.
	It is no joke starting a new manufacture and we think we richly deserve the reward our baptism of difficulties has earned. F.S.

PSL1/328		 Return for Income Tax  Novr 18/73  
	Peter Spence  Alum manufacturer, Newton near Manchester  £8233  
	To be assessed by the Comm'rs of the District under a Number or Letter
    
	Claim of Return or Allowance on Life Insurance Premiums  
	United Kingdom Temp'ce & General Provident Instit'n  premium £98-15-9 payable 1 Oct/73

PSL1/329		 20th November 1873		J Berger Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	In present circumstances if you cannot give me approximately the value in money of the goods I deliver to you I must at once try some other arrangement. I must have £1000 this week and not less that £1000 from you [   first week in Decr   ] in the case of goods to value being delivered in the future also I cannot go on.  Your treating Rodonda as cash is a matter of downright oppression when you know that to me it is at present of not the slightest use and all delivered during this last 2 months will be unavailable for 7 or 8 months to come. 
	You must at once let me know whether you accede to my proposal as I must do something at once.  
Yrs truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/331		 
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1873

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1870
Works Profit
4666 - 3 - 0


Directors Fees &c Goole Alum & Sm Co
26 - 0 - 0



4692 - 3 - 0


Less F Spence share of profit
466 -12 - 4




4225 -10 - 8
June 30th 1871
Works Profit
3863 -15 - 7


Less



# Loss on investment          46-10-0



F Spence share of profit  446-15-7
493 - 5 - 7




3370 - 96
Decr 31st 1871
Works Profit
7856 - 7 - 6


Directors Fees &c Goole Alum & Sm Co
23 - 0 - 0



7879 - 7 - 6


Less



Legal expenses (Goole)   123-19-0



# Loss on investment          10- 0-0



F Spence share of profit   785-12-9
919 -11 - 9




6959 -15 - 9
June 30th 1872
Works Profit
4992 -13 - 6






Less



Legal expenses (Goole)    54-0-0



F Spence share of profit   499- 5-4
553 - 5 - 4




4439 - 8 - 2
Decr 31st 1872
Works Profit
4787 - 9 - 1


Award re Morlands
402 -12 -10



5190 - 1 -11


Less F Spence share of profit
478 -14 - 44




4711 - 7 - 0
June 30th 1873
Works Profit
844 -19 - 9


Less F Spence share of profit
84 -10 - 0




760 - 9 - 9



24467 - 0 -10

# Deduct losses



# The Ludwell Mining Co
40 - 0 - 0


# McNulty Mine (Fox & Spence)
161 - 5 - 0


# Monteguma Gold Mining Co
3938 - 7 - 3
4139 -12 - 3







20327 - 8 - 7





Average for 3 years - per year
#
6775 -16 - 2

[adjusted]

8233
	[lines marked # crossed out in pencil, presumably disallowed by Tax Commissioners, 
		and adjusted average added ]

PSL1/332		 
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1870

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1867
Rent of Pendleton Property
73 - 8 - 9


Sale of Lease & Patents to Goole Co
6130 - 0 - 0


Rent of Cottage property
21 - 4 -11


Works Profit
2209 - 4 - 4




8433 -18 - 0
June 30th 1868
Rent of Pendleton Property
73 - 2 - 6


Rent of Cottage property
26 - 8 -1


Works Profit
4525 -15 - 7




4625 - 6 - 2
Decr 31st 1868
Rent of Pendleton Property
73 - 2 - 6


Rent of Cottage property
16 - 9 - 4


Works Profit
5785 -18 - 9




5875 -10 - 7

Less



Goods loss Bradford Copper Co
245 -18 - 5


Loss on working Bradford Copper Co
871 -11 - 1



1117 - 9 - 6




4758 - 1 - 1
June 30th 1869
Rent of Pendleton Property
73 - 5 - 7


Rent of Cottage property
9 -18 - 2


Works Profit
8004 - 5 - 7




8087 - 9 - 4
Decr 31st 1869
Rent of Pendleton Property
73 - 8 - 9


Rent of Cottage property
10 - 3 - 3


Works Profit
7278 - 9 - 2



7362 - 1 - 2


Less



Alum lost at sea
232 -11 - 6


Bad Debts
150 - 8 - 7


Law Expenses
261 -15 - 1



644 -15 - 2




6717 - 6 - 0
June 30th 1870
Rent of Cottage property
15 -13 - 7


Directors Fees &c Goole Alum & Sm Co
44 -11 - 3


Works Profit
5370 -10 - 6




5430 -15 - 4



38052 -15 -11





Average for 3 years - per year

12684 - 5 - 3


PSL1/333		 17th December 1873		John B Spence

Dear Jack, 
	I am astounded today to find that Dunn refuses to keep to his agreement as to letting me have money.  The understanding was that I was to deliver you about 100 tons of manure & a similar quantity of Alum and that he was to find a certain amount of money. he refuses on the ground that we were to deliver 120 tons of manure which was never stated.  My a/c is so fearfully overdrawn that I cannot go a step further and if Dunn will not keep to his agreement I shall be obliged to stop or take some other steps.
	let me know at once what you are to do as the whole affair is peril.
Yr aff Father  Peter Spence

	[The manure was phosphate. The West Indian Phosphate Co Ltd was formed with equal shares to 3 Spences, PS, JMS & JBS, 2 Dunns & WBFox - the Articles show JBS and a Dunn both of 108 King St.  The close connection of JBS & Co and Dunns comes up from time to time]

PSL1/335		 2nd January 1874

Dear Mr Allen, 
	I have sent my cashier Mr Ross to arrange with you as to when you will find it convenient to get the documents ready and hand over the additional loan of £1,350 on my Erlington property. It has occurred to me since seeing you that you might at once get for me £3,000 on my Pendleton property, the deeds of which are in my safe. It is freehold and let for the long term at £150 per annum to a prosperous iron firm and is of course a perfectly good security for that sum.  Will you kindly say if you can do that, and it will pretty nearly help me tide over maugre [i.e. despite] the Dunns.
Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/336
Inland Revenue - Year 1874 

Male Servants 
six @ 15/-
£4-10-0
Carriages 

2-2-0
Horses & Mules
five @ 10/6
2-12-6
Armorial Bearings

2-2-0


£11-6-6

(signed Peter Spence  14 Jany/74

PSL1/337		 23rd February 1874		J Berger Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	Referring you to the agreement made between myself and your firm that in consideration of your doing all that was required at your own expense to the obtaining, upholding & working or disposing of my French patent for the production of Alum, Manure and other matters from Phosphate of Alumina, and which patent was duly secured according to the French law - that of all the proceeds therefrom you were entitled to one moiety or half and the other moiety was to be mine.
	And also referring you to the negotiations initiated some time ago by parties in Paris and to whom you offered to sell our mutual rights and interests in said patents for the sum of forty thousand pounds (£40,000) and which negotiations were necessarily placed temporarily in abeyance by the desire of the parties to give the process a trial and which you stipulated should be a working in accordance with the French law.
	And also referring you to the fact that these negotiations have again been reopened by the said parties, one of whom has stated his intention of coming over to England for the purpose of bringing said negotiations to a conclusion.
	I am now in connection with these facts astonished by the information that on account of neglect, failure and breach of agreement on your part the said patent has been allowed to lapse and that in fact there is at this moment no French patent to negotiate!
	In these circumstances my only course is to hold your firm strictly responsible for the whole amount of damage & loss accruing to me through your breach of said agreement & which estimated on the offer made & on which the negotiations were conducted makes my loss into the sum of £20,000.
	I therefore debit your a/c with that sum as due to me by your firm and shall be glad to hear that you accede to such debit and so preclude the necessity for resort to legal means of enforcing my said claim. Your speedy answer will guide me as to the course I shall adopt.
Yours truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/339		 23rd March 1874		Walter Brown Esq, The Scottish Widows Fund 									Life & Assurance Society, Manchester
Dear Sir, 		Private
	Referring to the conversation which my friend Mr Dawson has had with you respecting a proposed loan to me of £30,000 by your office, I beg to inform you that my Works in Manchester known as the "Pendleton Alum Works" are valued in my Books at upwards of £28,000 and that up to the end of 1872 I was making a nett profit of about £12,000 a year. My business up to that date consisted entirely of making Alum from coal shale and as I have now returned to making Alum from that process I have every reason to believe my nett profits, having regard to the extensions made in my Works, will be from £15,000 to £20,000 a year.
	I think it right to mention that in the year 1873 I commenced making Alum from a Mineral called Phosphate of Alumina & which yields not only Alum but also a valuable artificial Manure. This mode of making Alum & Manure was done by a process which I had patented and although up to this time I have had every reason to be satisfied with the value of my discovery I have found that in order to make the process a perfect success it will take more time & capital than I can well afford.
	Under these circumstances and acting upon the advice of my friends I have determined to revert to my old business of making Alum from shale which I have accordingly done and to discontinue working the Patent process above alluded to altogether. This of course requires capital not only for the purpose of the necessary conversion but also for the purpose of placing me in a satisfactory pecuniary condition in my business.  
	It has been suggested by some of my friends that I should form a limited liability Co with a capital of £100,000 for the purpose of taking over my business. This I believe I could easily do, but if I can retain my business in my own hands together with the whole of the profits I should of course much prefer to do so.
	I shall be glad therefore to know with as little delay as possible whether your Board will entertain the proposed loan of £30,000 and upon what terms, and as security I can offer the Deeds of my Works and a Policy of Insurance on my life for such a sum as may be agreed upon and as the premium would at my age (68) be somewhat large, I could doubtless make arrangements to have the due payment of them guaranteed if required.
	If the Loan can be arranged I shall of course be most happy if desired to produce my Books and satisfy you as to the value of my Works both by my Books and independent valuations.
	I may perhaps add that I am by far the largest Alum Manufacturer in the World and that ¾ths of all Alum produced is made from shale upon the process patented by me in 1845 and to which I have, as I said before, now returned.  
I am, Dear Sir, Yours faithfully    Peter Spence

PSL1/342		 26th March 1874

Dear Mr Hoyle, 
	I am truly glad to hear you have taken up the G W Treasureship of the IOGT.  It had become impossible for me to continue in it & I hope you will immediately enter into my responsibility in regard to the overdraft. I must pay that to the Bank in a few days & at present I cannot do that out of my own resources being placed in exceedingly tight circumstances financially on account of the change I have made in my business by my new process of manufacture. It is of the utmost importance that I should at once be put in funds to meet my liability to the Bank for the overdraft & I shall be glad to hear from you in return.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/343		 2nd April 1874

Dear Sir, 
	I have seen Mr Gilchrist the assistant manager of the Consolidated Bank and he without hesitation will accept your name for the guarantee and also the conditions you mentioned. He would have had the document ready for your calling on Sat morning but said it might be as well to see you first lest he might insert anything in the guarantee unsuitable but would complete it & I could bring it over to your office with one of the clerks to witness it - so it can be completed this week.
	Accept of my sincere thanks for your timely kindness in this matter. 
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/344		 22nd April 1874

Dear Mr Allen, 
	Could you come up here at 11 o'clock as I want a special consultation with you on matters between me and JBS & Co.  My son John will be here.
Yours truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/345		 6th May 1874

Dear Mr Allen, 
	I really cannot in the circumstances see how I can send the letter you have sent me. I got Mr Roberts (to whom I am largely indebted) to take the bills for goods on the basis of his realising upon them by legal process if necessary. In stopping him doing so I should really be breaking faith with him after having got value from him.
	How can I guarantee their payment if it is not forced. I have no means of doing so and am convinced the Dunns will not pay if they can avoid it. I don't suppose things will go into Bankruptcy, but if they found (and they find out anything) that we were playing fast and loose with them no doubt they would at once take advantage of it and refuse payment.
	I cannot honestly prevent Roberts taking his course as I got goods & money upon that understanding and unless the bills are met somehow I do not see how the consequences can be prevented.  	If I made the suggestion to Roberts he would at once turn on me and demand his money.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/347		 14th May 1874		To the Chairman of the Gas Committee, Manchester

Dear Sir, 
	I beg to make an offer for a portion of the Ammoniacal water at the Manchester Corporation gas works on the terms following.
	I may state that I have now without interruption purchased the whole of the Ammonia water produced at the corporation works for the last twenty six years and generally paid full prices for it. my present contract for the higher price that has lately ruled for sulphate of ammonia is to me a beneficial one.  	I have now storing tanks for one million five hundred thousand galls constructed at great expense and the most approved apparatus for converting the liquor into sulphate, but from my strong impression that the price of sulphate of ammonia will descend and remain low I do not feel it safe to offer for all the production at the high price which will probably be expected for it.
	I offer for the water produced at the Gould St works on the following conditions - that so far as the water produced at that station is concerned that my present contract at 8d per degree Twaddle instead of continuing till 31st Decr 1875 should terminate at 31st Decr next and that the gas committee should grant me a new lease of it for five years from that date at the price of one shilling and one penny per degree of Twaddles hydrometer per 100 galls - my giving up thus 5d per degree for one year would be equal to 1d per degree for five years but that being all paid the first year would bear four years interest, and so my offer is equal to between 1/2d and 1/3d per degree of Twaddle per one hundred galls. In connection with this offer if unobjectionable to the Committee I would ask them, at my expense, to lay down a pipe to run the water direct from the station into my tanks thus saving all the expense and trouble connected with running it down to Gaythorn and taking it in boats from there.
	If the corporation would consent to let my payment for this run over the five years so much per annum on interest of five per cent I should also consent to pay the expense of a tank for pumping into to measure the water before running to my works, all these constructions to be the property of the corporation at the end of the five years it being understood that I shall have the privilege of using them if I make a new contract.
	If the Gas Committee do not obtain satisfactory offers for the remainder of the liquor I should be open to negotiate with them for it but should be afraid to offer for it for a long period or at a high price.
	If there is anything not clearly understood in my offer I shall be most happy to give any personal explanation to the Committee.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence 
	The proposed pipe would be beneficial to any party who removes the water by boat.  P.S.

PSL1/351		 15th May 1874		R Roberts, Son & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I am in receipt of yours. I do not see any objection to your letting the final notice lie over till Monday but of course your solicitor will take care not to damage his position.  there is I think every probability of the Dunns paying before it comes to the push.  JBS would pay at once but the Dunns have locked up all the Cash and are I believe merely keeping the dread of Bankruptcy over him in order to facilitate a settlement more in their favour.
	In acceding to their request therefore Mr Sale has deprived J B Spence of any advantage he had in getting notice two days later, then I think that advantage ought still to be given him as he might find means of paying in the interim, but all that must be left to your solicitor.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/353		 24th July 1874		R Roberts Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I am afraid your friends Phosphate is not of very great value as anything at or under 50% Tri basic phosphate will not take readily in the market. Its mechanical condition if soft and easily dealt with would improve its prospects a little but unless it is easily got and incurs little expense in transport it will not be worth bringing into the market. the large percentage of iron & alumina & carbonate of lime are bad features of it.
	I may just say that my manure is creating for itself a great character now when I have given it up - the only farmer who tried it last year has this year got three different lots and sent in great haste the money for a fourth lot of five tons to get in after the rain. I had unfortunately none to give as every pound is sold & today Rooke Spence & Co ask me from a customer if an order for 2000 tons would induce me to resume the manufacture. I merely answer no not if you should add another 0 to the order.
	We are getting on extremely well & R S & Co are getting into the Alum trade capitally. I am quite out from answering the brokers & expect soon to be in the open sea with nothing about & a fair wind.
	When shall we get a good prospect for sulphur? I am just answering a letter today asking me to assist in working a most valuable sulphur property in Iceland. of course I decline.
Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/355		 19th August 1874		To The Directors of Spence Bros Limited

Gent. 
	I feel it imperative upon me to decline any longer to occupy the position of a member of your board.  Several things have lately tended to lead me to this decision some of which I shall name.
	The first of these is that I am now the largest purchaser of the production of the company and as the Directors are the sellers I cannot consent to retain the anomalous position of being both a buyer and a seller. Other things of a more personal character render it out of my power to retain the position.
	In thus resigning all official connection with the company allow me to disabuse both my fellow directors and the shareholders of a false impression which seems to prevail.
	I have been represented as one of the promoters of the Company and even in some cases have been classed with the vendors.
	I repudiate both these assumptions. I had nothing to do with the origination of the company with the exception that I shall just name. I was never consulted as to the constitution, the first information I got as to this being the printed document. I never asked anyone to join the Company and for the £4,000 deferred shares which now stand in my name I consider I have given double the value that any ordinary shareholder's shares have cost them.
	My only responsibility results from the fact that taking it for granted that the constitution of the Company would be satisfactory I allowed my name to appear as a director without first fully ascertaining all the facts.
	My first connection with the company resulted as follows:- J B Spence asked me if I would agree to give up my a/c of about £1,500 due me for goods supplied to Spence Bros and at the sametime make over to the new company to be formed my dry Copperas patent and for both these take £3,000 as fully paid up shares. I answered decidedly not - that the patent if put into the hands of a Company with sufficient Capital to work it both here and in London was well worth £10,000 - he then asked if I would take £5,000 in fully paid up shares and in the hope of its giving the process a good chance I acceded.  when afterwards I found that so large a number of shares was demanded for goodwill I threatened to throw up my connection with it but was over persuaded that the matter had gone too far & on the greater number of these shares including my own having been made deferred shares, I continued my connection. It has however not been a pleasant one and I cannot afford the time and attention required and do not feel called upon to make the great sacrifices which it calls for.
I am, Gent., yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/359		 1st January 1875		R Roberts Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	Heartily reciprocating your good wishes and hopes for 1875 permit me to return you also my hearty thanks for the aid you have afforded me in tiding over the difficulties of the past year.  I must also thank you for the oranges and candied fruit which taking home to Mrs Spence last night I record her strict injuction to send her thanks specially for them.  I intend interchanging presents in the shape of some of my orchid plants both to you and Mrs Spence but the weather is unfitted for their transfer, and so I shall send some plants that are preparing to bloom they will be better in their present [heatstat?] till the end of February or beginning of March.
I am Dear Sir, yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/361		 20th January 1875		D V Steuart

My Dear Vin, 
	It is sufficiently disagreeable for me to know that my family are fighting together to the death.  it would be ten times more so for me to be made a party on either side to the quarrel and I shall point blank refuse to have anything to do with it.  As you know I have no knowledge of the matter, had nothing to do with any of the transactions, the arrangements with Spence Bros & JBS & Co was purposely kept in all its details from me and James just did anything he thought fit without consulting me. I knew nothing of the stuff going to Dublin or the terms.  all I had to do was to furnish money which James so wasted as to bring what ought to have been a prosperous concern to the brink of ruin.  I am therefore of no value as a witness and shall certainly have no hand in the prosecution.
	I hope you see your way out of it but in James hands you place yourself under a pilot who will send your vessel right over the centre of a coral reef without the slightest regard for wasting money.  I shall at any rate resist all attempts to make me a party to the affair in any shape whatever.
I am Dr Son Yr aff Father   Peter Spence

PSL1/363		 
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1874

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1871
Works Profit
7856 - 7 - 6


Directors Fees &c Goole Alum & Sm Co
23 - 0 - 0



7879 - 7 - 6


Less



Patent expenses (Goole)   123-19-0



Loss on investment             10- 0-0



F Spence share of profit    785-12-9
919 -11 - 9




6959 -15 - 9
June 30th 1872
Works Profit
4992 -13 - 6






Less



Legal expenses (Goole)    54-0-0



F Spence share of profit   499- 5-4
553 - 5 - 4




4439 - 8 - 2
Decr 31st 1872
Works Profit
4787 - 9 - 1


Award re Morlands
402 -12 -10



5190 - 1 -11


Less F Spence share of profit
478 -14 - 44




4711 - 7 - 0
June 30th 1873
Works Profit
844 -19 - 9


Less F Spence share of profit
84 -10 - 0




760 - 9 - 9





total

16871 - 0 - 8
Decr 31st 1873
Deduct losses



# The Glandore Mining Co
326 - 9 -10


# Kings Sutton Ironstone Co
330 - 0 - 0


Loss on working for ½ year Dec 73
4459 - 2 - 8

June 30th 1874
Loss on working for ½ year June 74
6809 -13 - 7



#
11925 - 6 - 1

[adjusted]
11268 -16 - 3



#
4945 -14 - 7

[adjusted]
5602 - 4 - 5


Average for 3 years - per year
#
1648 -11 - 6

[adjusted]
1867 - 8 - 1

	[lines marked # crossed out in pencil, presumably disallowed by Tax Commissioners, 
		and adjusted figures added ]

PSL1/364		 Return for Income Tax  for the year 1874 ending 5 April 1875  

	Peter Spence  Alum manufacturer, Alum Works, Newton Heath, near Manchester
  £1867  

	To be assessed by the Comm'rs of the District under a Number or Letter    

	Claim of Return or Allowance on Life Insurance Premiums  
	United Kingdom Temp'ce & General Provident Instit'n  premium £98-15-9 payable 1 Oct/74

PSL1/365		 14th May 1875		To The Directors of Spence Bros Limited

Gent., 
	The repeated attempts on your part to force on me the responsibility of the continued existence of the Company I entirely repudiate.
	I had no hand in its promotion but was led into it as simply as any of the shareholders. I have spent on it £3,250 in cash besides giving up a patent right, spent a good deal of valuable time over it and received a large amount of abuse, and frustration. I do not value my interest in the company at 2d but put the whole down as a dead loss.
	In my future transactions with the company I intend acting from purely upright commercial motives and a correct view of my own interest.  I shall have a considerable proportion of the Salford Gas waters to dispose of the next twelvemonths. I have, yourselves included, four parties applying to purchase. I shall at once send out a specification for offers for said surplus liquor and if your offer is such as I can accept with due regard to my own interests it will give me pleasure to accept of it, but it would have given me more had you not attempted by threats to force me into a compliance with your wishes.
I am, Gent., yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/367		 	The Building & Sanitary Committee of the Newton Local Board

Dear Sirs, 
	I have looked at all the three schemes which are chiefly before us for working up the material as delivered to us from the receptacles employed in our new arrangement - each of these schemes is of course looked upon with great favour by those who are working them out, but we must endeavour with an impartial eye to discover the properties and defects of each and then judge in which the one or the other must preponderate.
	The Manchester scheme is not quite applicable to our works, at least we must add to the machinery which we saw in operation a sifter for the ashes cinders & rubbish, as that process being done by those at the houses they bring the fine ashes ready for being mixed with the semi liquid excreta, while we should have to do that by machinery & power in addition to theirs. 
	Their mode of working up the cinders & clinker is I think also objectionable.  It involves a distinct business namely the buying of lime and sale of mortar in large quantities and a considerable power to affect the grinding. this might probably as a business be made a profitable one - but it is an objectionable feature in the process, as a public body such as we are should not at all speculate by entering into anything into which we are not compelled by the responsibilities of the duty we owe to our constituents the public of the township.
	Another objectionable feature of the Manchester scheme is one that pertains to it in the same degree as to the Rochdale scheme, namely that the riddled fine dust or ashes are moist and so possess extremely little absorbing power, this is an important matter. On the absorbing power of the body mixed with the semi liquid excreta depends the difficulty or facility with which you can convert the mixture into a dry and friable substance and it is only as such that you can dispose of it to farmers.
	The Manchester manure as seen by us was not fit to be sent out as a manure although they were helping it to dryness by mixing a certain portion of gypsum which is of some manurial value but is also to some extent a costly article, its drying power is however in the same state extremely small and if calcined its cost would be greatly increased.  In the Rochdale scheme there is so far as I saw no mixing with dryers but a dependence upon repeated turning over and thus exposing it to a partial evaporation, but this is still more expensive as it involves an enormous amount of labour and as it was conducted when we visited the works it also involves or rather evolves a most decided nuisance and loss of the most valuable constituent of the excreta namely the ammonia which filled the place with an odour more decided than pleasant.
	Another result of both of these modes, that is the Manchester & Rochdale is this - the whole manurial value of your substances is in the excreta, there is no manurial value in ashes and if there is a little in gypsum you have to pay for it to its full worth so that you will at once see that the proportionate value of your manure when finished is in the exact ratio of the quantity of semi liquid excreta which you can condense into a given weight of dry manure.
	Assume for example that the pure excreta as brought in the vessels has a manurial value say of 40/- per ton (though this may be a high estimate) and that you require to mix 25 cwt of moist fine ashes with it in order to dry it then you have 2¼ tons as the result and the value would be reduced to 17/9 per ton - but if you could by using dry warm char as produced by the Salford process make a dry manure by the use of 15 cwt instead of 25 cwt then your result would be 1¾ tons and the value would be nearly 24/- per ton.
	If then the Salford process can be as cheaply conducted as the others it seems to me to present some points of preference to the others. The Rochdale I think is the most objectionable of the three as it necessitates so large an amount of manual labour and is so disagreeable and wasteful.
	The Manchester as a purely mechanical process is preferable but does not seem to me to give the best results.
	The Salford process is burdened with the cost of calcining the road sweepings or in our case probably road sweepings and fine ashes but that I think by a good arrangement might be reduced to a minimum by using the riddled cinders for fuel mixed with a small portion of coal. The great drying and absorbing process of the char is a great desideratum for drying the excreta and by a simple mechanical arrangement we might deliver the dry warm char into a trough along with a regular measured quantity of the semi liquid excreta and with an archimedian screw mix and pass it along into our manure heap with no manual labour required.
	Now if we look up the statements of the various parties as to the price they have each attained for their manure it will not afford us sure data on which to calculate results yet I think it will in some measure corroborate the statements I have as to the relative value of the processes.
	In the Manchester case the excreta is diluted by the damp fine ashes and still further by the gypsum which is of small value and they put its value at 12/- per ton delivered I think to parties near Manchester or it may be at stations in Manchester.
	The Rochdale manure is mixed with damp fine ash but is subjected to a long exposure and partial drying and doing it again I believe with a second supply of excreta so that it is in a somewhat more concentrated condition & so far as I recollect Mr Taylor stated the price as from 20/- to 25/- per ton.
	The Salford process in which the char seems to have the power of absorbing and drying a large proportion of the excreta and which seems also not only to deodorise completely which neither of the other processes does but to retain the ammonia in some way which I do not at present clearly understand has a value from the statement of the parties of 30/- per ton.
	Taking all these things into account if it can be satisfactorily proved to us that the Salford can without difficulty be carried out continuously and that there is not material expense from destruction of the cylinders I would recommend the adoption of that process.

PSL1/375		 4th November 1875		R Roberts Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	Thanking you for all your kindness in the past more especially for the accommodation you so considerately afforded me in a time of pressure and which I found so useful. I may say that I shall not have any difficulty in bringing the a/c to the position you name in the period specified by you. In addition to my ordinary production I am just introducing a cheap Aluminoferric cake by which I expect to have the spoil with my old friend & competitor H.W.Pochin who has so long been poaching on my preserve the paper trade.
I am Dear Sir, yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/380		 
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1875

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1872
Nett Profit
4308 -14 - 2


Award re Morlands
402 -12 -10




4711 - 7 - 0
June 30th 1873
Nett Profit
760 - 9 - 9




760 - 9 - 9
Decr 31st 1873
Loss on working see Deductions






June 30th 1874
Loss on working see Deductions






Decr 31st 1874
Nett profit
7435 - 9 -10




7435 - 9 -10
June 30th 1875
Nett profit
7576 - 3 - 9


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
238 - 0 - 0




7754 - 3 - 9







20661 -10 - 4

Deduct losses



Loss on working for ½ year Dec 73
4459 - 2 - 8


Loss on working for ½ year June 74
6809 -13 - 7




11268 - 1 - 3







9392 -14 - 4





Average for 3 years - per year

3130 -18 - 0


PSL1/381		 2nd February 1876		John B Spence

My dear Jack, 
	As you say a mutual agreement was come to to acknowledge your patent and pay you a Royalty of 1d per ton but when you sent up the formal agreement we found it was only for three years and to that I demurred. If you could not understand that objection I am sorry for your dulness of perception. If you are willing to carry out the conditional agreement in its entirety I may say without prejudice that I am willing to do so.
	As to your comparison of my conduct and yours as Father and son I can only say that I agree with you so far at least as to acknowledge that in the former relation I have not in your case at all events been very successful.
I am Dr Jack Yrs aff'y  Peter Spence 
	As you could not till lately have used your patent without my consent which was for that and also for other purposes at all times freely and gratuitously given, I do not think that even if your patent proves good you would be giving more than you had got even in that affair alone.  P.S.

PSL1/383		 Memo     Feb 3 1876 	[gummed to the page, written by Frank Spence]

	Mr Spence wrote J B Spence (from Erlington) reiterated his statement to the effect that JBS had in a number of cases granted the use of his (PS') patent in getting parties to use his improvement upon it. 	In reply to JBS enquiry as to the extent to which we were using his improvement PS said we were now turning about 72 to 73 tons per week and might go up to 100. 
	He (PS) added that the price of large ore was now so low that it left no advantage in using smalls & that if he had had to decide the matter now he would have erected kilns for large ore instead of the calciner.
	About 21st Jan 76 PS gave JMS to help him out of a financial extremity 100 tons Redonda and further agreed to supply the mineral to the Co. which he (JMS) speaks of forming at about £3 per ton - Also to licence his Co to use his (PS) manure making patent under a Royalty of 1/6 per ton of the manure made (= 4/6 per ton of Redonda). 
	[added in pencil] PS offered to supply JMS with the manure made by him (PS) @ £4-14/- in bags at the Works here.  F.S.

PSL1/385		 
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1876

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1873
Loss on working see Deductions






June 30th 1874
Loss on working see Deductions






Decr 31st 1874
Nett profit
7435 - 9 -10




7435 - 9 -10
June 30th 1875
Nett profit
7576 - 3 - 9


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
238 - 0 - 0




7754 - 3 - 9
Decr 31st 1875
Nett profit
7516 - 3 -10




7516 - 3 -10
June 30th 1876
Nett profit
7179 - 9 - 1


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




7298 - 9 - 1







30004 - 6 - 6

Deduct losses



Loss on working for ½ year Dec 73
4459 - 2 - 8


Loss on working for ½ year June 74
6809 -13 - 7




11268 - 1 - 3



18735 -10 - 3





Average for 3 years - per year

6245 - 3 - 5


PSL1/386		 24th August 1876		Sale & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I would be most happy to accommodate you in the matter of the analysis you refer to but if only in your own interest I think it would be better every way for you to get it done by some recognised authority. Dr Angus Smith who is a most able chemist has a staff regularly doing such work under his superintendence and lays himself out for it.
	Here we confine ourselves strictly to our own branch of technical work. We found our last chemist was simply spoiled and had in fact eventually to be discharged through our permitting him in this way to undertake outside analysis which (notwithstanding a good round salary) continually tempted him to give his time and energies to still farther increasing his income.  There is beyond all this the further objection - that we might have to testify in court to the correctness of our analysis which would necessarily consume still farther time. Assured you will appreciate my motive and perceive that it would be better for both of us that the work should be done by a professional analyst. 
I remain Very faithfully yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/388		 27th November 1876		John Mills Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I herewith send you cash £531-16-4 being the balance of a/c due by me to the Lancashire & Yorkshire Bank and for which I will thank you to send acknowledgement as also send me per bearer the three documents named in the memorandum of agreement made 9th day of March 1874 being secured mortgage on my property in Seymour Grove with your signature if needful on the documents as discharged.
	The signature of Mr Ross as receipt will be binding on me. 
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/390		 18th December 1876		Mr J Wyld [ Spence & Steuart ]

Dear Mr Wyld, 
	I think you have done wrong in increasing your liability at the bank under the circumstances and I hereby give you notice that if within this year you do not reduce the overdraft to under £3000 I shall at once take steps to rid myself of the liability under which I am placed.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/391		 4th January 1877		Mr J Wyld [ Spence & Steuart ]

Dear Sir, 
	As you have not complied with my request to let me know before the new year that the Directors had reduced their overdraft at the Bank to under £3000 and that they would at an early date be prepared to free me from any responsibility now held by me, I beg to say that unless I hear from you within a few days I shall be obliged through my solicitors to give notice to the Bank that I withdraw my responsibility for said overdraft.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/392		 10th January 1877		Messrs Taylor Kirkman & Collyer

Dear Sirs, 
	I think it is a piece of great injustice that I should be placed in the same position in regard to the expense of paving Seymour Grove as those who for years have left the road in a position that is disgraceful to both tenants and Landlord. I have put that part opposite my property in the condition of a Macadamed Road and in justice its present value ought to be recouped to me.
	As your letter however implies all my neighbours have assented to your plan and that being so I am not inclined to resist and shall therefore make a virtue of necessity and accede to your scheme at the sametime reserving my opinion as to its justice.
I am Sirs  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/393		 16th January 1877		Messrs Sale & Coy

Dear Sirs, 
	Please remove your man who has possession for me of Mr Steuart's works in Bradford township as the matter is settled.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/394		 9th July 1877		Mr Alderman King

Dear Sir, 
	I beg to lay before you as chairman of the Gas Committee of the Manchester Corporation a proposition as to my contract with the Committee for the purchase of all the gas Ammoniacal water produced at their works.
	This contract was entered into by me after a long negotiation, my offer being therefore the most favourable for the Committee. The price of sulphate of ammonia at the time (the basis of my offer) was £16-10/- per ton. Had that price receded much the contract would have been a loss to me. My conviction was that it would keep up.  Mr John Bouck who also I believe offered, but previous to doing so went over all the continental markets and becoming convinced that prices must fall, sold all his production for the next three years at £16-5/- per ton. His prevision turned out to be incorrect and prices have slowly but steadily risen and are now nearly £3 per ton higher.
	This has made my contract a favourable one for me during the half period just completed and if prices continue as at present it would be more favourable for the latter half. I should however be quite willing on equitable conditions to share this advantage with the Gas Committee if they are so disposed. I need scarcely say that in taking the chance of a continuance of the present prices I am in a more risky position than when I entered into this contract. My conviction however is that somewhat near the present price is likely to rule and at a fair profit I am willing to take the chance. Higher prices are I think very improbable.
	My proposition to the Gas Committee would be this. That on condition of their entering an agreement to extend the present contract for five years after its termination at Christmas 1879, I would increase the price twenty per cent upon the present price - this being more than the rate of increase in the price of the manufactured article at the highest point it has reached since the date of the contract - and I should commence paying the advanced price now so as to give the Committee the full benefit of the advance for one half the five years of the present contract.
	I need scarcely name to the Committee that I have been the purchaser continuously of all the gas water produced in their works for the last thirty years; and that I am the only consumer of the article in Manchester who has adequate storage for the excessive quantities sometimes made at the dark seasons of the year as my tanks will contain one million five hundred thousand gallons.
	In making this offer I run considerable risk seeing that for a contingent advantage which might possibly turn out to be illusory I make over to the Committee a sum which would in all probability exceed £10,000 in the 2½ years yet to run of the contract.
	There would however be, in addition to the security which the extended contract would as I expect afford, a feeling of satisfaction from the fact that I was giving the Committee the full market value for the liquor, and that my profit was a fair result from a skilful manufacture and not in some measure the outcome of speculation which it no doubt is at present.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/396		 19th September 1877

Dear Sir, 
	The enclosed proposal was sent you by post at the date but seems either not to have reached you or to have been overlooked in the pressure of business as I had no intimation from you of its receipt. I now accompany it by a diagram of the price of sulphate of ammonia to corroborate my statement. the statement is constructed from the Liverpool prices current.
	I shall be glad if you can bring the matter formally before the gas Committee.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/397
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1877

Half year ending







Decr 31st 1874
Nett profit
7435 - 9 -10




7435 - 9 -10
June 30th 1875
Nett profit
7576 - 3 - 9


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
238 - 0 - 0




7754 - 3 - 9
Decr 31st 1875
Nett profit
7516 - 3 -10




7516 - 3 -10
June 30th 1876
Nett profit
7179 - 9 - 1


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




7298 - 9 - 1
Decr 31st 1876
Nett profit
7342 - 8 - 9




7342 - 8 - 9
June 30th 1877
Nett profit
4869 -19 - 4


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




4988 -19 - 4







38005 -17 - 1

Less amount overstated in previous return 



when £7516-3-10 was named for Dec 31st 1875

4329 -17 - 6

 instead of £3186-6-4





33675 -19 - 7





Average per year over three years

5612 -13 - 3

	[The total has been divided by 6, not 3, to get the average!! - no note or correction added]

PSL1/398	
 [Patent no. 2612 1877 - text for Specification filed 5 Jan 1878]

	In carrying out my aforesaid improvements of making Alum from any of aforenamed alumina cake I first ascertain the quantity of alumina in said cake and the relative quantity of sulph acid and calculating the additional acid required to afford sulph. acid to the quantity of Muriate of Potash necessary to convert the alumina into alum. I add as much sulph of soda or other sulphate as will yield the acid requisite. the mixture is dissolved and the alum crystalised or if I am making Alum from a solution of sulphate of alumina made from any comparatively pure aluminous compound such as calcined china clay or from Bauxite when there is but little of any other base to combine with the sulphuric acid and when the solution would therefore be a nearly pure sulphate of alumina then I add to the said solution or to the acid before it has acted upon the aluminous compound as much sulphate of soda or other sulphate as will afford sulphuric acid to the Potash of the Chloride of Potassium required for producing alum from the solution and I thereby get all the sulphate of alumina nearly to convert into alum.

PSL1/400		 29th April 1878		T Illingworth Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I got home on Saturday and got the analysis of your samples of liquor. your spent liquor is all right and is down to 0.023 which is the best we get to.
	Your liquor running down from condensation from your absorber is however very bad and has over 10 times as much ammonia as your spent liquor. this I could not understand till we tested it for sulpho cyanogen, this substance would have been entirely absent had the ammonia come from the absorber as sulpho cyanogen does not go off in vapour.
	It is therefore some gas water and must come from a leak in your cooling coils that go through the vapour from your absorbers.
	As it contains 8 to 10% of gas water the loss is a serious one and I should have written you on Saturday so that you might have stopped it at once, but something prevented me.  I have not seen Steuart today he should probably have sent you our formal acceptance of your offer of the works on the lines named by you. this I think we have agreed to for although it is a heavy charge yet I think it is the best thing to do in the circumstances. as soon as I see him we write you again.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/402	
On the detection & estimation of Free Mineral Acids in various commercial products
 by Peter Spence F.C.S. & A. Esilman, Manchester
	The determination of free mineral acids under ordinary circumstances is a very simple matter, when we are provided with a standard alkaline solution and a few drops of litmus; but the increasing requirements of chemical industries render it imperative upon the chemist to discover & estimate with exactness these acids in the presence of combined salts having an acid reaction, or it may be other acids. For instance all persalts, & salts of zinc, copper &c distinctly redden litmus paper, although they may be basic in constitution, & standard alkali fails to distinguish sulphuric from acetic acid. Of late years the manufacture of sulphate of alumina from China clay & Bauxite has assumed great importance, arising from the immense quantities used in paper making, and as it is not a product capable of purification by crystallization, like alum, the quality of the article is in too great a degree dependant on the skill, and conscientiousness of the manufacturer. The paper maker is often too little of a chemist to decide which of several samples is the best, when as is almost invariably the case, the whitest to the eye, and the strongest to the task contains the most free acid and the least alumina.
	Our method is based on the fact that peracetate of iron, even in dilute solutions, has a distinct yellow color, not perceptibly altered by acetic acid or solutions of persulphates, but instantly bleached by free Sulphuric, Hydrochloric & Nitric acids.
	The solution is made by dissolving 10 parts of Iron Alum & 8 parts of crystallized Acetate of Soda (previously dried on blotting paper) 1000 parts of acidulated cold water (made by mixing 920 parts of water & 80 parts of distilled acetic acid 25%).
	Any person of ordinary intelligence, when provided with this solution, can in a few minutes readily determine the relative quantity of free acid in a cake by putting a piece about the size of a pea in a small white basin or cup containing two or three drops of cold water. Add one drop of the test solution & shake. If the color disappears add another, & so on until a slight yellow tint remains. In proportion to the number of drops bleached will be the acid character of the cake, & if that number be divided by five the answer will approximately represent the percentage of Free Acid. For dropping the test solution into the basin we have found most suitable a small glass stoppered bottle, the stopper of which has a slit in one side, made by means of a file. This bottle when inverted allows the liquor to drop out without removing the stopper, as the air enters the upper slit while the liquor drop out through the lower. The acetic acid is added to render the otherwise decomposable solution perfectly stable on keeping.
	With most cakes on the market bleaching of more than one drop will be instantaneous. We have only met with one aluminous salt excepting crystal alum that does not affect the solution. For this test it is not necessary to separate silica, present in most aluminous cakes. When the material under examination is in the liquid form a convenient quantity, say 200 grains, or roughly ½ oz, is weighed out in a small beaker, & a standard solution of caustic soda run in from a burette, stirring after each addition, until two or three drops put in a small white porcelain basin do not perceptibly bleach one drop of the acetate solution. Highly colored mixtures are of course not well adapted for this test but these do not occur in practice.
	For accurate determinations, the best procedure we have found to be is as follows; dissolve 200 grains of the sample in the acetic acid water previously mentioned, triturating it in a small mortar until all the soluble is extracted. Now add from a burette strong solution of the peracetate until the mixture has a decided yellow tint showing that all the free acid has been neutralized. Dilute to 100 measures with the acetic acid water and filter off a portion into a test tube
	In another test tube put as many measures of the strong acetate of iron solution as have been used for the cake solution. Dilute to about 80 measures with acetic acid water and drop in standard solution of sulphuric acid until the color is the same as in the other test tube.
	The bulk of the liquor must be so assayed that it equals that of the other viz 100 measures. The amount of sulphuric acid used is the measure of the free acid in the cake, and divided by 2 gives the percentage.
	In this way the results are wonderfully concordant, and remarkably expeditious, and we may say we have used it daily for the last two years. Even Alum which has always been understood to be a perfectly neutral salt of alumina can be readily proven by it to contain small though commercially insignificant proportions of free acid, when large quantities are recrystallized and the free acid thus concentrated in the mother liquor.
	Other applications of this property of persulphate of iron may be suggested, such as the estimation of free acid in salt-cake furnaced Sulphate of Potash, Sulphate of Ammonia, Acetic acid &c.
		Peter Spence    Alexander Esilman

PSL1/406		 15th May 1878		W E Armstrong Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As I am going over to Paris on Monday I feel it would be a little inconvenient for me to come up to London tomorrow so I enclose you our paper which you will be kind enough to read at the meeting of the Chemical Society tomorrow evening as it is plainly [            ].  I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/407		 25th May 1878		Partington & Allen, solicitors

Gentlemen, 
	I request & authorise you to deliver to Messrs Sale Seddon & Milton or as they may direct the Deed or Deeds in your possession which were given as security to Col. Jameson & myself by Spence Brothers Chemical Co Limited on our entering into a guarantee with the Union Bank Ltd.  
	Peter Spence

PSL1/408	
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1878

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1875
Nett profit
3186 - 6 - 4




3186 - 6 - 4
June 30th 1876
Nett profit
7179 - 9 - 1


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




7298 - 9 - 1
Decr 31st 1876
Nett profit
7342 - 8 - 9




7342 - 8 - 9
June 30th 1877
Nett profit
4869 -19 - 4


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




4988 -19 - 4
Decr 31st 1877
Nett profit
8254 - 6 - 2




8254 - 6 - 2
June 30th 1878
Nett profit
10402 - 1 - 8


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




10521 -18







41591 -11 - 4





Average per year over three years

13863 -17 - 2


PSL1/410		 25th April 1879		G B Jackson Esq, Secretary to Manchester Gas 									Committee
Dear Sir, 
	If I had any guarantee that the matter would be settled by private negotiation and would not come to public tender then I could have no difficulty in fully making known my position, but if the latter course is probable or even possible I should hardly be asked now to place in the hands of the Comm'e all that I can offer in a competing tender.  I must act cautiously as I know the parties against whom I have to compete.
	I may say that I can prove the Birmingham contract to be a much more profitable one for the Corporation than Harveys, but I can only do this by viva voce explanations of my statements, and I should prefer doing this in presence of a fully competent Scientific Chemist such as Dr Leigh if the chairman is willing to have him present.
	I am sorry to have to decline your request but as my written statement which has been a laborious one being intended for a personal interview, it alone would probably not forward either of our objects.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/411		 29th April 1879		To the Chairman of the Manchester Gas Committee

Dear Sir, 
	I beg to offer for a contract to purchase all the gas liquor produced at your gas works for a term of seven or ten years or less if preferred at the rate now paid by us by the contract made with the Birmingham Gas Committee with some modifications that I shall name (as you have the schedule of prices I need not refer to it) the prices to be paid by me and the terms of payment to be the same with this difference All the liquor at Birmingham is delivered free into our works but I propose to pay the cost of removal from No 1 Station at Gaythorn The other difference is that I propose to pay for all the liquor 3/- per thousand gallons over and above the price to be paid by the Birmingham schedule of prices.
	I consider the Birmingham contract to contain not only the highest price that has been paid for gas ammoniacal water but the highest that ought to be paid and I make these modifications 

	[the letter to here has been written by a clerk in a "good round hand" and stuck to the page, the rest is in spiky writing on blue fooscap paper, stuck to the first, and is not a model of clarity]

	that while we had to purchase the works at Birmingham at which an expenditure of £14,000 has been made, and which will require considerable extension to enable us to work up all the liquor, apparatus needed and which will be comparatively useless without liquor as the following calculations will show. The Birmingham Contract taking a fourth of the price of Sulphate of Ammonia for two years past, is from 5 to 6 per cent better for the Corporation than the Harvey Contract would have been, but if you take the price of Sulphate for last month and this month the Birmingham price of liquor is higher than the Harvey by 17 per cent.
Manchester Liquor 6½° T contains 2.79 per cent - 2240 lbs = 62.5 lbs ammonia, 17 lbs ammonia = 49 lbs Oil of Vitriol, 62.5 = 180.1 O.V, 180.1 = 2881 oz / 218 Gallons (2240 lb) = 13.2 oz per Gallon. 
The market price of sulph £21-0-0 per ton less discount £20-10, 2/5 per degree x 6½° = 15/8½ x 10 = 157/1  per 1000 Galls - £16-10 less discount £16-1-6. 1/4 per degree x 6½° = 8/8 x 10 - 86/8    243/9    121/10½ Harvey Average.
Market Price of Sulphate £21-0-0 with 10/- added by agreement 13 oz liquor at 21 lb = 143/3  £16-10-0 less discount, 8/6 added 13 oz 114/0 = 257/3   128/7½ Birmingham Average

[ Harvey contract prices are per degree per 100 galls; ]
[for 13oz liquor, prices per 1000 galls work out at 157/1 with sulphate at £21 and 86/8 at £16-10/-;  ]
[157/1 + 86/8 = 243/9; average 121/10½  i.e.£6-1-10½ ]
[Using the Birmingham schedule 13oz liquor yields 143/3 + 114/- = 257/3; average 128/7½  i.e.£6-8-7½ ] [thus higher price for the Corporation. The "13 oz liquor at 21 lb" is an error for "£21"]

	To demonstrate the fallacy of the Twaddles Hydrometer as a test for the quantity of Ammonia in any liquor and its consequent value.
	Manchester Liquor 6½° T contains 2.79 Ammonia, Birmingham liquor delivered last week from Saltney Station was 5 3/16th° T, and contained 2.6 Ammonia, at 6½° T it would have contained 3.25 per cent out of its price of sulphate. 
Saltney 3.25 per cent = 15 oz  136/6   
Manchester 2.79 per cent = 13 oz   116/3        20/3 difference per 1000 Gallons same Twaddle.  
	As the Ammonia in the Gas water is the article you sell and which only I shall buy, and as Wills' test is an exact measure of it and Twaddle is a speculative and fallacious one, I have in fact shown the relative value of the liquor from No.1 & 2 Stations are fully from 10 per cent to 12 per cent for same degrees I must decline making any offer on the basis of Twaddles Hydrometer and while the Birmingham contract eliminates all speculation and chance, giving the Corporation a higher real value in all states of the market, it also avoids the fearful contingency of Harvey's contract which I consider too high a price, so certain ruin to the contractor while we set too low a price the Corporation might have had to sell the liquor at one half its value.
I am Dear Sir Yours truly

PSL1/412		 29th April 1879		Chairman, Manchester Gas Committee

Dear Sir, 
	I have had to make a copy of the schedule for you as I found I had only one here and as I require it almost daily could not conveniently deprive myself of it.
	To save time of the copyer who is now at work I may say here that these prices are based on prices quoted for grey sulphate of ammonia with 2½ per cent discount deducted but 10/- is then added to the price so obtained and this is by agreement to make it equivalent to the price of White sulphate of ammonia which the corporation had the option of making the basis of prices.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/413

Schedule of prices paid for Gas Water to Birmingham Corporation under our Contract

[see PSAschedules]

PSL1/414
		[Pencilled header] - Delivered @ 9am on Wed April 30th by F Spence to Mr Jackson the Sec'y who though it was sealed & endorsed "Tender for Ammoniacal Liq'r" immediately opened it made a casual remark threw it on his table & walked into the next room.
 
	Schedule of prices - Tendered by P Spence for all the Gas Water of the Manchester Corporation for one or more years to be agreed on. 
[see PSAschedules]
	The "average market price" is the average gross selling price (discount not deducted) for grey sulphate of ammonia. It is to be ascertained monthly from sales for delivery during the month free on board at London Liverpool and Hull. The price so ascertained each month is to fix the invoice price of liquor delivered during the ensuing month. The prices of liquor in the above schedule are nett and not subject to any discount.

PSL1/415		 10th May 1879		To the Chairman of the Manchester Gas Committee

Sir, 
	As I am by no means satisfied with the mode in which the matter of the negotiations for the sale of the Manchester gas water is being conducted I respectfully request in the interest of the ratepayers and of open dealing that the contract [ -  line missing -  ] and that offers be made and taken publicly by auction, the prices offered to be so much per thousand gallons of the gas ammoniacal water at the strength of 13 (thirteen) and under 14 (fourteen) ounces per gallon by Wills' test at say £20 per ton market value of sulphate of ammonia with pro rata rise and fall of price from increase or decrease of strength by said test and with a sliding scale in accordance with rise and fall of the market value of sulphate of ammonia. This scale to be five shillings per thousand gallons for every fall or rise of ten shillings per ton on said market value - that being the proportionate amount.
	This plan must be satisfactory to all parties concerned. It will bring the ratepayers a higher price for the water, and will relieve the Gas Committee of a great responsibility.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy respy  Peter Spence

	[The following five items, 416a-e, were inserted loose after the previous lettter.]

PSL1/416a		[Rough notes by Frank Spence] 
	It was a matter of astonishment and the Committee frequently marked it among themselves to what an extent matters respecting offers & contracts appeared to leak out of the Gas Office & they had felt so anxious that nothing should transpire with regard to this contract that they had kept no minutes of their proceedings regarding it.
	Impressed with that consideration it was a pity that we had not made our suggestion earlier & made stipulation to that effect.  Their object in authorising Jackson to open the tenders was that they might be reduced to one uniform basis so that they could understand the matter.
	Settled so far only by the two.
	Stewart on Sat last said the Gas Committee were still discussing the offer.

PSL1/416b		[Pages 7-10 of very rough draft of letter by Frank Spence]
[parts in curly brackets { } have been crossed out and replaced]
	{Harvey had been relinquished from his contract was called on by a maker of sulphate of ammonia who told him he was going to offer a very low price for it. Learning from another source that Mr}  Anxious I suppose {to keep from the world and the press the facts} {not to have to discuss before the general Committee and the public} to let the facts of this rare sliding scale die a silent death a result which the public resale of the Liquor {would provoke inquiry regarding it they resolved} by provoking inquiry in regard to it would make impossible they resolved to get the best price they could for the Liquor by private tender. Mr Spence having no notification that the contract had been released for his engagement learnt the fact quite casually from an unofficial source. He at once called upon the Sec'y of the Gas Committee {and ascertained that they had already received a high offer!}  After a second interview with him and on being assured that offers would be treated in the strictest confidence and no modification of them permitted on the part of any competitor he decided to send in his tender.
	The writer who delivered this tender duly sealed and endorsed and who of course imagined the Sec to be acting only in strict concert with his sub-Committee was perfectly appalled to see him immediately open the tender in his presence toss it upon the table and walk into the next room where numerous Clerks were stationed. The bearing of this fact will be evident when the admission of the vice chairman is borne in mind that it is a matter of notoriety to the Committee that facts respecting offers and contracts leak out of the Gas Office in the most astonishing way and the sub-Committee had felt so anxious that nothing should transpire with regard to this contract that they had actually kept no minutes of their proceedings. And yet the simplest and most obvious of all precautions the requirement that tenders should be sent in sealed and opened simultaneously is neglected and regret has to be expressed by that vice chairman that Mr Spence did not stipulate that this course should have been taken. And this too after the anxiety Mr Spence had expressed to the Sec in writing that no possible use should be made of his offer or precaution neglected to secure the most thorough fair play was said to have caused considerable amusement to the sub-Committee.
	As Mr Spence lost a large contract recently by a competing manufacturer being allowed to amend his tender and as the successful contractor in the present case openly states that he sent in an amended tender Mr Spence's anxiety will be seen to have substantial grounds.
	When to all this it is added that the fact "leaked out" not less than ten days ago that the contract had been settled, the successful party having stated it since then to scores of persons notwithstanding that the Sec [       ] affirmed up to the end of last week that it was not settled and Mr [Ca   th] Stewart who is known to be another member of the general Gas Committee categorically stated last Sat that the offers were still being discussed, it will be readily be seen how by the same mysterious channel information might leak out of the price offered by Mr Spence and the probability that it has so leaked out is confirmed by the fact that although the matter has been pending for some weeks the successful offer was sent in the same day as Mr Spence's. I make no reflection upon the Sec'y but I maintain that the {recklessness of} [stops here]

PSL1/416c		[Second draft of letter by Frank Spence]
	In the interests of fair play and open dealing and with the desire to put an end to an abuse in regard to Corporation contracts which has crept into the practice of one of the most important of our municipal departments I beg to send you the following statement of fact.
	Some 6 or 8 months ago the ammoniacal liquor produced at the Gas Works of the Corporation and which is now worth about £30,000 per annum was submitted to public tender. The contract for it was obtained by a party in the S of England who subsequently entered into negotiations for its resale at a profit to myself. Before discussing the matter with him I asked him for the schedule of prices which he had agreed to pay the Corporation for the liquor. These prices which professed to be based on a sliding scale rising and falling with the market price of sulphate of ammonia (the product into which the gas liquor is manufactured) proved on examination to be of so astounding a character that I at once told him that I would not touch his contract with a pair of tongs. Out of pure compassion however to a man in his position I went into a complete analysis of the facts and figures of his contract and demonstrated to him 
	(1) That at the then market price of sulphate of ammonia (£20 per ton) there was no chance of a practical working. 
	(2) That if the price of sulphate went up to £22-10/- a figure it reached some years ago he would lose considerably over £1 on every ton of his out turn of 50 tons of sulphate a week. 
	(3) That if it went down to £10-10/- (and I have myself sold it at that) the Corporation (and this I think is the most astonishing feature of the contract) would not only have to give him the liquor for nothing but would have to hand over the sum of 10/10 with every delivery of liquor required to make 1 ton of sulphate. 
	This exhibit of the real nature of his purchase was so concerning to the contractor that in a very short time thereafter the Gas Committee was in receipt of two medical certificates from him in support of his fervent protestation of chemical, financial and physical inability to go on with it. The Committee doubtless recalling the proverb about taking a horse to water without getting him to drink and having probably by this time some dawning of their own position if on the one hand they forced a man to manufacture their material every week into 50 tons of a product at a loss of £1 per ton; or on the other, had to give him every week £577 worth of liquor for £27 less than nothing, very prudently resolved to let him go. They now however, or rather I imagine their sub-Committee for I cannot believe the general Committee would sanction such a course, determined upon a move of procedure which will be best gathered from the following account. Anxious I suppose to let the facts of their original sliding scale die a peaceful death, a result which the public resale of the liquor by provoking inquiry about the deceased contract would have made impossible, they resolved to get the best price they could for the liquor by private treaty. Accordingly, though I am the largest manufacturer of sulphate in the North of England I myself had no intimation from the Gas Office that the contract was again open but having learnt the fact casually from another manufacturer I called on the Sec'y (on Apl 24th) at the offices of the Committee. From him I learnt that the intention was that if an offer as good as the cancelled one or one a little better could be obtained the matter would be settled without going to a public tender and that a very favorable proposal for it had already been received. I told him I would offer only on the basis of the B'ham schedule prices & that these were immensely better for the Corporation than those of the defunct contract as they were predicated on the actual proportions of ammonia in the liquor and on a true sliding scale of rise & fall of market price of sulphate of ammonia. The B'ham schedule it may be here named was an entire reconstruction by me of one drawn up in an imaginary sliding scale by a limited Company which had had the B'ham liquor but which within twelve months had had to go into liquidation, the Corporation taking the contract from them & after a public competition awarding it to myself. I also found the settled old method of sale by Twadell's hydrometer was thoroughly fallacious and in view of the changes in method of gas purification throughout the country which were entirely altering the character of the ammoniacal liquor would if now adopted result in the liquor being literally given away. Having fully stated the true principle upon which the liquor should be disposed of I wrote the Sec the day after offering to demonstrate the superiority of the B'ham schedule to the Committee or a sub-Committee appointed by them.
	The response being that the Sec'y would "have pleasure in going into the matter with me". I called upon him and told him that although I was quite prepared to send in a sealed tender I could not give him a written statement of facts and figures which not being in itself a tender would not be dealt with as such by the Committee and might thus inadvertently fall into the hands of competing tenderers. I wrote him however next day that I had drawn up a statement showing the relative values of the figures of the defunct contract & those of the B'ham schedule but as (owing to the extraordinary principles upon which the former had been constructed) it would be useless without a personal explanation. I requested him to arrange for my bringing it personally before the Chairman or a sub-Committee or the general Committee and adding that I would be pleased if Dr Leigh the chemical adviser of the Corporation could be present to corroborate the calculations as only a chemist could fully understand them. The response was that the Chairman would be glad if I would forward the statement "per bearer" and "after a careful examination" of the same "he will consider what course will be best to pursue". 
	I replied that "If I had any guarantee that the matter would be settled by private negotiation and would not come to public tender then I could have no difficulty in fully making known my position but if the latter course is probable or even possible I should hardly be asked now to place in the hands of the Committee all that I can offer as a competing tenderer." 
	I repeated that I could prove the Birmingham schedule to be a "much more profitable one for the Corporation" than the cancelled one but could only do so "by viva voce explanation of any statements and I should prefer doing this in presence of a fully competent scientific chemist such as Dr Leigh". The suggestion was not adopted and the result was that on April 29th I finally sent in a sealed tender and on the Secretary's requesting me later in the day to hand it to him with the figures calculated out.

PSL1/416d  		[Draft of letter by Peter Spence]
Erlington House, Seymour Grove, nr Manchester 	 Harwood  
Dr Sir, 
	As you are aware I have written to the Chairman of the gas committee stating my great dissatisfaction with the mode in which the contract for gas water is being dealt with. I have not the slightest doubt as to the bona fides of the members of the Committee who have the affair in hand, but may state facts which from the first raised my suspicions.  I got no notice of the fact that the contract was open but was first made aware of it by Mr Hardmans Comfy whom I had never seen before coming to propose my joining in an offer for it This I point blank refused as dishonest.  I then heard by another channel that Harvey was set free from the contract.  I then called upon Mr Jackson and found from him that they already had a high offer and extremely anxious for me to give him my offer as they were to be settle the matter quietly and not bring it before the public. I stated that I would only offer on the Birmingham scheme and that I meant to offer the same  price virtually as that contract.  he said he knew all about that contract. I saw him I believe the second time and on the friday and repeated that I would offer in the Birmingham contract he said that they had then two offers and that one of them was very likely & asked to send in my tender at once.  this I prepared and sent in on Monday.  Mr Jackson sent wanting the offer of three shillings more which I had offered upon the Birmingham contract per thousand galls to be extended on the schedule which was the B'ham schedule simply they required a [neat?] schedule making out which we did on Monday and Mr Jackson had it on Tuesday morning.  All the information I have been able to obtain since from Mr Jackson is that the matter is unsettled. This day week I had the information that Adamson Hardman &c had assuredly got the contract. a gentleman in whom I have the utmost confidence said he saw the draft contract or at least the title of it and said there was not the slightest doubt of the fact as the parties were making offers for land for their operations.  On Wednesday Mr Jackson solemnly assured two friend of mine that the matter was unsettled. Now why was one party made aware of the fact and the others were not and if this fact was let out could not facts be let out by same channel whatever that channel is that enabled my opponents to put their tender just so far above mine as to be safe. I know they are [                         ] but if they were near my figures they were safe.  I respectfully demand therefore as I have already asked your Chairman that the matter should be settled by public competition as it is now impossible for a bona fide tender to have any chance. my [      ] in the matter springs from the fact that I lost a contract some time ago by a similar made of dealing to that indicated by the facts above. I think the facts of the case display such a loose mode of dealing with a matter of so much importance that nothing now can satisfy any party (but those who say they have got the contract) except an open competition and acceptance of the highest bidder.  Who is competent to implement the contract.  This mode was adopted in the case of Contract for the Wakefield Gas Liquor and a very large price was obtained.

PSL1/416e  		[Peter Spence's draft 416d as edited by Frank Spence]
Erlington House, Seymour Grove, nr Manchester 	 Harwood  
Dr Sir, 
	As you are aware I have written to the Chairman of the gas committee stating my great dissatisfaction with the mode in which the contract for gas water is being dealt with. I have not the slightest doubt as to the bona fides of the members of the Committee who have the matter in hand, but may state facts which have raised my suspicions.  I got no notice that the contract was open but was first made aware of it by Mr Hardmans Comy whom I had never seen before coming to me to propose my combining with him in an offer for it which I point blank refused as contrary to my mode of doing business.  	I then heard through another channel that Harvey was set free from the contract.  I at once called upon Mr Jackson and found from him that you had already had a high offer (which in the circumstances astonished me). Mr Jackson was extremely anxious for me to give him my offer as the thing was to be settled quietly and not brought before the public. I then stated that I would only offer on the Birmingham schedule & should adhere virtually to its prices & terms.  
	Mr Jackson said he knew all about that contract. I saw him again shortly after on Friday Apr 25 and repeated that I would offer in the Birmingham contract & could not make any material change in it. He then said that you had two offers and that one of them was a very likely one & asked me to send in my tender at once.
	This I prepared and sent in on Monday forenoon April 28th stating that it was on the basis of the Birmingham contract (which you knew) plus 3/- per 1000 gallons. Mr Jackson then sent up a messenger for the Birmingham schedule. A copy was made out & forwarded to him by his messenger.
	He sent a note again requesting a corrected schedule with the 3/- per 1000 galls added to every figure. This was prepared on Monday night & handed to him sealed & endorsed "Tender for Amm'l Liq'r" at 9 o'clock on Tuesday April 29, opened by him & he stated that it was all right.
	All the information I have been able to obtain since from Mr Jackson is that the matter is unsettled. This was repeated on Tuesday & Friday last week.
	On Monday of last week I had the information that Adamson Hardman &c had assuredly got the contract. On Wed a gentleman in whom I have the utmost confidence said that he had seen the draft contract or at least the title of it a contract from the Corporation to Hardman for the Gas liquor and said there was not the slightest doubt of the fact as the parties were treating for land for their operations.  The same information has come from the parties through other channels notwithstanding that so late as Sat last Mr Councillor Stewart gave his positive assurance that the contract was not yet decided.  The statements & acts of these parties must be based on information communicated somehow. Why was it given to them & hidden from me? and if this fact was let out could not facts be let out by same channel whatever that channel may be that enabled my opponents to put their tender just so far above mine as to be safe? I know them to be [                         ] but if they were near my figures they were safe.
	I respectfully demand therefore as I have already asked your Chairman that the matter should be settled by public competition as it is now impossible for a bona fide tender to have any chance. my [      ] in the matter springs from the fact that I lost a contract some time ago by a similar made of dealing to that indicated by the facts above. I think these facts display such a loose mode of dealing with a matter of such magnitude that nothing can now satisfy any party (except those who say they have got the contract) but an open competition and acceptance of the highest bidder.  Who is competent to implement the contract.  This mode was adopted in the case of Contract for the Wakefield Gas Liquor and a very large price was obtained.

PSL1/417		 3rd September 1879		[Mr J S Kipping, partner in PS& Co, B'ham]

My Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I enclose you copy of the balance sheet for the Birmingham works up to June 30.  As you will see after all our losses in Decr & Jany and to some extent up to March and April have gone beyond the profit legitimately arising from our regular working. I have estimated the loss by leakage of tanks and pipes and short measure at 150,000 galls but I am convinced it was much more, for the results of some of the weeks alarmed me. since we got all measured every week has been satisfactory.
	When you have gone over the matter will you come on to my house to tea any evening you can arrange and if you are still at Southport you could arrange to stop all night when we can go fully into it and derive what consolation we can from the thought that in the circumstances it might have been worse.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/418
Statement relating to Income for three years ending 30th June 1879

Half year ending



Decr 31st 1876
Nett profit
7342 - 8 - 9




7342 - 8 - 9
June 30th 1877
Nett profit
4869 -19 - 4


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




4988 -19 - 4
Decr 31st 1877
Nett profit
8254 - 6 - 2




8254 - 6 - 2
June 30th 1878
Nett profit
10402 - 1 - 8


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




10521 -18 - 0
Decr 31st 1878
Nett profit
5769 - 0 - 5




5769 - 0 - 5
June 30th 1879
Nett profit
6651 -12 - 8


Annuity from Goole Alum & Sm Co
119 - 0 - 0




6770 -12 - 8







43646 - 8 -11





Average per year over three years

14548 -16 - 3


PSL1/419		 20th October 1879		Messrs Spence & Steuart,  Frizinghall, Yorks

Dear Sirs, 
	We beg to advise you that we have duly debited your a/c in our ledger with £1426-2-0 being the amount owing to us on a/c of profit made between July 1878 and June 30th 1879 after deducting £158-9-1 (1/10th of £1584-11-1) Mr David Spence's percentage which will be paid over to Mr D Spence on demand and debited to your a/c.
	We have also credited Mr Steuart's old balance of debt £5610-2-10 by the sum of £1426-2-0 so that the a/c stands on July 1st as follows Mr Steuart's old balance of debt £4484-1-1 - Spence & Steuart's balance of debt £3219-4-0 = total £7703-5-1.
	We have also needed to charge you with the usual bankers commission of 1/8th% upon all cash advanced on your a/c from the beginning of the partnership and shall be glad to hear from you as to whether you would prefer to have this done at once up to June 30th 1879 or left over until Dec 31st and then made up to date.
Yours truly for Peter Spence  J H Pickles

PSL1/421		 14th November 1879   [to Rooke Spence & Co - see PSL1/650, 651]

Dear Sir, 		Private & confidential 
	We may state definitively that we think Mr Hooson should be dismissed at once.  He has not for months given us any information worth naming and he knows nothing about the market nor of what consumers in this locality or elsewhere have to say.
	What he has told us lately has been of a thoroughly misleading character whatever may have been his motive.
	When we want him he is never here and puts us often in complete perplexity for want of trading information for which we cannot wait, and which if he called here daily (on his way from home to town) as he has been fifty times asked to do might be forthcoming at once.
	We have so often before drawn your attention to this and you have so often we are sure overhauled him that we know it is quite useless to expostulate farther with him.
	With reference to the enclosed note just received respecting Slack's contract, there is something about it which we do not care to characterise in writing. Our confidence in him however is we may say entirely gone.  We shall certainly not accept the contract for more than one year - the proposal for two years being wholly unauthorised.
Yours faithfully, for Peter Spence  Frank Spence  
	We think we never saw a clearer case of a fairly able man ruined by tobacco.

PSL1/423		 12th December 1879		D V Steuart

Dear Vin, 
	I have your long letter but cannot go into it and I won't submit to your interference with my sales of the sulphate from Frizinghall.  The arrangement was made at your own suggestion and in the faith of it I have risked an enormous sum of money and I must hold to the original agreement. I have now sold 52 tons at £20-2/6 per ton and have already given orders for its being sent.
	I think you ought to trust me to do what is fair but whether you do or not it will make no difference to me.
	I do not think your experience gives you a right to put me under guidance and in the Frizinghall matter we must act out our agreement.  I am so full of other business that it is a great nuisance for me to be pestered with this matter. 
Yr aff Father   Peter Spence

PSL1/425		 18th December 1879		D V Steuart

My Dear Vin, 
	I have looked over and return draft which I suppose is all right.  I have said nothing as to sulphate as I have really nothing to say. According to our agreement I was to sell all the Sulph until my claim against you was met, this I have done in the best way I knew.  I have sold all & in all [these places?] up to June 30. after that I have sold almost more, and so far all sold for Frizinghall for this half year has been at fully as high prices as you have got. 
	all sold for this month up to now at higher prices than you have sold forward for all 1880, but that is really a secondary consideration.  as soon as my debt is returned which was to be the first if not the primary consideration then the sulphate can be sold by the firm. I am merely acting for the best and according to the agreement between us. I have offered for last 6 months 1880 at £21 but have got no offers. 
Yr aff Father   Peter Spence

PSL1/427		 12th January 1880		E Adamson Esq [Liquidator, Goole Co]

Dear Sir, 
	I feel a difficulty in understanding how I and all the other shareholders now stand in regard to the Goole works property. as you will have the whole scheme as it stood when you entered into the liquidation I should feel obliged if you would through Mr Ross give me all the particulars you can. Mr Ross was more conversant with the details of the Coy than I was and will be able to understand all the documents and if you would afford him an examination of them all it would be satisfactory to me.
	He is of course confidentially employed by me in the matter.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/429		 27th January 1880		David Spence

My Dear David, 
	What I meant was that you had a knowledge of the fact that I sold the sulphate of ammonia and that was undisputed for a long period and it must therefore have appeared to you that it was so arranged. For some time [  -missing-  ] Vin has been [ -missing- ] that I should sell to him which would be a kind of transaction that one could not enter upon their books that one partner of a firm should sell its goods to another partner. then again he seems to have some financial connection with Bradbury & Hirsch which makes him anxious to get all the sales into their hands. now in many cases I can get 2/0 per ton more from other parties than from them and for some two or three of the sales to them you have supplied I had actually got more offered when they got the sales.
	Of course in selling for a production of 700 a month or so your 140 to 150 can not be separated from the rest but surely I am more deeply interested in getting the best price than either you or Vin and it is surely a matter of whose judgement is the most to be depended upon and I have a very poor opinion of Vins judgement in any business matter. the man who could go on for over three years as if he was making an enormous profit and never balance his books till he found he was a long way beyond bankruptcy should not push his judgement in commercial matters to the front.
	As a matter of information and guide to the altering of your acid production I may say that in going into the production of acid with you and at Birmingham I find that taking the last six weeks returns, your consumption of nitre per ton of sulphur burned is 5.7%, ours at B for the same period is 4.68%, or you are using 22% more nitre for acid than we are.
	Although averaging nearly 100 tons sulphate up to last week which was 8th we were able to stop one of our furnaces three weeks ago as our stock of acid was too large and our mode of working it was done so well that the total acidity from our daily test of the chamber flues averages 2.5gr per cubic foot 4 being Dr Smith's minimum by his proposed act. We get all our nitre to act on the oxide gas in the first two Chrs and in the third we get it @ 4 in excess to act upon the SO2 from the H.S.  You could easily get the same by sending all draught from your large Chrs through your two small ones giving only a restricted draught to the H.S. furnace. 22% loss of nitre at present is no joke.
	All well.  we expect you on Saturday.
Yr aff Father    Peter Spence

PSL1/433		 4th February 1880		David Spence

My Dear David, 
	Bradbury today declines to accept the sulphate which is now on its way from Birm'm.  Not receiving instructions we intimated to them on Friday 28th and they at once repudiated and are holding to it.  There is 100 tons due them this month at £20 and you must now take that in hand and make sure of them getting it in time and if they dont give you instructions send it without, as this has evidently been an intended trick and they will do the same again if they have an opportunity - as they have all Vin's sulphate for 1880 at £19 no doubt they think Frizinghall is too dear and to be got rid of if possible.
	I could have sold this same lot now repudiated at £20-2-6 same day or next that I sold it to them and there would have been no attempt at repudiation.
Yr aff Father    Peter Spence

PSL1/435		 2nd March 1880		G C Trenby Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I am requested by my son in law Mr Steuart who visited you last week to make a proposition to you as to arranging your sulphate of ammonia plant at the Beckton Gas Works on similar principle to our works at Frizinghall and also the works in connection with the Corporation at Birmingham in which I am the chief partner and sole Conductor.
	These works have both been seen by Dr Balard and fully satisfy him as to Sanitary conditions and they are also fully satisfactory to Dr R A Smith the Govt Inspector of Alkali Works. In both of these works we extract the Ammonia in the gas liquor with a loss of ½% of the whole quantity. In Birmingham our cost of fuel is 5/- to 5/6 per ton of sulph of ammonia and at both works all the H S is converted into sulphuric acid.
	We shall undertake substantially to effect these objects at your works with such changes as would not mean a large amount of expense and with such personal superintendence as would be needful; on the following terms.
	That your present cost of sulphate of ammonia is fully ascertained with the quantities produced (in a not less than six or twelve months average of your manufacture) from a given quantity (say 100,000 galls) of gas liquor of a specified per oz strength by "Wills' test". The quantity and cost of sulph acid used per ton of sulph amm for same period, the cost of fuel per ditto and the cost of labour ditto.
	These in a tabulated form to be the basis for the estimate of our success.  On this preliminary basis our proposition is as under.
	That for abating the nuisance from the Sulphuretted Hydrogen we make no charges.
	That all savings of costs from the basis laid down whether by increase of production of acid and sulphate of ammonia or otherwise shall be fairly estimated and the value thereof ascertained and that of that value an amount three fourths shall belong or accrue to you, but that for a period of ten years one equal fourth part of that saving or gain shall belong to us and by you shall be paid to us either annually or otherwise as shall be arranged. 
	The requisite changes and additions of apparatus to be limited (if you prefer it) to a sum named and which sum we shall take after thorough inspection.
	The Alterations to be made under our directions and at your expense.  These alterations could be completed and ready for work in two months.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/439		 2nd March 1880		Mr E Dick, Nechells [B'ham]

My dear Eben, 
	My father would like your express assurance that you have given orders to Royley and all others that under no circumstances and upon no pretext whatever shall any person not employed at the works be admitted into them. This arrangement is carried out rigidly and without exception at Frizinghall and as you are aware is much easier for you to carry out than if you had a discretionary power.
Your affectionate Cousin  Frank Spence  
	Blue sulphate - Tell Lawton to dismiss from his mind once for all the possibility of there being any other cause for this than the frothing, "priming" or boiling over of raw liquor from the upright still in one way or other into the blowers.
	When you direct your attention to that cause and that only you will soon find a remedy. If you adopt some good arrangement to draw off all this liquor before it reaches the blower you will have no more blue sulphate.
	The steam Lawton speaks of and which condenses on the beams and drops from there like rain cannot be a cause of blue sulphate. It will however in time rot the beams and chamber floor and should for that reason be stopped by diverting it some other way.
Your aff Cousin  Frank Spence

PSL1/442		 10th March 1880		D V Steuart

Dear Vin, 
	I have received the enclosed by this mornings post. They as you see decline our proposition and I should decline theirs at once.
	Once let them see and understand the scheme and they would settle any remuneration to their own satisfaction and not to ours.  The safest way is just to decline showing him the works.
	I shall inspect the lease but by Stead's opinion it will not be easy making any alterations in it.
Yr affy    Peter Spence.        will you return Treaty, letters for answer and say what you think about it.

PSL1/444		 13th March 1880		G C Trenby Esq, London

Dear Sir, 
	You are gas manufacturers and I have no doubt you thoroughly understand your business. You are not chemical manufacturers, and I must say that in all the gas works who have attempted the working up of their residual products, as far as I have become acquainted with them, the margin for saving has been so extremely large as to make them a practical failure. If you are more advanced as chemical manufacturers than any of your confreres then to that extent would one fourth of your saving under our guidance be a smaller sum for you to pay.
	I do not feel inclined to go into any arrangement which is entirely one sided, and if you think our aid is not so needful in your case as to be worth one fourth of its beneficial results, then in that case it would be better for me to withdraw the offer.
I am Dear Sir  Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/446		 5th April 1880		Dr R Angus Smith

Dear Dr Smith, 
	I wrote you politically last week, I now write as a chemical manufacturer.  I have just got information this morning that your sub Mr Davis is still [      ] Spence Bros limited. now on principle I think this wrong. he can officially get information which it would be wrong in him to communicate - although I have no knowledge that he has in any case done so, and therefore make no charges, yet I think he places himself in an objectionable position and ought to retire from it. 
	Besides (but this I tell you in confidence) he is doing them a large amount of damage, if my information is correct they are using 80 tons spent oxide of 60% sulphur and 4 tons nitrate soda for a result of 60 tons O.V. the equivalent for the sulphur being 144 tons O.V. and nitre used is equal to 7% on the O.V. condensed. now at Birmingham we burn [   ] tons oxide of say [  ]% average and we get 56 tons O.V. and our nitre is to sulphuric acid 4.6%. 
	Now I have no power with Spence Bros but I have 100 shares, and besides my objection to Mr Davis (on principle) as acting [     ] I have the additional objection that he is administering very bad milk and that the death of the child will be the natural result.  I should be sorry to do Mr Davis any harm but I think he involves you in a [          ] responsibility.
I am Dear Dr Smith  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/448		 23rd April 1880		Mr E Dick, Nechells

Dear Eben, 
	Just a line to say with reference to the enclosed that it is very important that Smith (Sec'y) should not have any idea that we are satisfied with the present contract price for liquor and are likely to bid the same scale for Windsor St. If he has ascertained from my past conversations that we are satisfied with present basis and are prepared to give the same for liquor from other places some of his Committee (friends of Chance & Co or Armitage) would not be long in making use of the fact and then Chance or Armitage will know that a little trifle more from them would secure the contract.
	Our experience in the case of the last letting of the Manchester contract has made us excessively cautious not to say suspicious, and if you think you have in any coversations with Mr Smith conveyed the idea to him that we were satisfied with present price it would be well to let us know at once or we may through proceeding on the wrong tack lose the liquor.
	Could Lawton as soon as possible quietly ascertain from Smith the chemist or other source what is the usual strength of the Windsor St liquor. We ought to know this before making our offer.
Your affectionate Cousin  Frank Spence
	P.S. John tells me that he is to pay Wood the 10/- he wants from you for the rope and will get the blocks from here which Wood is prepared to give up on receiving this amount. Jno says the blocks are well worth 10/- to him.

PSL1/450		 23rd April 1880		E Smith Esq [Sec'y, B'ham Gas Committee]

Dear Sir, 
	I am obliged for your courteous letter informing me that on Monday next the Committee propose to consider their course with regard to the disposal of the Windsor Street liquor and asking me whether I have any observations to make upon the matter.
	I think it is of the utmost importance that the contract should be settled at once and in my opinion sealed tenders from Messrs Chance, Armitage and ourselves - each of whom, having works on the spot are in a position to offer higher than parties at a distance, should meet all the necessities of the case.
	We found such difficulty in working Kelly's apparatus during the time (December and January) when our own plant could not take all your production that we feel the necessity of removing Kelly's and duplicating our own, but this necessity is only for two months work.
	If these doubled however we would be able to work 350,000 galls per week and even the Windsor Street liquor would not then give us full work.
	But during summer we cannot keep our apparatus at work and the addition of Windsor Street might remedy that defect.
	If you decide upon tenders we have only to ask that the mode of offering should be very specifically laid down so that there may be no subsequent misapprehension.
We remain Dear Sir  Very truly yours   Peter Spence   P S & Co

PSL1/452		 10th May 1880		I Greatrix Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As chairman of the committee of inspection in the Goole Alum & Smelting Comp's estate I ask that the committee would allow me through an agent or accountant to inspect the books containing the transactions of the liquidation.
	As one of the largest creditors after the Bank and I believe the largest shareholder in the Coy I think I have a claim to investigate the transactions of the last five or six years.
	All my efforts hitherto to get an authentic account of the transactions have been fruitless and statements made to me in conversation do not seem to be borne out by facts that are patent. one in such a case would expect the utmost openness but I have found a persistent attempt at secrecy on the part of the liquidator & therefore I appeal to you.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/454		 20th May 1880		C I Milton Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I have worked for about 5 months in order to get the balance sheet for last half year and Adamson after exhausting all sorts of excuses tells me finally that I can only come and look at it but cannot refer to any books or accounts, which I consider in the circumstances is merely a refusal to let me know anything as to the situation of the Comy.
	What is to be done? The shareholders have no hold on their property and it is I believe being dealt with simply for the benefit of two or three parties while the shareholders are being treated with contempt. this is being freely said outside and I see nothing to contradict it. We should at once have a meeting of the Directors or of the shareholders and the actual state of the affair should be laid before them - as an individual I have done all I could to get at the condition of the company and have been foiled and have little doubt that Adamson and the Dunns thoroughly enjoy our discomfiture. Is it to go on in this fashion? If so I see no help for it but to go to law to compel a revelation of the position of the company; there are grounds on which this could be done - something must be done soon.  I write you this in confidence.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/456		 10th June 1880

Windsor Street Liquor Contract 
To the Chairman of the Gas Committee, Birmingham 
Sir, 
	In submitting our offer for the purchase of the gas liquor of the Windsor Street works we think we have a claim to the favourable consideration of the Committee on several grounds.
	There being no Stocking wells at any of the works now contracted for we find it a matter of great trouble and loss to meet the irregularity of the supply and to meet this difficulty we are soon increasing our distilling apparatus to enable us by next winter to use up as much as 350 to 400,000 galls per week. Both sets of our apparatus will be required for some weeks at Christmas, whereas for three months in summer we cannot keep one set fully at work and have already been stopped altogether for over two weeks this summer besides being only able to work twelve hours per day instead of 24 hours during last month and this; the irregularity making our working difficult and unprofitable.
	We also find it may be needful to erect Gay Lussac and Glover Towers to prevent the escape of nitrous gas as the inhabitants are sensitive to the slightest annoyance. This would require the outlay of from one to two thousand pounds which would be barely warranted by our present short contract. We have partly inherited this suspicion of us from the bad management of the works when first started.
	We may also state that although there was no promise by the Gas Committee that the Windsor St contract would be made over to us, yet it was named as a matter of great probability that it would be so, when it fell due.
	As we understand that Windsor St will have room to stock some 300 to 400 thousand galls of liquor (which is half the capacity of their proposed store tank) this would be of great assistance to us in equalising to some extent our supply.
	We propose, if accepted, that instead of removing the liquor by boat, we would with your authorisation lay a pipe from Windsor Street to our works, or the Committee could lay it, charging the costs to us, the pipe to be the property of the Committee we using it without charge. This would prevent any complaint of nuisance from the removing of the liquor by boat.
	We have increased the price of the liquor in our present offer by about, but in some cases considerably above, five per centum over the price of our present contract, and as we find that it can be done at this price we should if the Gas Committee are inclined to accept of our offer be willing to raise the prices of the present contract to the same scale as our new offer on the following conditions - That the new contract, to begin at the time when the Windsor St liquor is turned over to us, should be for ten years from that date and should include all the works contracted for by us and that the price of the liquor for all the works should be that of the scale now submitted by us for the Windsor St works only, the terms of payment and the mode of ascertainment of prices being that which is now in operation.
	In addition to what trouble we have had in regard to nuisance we ask the Committee's kind consideration of the fearful difficulties we had to face in the condition of the works when handed over to us in the beginning of the dreadful winter of 1878-9 which involved a considerable loss on our working for the first eight months and placed us in jeopardy of breaking down altogether.
We are Sir, Yours most respectfully,  Peter Spence & Coy  Birmingham  10/6/80

PSL1/462

Schedule For Ascertaining Values of Ammoniacal Liquor according to 
Strength of Liquor as determined by Wills's Ammoniacal Test 

[see PSAschedules]

	We beg formally and upon your printed conditions to tender the above prices for the production of Ammoniacal Liquor of the Windsor Street Works for Seven Years from 29th Sept 1881 or for the production of all the Works for Ten Years on the terms specified by us on the other side.

PSL1/464		 14th June 1880		R Roberts Esq, L'pool

My Dear Sir, 
	There is no hope for Goole unless we can get it out of Adamsons hands. having paid the creditors all except the interest. their clear [aim] now is to carry on the concern so as to make no profit but just to pay 5 or 600 to Adamson, the agency to the Dunns and the interest on the 10 per cent loan of £12,000. the [      ] does not carry interest, and they are not the clever fellows I take them to be if they do not keep it spinning on for the next 10 years for their benefit. (If let alone).
	They made no profit they say, up to 31 Decr 1879 and Charley Milton says they will make none he thinks up to June 30.
	I have a scheme to get it out of their hands but do not think it wise to move till their next balance is declared.  I shall take an opportunity of seeing you and talking it over before anything is done.
	It will be a matter of difficulty, as the parties who are living on it will fight to the death to retain it and they have no scruples.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/465		 16th July 1880

		Mount Pleasant, Conpar, Angus 
My Dear Vin, 
	I got yours of the 13th last night on our return from Pitlochrie where we had spent a day and night. We had a beautiful day and a fine drive to Loch Tummel to the Queens View. I wired you before leaving here for Butterstone on Wednesday but you had not got my wire when you wrote.
	Various reasons make it impracticable for us to travel so far as Loch Carron, this deplorable affair of poor Maggie's being among the number. By a letter yesterday from Tom they are following up the matter with all diligence and hope for a settlement without making the matter notorious, it will of course get into publicity however it is done.
	In any way she must get rid of him as I shall decidedly decline any longer to pension a scoundrel and profligate which I have little doubt he has been all along. his letters to me and his attempts to extort more money from me by lies and threats display such a degree of mental depravity that there is no hope of connection with him being anything but misery.
	Another thing is I must be in B'ham on Monday week to meet the Gas Committee who I hope have decided in our favor for the Windsor Street contract but this we don't know as they only authorise Mr Smith to say that having gone carefully over all the tenders they wish to meet me on that day. I shall therefore have to run down home on Sat or Sund week.
	As to sales of sulphate it will evidently lead to great confusion you and I selling separately. I have determined to stand out for £19 prompt and would have got it but for Frizinghall kept urging us for a 50 ton order and I found it therefore needful to sell and nearly a week before your sale I had put 100 tons on offer, I declined £18-7-6 and stood at £18-15/- and got it two or three days before your sale. By the day of your sale we had sold another 50 at B at £19-5/- and for 50 more had offer £19-10/- and may get 15/- for 50 to 10th August.  Your sales are of course for Bradbury & Hirsch in whom I have not the slightest confidence. they are the only buyers or agents who have attempted and in their case have effected a positive swindle in the case of 50 tons which they refused simply or rather really on the ground of the contract price being considerably over the market price of the day of delivery.
	Men who by chicanery have done an act of this kind will find a way of doing it again and a forward contract with them will only hold if the price on date of delivery is equal or higher than the contract price. besides from your great anxiety to sell to them it would seem as if you had some interest in the sales, if this is the case it is a serious matter and I should object to any sale being made by you in such circumstances. As a partner of a firm being both buyer and seller of the firms goods is a matter that in a bankruptcy court would assume the form of a crime.
	In the average of all the deliveries from Frizinghall the prices will be found to be over the market price of the day, and such being the case I think it might have safely been left in my hands. I do not confine myself to one agent but had the offer on which we sold placed firm 50 each with Ron and Hopps and in all similar cases it is safe to have more than one buyer.
	As to future I had advised them over a week ago that we would have a rise and that we should decline the putting it forward on offer till there was a probability of getting £20. Your offer of £19-15/- of course precludes this if not withdrawn, but if you persist in it no doubt we shall get it after the Frizinghall is out of the way. I should like you to say frankly if you have any pecuniary interest in sale to B & H as I have a very decided opinion on that view of the question.
	We are both well and passing our time agreeably and profitably. We are a great deal in the open air and eat and sleep well.
	Of course we do not get free from anxieties but have a help to bear them which never fails us and have the firm conviction and promise that all will work together for good.
	Mama had Amelia's letter on our return last night. We all here join in love to you one and all.
Yr aff Father    Peter Spence       Hope David is keeping better. PS

	Since this was written and sent to Manchester to copy and record I find you have sold another 25 tons for July. this they will not be able to send from Frizinghall in the time & I will not send a pound from the other places to B & H as I will do no more business with them willingly. You have now assumed all the power as to sales and have thus ignored the agreement drawn out by yourself on which I engaged in the matter.
	Your offers of all the produce for a year without consulting me seems so high handed an act that I must decline acceding to it and I must decline any such large transactions in a partnership business which is ultra the arrangements of the partnership agreement.  besides I consider the course you are adopting of hawking all the produce for a year upon the market is seriously damaging the prospect of any rise in prices. unless therefore you at once withdraw this hawking offer of all the produce and return to the position of my selling the produce I must limit all pecuniary acts to you and keep myself strictly to my rights and commercial obligations. Business connection with men who would act as B & H have done is so perilous that unless I know fully your position with them and be satisfied that it involves no danger I should rather sell out my interest in Spence & Steuart and be free from all its obligations and all the annoyance it has given me. In that case I must first consult the Bradford Corporation as to how I shall be free from the contract to them. this may be a matter of some difficulty as before they decided Swallow told me that their acceptance of the offer depended on my being a party to it.  PS

PSL1/466		 29th July 1880		J S Kipping Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I have duly received your letter of yesterday.  My father and self met the B'ham Gas Committee on Monday respecting the Windsor St Liquor and although they did not communicate their conclusion to us (they had evidently in fact not quite arrived at it) we have very little doubt that they will accept our offer.
	With one considerable reservation however i.e. that the W Bromwich contract may have to be relinquished in lieu of it. As W Bromwich produces liquor at 1,600,000 galls per annum and a fixed production and Windsor St yields 2,600,000 galls and is increasing production the gain by the substitution would still be considerable.
	The reasons prompting them to make this last proposal are evidently these.  By selling to Chance or some other maker at West Bromwich to whose works there would be no carriage they would get a considerably higher price than (after deducting the allowance for carriage) they are now getting from us.  	By giving us Windsor St in place of W Bromwich they would be in a position to meet their Drainage Board's threatened protest or caveat against our bringing an additional quantity of boiled liquor into their sewer by replying that they were simply exchanging works with their contractor. This move is a very astute one and is I think due to the falling of Chamberlain's mantle on Smith's shoulders.
	Their proposal is however not a straightforward one like our own and if Mr Avery turns round and asks them whether Windsor St works do not produce much more than the W Bromwich they cannot deny it.
	We were prepared to take the bull by the horns and stand upon our rights under the Rivers Pollution Prevention Act which if a manufacturer can show that he is using the "best practicable and reasonably available means" to purify his waste do not proscribe any increase in the quantity of his waste.  (This refers to manufacturers using outflows previous to the passage of the Act (1876) and we take it that the Corporation or their previous contractor at one part or another of the sewer may fairly be taken as our predecessors having this vested right or easement).
	We had a pleasant interview with Mr Avery who showed us over the sewage farm again and witnessed a very successful precipitation experiment showing my father our patented process. He expressed himself quite satisfied with the result and now waits the practical scheme which he asked my father to draw up for comparison with their own for the purchase or lease of 800 acres of land for dealing with the whole of their sewer effluent.  This he is to submit to them on his return again from Scotland.  Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/469		 [Pencil note gummed into letter book]

	Fredk T Aston, 58 Lombard St, London   -   Peter Spence, Manchester 	
Must decline interview as useless - will not consent to act as trustee and will not insure Tharp's life  	[presumably a telegram re the "deplorable affair of poor Maggie's" - PSL1/465]

PSL1/470		 11th August 1880		[Sec'y, B'ham Gas Committee]

Dear Mr Smith, 
	I wired you this morning "As your Committee have not accepted our offer for Windsor St liquor please consider all our proposals in abeyance meantime for reasons I send by post today".
	These reasons are various but have chiefly arisen from the result of our last six months working which I only ascertained today.
	Our balance at Decr 31/79 was so far satisfactory that under the impression that when we got all straight we should improve upon it and that a margin would be left enabling us to give you a somewhat higher price for a large increase of liquor and the probability of negotiating our supply so as to keep the works going.
	This six months has upset all my calculations and the increase which was offered would more than swallow up all the small profit and convert it into a loss. there are various ways of accounting for this result your rigid adherence to the extreme pace of the market price has caused us generally to pay you 10/- per ton more than we have got. the high price of sulphur, being over what we believed it could be bought for and the extreme price of nitre has upset all our calculations, and besides this our dependence on the care of our men as to the quantity & quality of the liquor leave us open to incidents which are not covered by the small margin left for profit even by our present scale. We have suffered extremely this summer from stoppage raising the cost of sulphate for fuel 5/6 per ton, disorganising the working of our chambers and increasing all our costs greatly.
	Moreover since considering the new proposals I see that I was much too hasty in answering your questions in the affirmative as I can only thereby stipulate to give a higher price for an increase of liquor but also for that I had given up.
	I must therefore finally decline to make any alternative or accept any addition of liquor or time to the contract as this six months working alters entirely our view of the position and proves to a demonstration that our present list of prices is the highest we can possibly give and that with that list the possible margin of profit is reduced to the lowest point for which it is worth while to work.
	We must therefore formally withdraw our offer which is now before the committee and let matters remain in status quo unless the committee prefers to adopt the present list for the new arrangement as to the change from West Bromwich to Windsor St and also lay a pipe from Windsor St to convey the liquor to our works as we cannot increase the expense.
	Will you kindly lay this before your Committee  and oblige
Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/474		 20th September 1880		G S Page Esq, New York

My dear Mr Page, 
	Yours of 1st came here when Mrs Spence and I were on a visit to one of our daughters in Suffolk.  You quite astonish me by its statements. I fully expected you were getting ahead with this as with most of your other actions and leaving us behind.
	It is evident there is a most tempting condition of things with you and we are just in the position to take hold of it especially in connection with you and your large knowledge and relation to the gas works over all your populous towns.
	As to preliminary matters we must take it for granted that we would in all cases have to erect sulphuric acid chambers &c and this would necessitate large capital.
	In connection with this it is important to know whether you purify your gas with oxide of iron and whether we can obtain the spent oxide (containing sulphur) and at what probable price? We prefer to use the spent oxide as greatly cheaper than Brimstone, and pyrite acid does not suit the ammonia process. 
	Another enquiry is as to the price of lead in sheets, for bricks &c and what coal or coke would probably cost per ton in the location fixed on. New York we think would be a great centre itself, and if a long contract could be made at anything like double the price you named we could make it realise largely.  	I am in this position at present. I could send out my son David who understands the business as well as myself and during the time we have had the Bradford works has worked up the corporation gas manufacture from a production of 20 Galls per ton of coal carbonised up to over 30 and is not yet quite satisfied. He has great faith in the condensing or washing machine you named and has got them to adopt it and hence their success with liquor. If the whole affair were as it at present looks he would be glad to take the command of it and I have the utmost confidence he would make it a success.  It might be well for you not to push your condensing machine to the utmost until you get some contracts made. but as regards New York, ascertain what probable quantity could be secured and the strength per Twadells Hydrometer.  This would enable us to predicate the probable size of works and capital required. And then as to land for erections, whether that could be secured with facilities for running away the waste liquors, and easy carriage from the gas works at a minimum cost as a good many tons of liquor are required for one ton of sulphate.
	At Birmingham and Bradford we have all the liquor run from the gas works into our works by pipes, so the cost is nil! 
	These preliminaries being satisfactorily settled it becomes a matter of finding the capital and then securing the liquor either at one or more places. What do you propose and how? Money invested by either of us would be subject to the ordinary American interest payable as part of the expenses before profit is made.
	As I believe we both act upon Christian principles in our business there would not be a serious difficulty in our acting together - without that I have little faith in human nature even in the best of developments, with that as a guide the life will to some extent honour our Lord & Master. I enclose items of enquiry tabulated by my son David and shall be most happy to hear from you as soon as you get the facts and consider them.  My dear Wife, Frank, & others of my family join me in kind regards.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/480	
Chemical Works, Frizinghall  October 8th 1880 
To the Chairman of the Gas Committee, Bradford Corporation  
Dear Sir, 
	Referring to the several interviews we have had with your Committee relative to the quantity of Ammoniacal Liquor supplied to us under our existing contract, we have to inform you that we have now compared the production of the first year with that of the second, and have also compared with each other the respective productions at the three Gas Stations for the second, and the result proves in a remarkable manner what we have persistently urged upon your notice, viz that during the first year and a good portion of the second the plant was at all the three stations, and that it still is at two of the Stations, inefficient and that "every proper precaution has not been taken by the Corporation to wash out the ammonia from the gas as far as reasonably practicable," and we have to complain that the contract has not been duly fulfilled on your part, and that in consequence we have suffered loss to the extent of several thousand pounds.
	The only one of your three Stations at which the plant can even now be said to be efficient is that at Mill Street, where the machine of Messrs Kirkham, Hulett & Chandler is at work, and which machine, from all competent authorities on the question, is capable of doing the necessary washing to a high degree of perfection, a fact abundantly proved by the results of its working at the Mill Street Station during the six months ending the 30th June last, and by comparison of the results of the working at that Station, and the two other stations where it is not used, - and by its general adoption throughout the country. At the other two Stations where more than three fourths of the coals are carbonized we find very little has been done by you to carry out either the letter or the spirit of the contract, as has been proved by the presence, at all times, of ammonia in the gas after passing through the very inadequate apparatus you have for washing at such Stations. It is true that the results as to quantity of liquor during the past year have been better than they were in the previous year, but this has been owing to our consenting to receive the liquor at a strength very much below the minimum stipulated in the contract, the result of which has been the working up of such liquor at a considerably increased cost to us. Had we declined to take it at anything under 5° Tw (as we had a perfect right to have done) your apparatus at the Stations alluded to would not have been capable of yielding by 25% the quantity of liquor per ton of Coals Carbonized which it has done, upon which point your Engineer and we are perfectly agreed.
	As previously intimated the liquor when delivered to us of less strength than 5°, entails a loss to us in its manipulation, a loss so serious that we find in justice to ourselves we must in future require the delivery of the liquor of the strength contracted for, which is easily maintained at Mill Street.
	We now proceed to place before you the figures taken from statements rendered by your Engineer. The quantity of liquor produced at Mill Street during the six months ending the 30th June 1880 equals 332,404 gallons @ 5° Tw from 10,011 tons of Coals Carbonized, being equal to 33.2 gals per ton. During the same period the yield at Thornton Rd Station was 195,078 gals @ 5°, from 7,254 tons of Coals, being equal to 26.8 gals per ton, and at Valley Rd Station the production was 831,273 gallons @ 5° from 26,548 tons of Coals equal to 31.3 gals per ton.  In order to show the efficiency of Messrs Kirkham, Hulett & Chandler's machine in use at Mill Street we give the quantity of liquor made per ton of Coals at that Station for the six months preceding its use, namely from July to Decr 1879, viz 26.1 gals per ton, showing a difference of 7.1 gals per ton a result due undoubtedly to the adoption of the machine referred to.
	Had Messrs Kirkham, Hulett & Chandler's machine been in use at all your Stations from the commencement of our contract the result would have been that instead of receiving during the two years 4,621,777 gals at 5°, we should have received 5,786,504 gals @ 5° the difference of 1,164,727 gals being in excess of a fourth of the whole quantity you have produced.
	We find from particulars taken from the "Journal of Gas Lighting" that from carbonization of 1,878,249 tons of Coals by eight of the principal gas works in the country, only 1/11¼ was realized per ton of Coals for the ammoniacal liquor produced therefrom, whilst we are paying you 2/5¼ per ton, or fully 20% more and such particulars further show a greater yield in gallons of liquor per ton of Coals than you do. We would also add that the great bulk of the liquor resulting from the Carbonization of the 1,878,249 tons of Coals before referred to was manufactured into sulphate at the various gas works at which it was produced, and the 1/11¼ includes, therefore, the chemical profit arising from the manufacture, which we are supposed to get after paying you 2/5¼.
	We have ascertained that four of Messrs Kirkham, Hulett & Chandler's machines similar to the one now in use at Mill Street could be purchased from them for about £3000, which would place Thornton Road and Valley Road Stations in as efficient a state as Mill Street, and we have to suggest that the Corporation should at once provide such machines which might be put down and in work before Christmas.
	This however would not compensate us for the loss sustained by us in the past in consequence of the Corporation not having carried out the terms of their contract, namely that "the ammoniacal liquor should be passed by the Corporation through scrubbers, and every other proper precaution taken by them to wash out the ammonia from their gas as far as reasonably practicable". Such loss as already stated will amount to several thousand pounds, which might be dealt with either by payment of the loss or by an extension of the term of the existing contract, for a period to be agreed upon between us. We are quite willing to meet the Committee and discuss with them our complaints and losses in the hope that some arrangement satisfactory to both of us may be come to, and our claim for compensation amicably dealt with.
	We would remind you that whatever money you have expended in improving the apparatus for washing out ammonia has been more than saved in your purification account, both as regards labour and material, a result for which you are principally indebted to suggestions made by us, and we have no doubt that similar result would follow the further expenditure suggested. We are sure from conversations with your Engineer he would bear us out in this view.
We are Dear Sir  Yours truly  (signed) Spence & Steuart

PSL1/481		 26th October 1880		[Stead, solicitor, Manchester]

Dear Mr Stead, 
	Both Mr Frank and myself think it would be running an extreme risk to make known to Adamson the nature of the proposition I intend making, we know that he and Allen and the Dunns will fight to the death in retaining their present position and letting him now know what is intended will only enable them to get their schemes ready for circumventing any such arrangements as we propose.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/482		 29th October 1880

Dear Vin, 
	I wired you today that if you sold to Baur it could not be supplied from Frizinghall as I can not sell to London houses. this is another of the evils resulting from the high handed way in which you have taken all the power of selling into your own hands in direct opposition to the agreement made in your letter on which all our connection was based, in which you stipulate that all monetary transactions would be left in my hands, as they were for the first year and a half but which you now set at nought. To the contents of that letter which brought all other proposals to an end as I accepted it simpliciter I have exactly adhered and now tell you firmly and finally that I will have them carried out in their integrity and that we must have a regular deed of partnership drawn up on the basis of that letter or the connection brought to a close as I can not afford to carry out any connection which keeps me in constantly recurring annoyance. this would shorten my life sooner than all my other businesses put together.
	As you seem to act as if I had no connection with the business at Frizinghall except to make money for you I beg to affirm that I never made such an avowal and that such thought never entered into my mind.
	A very important matter was getting the large debt you had incurred to me (almost if not altogether without asking me) recouped and for this and other purposes I consented to put that and much more money into the business and have done so at an extreme inconvenience which was never more felt than at this moment when I have for months been paying out and getting next to nothing in.
	Hitherto you have got all the benefit I have got all the risk all the outlay and you take care that I shall get enough of the vexation.
	My position in the Bradford business & liquor contract is that I share these with you with the exception that all the profits go first to the extinction of your debt to me. you seem to think you got the contract for the liquor, there too you are mistaken, you neither got it or would have got it. Mr Swallow was sent over to me by Bradford Gas Committee with the question Mr Spence we wish to know whether this contract is for you. if it is we accept of the offer but if it is not we decline it as we don't know Mr Steuart and it is a large affair.
	Had I said, as many would, no it is not for me but I will take it at the offer I made then I have no doubt I should have got it and you would have been no where.
	Instead of that I said it is not my offer Mr Swallow but I have consented to join Steuart in it and will take the responsibility of the payments. Then he said we accept so that I was really a partner in the contract before you were. besides if it had not been so you really sold me half the contract in your letter as you say after arranging or proposing that "all the profits should go first to payment of your debts and that the monetary part of the business should be under my control". You say "that any further money that may be required and which cannot exceed £500 can stand as your payment for half the contract", so that I am not only ipso facto, and previous to your having a share in it but by your own act of sale for a consideration an equal sharer with you in that contract.
	The present mode of action is not only ultra vires but is subversive of all possibility of conducting the business. As the consequence of your reckless action I have been obliged to put all the sulphate I have sold to the Birmingham works withdrawing offers I had made at £19-5/- for next month intended for Frizinghall and my action in that is paralysed and if you have sold any direct to London houses I shall put an interdict upon its delivery as it would place me at once under the Court of Chancery for Contempt of Court.
	As is generally the case this trouble has come at the time when all my time and attention had to be devoted to the Goole affair which I am trying to save from wreck, but even that, though a matter of considerable anxiety is not properly a cause of annoyance, this distinction is reserved for Frizinghall.
Yrs vy affy    Peter Spence  
	I have just wired you that I cannot sanction you selling for Frizinghall and that if any is sold to a London house I shall interdict its delivery. P.S.
	I may add that on account on the way you have continued to act and by this morning's telegram are still doing that unless you consent to leave all monetary matters to me and all the management of the works as at present to my son David under me the concern must come to a close by you buying out my interest or my purchasing yours. P.S.

PSL1/485		 no date 		Alderman Joseph Thompson, Chairman 

Dear Sir, 
	I understand that a Committee under your presiding are seeking information as to the purifying of sewage and have been looking at the Native Guano company's process.
	As that Coy and nearly all the other parties who are really purifying their sewage use my patent Aluminoferric cake as the source of soluble Alumina you will almost necessarily be brought into contact with me in the matter and as I am just about sealing the patent for a process I have secured and by which the process is much simplified the effluent being turned out as transparent and free from odour as spring water and fit for all except potable uses and as no necessity arises for converting the sludge into manure it might be well for your committee to look into if before deciding the course you will prefer to take. I have nothing to say against the ABC process the best proof must be [ stops here ]

PSL1/487		 8th November 1880

Dear David, 
	I enclose you some more data from Page. It is but a small matter after all New York is barely equal to Manchester and the other places are proportionally lower. It seems evident that gas is not used at all in America in the proportions in which it is used here.
	New York of course is not a manufacting locality and that may account largely for it. If the data is at all correct you could not get more than 50 tons per week in N York and 20 to 40 tons together in the others. Even then it might be a good thing but not a great thing as we expected.
	However I send these on that you may go into them before you write him. Let us have a copy of your letter to him as well. I wish you would make all the sulph you possibly can in order that I may get in some cash I shall need it all in struggles for the Goole.
	Meek is mad and rampant and Allen is giving advice that he does not think they can lease the works. They will move heaven and earth to keep it in their hands. We shall at all events have the shareholders on our side.
Yr aff Father   Peter Spence

PSL1/490		 16th November 1880		Mr Gilchrist, Consolidated Bank

Dear Mr Gilchrist, 
	Thanks for yours informing of the very cordial manner in which your Directors have acceded to my request.
	as soon as I am able to make the arrangements which will require the overdraft named I shall see you and specify what will be the mode of repayment which as you suggest will be gradual.
I am Dear Sir,  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/491		 18th November 1880		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I expected you would have come over soon after you got home as there has not been a single step taken since you left. of course they are waiting to mature their plans. one step has been taken already as the Mortgagee has given notice to call up his Mortgage in three months, this being needful notwithstanding of Meek's statement. This is of course to confound our schemes and it will no doubt be provided that if Mr Adamson will consent to carry on the concern the Mortgage will be allowed to continue.
	Mr Adamson has ignored the decission of the committee and done nothing to call the shareholders meeting and I want you to move on that, mischief is being done to as large an extent as it is possible for the D's to do. They have offered this week to one of my oldest customers Alum for a six months contract at a price which would be under £4/10/- per ton at Goole and at the present price of potash Goole could not make it at under £5.  I of course had the preference at the price and accepted it under contract. In fact they are ruining the Alum trade. In this case I got to know the name quite freely from my customers so know it as a fact.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/493		 22nd November 1880		A Angus Croll Esq J.P., London

Dear Mr Croll, 			Confidential
	I have yours of the 20th and might have had sufficient inclination to go into the matters you named if I could have seen it to be practicable, but I am now producing more Alum than I can find profitable sales for in the present state of the market and I am also largely engaged in ammonia.
	My works here are in full operation and I am working a large part of the Birmingham liquor and all the liquor of Bradford Yorkshire. These involve a large amount of capital and a great amount of superintendence.
	London is of course one of the best localities for gas liquor and I flatter myself we have the best apparatus and mode of working it, but for Alum London has serious drawbacks.
	Tar I have never entered into and have rather a prejudice against it.  Could I have seen my way it would have afforded me much pleasure to have accepted your kind offer.
	If I have an opportunity of running up to London soon I will arrange to meet you.
I am Dear Sir,  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/495		 26th November 1880		

Dear Mr Stead, 
	I enclose copy of Allen's opinion. I have not a copy of the resolution of the committee.  I think you should at once go on with case for Ford North opinion - and also naming the fact to Allen that I in accordance with the authority of more than half the shareholders of the Coy offer to take the Mortgage at 7 per cent.  Also will you get Allen to shew you the letter to the shareholders before it is sent out.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/497		 29th November 1880

Dear Mr Miller, 
	I have always till now supposed that I retained a place in your esteem and friendship and do not know in what way I have forfeited them, but remarks you have lately made and the spirit in which they seemed to be uttered lead me to think that by some species of logic you have transferred the mal practices of J B Spence my son and his firm to me and visit upon me the indignation that should justly fall upon him and the other partners of his firm who are all equally implicated in the course of mercantile transactions which led the Goole Coy to its ruin.
	In the transactions of that firm or of my son JBS in connection with the Goole Coy I had no part except as by far the heaviest loser.  Of their marvellous agency charge of 25% to £30% on the Rodonda, and without risk, I paid every sixpence and in addition all the fine which was demanded for letting them off their contract, and it was by their utter imbecility in the sale of the manure that the whole thing came to ruin.  After I had taken it out of their hands I sold every morsel of my manure at a respectable price and had offers to take 2000 tons by one firm if I would resume manufacture.
	All that I can blame myself in regard to J B Spence's subornessing with the Goole affair is that I did not sooner suspect the dealing but the other Directors should also have had their eyes open.  As to the feeling which you and the Messrs Robertson have to me I must just bear it, but I am exceedingly sorry it should interfere with what seems best for the shareholders.
	Your expression that you would rather see the whole thing sold up than that it should be leased (which is the only way in which I can see anything for the shareholders) is I am sure foreign to your better feelings. some of them are widows with nearly their all invested in it, some of them I know look to it as their only dependence and to others it is a matter of at least considerable importance. to you of course it is financially a thing of no moment and your loss a trifle.
	To me the matter assumes this form. my loss has been made and I am not anxious about that, but a great many went into the affair under the influence of my name and character and I feel a deep responsibility to do what I can for them.
	I know there is a syndicate waiting to get it out of the hands of the shareholders & if I looked only to myself I should just place myself in rank with them and try and get a hold of it and let the shareholders shift for themselves and in any fair and open sale I could afford to give considerably more for it than Messrs Dunn Adamson Meek & Groome can do if they are wise men.
	But supposing they do get the works and I am left face to face with them, what then?  I have been blamed all along for lowering the price of Alum. my policy has been during the last three or four years of keen competition just the converse of this -  I have never in one case lowered the price of Alum except in response to lower offers made to my customers and made almost universally by the parties whom I have always believed to be JBS & the Dunns, I have never asserted it was them because the parties declined to give me the names but as they had cause to tell [one?] I refused the name was given without asking when an offer was made for a great supply probably 150 tons at £5-7-6 or a net at Goole of £4-9-6 - my policy hitherto has been to let the Goole works out if it can but what will it be with the Syndicate - War to the knife.  I can afford for two or three years to sell Alum at cost price as I have other processes allied with it which will afford me a satisfactory profit. I can from superior shale and apparatus make Alum at 12/- to 15/- less cost than Goole.  I shall make it my chief aim so to sell that they lose 15/- to 20/- per ton on every ton they bring into the market and I can do this without losing on it as despite Mr A's great [expectations?] I can net something more per ton on Turkey Red Alum which he cannot touch.
	Two or three years with a certain loss of £5000 per annum is not an encouraging outlook. Is this revenge?
	To me it is a matter of self defence. With these parties in the Alum trade it is chronically ruined, with them out there is hope.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/504		 1st December 1880

Dear Mr Miller, 
	I accept your letter in good part disclaiming all feelings against me in the matter and have no doubt you are always conscientiously although I think mistakenly in opposing the scheme of leasing the works and adhering to your idea that you can work it out and let it go unfettered into the hands of the shareholders to make all they can of it. If the plan were feasible and would suit you I should derive a proportionally larger benefit, but to me it is hopeless - you know the condition of the Alum trade, from that there is no hope but you expect great things from sulphate of ammonia. Are you aware that by the articles of association you have no right to make one pound of it, but are bound thereby to make only Alum and to smelt Copper and all such articles as are connected with it so that all your sulphate of ammonia manufacture is ultra vires and an injunction against might be got at any moment.
	You are not chemical manufacturers but simply Alum makers & Copper smelters and all things connected therewith. That is the length of your tether and you cannot go beyond it.
	I daresay "an opinion" can be got that you have larger powers but it will be contrary to the decissions in the Railway cases in which that point has been tried and so far as I see your condition seems on all fours with theirs.
	They make engines, they wanted to sell or let them, but while it was within their power to make or mend them as that was connected with their work as Carriers on Railways, yet selling or lending was ultra vires as not so connected. Now you can only do things that are connected with Alum making or copper smelting and so you can make acid &c but sulphate of ammonia has no connection with either and therefore you have no right to make it.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/508		 2nd December 1880		I B McKinon Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose you copy of a letter just received from my solicitor Mr Stead and as he thinks you should see it & communicate its contents to Mr Allen I have taken this liberty. As you will see Mr Stead's view of the position of the Compy differs from that of Mr Robertson and as Mr Allen does not accept Mr Robertson's opinion I am unable to find what he (Mr A) founded his own opinion upon.
	It seems to me to be not only contrary to the spirit of the liquidation agreement but is really contrary to the express stipulations of that agreement which say that as soon as the debts and interest to the creditors are satisfied the property reverts to the shareholders.
	If you think it proper to place this letter before the Committee after shewing it to Mr Allen you are quite at liberty to do so.
I am, Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/509

Telegram - W B Fox 2 Regent Street Doncaster from P Spence Leeds - Bartholomew very friendly advises my buying the concern out will consider my proposal and don't think would oppose has bad opinion of present management

PSL1/510		 3rd December 1880		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I expected to have seen you here as soon as you returned from London.  I think it would be imprudent to write Mr Bartholomew as it would seem to be pressing him in the matter.  I had not the least fears of his refusal to lease as I don't see any valid reason he could assign for so doing. I don't think our scheme looks bad at all, my solicitor has had a long talk with McKinon who appears to be with us and told Milton & the Robertsons that although as is evident I shall get some greater benefit from it than any other party could that is surely no reason for rejecting my scheme if it is the best as he seems to think for the shareholders.
	I enclose you Mr Stead's opinion upon the case and also his view of the propriety of getting another opinion from Counsel but this should be got not by Adamson or Milton but the case for opinion should be made out by the Committee or some one appointed by them.
	I have just found another flaw in their case and against the Company I am sorry to say. They have no right to make sulphate of ammonia as the Articles of Association exclude anything being made and sold except Alum, Copper smelting and sulphuric acid and other minerals and substances obtained therefrom, "and generally the manufacturing and selling of sulphuric acid, Alum & Copper." The case is exactly similar to that of the L&NW Railway Co who made and repaired engines which was all right as it tended to facilitate their business as carriers, but they also sold and loaned these articles and the Courts decided even up to the House of Lords that it was ultra vires and they were stopt. So any sulphate of ammonia maker can take the Goole Coy into court and stop you from interfering with his trade. This is a permanently awkward fix, for the Compy want proceeds from Allen's blessed mode of doing things, as a few works as to general chemical manufacting would have made the case, but it is impossible now, as the Railway Coy found that the limitation of powers was an essential and could not be altered one iota except by liquidation & origination of a new Compy. Allen of course will get you an opinion that it can be done, but it could not with the London & North Western Railway Co.
	You are of course getting all your friends to send in their approval of the scheme. It would be a pity to have a poor shew of them as it would appear as if there was no wish for it. Just as I expected the circular is so worded as to make approval seem useless & I have had two enquiries by shareholders in that sense.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/513		20th December 1880		To H Dunckley Esq [a newspaper editor]
Erlington House, Nr Manchester 
My Dear Sir, 
	It seems the least I can do to thank you for placing me in such an elevated position among the dead and living donors to our Manchester Charities, mine is so very small an affair but while given annually seemed so much appreciated and apparently useful that I felt impelled to make it permanent, but with liberty to devote any similar object if the primary one should fail.
	But what has chiefly called forth this note is your most kindly expressed desire that I may continue among you which I take as an implied approval of the very little I have done & which I prize highly.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs very sincerely  Peter Spence

PSL1/514		 23rd December 1880		Mr W Ross

My dear Sir, 
	With all due regard to you we feel bound to tell you that our process of manufacture must be understood by you as (and you must act as if it were) our own affair.
	Our loss at B'ham - if through your weakness we are again to be driven from making an article which is a little above contract strength to one which is very greatly above the guarantee will be so serious that we may have to revise our selling arrangements to avoid it.  We know for an absolute fact that a firm of sulphate makers has for the last two years made and sold all its sulphate without any of the difficulties you are raising at a strength nearer 24.0 per cent than 24.25.
	Mr Tenants sulphate did not contain any sulphate of soda. It was simply badly made - small crystals - and would not drain out its water.
Yours truly  for P Spence    F Spence

PSL1/516	[2 pages which appear to be a first draft of PSL1/518]

	If properly restored to the Company in two years then two years dividends are lost and even [            ] to make it equal to lease in favour of the shareholders profits must be [          ].
	I take it for granted that no sane man not interested in the working would accept mortgage at less than 7½%. As a security to an outside party it would not yield £8000 on a break up which I prove as follows. I am just erecting a Chamber at Birmingham 80' x 15' x 15' the lead will cost me under £250. take the Goole at an over estimate of £500 x 6 chambers = £3000. All the other lead would not nett £2000 and certainly 3000 more could not be got at a sale of all assets.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~   
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	This profit must be made every year without fail even after losing two years dividend in order that the shareholders might after that loss be then placed in the same position that the lease would put them in during and after 1881.
	And all this has to be made with the competition in the Alum trade kept up to the intensity of the last two or three years.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
	My position again is that being willing to risk my own 3% and annuity.[                             ] and this with the Alum competition mitigated
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	In the one case the shareholders take all the risk and must sell £4289 every year in order to attain the position they are now offered without any risk.  PS


PSL1/518		 24th December 1880		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox,
	You seem to be hesitating as to what is best to do in the Goole affair. To me the matter is as plain as two and two make four. If left to Adamson even with all his efforts to shew a profit you must lose 2 years dividends as it cannot possibly be done in less, and how are you then?
	The works for a break up price will not yield £8000 and any man who as an outsider would take the mortgage for under 7½% would be insane, at that his risk would be great.
	Still, the mortgage must be taken at say £900 per annum
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so that after losing two years dividends you must guarantee a profit year by year of £4300 in order at the end of two years to commence and keep paying equal to what you will be secured for 10 years to commence in 1881. Will any one of the opponents of this lease secure you a profit of £4300 yearly under the intense competition for sales of Alum which by this arrangement must go on. The thing is simply impossible and they must know it.
	My understanding would be a very responsible one and a considerable part of my hope arises from the abatement of competition if the production were in my hands, my responsibility would be as under
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this profit of course I must make before I got anything for myself, with your present and prospective management I should despair of ever making a profit and you should really get the small clique who are so set against the lease to give you an equal guarantee for your  [    ] on their scheme.
	Now for the resumption scheme there is the same necessity for consent of every shareholder as there is in the lease scheme and I for one will never consent to it without a guarantee for 3% for 10 years which can now be got and that to commence immediately.
	With that secured I am willing to join any reasonable scheme for resumption, but the security must be good and tangible as something which I think very satisfactory for all the shareholders is now before them and should not be given up for some "igneous fatuos"  The matter is plain 3% on all the paid up capital can be secured to the shareholders for 10 years by a lease the property remaining intact.
	Will the opponents secure that to the shareholders by guaranteeing a profit of £4300 per annum for 10 years from and including 1881 with the property intact in 1891?
Yours very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/522		 27th December 1880

Dear Mr Stead, 
	The enclosed I think should be put before Mr McKinon and either he or you should see Allen or Adamson and get an arrangement for the stock taking to be done with the concurrence of a neutral party who knows the value of the materials, my son Frank would be willing to assist at it, and so get a balance that could be depended upon, if this is not done I would pay no attention to the balance that as it must be made up with a purpose.  If a just one is wanted any able assistance would be gladly accepted.
Yrs very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/524	[This seems to be a circular to Goole shareholders, written by Frank Spence]

	The present position of the Goole Alum & Smelting Company still remains a critical one tho' the preponderating weight of the shareholders are favorable to the recommendations of the Committee that a lease of the works should be accepted if on favorable terms and with ample security and as such a proposition has been made and can at any moment be carried out yet objections exist as to this mode of acting founded at first on the fact of an opinion that this could not be carried out without the sanction of all the shareholders and a second opinion having been got it seems evident that an agreement for a liquidation for working off the debts and then returning the property to the shareholders has been put in such an imperfect legal form in the liquidation scheme that in whatever way the debts are paid off all the shareholders must give their assent before either the Company can resume working or agree to let the works.
	As it is now evident that this difficulty must be met in either case it seems another waste of time and money to let the matter be any longer hung up in suspense merely for the benefit of the liquidator and without the slightest reference to the interests of the shareholders.
	If the shareholders can all be got to agree then it is of importance they should agree upon the best scheme for the shareholders, if they cannot agree then let the matter be taken before the court upon the most reasonable scheme that can be [concoted?] and there is no doubt of a favorable verdict.
	The 2 schemes now before us are the lease with 3 per cent on all the capital fully secured for ten yrs commencing with 1881 & the property intact in 1891.
	The other as presented by a small minority of the Committee and 1/6th of the shareholders & rather over 1/10th of the shares is to resume working as soon as Mr Adamson finds himself in a position to pay off the £8000 or £9000 now owing and will resign the works to be taken up by the Co if all agree or to be wound up & all sold off & the proceeds divided if no agreement can be got.
	The lease scheme leaves no onus upon the Co other than taking & dividing the 3% on the paid up capital minus the capital of the lessee if he should be a shareholder. The resumption scheme must await Mr Adamson's position & this is sanguinely expected to be only another 2 yrs. In that time £8000 has to be paid off last yrs nett profits being £315 & the previous yrs being about £2000. The half yr up to June 30th last being £500 but it seems this current ½ yr with Alum lower than it has been for 10 yrs & potash higher by over £1 per ton than it was last yr is to yield a profit of some £3000 to £4000, as it has been stated that this yr with the 1st half of it only giving £500 is to come up to what would be yielded to the shareholders by the lease scheme.
	Now what will be the income required to fulfil this promise? I shall not take the mortgage as at present @ 10% but I think it will be difficult to find an outsider to take it at 7½%. A break up sale (always possible) would not yield £8000 instead of £12000. Proof of this I give in the fact that I am now erecting a vitriol chamber at B'ham 80' x 18' x 15' & the lead will cost me £240. Goole chambers broken up would not bring £400 each 6 of them £2400.  all the other lead would not bring £2400 in all £4800 and the sale of all else bricks old timber machinery &c would not nett £3200.
	But take it that the Co can mortgage @ 7½% or £900 per annum 
Mortgage @ 7½%
900
3% on £74000
2220
Annuity P S
119
Rent & Taxes
300
Management 
500
Sundries
250

£4,289
	A profit then of £4300 every yr must be secured in order that the shareholders after losing 2 yrs dividends which they can now secure may then in 1883 receive what they may have in 1881 and all this must be put before the shareholders in order to get their consent.
	I for one shall be willing to join the scheme for resumpt'n on the simple basis of securing me the 3% for 1881 and all the 10 yrs with my property in the works &c intact in 1891 & to those who will secure me and the shareholders in that I shall willingly make over all that they may make over & above that sum as payment for the risk they take in securing the 3% & paying all expenses & fully keeping up the property but the security must be as ample as that by the lease scheme.  I shall firmly oppose any scheme for risking the working without any security but the sanguine hopes of parties who have no definite knowledge of the business & whose schemes hitherto have entirely broken down.  
	What the shareholders have a right to demand is that any scheme that is adopted shall at least secure to them & that without any chance of failure as much as they are now offered by the lease scheme and no court would sanction any scheme proposed by a small minority of the shareholders & which secures nothing & sets aside a scheme which secures what in the circumstances must appear to be a satisfactory return to the shareholders.
	As to the promised balance sheet as the books & a/cs are kept a profound secret to all the shareholders even the chairman of the Co being now denied a sight of them & as by the confess'n of the chairman of the inspecting Committee no audit of the a/cs has ever been taken altho that seems to be an acknowledged rule in all other liquidations.
	It must therefore be evident that the forthcoming balance sheet for the sake of which the minority urged the Committee to wait can really decide nothing and can only be received with confidence if the stocktaking is made in conjunction with parties who know the value of the various articles & are under no pressure to get any result except the real one & that the balance sheet be thoroughly scrutinised along with all the a/cs & vouchers. If this is done then the balance sheet may be an authority, if not then I should advise the shareholders to give no weight to it in their decision upon the question as it must appear evident that a/c which cannot be shown to those most intimately concerned in & affected by them must have something to conceal.
	There is another matter which has a considerable bearing on the question of resumption or leasing. The profits in 1874-5 & 6 were chiefly derived from the then advanced price of sulphate of ammonia in connexion with low contracts for gas liquor. That is now greatly altered & the profits are only small but still the manufacture if judicially conducted is an aid to the alum trade but unfortunately the Goole Alum & Smelting Co in manufacturing sulphate of ammonia are acting illegally & have been doing so all along. By the legal construction of the Articles of Association they are strictly limited to the manufacture of alum & copper smelting & the manufacture & sale of any minerals or matters connected therewith. Now sulphate of ammonia has not the slightest connexion with either copper smelting or alum manufacture & is therefore "ultra vires" & any sulphate of ammonia maker who found the Co competing for gas liquor & thus interfering with their trade could take them into court & compel them to give it up. In resuming the Co will do so under this liability for which as was proved in the case of the railways there was no remedy but dissolution & the construction of an entirely new Co. By the leasing scheme as the lessee will possess all privileges of the Co but will have none of its limitations the shareholders will through him have the benefit of the sulphate of ammonia manufacture which as a Co they could not legally engage in.

PSL1/525		 7th January 1881		G S Page Esq, New York

My Dear Sir, 
	Yours to hand nearly a week ago but required long consultation before deciding what to do. I should like exceedingly well to go over and meet you in your great Country but am afraid if it would be prudent. David though recovering faster indeed than we ever expected now thinks in a month he might possibly be able for the voyage but it would not be safe for him alone but this difficulty may also be got over, my son in law Mr Wilson now partner in a firm of Engineers and a most energetic young man is almost disgusted with their business, it has been so bad for the last four years and although their work is now increasing they can make no profit out of it, and as he studied Chemistry and is a first rate engineer with such an opening as appears he would at once prefer it to his own trade, and if you can secure them in four places it will require more than the superintendence of one to keep them all going rightly.
	If he can arrange matters so as to get away for six weeks in Feby and March with his engineering knowledge and experience and David's thorough knowledge of the business you could settle all points & go ahead with contracts and prepare for erections.
	My own opinion is now pretty free from any doubts as to quantity of Ammonia from your coal.  Your Baltimore statement of 20 Galls of 10 oz liquor (which I take to be 10 oz by old standard, of oz required to neutralise a Gallon of the gas liquor) is just about the quantity that should be got by very imperfect working and which the patent scrubbers will bring up to 30 Galls or over.
	I am therefore of opinion that if the arrangements can be made for erecting sulphate works at each of the 3 or 4 places named by you that it will be perfectly safe for you to offer 15 cents per ton of coal carbonised for a ten year contract and on giving you the option of five years more you might safely say 18 cents per ton for the whole period of course stipulating that the scrubbers should be used as we must have all the ammonia out and this is really a saving to the Gas Coy as they can then purify at little more than half their present expense.
	The works if they were simultaneously set agoing might all be completed during the summer and early autumn months so as to be prepared for the early winter when the liquor will commence being made in large quantity.
	At present I should not depend upon spent oxide as acid must be secured at all hazards and I would for each works erect a Blairs Brimstone furnace sufficient for all the quantity required, as soon as we saw our way to spent oxide new furnaces for that could be erected.  By the way (excuse me but on this point you are a long way behind) have you any import duty on Brimstone or on sulphate of soda, surely not! as they are both raw materials for manufacture but one is never sure of your commercial good sense, and must know the failings. Also have you any export duty on sulphate of ammonia, as that would handicap our trade. 
	A works to produce sulphate from 250,000 tons of coal per annum would cost with your high price of lead not less than 40,000 dollars but might I think be done for that sum, of course this will be duplicated for each locality.  This however would be far more than repaid for the first years working.
	The carriage of liquor where gas works are far apart must be taken into account as it might in some cases be heavy, in Philadelphia and Baltimore where there are only two stations pipes could be laid and the subsequent cost would be nothing but as you name 18 gas works in New York it will require some gathering up to get it all collected, a mile or two of pipe would not be fatal when the quantity was great and the contract long. I prefer not to erect large storage tanks at our own works as they are expensive and take up room. At our Birmingham works we can at a push put through 350,000 Galls of liquor in a week, in the summer we get only 50 to 60,000 galls and so remit our apparatus but we can give our Stills immense power with no increased expense in fact we work more cheaply here per ton of sulphate if turning out 120 tons per week than if turning out only 40 tons.
	Either I or David will write you again as soon as they decide as to the voyage out & meantime with all the comp'ts of the season 
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/527		 19th January 1881		Messrs Rooke Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 		Private
	We have for a considerable time intended to address you upon the following matter and we will begin our remarks by saying that we hold strongly to the doctrine that "an agent should annihilate his principal's risk." In other words that he should pay cash. In all cases but yours we act strictly upon this principle. Our Scottish agents for example as well as the three others with whom we do business keep us constantly paid up to date (less interest) for all deliveries.
	In fact in these and other cases we invariably draw cash orders upon the parties through the Bank on the day the goods are forwarded.
	To be entirely candid we must say that we have long been persuaded that our arrangement with yourselves is a very absurd one the risk being borne by us instead of by yourselves.
	Looking at it as prudent business men and without reflecting in any way upon either your stability or our own let us compare what would happen in the event of our failure with the result which would follow in the case of yours.
	If we fail you have alum actually sold (and for which you will get paid in due course by buyers) always more or less in excess of your remittances to us. You have alum in stock for which you have paid us by three months bill. You have therefore no risk. Indeed if we collapsed and our works ceased for a time to manufacture our competition would be withdrawn from the market and you would therefore probably realize a higher price for the goods.
	If you fail you have as at 1st Jan for example £2500 worth of alum, for which, or rather for £1200 worth of which, we had then only been paid in paper, being charged on it an additional ¼ per cent for the privilege of this mode of settlement.
	Yesterday we actually got from you a three months bill for £500 worth of alum sold - not sent into stocks!
	We need scarcely say that we do not consider this a satisfactory state of matters and we would be glad if before Mr Spence comes up you will consider whether you are in a position to commence keeping us paid up for all deliveries like our other agents.
	The modus operandi would be simple enough. You would send us your chq on a/c as now but we would draw cash orders upon you periodically to balance. Upon all payments you would as now be credited with 5 per cent interest up to due date and with regard to the stock there need be no risk of over advancing as the regular adjustment of the a/c at short intervals would enable full rectification to be made for alterations in value as well as deduction for cartage and commission and for interest sunk. The last named item could easily be discounted as follows.
	If there were £2000 worth of alum in stock and that represented say fourteen weeks' sales the average date at which it would be sold would be seven weeks hence and therefore seven weeks interest would be taken off along with the other deductions.
	We may frankly say that we know several firms who we have not the least doubt would be glad to invest their money as above alongside this agency.
	We have stated with the most perfect candour what we think and feel as we think this is always the true course in business. At the same time we feel bound to add that as our relations with you have throughout been of the pleasantest character we trust you may see your way to arrangements which will prevent us looking farther afield.
We remain Dr Sirs, Yours faithfully  for Peter Spence    Frank Spence

PSL1/531		 2nd February 1881

Dear Sir, 
	I have yours of 31 ult and have duly considered its contents. I have some scruples in helping David Spence in his business as I consider it so far as the matters you name are considered as not a legitimate one. The use of tobacco I look upon as a vice being [   ] pernicious in its action upon the human frame and as wearing down the organs of the intellect, and decidedly blunting the moral sentiment and it being the constant ally of the more direct and acknowledged vices.
	David's rivals see this quite distinctly and take advantage of it by presenting a gratuitous stimulus to the sensual sexual passion of their customers in the form you name and thus they directly undertake to do the Devil's work on conditions of an extra sale of what [         ] to the others vice.
	I wish you could arrange for David selling off his devils rattletraps and superseding them by some unquestionably righteous business.
	Having however entered my strong protest against the business I agree to your request and enclose cheque payable to him and which on his endorsing it you can cash and apply to the best of your judgment & thanking you for your trouble & courtesy.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/533 

	I propose to take the stock and accounts of the Company, if the valuation proves substantially correct, and pay off the interest to the creditors and the current accounts due by the company as specified in the balance sheet and take all the remaining contracts made by authority of the liquidator and the inspecting Committee.  To take up the mortgage and keep it without charge to the compy for ten years on the following conditions.
	That a lease of the works for ten years be granted to me by the Company with their authority and at their risk, with all the powers and privileges of the compy and with undisturbed possession and run of the works, I keeping up the various buildings and apparatus to the value as when handed over to me, and paying all the ground rents and taxes on the same. And paying during the continuance of said lease interest as dividend at the rate of 3 per centum per annum on £73,600 being a sum equivalent to the paid up capital of the Company with the exception that I shall not be bound to pay over to the Company the said interest as dividend on £19,000 or thereabouts being the equivalent sum represented by my shares in the Company but only on the £54,000 or thereabouts represented by the shares of all the other shareholders.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
	This offer I am still ready to implement but cannot agree to hold it long in suspense and the onus of obtaining any agreement of the shareholders to it must rest upon the Company and not upon me.
	I may also state that if it is determined that the Compy take up the working of the concern I shall assent to it on the following conditions that I be fully secured for 10 years in the payment of my annuity of £119 and 3% per cent per annum upon the £19,000 or so of my paid up capital on my shares and the works and property being guaranteed intact at the end of that period and that I also be secured against any calls upon my shares during that time or at the end of it.
	And in return for such security I shall gladly forfeit all claim for any share of any higher profits if made by the Company.

PSL1/537		 4th February 1881

Dear Sir, 
	I am sorry you have made any enquiries about Kaynit. I am not likely to be a purchaser and if ever I am then is the time. Please do not name it again to any [              ] do in [      ]. 
	Tell Jones correspondingly that I do not want the article at any price.  
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/538		 4th February 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I named in mine of yesterday that our cost of OV (170 Tw) was 28/- per ton & find it is just 27/- per ton as we are now making, for material & labour, our sulphur is higher than yours and we have to pay 4/- per ton carriage of ore from Runcorn.
	Your cost therefore ought to be not more than ours.  27/- OV is exactly 18/- for 112 Tw used, you charge 35/-, your overcharge is therefore exactly 17/-  400 tons is £340 add £20 for pan and £20 you disputed  £560 from your apparent profit of £1160 leaves £600 and that is all laid out on some new erection for which I don't know the use but which to me will probably not be worth 1d and all your money is gone and you have nothing to pay your debts.
	This is so far as we can analyse, but if I understood Mr Adamson you have valued alum in stock as below. now this years price may be taken at 7/6 current 1880 & 12/6 winter 1879 - 7/6 on 400 Alum your stock in warehouse and stocks is £225 and with only £25 added for alum in process £250 that you are poorer than at 1880 and you have that to make up at the £4-15/- ton for alum before you have anything to the good.       [ends here]

PSL1/539		 8th February 1881		Dr N Wallace

Dear Sir, 
	I am sorry that by a misunderstanding the posting of a copy of my specification was omitted, it has been sent by this days post.
	I have no doubt that a very large quantity of lime will precipitate most of the albumen, but in all places where it is actually at work, by Dr Smiths analysis from half to three fourths of the albumen remains in solution in the effluent. As you have so enormous a quantity of sewage in Glasgow it may be that your sewage is a more than ordinarily weak sewage. Birmingham has under or about 15,000,000 Galls daily and I believe 1 ton per million is their regular quantity of lime and the albumen from their actual effluent was what I gave you some time ago. As to the alumina from cannel oil shale, many persons have tried it. In my laboratory we tried it for alum and sulphate of alumina but gave it up as useless.
	The native guano Coy (ABC) have tried all sorts of shale but have always returned to the Aluminoferric cake as the cheapest, and though the process by which it is made is much easier than from shale yet the price of acid is under one third of the first cost. no doubt the additional precipitation will increase cost in material and labour but if it saves two thirds of the cost of lime and does what the lime will not do, and which must be supplemented by alumina at the full cost, and if two thirds of this full cost (however cheap) can be saved by my process there is room for some additional labour and still my process may be the cheapest. And it can be done with the minimum quantity of sludge residium, as my half ton of lime from one ton and a half will give one ton less sludge per million gallons. and the dry albumen with 10 to 15% of potential ammonia will pay for itself and a little over.
	I feel obliged by your courteous suggestion of wanting to explain what seems to place my process in a weak position but I can only expect you to do this if on perusing the specification you are convinced that the first communication of the process to you had failed to give you the full idea of what I claim to have effected.
I am, Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/540		 9th February 1881		Geo C Major Esq

Dear Sir, 
	My father who had to leave the works early this morning desired me to reply to your enquiry of y'day.
	Mr Ross was formerly our cashier and since he commenced for himself some five years ago we have done and continue to do a very large amount of business with him.
	We have a high opinion of his business abilities but do not know how much capital he has as our business with him and with all other parties coming betwixt ourselves and the consumer is upon cash principles.
I am Dear Sir, Respectfully yours    Frank Spence

PSL1/541		 16th February 1881		A M Chance Esq, Chance Bros, Oldbury

Dear Sir, 			Private 
	In thinking over our conversation on the 14th there appears to be considerable difficulty in arriving at a decision on the lines indicated by you. I find that the corporation allow us 9/- per thousand galls for conveyance of the liquor to our works (we actually pay 9/3) this at an average will be slightly over 20/- per ton of sulphate of ammonia. The cost of carriage from Windsor St to our works will be 10d per ton or nearly 10/- per ton of sulphate.
	Thus half the saving is lost and your cost has still to be deducted.  If however you will turn over the contract for Windsor St to us if at or under our present price we would in that case do as we proposed to the corporation, lay a pipe at our own expense and so reduce the cost of conveyance to a comparatively trifling sum. In that case we would turn over the West Bromwich contract to you so that you would have all the saving minus your own cost of carriage and in addition to this we would be willing to let you have our Warwick contract, and retire from competition for other contracts in the neighbourhood.
	Thus I have in all frankness indicated what seems to me to be the best for all our interests, all of which is of course in confidence.
I am Dear Sir, Yours sincerely,    Peter Spence

PSL1/543		 21st February 1881		J S Kipping Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	I named to you my correspondence with Mr Chance as far as it had progressed when you did us the pleasure of passing an evening with us. since then I have an answer from him stating that my offer will he thinks afford a fair basis for an arrangement and that he will be glad to meet me again when in Birmingham if early next month (as his time is uncertain during this month) to go more minutely into it.
	So that after all we shall probably get the Windsor Street liquor for seven years and on our own terms.
	I may just say that our commemoration of my 75 birth day went off in fine style. My family chiefly did the music and recitations and [       ] with their evening and some [           ] seemed all to be highly delighted, we had over 200 altogether.  With kind regards at home  
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/545		 2nd March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	Will you call on Mr Stead re the new agreement with the Bradford Gas Committee.  I am inclined to accept of it with the stipulation that Scrubbers to the extent required by Hulett & Chandler as specified in their prospectus be regularly kept at work. Mr Stead thinks it a good opportunity for getting some changes made in the original contract deed and is to write Mr McGowan on the subject.
	I am quite ready for a definite deed of agreement between you and myself as to the whole affair.  My own determination is to sell no more sulphate forward as by its past history it seems clear that by that course we gain one and lose three at least.
	We should therefore sell only when we have sulphate ready to deliver. Say Wild writes us both by same post what there is to sell. Each sends back an offer from our respective broker or buyer, the party who offers highest get the purchase, Wild replies by sending your offer to me and mine to you and the sale note is at once made out to the proper broker. As sulphate can be sold with the utmost readiness for cash against invoice and I have arranged to make all my own sales on this basis for the extra quarter per cent (about 10½d per ton of sulphate) I shall be glad to hear that your friends are equally prepared to pay cash as neither of us should incur the slightest risk from the others sale. Although I think it desirable to pay the extra quarter per cent because it really costs us nothing (the broker who gets it being enabled by it to cut his margin lower and give us a higher price) I am nevertheless prepared if you don't like it, to make all my sales for the ordinary commission of one per cent.
	The way in which the settlements under this method are arranged is as follows.  The invoice amount is remitted per return of post by the broker and without deduction for anything but commission. When the Hull reweights are received a cheque is returned to him for the amount of interest from date of payment to 14 days beyond the Hull date of delivery with deduction or increase for any alteration of weights.
	As to the position of the business, the profit taking into account the £500 I was to pay for my half of the contract as stipulated in the agreement between us will now have paid your debt to me or thereabouts and in future each may take out his moiety of the profits as they are declared but of course payments will have to be made regularly and as there will be no funds in summer to meet them the firm will have to depend on some one as the outgoings then may exceed the income by £2000 to £3500.  I am disposed to continue doing this charging 5% on overdraft and allowing same when I am in excess, which is more than any bank will do as they allow almost nothing on current a/c. On your agreeing to these stipulations Mr Stead might at once draft an agreement between us with the usual "exsurs and admay" and all the legal verbiage needful.
Yr aff Father    Peter Spence

PSL1/549		 9th March 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Mr Fox, 
	I was at Birmingham yesterday and so could not answer your note. I certainly agreed to take the mortgage at 7 per cent and said to you that I would do so, and no doubt you communicated the fact to some of the other inspectors.
	You ask me for another offer to do it.  I am sick of making offers to parties who do not intend to take them Bona fide but only to make use of them to keep the present game of [   ] to the shareholders going.
	Let them make me an offer of the mortgage at 7% and in all other respects same terms as it is now [    ] and I will give them a definite answer at once.
	I see there is to be a meeting of the Committee on Monday which I think is premature as I have only been able to see Mr Worthgton once when he communicated the purport of your conversation after I left the last meeting. I called since but have not been able to see him.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/551		 11th March 1881		Chance Bros, Oldbury

Dear Sir, 
	I have analysed carefully your contract schedule and find it anything but satisfactory. From the copy of my analysis you will be able to see its character.
	I have taken only the lines of prices which are practically the working lines, we seldom if ever get liquor less than 9 oz and seldom over 12 oz, our payments on these four lines are placed opposite yours, the average difference shown, and that difference carried out for a ton of sulphate of ammonia.
	When your prices are less than ours there is no mark but when your prices are over ours there is a short black bar which shews them at once.
	Unfortunately on all the really working part of the scales averaging from £17-5/- to £21-15/- with two insignificant exceptions the differences are all against your schedule, and those which are in your favor are at points which have never yet been reached and are not likely to be.
	Another feature of your list is its great risk - were prices to descend of £12-10/- to £13 (a quite possible case) even without carriage you would make an absolute loss on the manufacture. As my scale does not have as long a theoretical profile at the low figures as at the high, with carriage to Oldbury even at the Gauge between £17 to £18-15 (the most prevailing paid) your practical and even theoretical profits would have vanished. With the risk of lowering prices and consequent growing loss on the liquors I should dread taking the schedule as it stands even with the condition of a large increase of liquor and two years extension of contract.
	The only way out of the difficulty that at present occurs to me is the following - to appeal to the Gas Committee to allow us to exchange the contracts, they consenting to accept my scale for Windsor Street, they and we agreeing as to the laying of a pipe, they to lay a pipe to you from West Bromwich and divide the 9/- per thousand Galls with you which would much more than repay them for the pipe. You would then have your West Bromwich liquor at our price and get rid of the loss and risk of your schedule and if they consent to divide the allowance your liquor would be under ours by 4/6 per 1000 Galls.
	If you think this a feasible proposition and would give me authority I could sound Mr Smith who is a very reasonable man, as to the probability of the Gas Committee agreeing to it, or if you would prefer doing this yourself I am quite agreeable and shall wait the result.
I am, Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/555  
Analysis of Schedules P.S. & Co. and Messrs Chance Bros.  

[see PSAschedules]

PSL1/556		 15th March 1881		R Robertson Esq

Dear Mr Robertson, 
	In elucidation of my statement to you yesterday I find that on July 9th 1873 (when the struggle for life took place) I surrendered 250 shares £15 ea paid up = £3750, I then took 300 new shares and paid up on them £4500, and on the Rodonda shares which were allotted to me at £15 I paid up £3 ea = £1050 - in all I thus sacrificed to keep the concern going £9300 in hard cash which I think is more than all the rest of the shareholders together did. It does seem therefore a very small matter that I should now be allowed without question to rank on the £5250 of the Rodonda shares to which my legal claim is equal to that of any other shareholder to his shares.
	I am moreover much afraid that the various complications will make it a difficult matter to arrange the plan proposed, and that we shall be driven to the only other alternative, which for the shareholders' sakes I shall much regret but which is infinitely preferable to the protracted ruin, for the benefit of outsiders, which is now going on.
I am, Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/558		 16th March 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	The enclosed as to the West Bromwich liquors came by this mornings post and has been hastily got up but will perhaps answer your purpose.
	I also enclose the schedule of the prices offered for Windsor Street but subsequently withdrawn, my last balance sheet confirms the propriety of the withdrawal but not the propriety of the offer which was really based on the theoretical profit which I am sorry we cannot reach in the actual balance.
	I also enclose your Windsor St schedule of which I retain a copy.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/559		 16th March 1881		J S Kipping Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Thank you for your kind offer as to subscriptions in Birmingham  The draft deed I will go over as soon as possible and hope to find it materially right.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/560		 17th March 1881	D V Steuart Esq, Albert Chemical Works, Clayton

Dear Sir, 
	In reply to your favors of the 10th and 16th inst I beg to say that on the 8th inst I furnished Mr Wyld with a statement of your a/c which showed the balance owing by you on Dec 31st 1880 as £780-14-6 being £31-9-9 in your favor as against the balance stated in the Frizinghall a/cs as rendered for the half year ending Dec 31/80.  This balance of £780-14-6 was agreed to by Mr Wyld as being correct and it now remains for the sum of £508-17-9 (amount of preliminary expenses which Mr Spence has agreed to pay) to be added, with interest thereon, to the Profit & Loss a/c for Dec 31st 1880, which will thereby increase the profit.
	After deducting 1/10th for Mr D Spence and taking from the remainder the £780-14-6 to extinguish the balance of your a/c there only remains the question of the division of the remaining balance of profit and the definite arrangement of the manner in which future profits or losses shall be mutually divided and treated.
	I may add in explanation of what you seem to consider as dilatoriness in this matter that Mr Wyld did not come over at his usual time this balancing and that after I did see him & in some degree arrange details we got a letter from him as per copy enclosed which led me to think that you desired to see Mr Spence respecting details or intended writing to him thereon and I accordingly awaited word from Mr Wyld ere I proceeded further.
	So anxious was I to get the matter definitely put in order that I wired Mr Wyld yesterday and I enclose you copy of his reply.
	I enclose statement showing how I have made up the interest on the £508-17-9 and also one showing how Mr Spence desires to deal with the matter and shall be glad to hear from you as soon as possible respecting the whole business.
I am Yours truly for Peter Spence   J H Pickles

PSL1/564		 22nd March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	As the matter of settling our relations in Spence & Steuart is to me a matter of the utmost plainness while you seem to have your mind unchanged upon it and certainly your mode of working does not tend to make the matter more smooth I think it better before you come here to give you time to peruse the terms of our relation laid down by yourself and implicitly accepted and adhered to by me since the day I answered it. I may also say that it seems to me there are only three alternatives as to our future action in the affair, either first to work out the five years of the partnership cordially in accordance with your letter and to make mutual arrangements for doing so.
	This I am perfectly willing to do and have always been so. If you object to this then I see only two other alternatives.
	The one is that you buy out my interest in the partnership freeing me of course from responsibility for the contract and the lease, or that I buy you out on the same terms.
	For myself I am willing to give or accept a sum of £5000 at once being probably over half of the expected profits for each - one of these three alternatives seems to me the only way of getting out of the difficulty which you make but which it seems to me ought not to exist.
Yrs vy affy    Peter Spence

PSL1/565a
Copy of letter offering basis for the firm of Spence & Steuart of Frizinghall, Shipley 
and which was at once agreed to by P Spence and has since been acted upon by him.

Albert Chemical Works, Clayton, Manchester  July 1878

My dear Father, 	Your Proposition for the Settlement of my debt to you
	 I have deferred bringing this subject before you until now as I did not wish to intrude on your time whilst you were away.
	It has been incessantly on my mind causing me many sleepless nights as after very much careful consideration I am unable to see it in at all the same light as you appear to have done, namely: the best way to help me out of my difficulties, as also its being to your disadvantage - my view of your suggestion, being that it will leave me in a very disadvantageous position, and you in a profitable one rather than otherwise - your not only recovering the whole of my debt with interest, but getting by the end of the Bradford contract, probably double the amount besides my Clayton works.
	This I know was not your intent, nor is it your wish.  I will now illustrate your proposition as I understand it, with the would be results thereof - as also my counter proposition; begging your careful consideration of the whole question. I assume of course as you have assured me, that your object is to help me out of my trouble, recovering at the same time what I owe you; - which you cannot I assure you more ardently desire than I do; - as I think the proposal I herewith submit will fully demonstrate.
	IOU say £5200.     Your proposition as I understand it is that you take over my Clayton works at full value, and the balance of my debt with whatever amounts you may advance to start the Yorkshire business is to go as capital in said business, due to you, and to be refunded to you by Spence & Steuart - besides which you are to receive half the profits of said business, less one fourth to be deducted for management (or in other words 3/8ths of the gross profits for the seven years) as well as my paying you all IOU and giving you my Clayton works :- which altho' you value them at say £3200 will probably nett from £700 to £800 per annum an amount in seven years equal to my whole debt.  Again say, 
	Annual profits Yorkshire, rent and taxes being paid £2000  
		Less 1/4 for management £500 = £1500  
	Annual profit each £750 or £5250 for the seven years, to which add £5000 the probable profit of the Clayton works for seven years and the £2000 balance of my debt after deducting £3250 for the Clayton works, you would have £12,250 plus my Clayton Works - whilst my share of the profits after paying you the £2000 balance would be at the rate of £450 per annum for the seven years, with nothing to depend upon at the end of the Bradford contract, having lost my present works.
	I cannot see a chance of a renewal of the Bradford contract and Illingworth's lease (purchasing the works being altogether out of the question).
	We could not attempt to enter into a second contract for the liquor without being sure of getting the lease of the works renewed, which Illingworth would not do if he intended, (which would be most likely) tendering for the liquor himself or if he did not so intend, he would be sure to increase the rent, which I consider, and have done all along, far too high now.
	Now for my proposition, (Always bearing in mind that you wish to afford me every reasonable assistance to enable me to repay you, and that it is my most earnest desire to pay you; but at the same time to support my family and to have something at the end of the Bradford contract to enable me to do so.) 
	I owe you say £5,250.
	I suggest that David shall go to manage the Frizinghall works. As you intended him and as he wished to do so in the event of your or of his and Bob's getting the liquor contract, and as you proposed to me after I got it, his going to Yorkshire will be in accordance with your and his original wish and intention.  	Again as the chambers and the acid making require constant experienced attention and supervision, he knowing all that is necessary and requisite, both theoretically and practically, whereas I do not, his being at Frizinghall will be an additional advantage to the undertaking. I will of course go once or twice a week as necessary, to go through all the letters and a/cs for the week, bringing back to you full detailed weekly statements of everything done (at getting out which Wyld is quite proficient), examine and pay monthly a/cs, look out for new liquor contracts, &c, &c. David to have a fixed salary, or a share of the profits as may be agreed upon, the whole of the profits to go to you (and you to have the sole control of the same) until the amount thereof shall be equal to the amount of my debt, which shall be thereby paid, and which should be effected certainly in less than four years, after which the proceeds of the business to be divided between us, or between me and David if you wish him to take your place. By this you obtain the realisation of your wishes. You get all I owe you and David obtains profitable employment besides half the profit of the Yorkshire business after my debt is paid, either for him or yourself as you may decide. Of course the sums you advance for paying for liquor will be refunded with interest to you within a month or two at most, after made and such advances will be required for only the first two or three months. And the other advances say for plant and so forth, should be as a set off against the liquor contract and should not, I think exceed £500 including the furnaces, that being the only amount you will actually have subscribed as capital. I of course retain my Clayton works to enable me to get a living during the Bradford contract and after as according to this arrangement if taking Illingworth's works I could have nothing after the contract expires.
	Another thing I cannot possibly move from here now not having the means of doing so, and Jessie being within a week or two of her confinement.
	My monetary arrangements also with Bradbury as likewise my sulphate arrangements with him, what I have bought from Bolton &c some having been delivered in lieu of my own contracts &c and the sale being all in one a/c &c would make it difficult for me and would cause me additional loss (quite unnecessary as you will admit) to give up my place at Clayton, whereas by the end of another twelve months I shall be able to have all monetary matters (yours of course excepted) squared up and be able I trust to support my family without again getting into debt.
	Thus there is everything against me in entertaining your proposal, and everything in your and David's favor of entertaining mine, which I trust you will do forthwith.
	I have not of course hinted a word of this to David preferring that it should be done through you. I have to meet Illingworth and the Xors of his late partner on Tuesday to take stock of the acid which I think David had better go over about too, as he understands the calculations and all that is necessary much better than I do. The chambers will also require to be thoroughly examined by some experienced plumber as John will tell you. Knowing you will have a great deal to do on Monday forenoon, I can't tell what time you will most likely be disengaged. Will you therefore kindly send me a line, or a verbal message here, saying when and where it will suit you best to see me.
Yours most affectionately   (signed)  Vin

PSL1/566		 25th March 1881

My Dear David, 
	As it is well for you to have a record of what I named to you in aid of your enterprises in America I may say that I have sent a cheque to my Bankers for £200 which they will give you as a letter of credit on their agent at New York.
	I am also ready when you have made such contracts as will enable you to go into the matter to give my guarantee for repayment up to £5000 to the friend from whom you expect to borrow that sum.
I am dr David Yr aff Father    Peter Spence

PSL1/567		 24th March 1881

Dear Vin, 
	Your letter is the completest rigmarole ever I had the misfortune to peruse and none of its statements I may say have any force except upon the assumption that I have all along told lies and have been based upon taking in a simple but honest man. It seems I am the cause of not only all the blunders I may have committed myself, but all you have committed and they are not few. Your fatal blunder in turning over the money got from Spence Brothers shares to the Dunns without (as you had a right to) getting a discharge had led to all the subsequent involvement. You conveniently forget that I gave up all the shares I had to get you out of your scrapes, that I paid money largely for you and for some of it took useless shares not worth one penny. That I made you a present of over £5000 in value in the Salford contract, all of which you ran down the drain, and now you tell me it is not true that I got you the Bradford contract when I assert that Swallow was sent over (not to you) but to me and that his statement was "Mr Spence I am come to ask is this your contract because if it is we shall accept of it but if not we cannot accept Steuart as we know nothing of him".
	I said no Mr Swallow it is not my contract but I am to be connected with working it out and shall join in the contract. Then he said we accept of it.  I was thus the means of getting the contract, I took all the risk, furnished through David all the skill and supplied all the capital. I have got more annoyance and abuse than I ever got in a business matter in all my life and am now told that I have no right in the agreement which has been acted upon while all went to you but must be given up now when one third of the entire profit on [          ] would fall to me, and this agreement your own proposition in your own hand writing and never objected to by me but carried out in the [      ] possible manner in which I could understand it.
	The very fact that such an agreement was proposed by you upsets as mere rubbish all your statements as to previous understandings more favourable to you and all of them I utterly repudiate as being at all facts that ever happened.
	The position is this we are to all intents partners in the business and as such I am determined to stand and act out the agreement or terminate it in the only way such an agreement can be terminated and which I have pointed out. As to the books as you insinuate that I have not made them out fairly I insist on your withdrawing that, or at once getting a mutually chosen accountant to inspect them and conduct an audit.  Yrs vy truly Peter Spence

PSL1/570 		24th March 1881
Copy - Pendleton Alum Works, Manchr.
Dear Sir, 
	In replying to your inquiry we beg to say that Mr David Spence resigned his appointment as Manager of our Works at Frizinghall at the end of last month and has accordingly ceased his connexion with us.
Yours truly  Spence & Steuart

PSL1/571		 31st March 1881		Mr Chorlton, Solicitor, Brazenose St

Dear Sir, 			Spence & Kipping
	With the exception of the clause on P.8 the draught seems to be now correct. We are pleased with your promptitude and have no doubt we shall find you both "quick and sure".
Respectfully yours  for Peter Spence    F Spence

PSL1/572		 6th April 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	Curiously enough I had letter from Allen by morning post after I wrote you, so that yesterday morning I got the minute of the Committee's resolution.
	Of course this is the usual mode in which the business is and will be managed while you pay Allen to do your business while it is his interest to spoil it.
	The resolution is extremely absurd more so than it was when I heard it read, as I heard nothing of paying up the Robertson Milton £2 per share before any one else came in for partition. As Milton won't do anything and you are Chairman of the Committee I beg to hand you my answer to the resolution and as it is my Ultimatum it will be merely a waste of time to attempt to modify it, as in the prospective condition of the trade I am much less sanguine than I was, and shall not break my heart if the Committee declines it. I may say that I am still open to an offer to take the mortgage on the works at 7% same conditions as now.  Of course they won't have me as that might spoil ulterior objects, but this may enable you to fight for its reduction to that point at least.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence
	You will of course keep enclosed in confidence till the meeting of the Committee

PSL1/574		 [enclosure with PSL1/572]

	In answer to the resolution of the last meeting of the Committee of shareholders &c of the Goole Coy and which Peter Spence has got only this day (5th of April) he begs to say that his offer for a lease of the Coy's works and to which he is still willing to adhere, is to pay 3% per annum upon all the paid up capital of the Compy excepting what stands in his own name, to take and keep the mortgage without charge securing the lease and to take the stock, plant, (not under the mortgage) and debts, if materially of the value of the balance last made and for these to pay the sum equivalent to the money owing by the liquidator as per last balance. Mr Spence to have no responsibility at all as to any other debts and claims made subsequently or not disclosed in said balance sheet, and to have all the powers and rights of the Company as to manufacture and sale made over to him, and to be secured possession of the same during the said lease.
	That at the end of the said lease he is also willing to take the works &c from the said Compy in lieu of the said mortgage debt then due to him and in addition to that would agree to pay a sum to the shareholders equivalent to £3 for each paid up share of £20 on all the shares as then held by any parties other than himself or his executors.
	That on said payment being made the Company should transfer to him or his exors admins or assigns all these rights and titles to such works and property and give up all claims on such for ever and all privileges arising therefrom.
	That the mortgage be so drawn as to form a security for the fulfilment of the stipulations of the proposed agreement and that no other security is needed or will be given by the said P Spence and that he only holds himself bound by this offer if it is substantially agreed to by the said Committee during this month.    
	Peter Spence    Manchester    April 6 1881

PSL1/577		 5th April 1881		D V Steuart

Dear Sir, 
	I return you your letter which is such a tissue of misrepresentations that I do not wish to retain it in my possession. The offer you make at the end of your letter I can only characterise as a piece of impertinence on your part, and I will thank you for the future to leave the provision for my family alone.  	There are now three ways of settling this matter first, to adhere to your own stipulations and so carry out the partnership upon this compromise, or let the one buy out the other on the terms I have named, and either of these I am ready to implement.
	If neither of these is acceded to by you then the third course is to throw the matter into Chancery and compel an equal division of the profits of the partnership according to the original basis as entered into my ledgers during the first month of the Partnership and [         ] in red ink at the time of my acceptance of your compromise. This course I am unwilling to take but may be compelled to do.
	There is no use having a meeting until you are ready to act, either the partnership must go on, or I must be put quite clear of all responsibility in connection with it, and the consent of all the parties to that must be handed over to me. On that and the payment of £5000 and all the concern owes me as banker I shall willingly retire. As to your charge of actually lying in regard to Swallow's visit here, my clerks are as ready to swear as you are that they saw him and Mr Pickles also avers that on his leaving I communicated to my son Frank in his hearing that Swallow had said that if the contract was mine it would be accepted if not that it would not as they did not know Steuart.
	I have fully made up my mind and as soon as you have made up yours something should be done.  Yrs truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/579		 6th April 1881		W B Fox Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	My father has shown me yr letter and with reference to yr observation as to the reduct'n of working expenses I may say that if you come here I will show you how much better terms we have with our agents than the Goole Co with the Dunns.
	The Company pay them 1½% for selling sulphate. We and all other parties give only 1% or 2/- per ton less.
	Moreover the Company after paying them a commission for guaranteeing their customers a/cs gives them credit and takes all the risk of their stability. We get the full value in cash (less 5% per annum int of course) at delivery for all goods i.e. both for actual sales and stock when we have any stock in agents hands. Why don't you compel them to accept these terms or appoint other agents?
Yours faithfully   Frank Spence 

PSL1/580		 12th April 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I have yours and am not at all surprised at Adamson's course which is just securing him an indefinite control over the concern which is his one aim, and he seems with the aid of Allen to throw a glamour over you all. The Inspecting Committee seems to me to be a set of the merest noodles that ever any unfortunate Coy's concerns fell among.
	You are now giving the mortgagee an additional inducement to foreclose as soon as matters are made favourable which it will go hard with Adamson and Allen if they cannot effect. you have increased the liabilities of the liquidation by £2000 which is equal to a three or four years additional to Adamson and as this will be paid first you have removed the chance of the creditors getting their interest at all to the end of the century at the earliest.
	And you have submitted to this because your backbone is so weak that you do not even seem able to protest.
	I am thoroughly disgusted with the whole affair, although as I told you I expected as much and am not much disappointed with the result. It however brings to a point what I have been considering for some days and am now advised and fully determined upon doing.  That is I wash my hands of the whole effort to do anything for the shareholders, and consequently to take the works on a lease and will thank you to return me the ultimatum I entrusted to you to present to the meeting.
	I also withdraw the offer I made to you to take the mortgage at 7% for £12,000.  I may also say that it will be useless your calling a meeting of the Committee as there will be nothing to go before it and I may say that if called I do not intend to be present.
	I now leave the concern to fry in its own fat for the benefit of Allen Adamson and Dunns and bid farewell to any hope of getting my £700 of interest or any benefit for my shares except by law.
I am Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/584		 12th April 1881

Dear Vin, 
	I entirely agree in your remark that the sooner our business relations are terminated the better for both parties, and that this may be effected at once have given orders to my clerk to make out our exact position as at the balance on 31st Dec last. If all the preliminaries are over before the end of next month the settlement can be on this basis. If they are prolonged into June then the basis of June 30th balance can be made the basis.
	I may say that failing you I am ready to take the position of buyer on these terms.  I may further add that I must be gazetted as no longer belonging to the firm of Spence and Steuart, that my name and all responsibility must be removed from the liquor contract with the Bradford Corporation and that my name and that of my son Frank must be removed from the lease of Mr Illingworth's works and all responsibility therefor and the same from all other contracts.
	On these things being affected in addition to the payment of £5000 and settlement of the mutual account I shall cease to have any connection with the affair and turn over all my interest to you.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/586		 12th April 1881		D V Steuart Esq, Albert Chemical Works, Clayton

Dear Sir, 
	Herewith I beg to hand you statement showing the present position of our Frizinghall business taking into a/c the balance on our current a/c and the a/c of your debt on Dec 31/80. The profit declared then with the supplementary profit made by my payment of £508-17-6 on a/c of preliminary expenses as against us and the cash received & paid to April 12th 1881.
	On this date the balance of cash received over cash paid is £3213-17-1.  Against this there is a balance on current a/c on Dec 31st 1880 of £786-14-0 and the profit & supplementary profit amounting together to £2270-16-11 and disposed of as per statement enclosed as follows.
	To extinguish your old debt (as per statement rendered & agreed to by Mr Wyld) £780-14-6  To Mr D D Spence 1/10th of entire profit £227-1-8 and after deducting these sums the balance of profit remains to be shared by you & myself £631-10-4 to me & £631-10-5 to you.
	The balance shown in your favour (which balance includes your share of profit) you deciding to buy me out now for £5000, is £787-16-7.
	You also take the stock in hand on April 12th and the outstanding a/cs liabilities on the same date you would be responsible for.
	The position shown above will be modified a little as the state of Mr David Spence's a/c which is kept by Mr Wyld & possibly by one or two entries on a/c of casks ammonia supplied by Frizinghall on a/c of Birmingham or vice versa which the unsettled condition of the a/c has prevented being made at this date.  Trusting you will find the statements correct.
Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/592		 19th April 1881		Peter Spence & Co, Nechells Park Chemical Works

	per Mr Dick 
Dear Sir, 
	On reference to your balance sheet for Dec 31/80 I find as creditors P Spence £8393-2-3 and J S Kipping £5532-13-9.
	You do not state that these sums are on a/c of Capital but I take it for granted that the total of the two make up your Capital a/c.
	If I am correct in this assumption will you kindly explain how it is that Mr Kipping has £5532-13-9 credited to him for his proportion of the capital of the concern?
	I was given to understand that £5000 was the fixed limit to Mr Kipping's advances and on showing Mr Spence your statement of Capital a/c sent last Sept he observed that Mr K's proportion was over this limit and remarked upon it.
	Please write at once as it is desirable that a clear definite understanding should be established so that there may be no questionings or uncertainty on the subject.
	I was about crediting current a/c and debiting Mr Spence's Birmingham Works Capital a/c with the difference between £8393-2-3 and £7300-1-4 the proportion charged to Mr Spence in your statement of Sept last but refrain from doing so until I hear from you.
Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/593a		16th April 1881
Copy - Smedleys
Dear Fox, 
	We are here and shall probably be for all the week. I have lost all heart in the Goole affair as it seems evident to me that you are all only half convinced of the ruin that is impending on the affair and therefore your action is only half hearted, and with the astute and unscrupulous lawyer you have got against the Company, who the more he does for Adamson has the greater claim upon him, and with the Committee deluded by Adamson's misrepresentations acting extremely like as if they were in a conspiracy to sell the Company into the hands of the liquidator and his myrmidons. (I do not say that it comes to that, but if there could have been proved to be a conspiracy for this object the means taken are exactly such as would have been expected in such a case.) The only motive that they can have however to act as they are doing seems to be a determination to face me under the impression that I must see the thing to be capable of yielding a large profit.
	Well now the profit becomes extremely doubtful and hazardous and although I as yet am convinced I could make it pay the shareholders and probably also my own share yet as nobody gives me an atom of credit for acting for their benefit all that I would be likely to make out if it, and the small chance there is for its being carried out, with the half hearted support I have got and the complications which are being systematically introduced into it by Allen, make it as I am advised unsafe to take another step in the matter.As my solicitor tells me that in present circumstances even the mortgage will be unsafe as any shareholder may dispute Adamson's tampering with it as he is now doing as neither he nor the Chairman of the Committee have the right to add to the amount of outstanding debts and thus to keep the creditors out of their money.
	I therefore see no object in my coming to the meeting and no hope from any course that is likely to be taken.
	The only hope now is that it will not pay the expenses of Allen, Adamson, Dunns, and Groome, and this from what I know of the probabilities of the trade is the most likely way by which the crisis will be expedited, but in that case I can see no hope for the shareholders, it will go to the highest bidder and I would not offer much for the surplus left after paying all expenses.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence 
	[note "exact copy of letter sent to Fox by Thu post 16 Apl/81 PS"]

PSL1/593b		18th April 1881			Peter Spence Esq, Alum Works, Manchester

Dear Sir, 		Spence & Steuart, Finance
	I am advised from Frizinghall that the Bradford liquor monthly cheque will be payable on 21st inst and as you have paid the other accounts for this month, and have funds in hand to meet the monthly liquor payment &c also, you had better complete the months payments, and I will begin with next months payments, and thus simplify the accounts. There are one or two things in Mr Pickles statement which I do not understand, but as I am going to Frizinghall tomorrow, Wyld will no doubt be able to explain them by reference to the books. I will send copy of this to Matlock in case you do not come to Manchester tomorrow.
	Trusting you all continue well, despite the return of the East wind. I am 
Yours faithfully  D V Steuart

PSL1/593c		18th April 1881
Copy to Stead
Dear Vin, 
	I think you must see that you are acting prematurely in assuming that the business of Spence & Steuart has become yours before you have done anything in fulfilment of the stipulation in which the transfer is proposed to be found.
	Let my responsibilities be withdrawn, the money paid and then I shall get the matter gazetted and you will have full liberty of action, meantime the affair should remain in statu quo till that is done.
	As to purchase of your works and contracts I don't think it would suit me at all, more especially upon the terms named.
	We are all well here at present & join in kind love to you.
Yours Peter Spence

PSL1/593d		19th April 1881
	Copy - Matlock 
Dear Fox, 
	I have just wired you "I withdraw from the impossibility of carrying out with your Lawyer your enemy I cannot take risk of any outside claims, and alter my ultimatum in any material point."  I find I shall have to be in Manchester on Thursday on other business but shall not be present at the meeting unless the Committee see their way to accept my offer and to carry it out by going to the court, and getting the matter legally decided, and for this point it seems to me a sine qua non that the Directors should at once meet and choose a legal adviser to assist them in saving the concern from utter wreck. my coming to the meeting would only aid the delusion that I will offer anything to get possession of Goole with such glorious prospects of making money, but I am not, and while if requested by the Committee I might for the shareholders sake still offer my ultimatum, I will not give way one iota to the selfish demands of the opposing parties that they should get the preference over me who yielded and paid ten times as much as they altogether did to keep Goole afloat.  I will not alter the proposed payments of £3 per £20 paid up to all other shareholders then holding shares besides myself, but I should be quite willing to leave the matter so that either alternative, buy the works or leave them, may be adopted, but that should be decided now, and I should be willing to allow 3½% per cent for the last five years with the option to me of giving up the concern at a years notice, these are mere hints for your guidance and with the object of shewing you that I am not shirking my responsibility in offering what I have all along done. If your meeting is to have any result you should ask Allen to retire, his only object is to defeat the majority of the Committee, and as his legal opinion is generally wrong he is only a delusion and a snare when you look to him for guidance.  As to the mortgage, it would be no use making the offer you name as they would get over it some way, besides Stead says that he does not think the mortgage would be safe with JBS's claim hanging over however absurd it may seem, and your Lawyer being JBS's adviser would try and involve me so as to trip me up on that matter for his clients benefit for they are "birds of a feather".  If the Directors had a Legal adviser and if he advised that the mortgage was safe I should take it for 6½ per cent for the £12,000 at once.
	I have not time to copy this, and have not a press here, but if needed please keep and let me have it at Manchester to copy.
Yours very truly  (signed) P Spence

PSL1/594		 21st April 1881

Dear Vin, 
	I am in receipt of your covering cheque of £958-6-4 which will be formally acknowledged.  As I take it you agree to the financial affairs of Spence & Steuart being conducted as formerly until otherwise arranged by resolution or mutual agreement I have today remitted cheque for the usual monthly payment to the Bradford Corporation.
	I return to Matlock this afternoon and we shall probably stop till this day week.  Had a letter from David posted on arrival they had head winds and rough seas for the last five days but stood it well and he was every day at table after touch sickness on leaving Queenstown.
Yr aff father    Peter Spence

PSL1/595		 22nd April 1881	D V Steuart Esq, Albert Chemical Works, Clayton

Dear Sir, 
	Herewith I send you corrected statement of the position of Messrs Spence & Steuart on the 12th inst showing on that date a balance in their favour (this balance including your proportion of the profit for the half year ending Dec 31st 1881) of £1072-18-6 which agrees with Mr Wyld's figure.
	This statement however does not take into account Mr David Spence's salary from Jany 1st of this year until he left for America nor any balance which may be to the credit of his a/c apart from this.
	The balance of interest, bank commission and any other sundry items which may reveal themselves remain to be dealt with upon the actual transfer of the business.
Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/597a		22nd April 1881			J J Knight Esq
	Copy - Matlock 
Dear Sir, 
	I have a note from my son this morning covering your exposition of your mode of separating Phosphoric acid from Phosphate of Alumina. Now your process appears to me to be new and displays chemical ability and ingenuity, but as to its practicability, which is really the great matter, it is impossible for me to speak confidently, at all events it would require great modification or licking into shape before it became a working process, and whether it will bear that is a question that can only be answered by large experiments.
	Unfortunately you seem restricted to the value of one of the constituents and that value is limited.  Your trisulphate of alumina & iron would be of no use except for sewage, as in these phosphates the iron always bears a large proportion, and in some that I know of, rich in phosphoric acid the iron preponderates over the alumina. Again requiring so much strong acid you will have great difficulty in separating your solution of PO5 from your magma, mechanical means will leave a large quantity and you are precluded from dilution therefore you must lose PO5 largely, then your sulph acid must be largely in excess and if you add more phosphate you increase your loss of PO5 in order to save your SHO4.  If you adopt the alternative of acting upon ordinary phosphate of lime you introduce another element altogether & in my opinion as a manufacturer would reduce your process to small value. I think there may be some modes of getting over some of these difficulties, but they could only be verified by experiments on the material, which I am sorry to say I have in very large quantity, something like 2000 tons of it now lying useless and so have every inducement to look favorably on any process that would be likely to solve the difficulty.
	In what shape have you put the matter, have you provisionally specified your patent for securing it, in that case would it cover any modification which might materially alter the mode or the use of the substances, if not it might be dropt and a new patent be commenced embodying these modifications.  In what shape would you put the matter so far as I am concerned, and do you want me to set some experiments agoing for as soon as possible deciding the practicability of the process.
Yours truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/597b		23rd April 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir,  		Private 
	I have your favor of y'day with your draft proposal of a few weeks ago.  As my father is at present away from Manchester for a little change I will let the matter stand over till he returns.  I therefore return the document, copy having been retained, and remain,
Yours faithfully  Frank Spence

PSL1/598		 28th April 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We beg to thank you for your favour of the 27th inst & statement.  The Plant Suspense a/c is one which was not understood by the writer until a few weeks ago and being only incidentally named then had passed out of mind.
	We hand you statement from which you may easily understand how the balance of this a/c will affect a formal balance when taken into consideration.
	You will notice that we do not take into a/c the interest you name on a/c of D V Steuart because we have already fully considered & allowed for it in our previous statement of his debt showing a balance of £780-14-6.
	We shall be glad to hear from you further if there is any point on which you are not quite clear or should you require a fuller statement.
Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/599		 29th April 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	On further consideration of the balance shown in my previous statement I find that the balance agreed upon by the writer & Mr Wyld when he came over here will be quite correct.
	The agreement between Mr Steuart & Mr Spence was that the latter should pay the preliminary expenses out of his own pocket.
	By our oversight this was not done at the outset nor until Mr Spence had the arrangement recalled to his mind by a letter from Mr Steuart.
	Meantime it appears that Mr Wyld had arranged for the amount being paid off by the Plant Suspense a/c and by this method the firm was actually paying off what Mr Spence had agreed to pay himself.
	Of course the profits were diminished by the amount and thus far were inaccurately stated.  Now Mr Spence pays the full amount and by adding this to the last profit declared the matter is put in order and the former error made right as far as may be done.
	It is evident however that to take into a/c the amount paid through Plant Suspense a/c and only debit Mr Spence with the balance would be to saddle the firm with a portion of Mr Spence's obligation which he cannot allow.
	The statement rendered (as corrected) on the 22nd inst and showing a balance in favour of the firm of £1072-18-6 (which includes Mr Steuart's proportion of profit) will therefore be found correct.  Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/601		 2nd May 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	We returned from Matlock on friday when I got your letter but was otherwise so busy that it got overlooked. I had your other enclosure from Adamson re the most [brazen?] of J B Spence's claims [         ] - as that must has been made out by Allen there is in all probability a loophole sufficient to give future trouble.
	My present position is this, the prospects of the Alum trade are to my view so deplorable that instead of there being an inducement for me to go into it at Goole the prospect of my now paying the 3% would depend on my obtaining the works at great risk and conducting the trade in a different style to that which now prevails.
	For the sake of the shareholders I might still be willing to run the risk if they were so anxious for me to do so and to take active measures to get it carried out.
	That they have not done, so far all the activity has come from my pushing the matter forward but of course I am credited by other parties as only risking my own interest this I shall do no longer. If you come to me and ask me to take it up on the terms of my Ultimatum I will not withdraw from my promise, but you must take the responsibility of getting the consent of the Court to the arrangement, and for that purpose you must get a solicitor of ability to take up the case of the Compy, as I have no confidence in anything done by Allen who is usually working against the company.
	When you have instructed a solicitor and he and my solicitor are satisfied that there is no claim that will interfere with the security of the mortgage I am ready to take it up for the £12,000 at 7% with 6 months notice on either side for repayment. As to your statement that JBS claims can only be subsequent to 1878 and could not therefore possibly invalidate the mortgage, this may be true, but a new mortgage would be required and if that were in Allen's hands he would have a good case that the interest of his client JBS in the matter had the precedence of client of the new mortgagee.
	In fact I shall have nothing to do with the Goole affair where Allen is the guiding spirit, and I do not intend attending any more of the Committee meetings if he be present to mislead them.
I am, Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/605		 4th May 1881		J J Knight Esq

My Dear Sir, 
	We have tried repeated experiments on your process but with extremely unpromising results, with equal weight of calcined Rodonda Phos and 140Tw acid the stuff sets hard and fast like toffy and it would be out of the question to attempt getting a drop of liquid from it, with even three to one of acid it becomes merely an acid magma and separation seems to be out of the question.  It seems, (though I did not recollect of it) that after we had converted the Alumina into Alum, and had thus removed the largest base, that Mr Esilman actually separated the iron by boiling down the mother liquor with acid largely added and thus reduced the iron oxide to .25 but the process was decided to be impracticable on the ground of the manipulating but chiefly from the large quantity of OV required.
	As the iron in this Ro Phos is as 10 to 22 of Alumina, if we were successful in practically separating the smaller base the difficulty must be enormously increased when instead of 10 base you have 32% to contend with, and although we are still trying some experiments I am afraid there is poor hope of ultimate success.
	Would you kindly say whether you were correct in stating that your fathers firm are importing Kainit with potash equivalent to 24 to 26% sulphate at 30/- delivered at Widness.
Yrs vy truly   Peter Spence

PSL1/607		 4th May 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We have given your note of the 30th ult our careful consideration and agree with you that as regards the sum of £34-13-3 there is no doubt that you are right and that it must be deducted from this last half years profit.
	With respect to the larger sum with interest thereon we still feel assured of the accuracy of our conclusion as explained in our note of the 29th ult and hope to be able to clear the matter by the following remarks.
	Mr Spence agreed to pay £508-17-9 for preliminary expenses.  The matter passing out of mind it was not paid at once and you open an a/c for the amount debiting Mr Spence with it.  It is therefore an asset and when paid will increase you profits accordingly.
	Meantime however overlooking that Mr Spence is bound to pay this you arrange for clearing it off by taking from each half years profit 1/10th of the amount.
	By doing so you put upon Mr Steuart & Mr Spence a portion of Mr Spence's indebtedness inasmuch as the profits are diminished by whatever is taken from them to place against Mr Spence's debt.
	Is not this obvious? The method of dealing with the Plant Suspence a/c as adopted by you is therefore erroneous and each instalment with interest thereon now requires to be credited to profit & loss a/c, the interest having been lost to us through your method of dealing with the a/c. Having done this the original balance of debt owing by Mr Spence remains which you write off by transferring it to the credit of Profit & Loss and thus extinguish Plant Suspense a/c.
	In your statement after crediting Profit & Loss by the instalments on the one hand you actually debit it again on the other thus really leaving the matter in "status quo". We hand you a statement based on the assumption that Plant Suspense a/c was Rck'd simply as a debit against Mr Spence and show thereby how the profits would have been increased, the interest and position of Mr Steuart's a/c altered as also the Current a/c & finally the position on the 12th ultimo.  We trust you will find this statement satisfactory & correct and that it will furnish the basis of a settlement.
Yours truly for Peter Spence    J H Pickles
	P.S. On reflection I think my statement of the final result will be less as the interest charged on the instalments must I suppose needs come off the profit.  J.H.P.

PSL1/612		 6th May 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Mr Fox, 
	I have yours but I am not convinced that my offer at 7% is not better than the renewal of £10,000 @ 7½ = 750 as the £2000 will have to be borrowed either from the Bank or otherwise at 5% this makes £850 instead of £840, but of course does not afford the same security for the status quo which is the great object of Adamson Allen Dunns & Coy.
	However as it seems from yours that I had promised to take it at 6½ (but which I had forgot when I wrote my last) I am still willing to adhere to that on the condition named that is your getting an independent solicitor for the company and he and my solicitor agreeing as to the security of the mortgage. I will then take it at 6½% with 6 months notice, the mortgage to include all that is now under it.
	I shall be glad to see you next week. I shall be at Birmingham on Monday but do not know of any other engagements.
	Of course you will not succeed unless you take a firmer position than has hitherto been as your opponents are struggling for a living at the expense of whosoever it may concern.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/614		 6th May 1881

Dear Mr Kipping, 
	I have just had my attention called to the action of the Gas Committee of the Salford Corporation, who it seems have been advised to accept the offer of a Mr Klonne of Dortmund to erect works for them on a three year contract.
	As I believe his plan is some stupid German patent and may in fact be unworkable as many of their schemes are it is evident that Hunter the manager has been engaged as "special counsel". As I won't do any of that dirty work I have now not the slightest chance either in Manchester or Salford.
	If you saw your friend the member of the Gas Committee you could tell him that our works in Birmingham are in a thickly populated neighbourhood, that we do four times as much liquor as Salford produces and that we have no complaints of nuisance and in fact make none.
	I may say that whatever Klonne's offer is, (if he is to pay it straightforwardly as I should) I would do it as cheaply and give a guarantee that there should be no nuisance.
	We are going up to Birmingham on Monday to convince the Gas Committee that our extra erections mean [          ] are absolutely needful.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/616		 6th May 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	I reply to your favour of yesterday's date we beg to say that our error has been in treating the Plant Suspense a/c as an asset whilst taking into account at the same time the payment which made the above a/c no longer an asset.
	This was the error of our last statement and the error of the one previous was of the same kind only less in degree as we took one half of the P.S. a/c as an asset.
	The enclosed statement of P & L a/c and of the position on the 12th ult will we believe now agree with yours.
	Expressing our regret that we have caused you so much trouble we remain  
Yours truly  for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/618		 10th May 1881		G Illingworth Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I beg to withdraw my name from the guarantee given to the Manchester & Country Bank for an overdraft of £2,000 to Mr E Adamson, Liquidator for the Goole Alum & Smelting Coy.
	Will you kindly acknowledge receipt of this notice and oblige
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/619		 11th May 1881		G Illingworth Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Thanks for yours with the information as to the present position of your a/c with the Liquidator of the Goole Alum & Smelting Coy.
	I must adhere to my notice of withdrawal of my guarantee and you must look to Mr Adamson and the other guarantors for the security of the a/c as I cannot retain the responsibility any longer.
I am, Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/620		 12th May 1881		I Greatrix Esq, Chairman, Inspecting Committee, Goole 
							Alum & Smelting Co Ltd
Dear Sir, 
	In accordance with the statement I made you personally yesterday, I now beg to repeat that if in the opinion of an independent solicitor on behalf of the Directors and Shareholders of the Goole Alum & Smelting Compy, and to the satisfaction of my solicitors, the mortgage on the Goole works is legally safe and clear of all outside claims, I am in that case ready to take it for the full sum of £12,000 (twelve thousand pounds) at the rate of 6½ per centum annually for the term of three years with notice of six months to each party before the expiration of the term.
	If the present mortgage (which is no doubt [        ] to the mortgagee [                              ] assigned to me, with the stipulated term and reduction of interest, this would of course simplify the matter and give all the security of the present mortgage.
I am, Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/622		 19th May 1881

Dear Vin, 
	As I am going at two o'clock today to open a Bazaar it would not be convenient at the hour you name, tomorrow at the same hour I shall for anything I know at present be disengaged.
Yrs vy affy    Peter Spence	If any sudden engagement calls me away I will let you know. PS

PSL1/623		 21st May 1881		A M Chance Esq

My dear Sir, 
	I am very sorry you should have had to remind me of my duty as to this matter. It has been upon my mind for some time to write you on the subject in question but the simple fact is I am over head and ears in the Railway and Canal Rates question. We are large losers by the present regime and I am completing a heavy indictment against the Co's as my fathers brief when before the Select Committee.
	Meantime I may say that we both see great objections to the arrangement you propose although as fully convinced as you can be that a mutually profitable modus vivendi could and should be arrived at betwixt all three parties.
	When we saw the Gas Committee a fortnight or so ago about a complaint they had made as to the works on the report of their engineer a humorous reference was made to the loss of money now going on by the carriage of liquor!
	I expect this rates matter will be off our hands in a very short time now and we will again resolutely attack the subject.
	Have you any midland county facts you could give me showing that Ry Co's have put high tolls on their canals, allowed them to fall into bad repair or otherwise done their best to divert their traffic onto the rails. I have important information of this kind from other districts. My father means to suggest a radical ending for the evil when before the Committee.
I remain My Dear Sir  Very truly yours    Frank Spence

PSL1/625		 23rd May 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Do you propose to offer for Walsall and Stratford on Avon? If you don't we will but if you do we won't - in view of the negotiations now pending and which we believe may be brought to a mutually satisfactory result. Please say by return & oblige.
Yours faithfully    Frank Spence

PSL1/626		 25th May 1881		A M Chance Esq

My dear Sir, 			Private
	One line to say in reply to yours that we are not going to bid for the liquor of either of the two towns.
	After the contracts are let we will be in a position to show you how very much we have been tempted to do so in at least one case.  The reason you suggest our givng for not tendering you will perceive on second thoughts is not strictly correct.
	We shall simply say to anybody who names the subject that we are to conduct researches with the B'ham liquor.
Very faithfully yours    Frank Spence

PSL1/626a		27th May 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Mr Chance, 
	As the time for commencement of the new contract is getting near and it would take some time, if we get the Windsor St liquor, to lay a pipe preparatory to our taking it, I shall again place before you a scheme which I think could be carried out and would, if so, be mutually beneficial.
	That the Gas Committee should agree to extend the West Bromich contract to seven years from July next on the present schedule of prices and that they should deliver it at your works free of expense to you as they now do to us, they would thus save nearly half the cost of carriage, my impression is that they would consent to this. That they should turn over the contract for Windsor St, made with you, to us, I doing my utmost to get them to take the schedule for our contract instead of the new one but I should not make this a sine qua non, as the claims are about equal to either party the uncertainty and consequent risk being its worst feature.
	We should arrange with them as to laying the pipe. The other matter as to competition we are now acting upon, and that would remain as before arranged. If this meet your views we might at once get the matter before the Committee for their assent & get the affair completed.  
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/626b		3rd June 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	After long consideration of the matter of our negotiation we see no way of an agreement upon your proposal for the exchange of liquors, in fact your propositions assume all the advantage as yours, we having none except the increased quantity from Windsor St at an increased price at which we should not purchase if offered to us.  If anything is therefore to be done it must be on the lines of our previous proposition to you, and that must be decided on forthwith as we are placing ourselves in an awkward position by declining to make any offers for the liquor contracts now in the market.
	We would propose therefore that as far as the Gas Committee will have to be parties to any transfers of our interests in the liquor that we and you should meet Mr Smith and consult with him in confidence as to any arrangement which might appear to him practicable with the Committee as well as mutually beneficial to us.
	Can you make such a meeting convenient at an early date say during next week if Mr Smith will be at home - for the sake of all parties this matter should be brought to a head at once if at all.
	The writer would take the opportunity of expressing his deep sympathy with you in the great loss your family have sustained in the unexpected death of your worthy brother - My son Frank wishes me to express his sympathy with you.  
I am Dear Sir Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/626c		6th June 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Yours to hand.  I do not see that we can make any progress by your coming down. We must arrange together with the Corporation, as the laying of a pipe to our works is a "sine qua non" and that must have their consent. We have ascertained that there is no chance of West Bromich coming to a close but a great probability of its extension so that makes the change of less importance to us.
	We have little doubt the Gas Committee would extend W B contract to the 7 years delivering the liquor to your works and then turn over the Windsor St to us we agreeing with them as to laying a pipe.
	If you cannot see your way to agreeing in some such terms, you must really say so at once that we may resume our liberty of offering for contracts now when they are in the market, this so far we have done nothing in except declining to offer but we must really be set at liberty this week and unless you can give us an assurance that on our lines an agreement can be come to then we shall consider ourselves quite at liberty to offer.  Hoping you will see your way to a mutually acceptable settlement of this question 
I am Dear Sir Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/627		 8th June 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Yours just to hand. I find by this morning's correspondence that two of the contracts for which but for these negotiations we should have offered, have just been settled and another is imminent and almost too late for any tendering. I only named this matter as consequence of the rather dilatory mode in which the negotiation has been conducted, not on our part for although much engaged had you on my decisively declining the propositions (in principle) which you sent down by your Mr [ - blank - ] replaced them by a proposition on other lines, it would have been at once entered into.
	Instead of this after an extensive delay you send down a written proposition on the same basis as that rejected and so far as I see not materially differing from that you originally made in Birmingham and which had also been decidedly declined by me. I should not now have to repeat that any proposition for a mere exchange of quantities of liquor does not and I believe cannot present inducement for our entering into the engagements which we have proposed to accept.
	And unless you are prepared for an exchange of contracts on equitable terms which we believe we can induce the Gas Committee to sanction there is virtually an end to the prospect of an agreement.
	I may again repeat what I think would be a fair rearrangement for all parties under the Gas Committee without whose sanction I may say we shall move not one step further in the matter.
	That in the first place you should have the West Bromwich liquor for seven years delivered free into your works on our schedule of prices and for that time be guaranteed the minimum quantity of liquor as now produced and if that is different that we make up the difference to you by delivering it at same price and terms.
	That on this basis and with the consent of the Gas Committee to the two years extension we make over the West Bromwich contract to you.
	That you with the consent of the Gas Committee make over the Windsor Street contract to us, we arranging with the Gas Com as to the schedule and laying of the pipe, that we refrain as we are now doing from competition with you as to the liquors of the various surrounding gas works during the continuance with these contracts with Corporation of Birmingham and that at the termination of these contracts we are both free to act as we see best for our own interests.
	This is a very plain and simple arrangement is virtually what we have proposed from the beginning and to enable you to decide I may say that virtually we shall adhere to it to the end so that if you really mean to come to terms it becomes a matter of small difficulty.
	I may add that these propositions can only benefit us if acceded to (as far as they are concerned) by the Gas Committee.
I am, Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/630a		13th June 1881

		Copy for Private Letter Book 
Dear Mr Smith, 
	Would it be quite convenient to you if I came up to see you on Wednesday?  We are impressed with the importance of your suggestion to bring the matter to a point with all speed and as we have now after much difficulty and determination in our negotiations with Mr Chance carried the point that your interests shall be consulted as well as ours it now rests with the Committee to consent to a practicable arrangement.
	Would you therefore kindly wire tomorrow to each of the following addresses whether I could meet you if I came up on Wednesday. 
	Frank Spence, The Mount, Fleetwood.  
	Peter Spence, Pendleton Alum Works, Manchester.
Hoping to meet you & find you personally greatly improved in health & tone.  I am, Dear Mr Smith, 
Very truly yours  Frank Spence

PSL1/631		 16th June 1881	

Dear Mr Stead, 
	I am inclined to give all reasonable time for completion and have now exceeded considerably the original agreement.
	If however the whole matter is completed by the 30th of this month and all the releases agreed to I shall still keep to the 31 Decr balance as the basis of arrangement, if not completed then it must be on the basis of the balance sheet as taken from 30th of the month.
	As you are acting for Mr Steuart in the matter and it is not well for a solicitor to act for both parties I shall place the papers in the hands of Mr Thomas Chorlton of Brazennose St to look over them for me, they can hardly be returned this afternoon as named.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/633		 17th June 1881	

Dear Mr Townsend, 
	I have lately had offered me a patent process for utilising Rodonda Phosphate.  It neither touches my mode which failed nor any of yours and although it seems possible I don't much like it.
	But it has brought up the fact that I have about 2000 tons of the Rodonda mineral which cost me over £8000 and it has been lying eating its head off these last 10 years or so.
	Are any of your plans workable and if so would you say which is the best in a mercantile point of view and if you could advise me to adopt it and would licence me at a [      ] sum per ton of the [       ] to do so.
	If this arrangement was made I should put myself to some cost in giving it a fair trial as I am naturally anxious to recoup some of the loss of say £25,000 which the Rodonda alum process cost me.
I am, Dear Sir  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/635		 4th July 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	There is only one reply to your letter of 4th inst (sent on to the writer at the sea side).  We are as strongly impressed as ever that your course in this matter has been marked by anything but frankness.
	For example - only at the last moment did you inform us that you had an arrangement for a pipe in your contract with the corporation; and similarly you still avoid giving us any indication what are the "great difficulties" you see in the way of an exchange of contracts.
	However as we have neither time for a controversy upon the subject nor for the continuance of the negotiations conducted upon such principles we have now only to add that when you are prepared to exchange contracts on the basis of our taking Windsor Street and arranging with the corporation to alter to our schedule and lay a pipe to Nechells at our cost; West Bromwich liquor being maintained in quantity and delivered for seven years at same schedule free to your works - all of which we believe to be quite practicable - we shall be prepared to reopen the matter and We are 
Your obedient servants  Peter Spence    per Frank Spence

PSL1/637		 6th July 1881		T Chorlton Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose you statement by which it appears that the sum of £2064-9-7 is all that Mr Steuart will have to pay over to me.
	This is smaller than I supposed which is accounted for by the fact that a payment of over £900 came in a few days ago. We shall from now neither pay nor receive.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/639		 6th July 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We are in receipt of your telegram reading as follows "Statement of a/c received the balance brought forward first January overcharged £527-6-2 writing fully".
	We replied as per copy enclosed and believe the mode in which we have treated the a/c to be quite in order as although a [               ] was shown for division on the 31st Decr last by your balance sheet the Cash a/c did not show a sufficient credit to pay the profit with at that date.
	In rendering our a/c to the solicitors we have credited Mr Steuart with his proportion of the profit viz £527-6-2 in addition to the balance of £1240-1-1 which remains after deducting bank commission £17-4-2.
	We show over the leaf the position as stated to the solicitor and beg you will say whether this is not correct.
Yours truly  for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/641		 7th July 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We are in receipt of your favour of yesterday and of your telegram of today advising us that your Mr Wyld was not coming.
	Replying to your question re Income Tax we beg to say that we believe Mr Steuart was duly advised of the debit although advising the form was overlooked.
	We now reduce this debit by £13-3-8 being the amount of Income Tax on £527-6-2 Mr Spence's proportion of profit for the half year ending Dec 31st 1880.
	We find your corrections of Interest extensions quite right and herewith hand you supplementary statement which includes Bank Commission, Differ in Interest as per your corrections & allowance of Income Tax as before named and show the position on June 30th 1881 without including the £527-6-2 due Mr Steuart for his proportion of profit on half year ending Decr 31st 1880 this amount having been dealt with in our statement to the solicitors.
	This statement which we have not supplemented will now of course be erroneous to the extent of £13-5-4 now added to your credit.  Trusting the matter is now quite clear.
Yours truly  for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/643		 7th July 1881		A M Chance Esq

Dear Sir, 
	We regret that after reading your reply to our letter of 4th inst our impression of your action is in no way shaken. You go on to say with regard to your "great difficulties" that if we had acceded to your proposed interview you could have discussed them with us.
	We reply that if you are now really prepared to frankly state what the difficulties are we are ready to discuss them with you. Without that it is absurd to talk of prolonging negotiations.
	The matter is very simple. From the first we clearly laid down the lines upon which we were prepared to proceed. If these were quite inadmissible then the matter was at an end and we should have been distinctly told so in time to prevent the substantial loss we incurred by abstaining from bidding for contracts.  We beg to decline the 500,000 gallons you tender us as you might possibly regard it as placing us under some obligation to forbear from offering for pending & future contracts.
	We have once more the pleasure to be free and shall not again so lightly part with our liberty in this respect.  We are 
Yours faithfully for Peter Spence    Frank Spence

PSL1/645		 8th July 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We beg to acknowledge receipt of your favour of yesterday's date and in reply hand you a final statement which will we trust meet with your approval.
	The write begs to apologize for his error in bringing down the total addition as the balance in the statement rendered you yesterday.
	With regard to the balance on Mr D Spence's a/c we hope that in view of all the circumstances you will not ask for this.
Yours truly  for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/647		 11th July 1881		Spence & Steuart, Frizinghall Chemical Works, Shipley

Dear Sirs, 
	We are in receipt of your favour of the 9th inst and find you are quite correct with the exception of the amount of £2064.
	This should be £2060 Mr Spence having received 4 £500 notes and 6 £10 notes.  We therefore hand you a corrected statement showing a balance due to you of £24-8-7 which will be at once paid over to you on receipt of your advice confirming its accuracy.
Yours truly  for Peter Spence    J H Pickles

PSL1/649		 14th July 1881		Mr Cheetham [Patent agent]

Dear Sir, 			Private 
	Will you please come up here if at all possible immediately on receiving this.  An American last evening after all our staff were gone took sketches of the furnace and if we do not get the thing patented instanter he will be in a position to plead prior user.
Yours faithfully for Peter Spence    Frank Spence

PSL1/650		 2nd August 1881		Messrs Rooke Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 			Private
	We regret exceedingly to say anything to anybody's disparagement and we now only do so after months of hesitation but - if you are keeping Mr H on our a/c we feel it our duty to tell you that he is of almost no earthly use to us.
	We now never look at his letters because we have found for a very long time back that there is really nothing in them and so far as feeling the pulse of the market is concerned and keeping us thoroughly posted up he is of no use at all.  We remain Dear Sirs, 
Yours faithfully for Peter Spence    Frank Spence

PSL1/651		 11th August 1881		Messrs Rooke Spence & Co

Dear Sirs, 
	I referred your remarks re Hooson to my father and he replies that he should be "Let go". We mean that so far as our business is concerned we don't want you to go on incurring this unprofitable expenditure, and we are not aware that he is worth keeping for your own purposes - but that of course you know best.
	Hope you will be able to buy the 2500 brls the price being so extremely low.
Very truly yours    Frank Spence

PSL1/652		 18th August 1881		Mr W Ross, King Street, Manchester

Dear Sir, 		Recent sale of 100 tons 
	The statements and conclusions of your letter are equally erroneous. After having failed in your efforts to sell the lot at £20-15/- when offered simultaneously to yourself and another merchant and again when offered to you alone at £20-13-3 you told the writer on Tuesday that the market was weaker and you could not now give £20-12-6. You desired me however to leave the parcel under offer to you at £20-12-6 for an indefinite time and out of harms way of course from the other merchant. but the writer preferring to ask his father's mind upon the matter did not accede to the proposal.  Shortly after you left, the other party called and on being asked if he had any definite offer to make named £20-12-6 which the writer very naturally considered it prudent to accept at once.
	The question of whether it was bought for speculation or for legitimate trade is not a matter for writer to discuss [         ] enable all my sales to be made to yourself and others as merchants for [cost] and indeed you have yourself admitted that you had occasionally indulged in this forbidden fruit under certain circumstances. However, as already remarked, that does not concern me in any shape as I do not take the smallest risk from such transactions if people are foolish enough to be tempted into them.
	Having said this much I would now just as frankly say on the other side that I have a real desire to give you, as a former trusted servant, all the business I can put into your hands. I cannot however do this when it means actual sacrifice of price.
	As you are aware I have repeatedly intimated that were it not for the necessity of a little "foreign competition" now and then to keep you up to the mark (a necessity which you have yourself frankly recognised) I would gladly give you the whole of my sulphate business. I have gone farther and added that if you could suggest any plan that would entirely obviate that necessity I would very gladly fall in with it. You have now made a spirited proposal in this direction which the writer has transmitted to his father and which the latter thinks the retrospective comparison of price we are now making may possibly prove to be a practical arrangement.
	With regard to the moral claim you consider you have on any sales arising from your cooperation in obtaining the Birmingham contract your services in connection with that transaction were certainly very readily given though they were by no means principal factors in bringing about the successful result.  I do not however wish in any way to undervalue what you did and as I believe you acted with me because I had shown my desire to help you by giving you my sales where-ever practicable. I have since I think (not to mention other evidence) by recently challenging you to propose a practicable plan which would secure you all my sulphate sales sufficiently manifested the continuance of my good intentions [        ] second thoughts therefore in this as you must perceive not only that the adoption of this tone towards me whenever any difference of view arises as to current sales is uncalled for and unnecessary and verges (unconsciously I do not doubt) upon an interference with my business which I cannot for a moment admit.  	No one regrets more than myself the necessity for a competition which prevents me giving you all my sales and which in some of the cases when you do get them cuts down your profit to so small a margin but it is a simple fact that had I not sold the 100 tons in question the party referred to finding that he was only being made a cats paw of for your benefit, would have left me altogether.
	If the proposal you have just made should prove feasible I trust it may get rid of these objections and prove thoroughly advantageous to you & myself in every other respect.
I remain Dear Sir, Very faithfully yours for Peter Spence    Frank Spence

PSL1/655a		4th August 1881
Mount Gerald, near Dingwall, Ross-Shire 
Dear Mr Kipping, 
	Yours of 2nd has been sent me here and in answer I may say that we have had long discussions on the point with my adviser Mr Chorlton and while I would have been agreeable either way both he and my son Frank seem to be strongly convinced that it might lead to some considerable inconvenience. This would not to me have been decisive if it would lead to any injustice, but as it is provided that in a dissolution in such or any other case the full value of the prospective share of each party should be provided for, this being so your trustees would be put in possession if the calculated value of their interest and would be freed at sametime from the responsibilities of trusteeship. and as my son Frank is like to be my active trustee and he has strong views of the risks of trusteeship I must defer considerably to his opinion.
	We are enjoying our tour here, are now overlooking the Cromarty Firth in the far North.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/656		 25th August 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Mr Fox, 
	Mrs Spence and I returned from our months trip to Scotland on Tuesday evening.  You do not mention the result of your balance which must surely have been ascertained before now. I do not see that it is essential to wait another month for both the parties you name, one of them will be sufficient to give us the family opinion on the matter which they have so long kept in suspense in opposition to the great majority of the Coy.
	What do you suppose Groome is intending to do? as he cannot get the £2000 his proposition falls to the ground and he may sell the concern up any day his notice I fancy having expired, and no other arrangement having been come to. If matters are allowed to drift till end of September you will have to run that risk and the concern may be brought to the hammer with the result of, it may be, paying off the creditors but not leaving one penny to the shareholders.
	Can you give me Groome's address in case any mode suggested itself of ascertaining his intentions.
	I shall now be at home till next Wednesday when I run over to York to the meeting of the British association.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/658
Tender for Ammoniacal Liquor from Peter Spence & Co, 
Nechells Park Chemical Works, B'ham   Aug 29 1881  

Schedule - For ascertaining value of Ammoniacal Liquor according to 
Strength of Liquor as determined by Wills ammoniacal test.

[see PSAschedules]


PSL1/659		 5th September 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I enclose you copy of what I should be disposed to agree to and which virtually contains all that I have ever promised to give.
	I have taken out the proposition to hand over the mortgage to other parties as I do not know what legal advice I might get on that point, but of course the mortgage would be held subject to the agreement and would therefore be made a security for its fulfilment but the modus operandi for this I would leave to my legal adviser.
	I should not have sent you this till my son Frank's return excepting for the fact that I will have nothing to do with the concern if the sales of their Alum and other products are to be in Dunns hands beyond this year. I have not yet sold one sixth of my next years make, neither have they and the sooner they are kept from pretending to sell it in order to keep it in their hands the better.
	Their retaining the power of sale will be with me a complete barrier to any agreement as the chief benefit I expect from the transfer is the getting them out of the Alum trade.
	There is no real change in any other part of the proposal and I see no real difficulty in any agreeing to all that is in the enclosed but in order to ensure it you must at once restrict the Dunns operations to the year 1881.
I am, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/661		 24th September 1881		E Adamson Esq, Goole Alum & Smelting Coy.  								(In Liquidation)
Dear Sir, 
	In order to obviate any misunderstanding permit me to say that I am prepared now or at any time to pay off Mr Groome's mortgage and to take a transfer from him, and to reduce the future interest on the mortgage to six and a half per centum per annum.
I am Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/662		 26th September 1881		W B Fox Esq, Chairman of Directors, Goole 								Alum & Smelting Co Ld (In Liquidation)
Sir,
	I beg to hand you enclosed copy of letter forwarded by me on Saturday last to Mr Adamson & I remain
Yours faithfully  [not signed]

PSL1/663		 26th September 1881		R Whitworth Esq

My dear Sir, 
	I am in receipt of yours and think it may facilitate matters very greatly, if you were to put the following points directly to Mr K Groome.
	That I have proposed a transfer of the mortgage, charging the Coy 6½ per cent, that I am doing this in my own interest and in that of my fellow shareholders, that I am personally interested in the Compy to the extent of nearly £25,000, and am besides the lessee of the land if the Company should fail. that the Directors of the Company have virtually accepted my offer for the mortgage and that the Liquidator will give Mr Groome notice to that effect, but that I should much prefer to take the mortgage at once and am ready to hand over the money against the transfer. In that case Mr G can of course insist on the six months interest at 10%, but that as Mr G can reinvest the money at 3% at the worst and probably much higher, that I think Mr G should therefore allow off the six months interest the equivalent of what he obtains by reinvestment for that period.
	Probably you would not object to saying that you would see the matter through for him and so make it unnecessary that he should come down here.
	If he will not make the allowance of interest it cannot of course be insisted on, as he has the legal right to demand it.
	Thanking you for your kind offer of aid in this matter.
I am My Dear Sir, Yrs vy sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/665		 27th September 1881		E Adamson Esq., Liquidator Goole A & S Coy

Dear Sir, 
	I am still ready to implement my promise of taking only 5% for the first six months of the mortgage, on Mr Groome consenting to transfer it over and give 7½ interest for the six months in addition to his money in hand.
I am Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    [4" x 1" hole cut from the page! - but letter is in Peter Spence's writing]

PSL1/666		 3rd October 1881		R Whitworth Esq, Cross Street

My Dear Sir, 
	I return you Mr Groome's letter having retained a copy of that part of it that refers to the mortgage.
	I thank you for having written and have no doubt your doing so will have greatly helped to the success of this affair.  Waiting your further information as indicated.
I am My Dear Sir, Yrs vy sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/667		 3rd October 1881		W G Crenshaw Esq

Dear Sir, 
	As my son David is now sanguine that some arrangement may be come to which will result in his commencing operations as a chemical manufacturer in the United States I think it would be desirable to bring the question between us to a point in the following way.
	You to have the Royalty for the whole of the United States on the terms named in mine of July 15th with this exception. That should my son, or his firm or Company desire at any time to use the furnace as manufacturers he or they shall have full right to do so without any payment of Royalty.
	Also that in the event of your deciding to sell any of your Pyrites, he or they shall have the right to purchase the mineral from you for their own use on the "most favoured nation" basis.
	I shall be glad to hear whether this proposal is satisfactory to you in every way & I remain
Yours very truly  for Peter Spence    Frank Spence 
	P.S.  I am not sure whether I have already informed you that the patent claim has been duly allowed by the U.S. patent department.

PSL1/669		 10th October 1881		E Adamson Esq

Dear Sir, 
	Referring you to my letter to you offering to pay off Mr Groome's mortgage and to take a transfer of the security, I shall be obliged by your favouring me with a reply, as the money amount is now ready and waiting re-investment.
I am Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/670		 10th October 1881		T Chorlton Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose you Adamson's answer, it is a mere begging for time, the Inspectors told him it was not their business but belonged to the Directors and told him to consult them as to the transferring of the mortgage. Do you think I should remind him of this and tell him to call the Directors and refer the matter to them.
	He will of course take any scheme for putting off the evil day when he will have to give up his Liquidation.  The bearer will wait your answer.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/671		 10th October 1881		E Adamson Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I am in receipt of yours intimating that Mr Groome had promised to let you have his reply before friday and that you would then place it before the Inspectors Meeting.  It seems to me that is merely losing time, the Inspectors declined to do anything in the matter and requested you to place it before the Directors. This you did and they tacitly if not by resolution sanctioned my proposal and it seems to me that you should as soon as possible get Mr Groome's decission as to what he will do and lay it before the Directors in whose hands the inspecting committee placed it. It will be a matter of great inconvenience to me to have the affair hung up from week to week with as large a sum of money waiting the word.
I am Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence
	To save time should you not call a meeting of the Directors immediately for the earliest day  P S

PSL1/673		 18th October 1881		E Adamson Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I am in receipt of yours with the resolution passed by the Inspectors.  To facilitate business in this matter it is now needful that I should along with assistants have a full inspection of the works at Goole.
	Will you therefore give me authority for said inspection on any day this week if I can so arrange it, or at the earliest day I can devote to it. Mr Coupe will of course give me all facility for such inspection.  Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/674		 31st October 1881		Mr F J North, Manager Gas Works, Oldbury

Dear Sir, 
We beg to tender the following prices for the Surplus Ammoniacal Liquor produced by your Board during the year commencing December 31st/81 and delivered into our boats at your works. 
 
	Liquor at 4°  Twaddle 18/- per ton
	Liquor at 4½° Twaddle  20/-  per ton
	Liquor at 5°   Twaddle  22/-  per ton 
	Liquor at 5½° Twaddle 24/- per ton  
	Liquor at 6°   Twaddle 26/-  per ton 
	Liquor at 6½° Twaddle 28/- per ton 
	Liquor at 7°  Twaddle 30/- per ton 

We are  Dear Sir  Yours truly  Peter Spence & Co  
	Nechell Park Chemical Works, Birmingham

PSL1/675		 31st October 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I have yours. I know your lawyer said Adamson was using all possible efforts to keep the mortgage out of my hands. Groome made no difficulty till after they saw him.
	I know more about the affair than I can put into writing and unless something very sharp is done by some party neither the creditors nor the shareholders will get one penny.
	If you come over here tomorrow or next day it will not be too early if you want to save it from wreck.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/676		 5th November 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	In order that you may be prepared for the meeting on friday next I enclose you copy of letter sent me yesterday by Mr Chorlton. you see Allen is at his old work doing his utmost to keep things in status quo, and as an evidence of his utter uselessness as a lawyer he has left it to Mr Chorlton to discover that a mode of compelling Groome to act right exists in the very deed itself. what he will try to get over this I am at a loss to know.
	One thing is certain if we are driven to go to Court it will be absolutely necessary for the Company to get a solicitor on whom they can depend both for ability and also one who will act for them and not as Allen, who pretends to act for the Compy and also for the liquidator when their interests are utterly antagonistic, it is needless to say that the Company's interest is invariably made subservient to that of the liquidator.  Please return enclosed after perusal as I have not taken a copy.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/679		 8th November 1881		Partington & Allen, Brown Street

	Copy - 32 Brazennose Street, Manchester 
Dear Sirs, 	Goole Alum Co Ltd  
	My client informs me that the usual monthly meeting of the Inspectors will be held on Friday next.  It may save possible misunderstanding if pending reply from Messrs Wilson, I again state the terms of my Client's proposal.
	1 To accept the terms of the resolution passed by the Directors at their meeting of the 14th Oct and confirmed by the Inspectors with these modifications & further concessions.
	2 To modify the parcels of the Bill of Sale, which now give the entire Stock in Trade to the Mortgagee with power to enter immediately by allowing the Coy to take the finished Sulphate and the Alum in Blocks not returnable to process on condition that an adequate supply of raw material be always kept on hand to keep the concern working.
	3 To forego the first six months interest at 6½ per cent per annum so as to allow the Coy to pay Mr Groome his interest in lieu of notice without loss.
Yours truly    Thos Chorlton

PSL1/680		 9th November 1881

Dear Vin, 
	Yours to hand. don't think there is anything to be got out of the German Wolfe and that he is not worth any bother.
	As to Sulphate I am in a secure position at present and have not delivered any for months under £20-10/- but I am under confidence as to my engagements.
	I think you are always under too much anxiety to sell forward and if my memory serves me right you must now be delivering most of your make for this year at £19-10/- while I have sold nothing below £20-10/-. I know it for a fact that things looked well a short time ago for my selling all my make for 1882 at £21 but your offering it at £20-5/- of course just suit the views of the bears. I do not expect to sell at £21 for 1882 until you, and other anxious sellers are out of the market.
	Our weather is now extremely mild and generally clear and is carrying the winter off very greatly.  We are all well David is again at Birmingham and they are now doing very well with the Towers.
Yr aff father    Peter Spence

PSL1/682		 9th November 1881		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I enclose you another batch to keep you up to the movements of our opponents.  Groome evidently thinks he has got them into a corner and as he has his ultimate resource of wrecking and selling to Meek and himself, which from the first was the design, he is determined to cleave to it at all hazards. at the same time my firm impression is that this dodge was suggested by Adamson & Allen. as to the fact that by the deed he is bound to assign his mortgage to the Coy or their trustees or assigns or as they may direct, that is the express stipulation and if there is any doubt as to whether this means what it says Allen should be asked to put a case for Counsel, along with Mr Chorlton my solicitors, so that if needful Groome may be compelled to transfer.
	Meantime the compy ought at once to give him notice for the payment of his mortgage at the end of six months or at any time between, so as to prevent his taking action under the powers he has.
	You can keep the copy till after the meeting.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/684		 11th November 1881

Dear Lawton, In reply to your letter of the 9th inst my father desires me to say that he has pleasure in advancing your salary to £100.
	Trusting this may be satisfactory to you and with best wishes I remain  
Faithfully yours    Frank Spence

PSL1/685		 19th November 1881		W B Fox Esq

My Dear Fox, 
	I don't see the use of putting off the meeting till friday unless Adamson is to call at sometime a meeting of the inspecting committee. If so there is reason in it.
	As to withdrawing or modifying my offers that are firmly declined, whatever the resolution means is of little moment. I understood it to mean that the validity of the security was not to be destroyed, but if so much is withdrawn from the property as to reduce it far below the mortgage in value surely the validity of the security is reduced.
	I tell you candidly that in saleable value the works without the Stock is not valid security for £6000, and that it is only as a working concern, and to me who as such can make it pay that in any shape it is value for the mortgage money.  Of course there is a sense in which it is of more value to me than to any one else. It would free me from a bondage which I lie under which hampers all my trade. Were it not for that I could and probably would erect another works more suitable for my operations and do it for under £9000 - do you know the value of all the lead at Goole, we have run it up from the details in the mortgage and at present prices you could not possibly realise £3750 from it all told.
	Of course as Allen is determined to keep it out of my hands if he can the quibble as to valid security is as good as anything else. he was not quite so scrupulous when he turned over every pennyworth on the works into Groome's hands but did not let either the Inspectors or the Directors know anything of the matter.
	I am almost sick of the affair. You allow the Compy to be guided by a man who is a determined enemy to the interest of the company, who is constantly ignorant or in error as to the law of the case with which he is dealing and is constantly leading you into scrapes.
	Why don't you employ a lawyer in behalf of the Compy?
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/688		 21st November 1881		W B Fox Esq

My Dear Fox,  
	As from yours it appears that the Directors are to meet by themselves my remark as to its being put off till friday can only be explained upon the principle of killing time. As every week of the status quo is equal to £20 or so in Mr Adamson's favour his desire for far off meetings is easily understood. I do not recollect what the resolution of the Directors was but it could not involve my accepting the resolution of the Inspectors in the sense Allen now puts upon for I went down to Goole simply to see if the property was a security for £12000 and came away with the conviction that in itself it was not a security for £6000.
	As a working concern with the other results which bear upon me and upon nobody else I am willing to take it so going and that going secured, as a security for £12,000 at 6½% but from that I do not intend to alter and I have no doubt if Allen and Adamson can they will prefer Groome at 7½% and all the property in his grasp to me at 6½% with all the finished alum &c excluded and three years guaranteed, in place of liability of notice at once - what can be the object of Milton and his friends. He cannot have the slightest hope of getting the debt paid and if it were you could not go to work as you have not a shilling of capital and the court would at the instance of any one of the shareholders order it to be wound up, it being as far as I can recollect a rule of the limited liability act that if two thirds of the capital is lost they will order it to be wound up at the instance of any shareholder.
	What chance is there then of anything but a break up with not sixpence to the shareholders, even in the improbable or I might say impossible supposition of Adamson paying the interest.
	I have no doubt you will hear of greatly improved trade, there is certainly more demand for abroad & export prices are now quoted higher. I have sold nearly all my stock but have not realised £4-12/- upon it, and I have now contracted largely for home consumption for next year and on every such contract I have reduced below present prices and unless I had done so could not have secured my oldest customers. 	Does this look like making profit and paying off the debt. I cannot see it. I am glad to hear you have now raw material. The place certainly suggested the beginning of the end when I was over. 1000 tons of smalls looks life [like] extending the lease of life.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/692
Improvements in the purification of water for domestic use and manufacture 
and for all contaminated waters to which said improvement is applicable. 

	In Sept last (28th 1881) I secured by provisional specification the use of salts of Alumina or Alumina and iron for the purifying of sewage by dispensing with the use of lime as specified in my patent of June 1st 1880 and in the case of both patents securing the Alumina or Alumina and iron for subsequent use - since then I find that the process is applicable to other liquids besides sewage and my present intention is to apply a similar process to all waters used for domestic or manufacturing purposes, refuse water from mines, paper mills and the like, and all other waters which contain matter precipitable by Alumina and iron - and I propose to purify all such waters by the materials in the patents previously named as applicable to sewage and to recover in all such cases the precipitated Alumina or Alumina and iron for subsequent use as therein secured to me.   P.S.


PSL1/694		 29th November 1881		W B Fox Esq

My Dear Fox, 
	Allen has been "at it again" having sent Mr Chorlton a copy of the resolution which was altogether different from that which was passed. [Bob?] sent him the [     ] copy which he took and sent to Allen before it was passed. Allen now says he has lost the original copy (lie of course) and will take his to be the right one but says the explanation of the 6 months interest claim is not part of the resolution as it was suggested by him to prevent misunderstanding (lie second) this clause was dictated by Mr C and became part of the resolution before it was adopted and therefore became part of it and we insist that the resolution must stand as the Directors passed it and not as amended by Mr Allen.
	I am afraid the meeting will not be held tomorrow unless Mr Chadwick appears as settled in London failing which it may [     ]. It does not look so well for Messrs C & A as [instead      ] [            ]remark yesterday. that although the circular did not state profits made it suggested them by stating the output from which parties intending to subscribe would infer the profit.
	Now the output given was 75,000 tons per annum whereas it was really only 36,000.  You will of course get notice whether the secretary is to be hired.
Yours truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/696		 19th December 1881		W H Bartholomew, Esq

Dear Sir, 
	On Friday last the Liquidator & Committee of Inspection of the Goole Alum Co Ltd resolved that the mortgage now held by Mr Groome on the property of the Co be transferred to me on my providing the principal money necessary for that purpose. The money is ready and I expect the legal formalities will not take long.
	I think the Leases require your assent to any assignment or transfer of the property and although I am the original lessee and the property by the intended transfer will really revert to me it may be desirable or necessary to have the assent of the Co to the transfer.  Will you kindly assure me that the assent will be given so that no delay need take place on that a/c.   Relying on your invariable courtesy.  I am Dear Sir, Yours very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/697

	The basis for fixing the price of Sulphate of Ammonia for the purposes of the Contract, is agreed to be the price of good grey Sulphate of Ammonia, ascertained according to the average market value of same, delivered free on board in London, Liverpool, and Hull, each calendar month, less 2½% Discount and 10/- per ton added thereto.
	The results of a thorough & careful inquiry, as to the average market value in November 1881, are given below.

London 

	We have obtained statements from every known Export merchant, and the following is a list of purchases reported to us.
	List of purchases of good grey Sulphate of Ammonia, in November, for November delivery, reported by Exporters.  
Quantity  
price p. ton
Discount    
10 tons
£20-17-6
3½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-13-4 p. ton
15 tons
£20-10-0
3½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-15-11p. ton
20 tons
£20-15-0
3½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-10 p. ton
20 tons
£20-15-0
3½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-10 p. ton

	If the prices at 2½% are calculated out to total value, it will be found that the average price of the 65 tons is 20-10-1  Deduct Dis 2½%  10-3 = 19-19-10  Add as agreed  10-0 = £20-9-10.
	In addition to the above return of purchases by the Export Merchants, one Broker who declined to report his quantities writes as follows: 
	"The highest price at which I sold good grey Sulphate of Ammonia November delivery, in London in Bags less 2½% & 1% was £20-10/- nett weights."  
	This highest price is thus only 20-5-11 p.ton, less 2½% in this Broker's transactions, of the month.

Liverpool.

	The total quantity of Sulphate of Ammonia exported from Liverpool in November, was 351 tons, and of this weight 150 tons we are informed, was white. This leaves say 200 tons good grey, as the total export, from this port.
	We are unable to get list of the actual prices of each transaction, but we have a certificate from a very respectable Broker in this trade at Liverpool as follows:- "I consider that the value of good grey 24% Sulphate of Ammonia in bags ranged from £20-7-6 to £20-12-6 delivered here during November last." 
	If this is correct the mean average value was £20-10-0  Deduct Dis 2½%  10-3 = 19-19-9  Add as agreed  10-0 = £20-9-9.

Hull. 

	In this market which is the principal and best outlet for Sulphate of Ammonia produced in the Midland & Northern districts, we are in the position to prove, that we have obtained a statement of transactions, from every Exporter from that port, during November, with the exception of one firm only. Considering that from this port there were exported in November, no less than 1450 tons, it is in this return that the truest average price may be safely looked for.
	The following are the purchases reported by Exporters.

20 tons
£20-10-0
3½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-5-11 p. ton
50 tons
£20-10-0
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-0 p. ton
10 tons
£20-10-0
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-0 p. ton
50 tons
£20-12-6
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-12-6 p. ton
50 tons
£20-7-6
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-7-6 p. ton
50 tons
£20-10-0
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-0 p. ton
50 tons
£20-7-6
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-7-6 p. ton
10 tons
£20-10-0
2½% equivalent at 2½% to 20-10-0 p. ton

	If the prices at 2½% are calculated out to the total value, it will be found that the average price of the 290 tons is 20-9-5  Deduct Dis 2½%  10-3 = 19-19-2  Add as agreed  10-0 = £20-9-2.
	One of the Export houses declines to give quantities, but furnishes the following statement:- "14th Nov £20-7-6  29th Nov  20-2-6  less 2½% f.o.b. Hull.  These are the only purchases on our books for f.o.b. Hull delivery of good grey Sulphate of Ammonia during November 1881."

	In considering the results of our investigation, as set forth above, one remarkable feature is at once seen and it is, that the great bulk of the good grey Sulphate of Ammonia produced in the country and in London during November, had been bought by Exporters and Speculators, in advance.
	It is well known that commencing in May last forward contracts were largely entered into when the price ranged about £19-10/- up to £20, and this forward buying continued at intervals from May till as is proved the great bulk of production was disposed of. The market for November consequently although firm was never excited, the orders from the Continent being readily executed by the dealers out of their stocks, and they had in fact rather the best of it with sellers here, it being impossible to push prices above £20-10/- for what there was to dispose of. 

PSL1/704		 21st December 1881

Dear Mr Smith, 
	I send you herewith our case for fixing the price of sulph amm for Novr at £20-10/- per ton instead of £21 as the [      ]  - the facts are that all the sulp. sold and exported which comes within our agreement except any sold by one firm in Liverpool and unless their sales in quantity and price upset our facts we have not the slightest doubt that we are correct. We do not want to be involved in an arbitration but would much prefer that the matter should be settled amicably and if you can give us proof of actual sales similar to those we now give you, (all of which we are prepared to substantiate) and leading to the opposite conclusion, then we shall frankly yield the point, but if you are unable to do so then no doubt you will arrive at the proper conclusion that our contention is right and will act accordingly.
I am Dear Sir,   Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence  
	P.S.  I may add that the firm whose return we have not must give the price at which they have bought in Novr for Novr delivery, as if they have sold it at Hull to other exporters it must be already accounted.

PSL1/707		 27th December 1881

Dear Mr Smith, 
	The bearer Mr Ross who was clerk and cashier for me 16 years but is now in business has been the medium of ascertaining for us the prices of Sulphate of Ammonia for Nov.
	before finally deciding how to act I thought it might be well for him to see you. Although still desirous of an amicable settlement I am not convinced by yours that you are right and unfortunately you only give me your opinion and not the facts on which it is founded. you say the abstraction of the one per cent (which I don't allow to be just) upsets my calculation. It does for London prices but leaves Hull prices intact.
	Then how do you settle the matter, is it the average of the prices in these towns or the average of all the sales. Of all these matters we are left in the dark and must just open our mouths and take what comes.  A little explanation may enable us to decide intelligently.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/709		 28th December 1881		W G Crenshaw Esq

Dear Sir,
	Yours of 16th to hand. We are progressing rapidly with the furnace and will soon be able to report to Mr Nicholson of its being ready for shipping.
	I do not know of any book giving details of the mode of distilling gas liquor which can prevail. the process was my own invention but by oversight I did not secure it and now it is almost universal both in London and the Country. we have however modifications of the process which render it more profitable than those generally used. I may however tell you frankly that it was for this modification in America that my son and son in law were prepared to come over and invest $50,000 in the business if sufficiently large contracts for liquor could have been obtained. They made arrangements with a Gent'n in New York who thought he had sufficient knowledge and influence to obtain there contracts, being altogether two months with him last spring trying New York, Boston, Philadelphia but found your people so excessively dilatory, unreasonable and even stupid that they left in disgust and since then our friend has been able to do nothing, and all this though they offered double the price which was paid and would take long contracts.
	Philadelphia by one of the convenient arrangements which are I am afraid common among you and are not unknown here was contracted for at I think 5 cents per ton of coal carbonised [             ] would have given 20 or 22 for a long contract and if such a plan (that is of a large size) could be got they would or might yet go into it.  with this in view of course I could not forestall them by putting up any other firm to the manufacture but if you saw your way to a large contract, (a small one is of no use) some arrangement might be made.
	I am now turning out 100 tons per week at Birmingham and the demand is good and likely to continue.  What is likely to be your turnout of sulphur ore if a demand should call for it?
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/715		 30th December 1881		Jos Rice Esq

Dear Sir, 		 re Goole Coy 
	On receipt please pass to the credit of the Special account to be opened under the heading submitted to and approved by you the sum of £12,000.
	Until Mr I Greatrix has called and signed the account in your books for it, the money will be held by you to my order as I do not wish it to be locked up if Mr Greatrix does not call and sign.
	If you have not retained a copy of the heading of the a/c Mr Chorlton will send it to you.  It might be well for you to intimate these facts to Mr Allen Mr Worthington & Mr Milton.
I am Dear Sir, Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/717		 14th February 1882		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	The consents do not come in and it seems that certain parties are afraid to commit themselves to law proceedings.
	They will require to be called upon and it would not do for the canvassing to be done by me solely. Will you & O'Connor come here either tomorrow or next day and see if we can arrange any mode of getting them to join us, Chorlton says it will aid greatly if we have a large following. I may say that in my opinion Adamson & Allen be under the suspicion of placing a false balance sheet before the Directors & before the shareholders. but altogether the thing is so hopeless that their continuing it on seems as if the Inspecting Committee were impotent.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/719		 15th February 1882		Rev W Pearson, Eastleigh, Worthing

Dear Sir, 
	Mr Fox has transmitted me your letter anent my circular.  The conduct of the Inspecting Committee I cannot understand, that they can succeed in clearing the debt is a delusion which I cannot see the slightest excuse for their indulging but they seem led by Allen who is a most plausible man and who with Adamson are determined to maintain the status quo, as it brings the one £200 per annum and the other £750. my intent is of course to drive the matter to a sale while it would bring as much over the mortgage as would pay a considerable part of the debt and thus save me a call to which I am liable to the extent of £2700. but I am still willing to accept of the lease or a sale to me of the works with deferred payment of an equivalent sum, and I shall have no difficulty in making it pay, simply because I know the business and the liquidator and the Inspecting Committee don't. The works alone are really not security for the mortgage and they are deteriorating daily. I could erect much better works for £8000 to £9000.  The Stock which I see Adamson puts at £6000 make it secure for Groome.
	There are only two courses, first to drive it to a settlement and let the Coy come before the Court and urge the acceptance of my offer which no doubt the Court would favourably consider or if not then a liquidation and public sale at once. In this latter case I shall certainly offer more than any man in his senses could do as I get more from the purchase than any other can, as I get freedom from a very irksome bondage as to sale under which I now suffer.
	But if the Company let me be driven to buy the works against all the world they cannot expect me then to adhere to my proposed lease or payment to them of a percentage as that would then be simply a gift without any equivalent on their part and this it seems to me they can hardly expect. my offer now is one arising chiefly from a desire to lessen their losses, but they certainly have not backed me up as they might have done and unless they stir themselves up to push the proposed arrangement I shall certainly do my utmost at my own expense to drive the matter to final liquidation at the earliest moment to save further loss and a call which Adamson & Allen would require to make of £8000 to £9000 on the unpaid share capital.
Yours very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/723		 15th February 1882		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	I have yours with enclosures, and have written Mr Pearson a long letter, making the present position a little clearer, and presenting to him the two alternatives, of the shareholders helping me to bring the present agreement before the court, or my for myself doing all I can to terminate the liquidation by a public sale for clearing the mortgage and paying the debt as far as it will go. In such a sale, I have told him, I will go higher than any other man in his senses can do, as I have more to purchase than any other man can have, but then if the Company allow me to fight it out then they lose all claim on me, as I buy against the world and will have to pay a long way above what the concern is worth, all the benefit such sale will be to the Compy is that it will as far as possible free them from a further call, for you may be certain that if Adamson & Allen can terminate the thing in their own way no step in the whole affair would give them more joy than to come down upon me for £2700. This would be the crowning victory for them and as many of the shareholders are unable they would pounce upon me for every farthing of the liability.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence 

PSL1/724a		4th March 1882

Copy - Erlington 
Dear Fox, 
	I saw Mr Chorlton today and he decided that we shall call a meeting by circular sent out on Monday. this would not be a Co. meeting and does not need the formalities but merely a meeting to lay the position before them, and demand that the balance sheet be presented to the shareholders and that after that, the position being actually before all the shareholders a formal meeting would then be called to decide as to action. one thing in our favor is that Adamson will in all probability be in the bankruptcy court before we can decide and this will be a resistless motive to get rid of him.
	If he refuses the balance sheet Chorlton says he would go into court in 24 hrs.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence
	P.S. Would you wire Chorlton whether you could come over on Monday and let it go from you.  

PSL1/725		 [Full Specification for Patent No.5650 A.D.1881, filed June 1882]

	Our invention as named in our provisional specification consists in modes of operation by which we are able to manufacture Soda Alum on a large commercial scale which has hitherto been impracticable and by which therefore for the first time Soda Alum can be obtained for use in manufacturing operations.
	In carrying out our said Invention we first form a solution of sulphate of Alumina by any of the ordinary modes in use in the manufacture of Alum as usually conducted but instead of adding to such solutions sulphate of ammonia or sulphate of potash we now add to the aforesaid solution sulphate of soda in the proportion requisite to convert all the sulphate of alumina into soda alum. this sulphate of soda may be added in the vessels when the solution of sulphate of alumina is being formed by acting upon calcined china clay, Bauxite, shale, or other aluminous matter with dilute sulphuric acid as is well known and when the solution thus formed and containing the sulphate of soda has been brought to this point at which there is only a small proportion say from one to two per centum of free or uncombined sulphuric acid then we reduce its density, by adding water or the weak washings of the settling afterwards referred to if needful to bring it to about 50 degrees of Twaddles hydrometer or 1.25 sp gr at the boiling point. we then run the solution into a deep settling tank lined with lead here the liquor settles or becomes bright and free from mud.  In beginning operations part of this settled liquor is now run into the lead coolers where the Alum is subsequently to be formed and there it is allowed to cool but it will yield no crystals or only a trifling quantity. The remainder of the clear liquor from the settling tank is now run into an evaporating vessel lined with thick lead.  it is boiled up to a strength of 110 degrees Twaddle or 1.55 sp gr. when this is reached the evaporation is stopped and this strong liquor is gradually run into the cooler among the weaker and cold liquor previously mentioned. the contents of the cooler must be continuously stirred during this addition and the stirring must be continued till the mixture has cooled down to 65 to 60 Fahrenheit it must also be noted that while the mixture is being made the heat of the mixed liquor should frequently be tried and when that reaches 105 degrees Fahrenheit no more hot liquor should be added. when the mixed liquor has been stirred till cold enough it may then be run or baled out into another similar cooler where a further quantity of hot liquor of high density as before can be again added to it and similarly treated and so on continuously.
	In the bottom of the first cooler will now be found a large deposit of fine crystals of Soda Alum and these we now place in deep draining hoppers or funnels lined with lead say seven and a half feet in depth and four feet in diameter at top and three feet at bottom with loose and removable bottoms to allow the drainage of the liquor to take place. here in from 12 to 24 hours the Alum crystals will drain so as to be sufficiently dry as to be packed in casks or bags to be sent out for use.  This plan of drying may be superseded by a centrifugal machine commonly used for draining or drying sugar in crystals. The mother liquor which is thus used over and over as a cold solution of Soda Alum increases in quantity, part of it must therefore be regularly removed and I find it convenient to use this in the cooler when potash alum is being made and thus economise the sulphate of alumina it contains by its being converted into Potash Alum, and thus the mother liquor is to some extent daily removed and prevented from becoming foul.  	Having thus described and named the value of our said invention and the manner in which the same is to be performed we desire it to be understood that we claim as secured to us under the above in part recited Letters Patent the manufacture of Soda Alum substantially as above described and the use of such Soda Alum so produced for the various purposes for which it is fitted and can be used in industrial or manufacturing operations instead of Potash or Ammonia Alum.

PSL1/732		 19th April 1882		R Watson Esq., Eccles

My Dear B, 
	To take yours verbatim - we go to Riber Castle today leaving by Central Stn at 3.35 and shall probably be away for a week. I shall enclose Mr Esilmanns experiment on return.
	We have letter from Mr Peter Galahard that his furnace is ready for being heated up and that there is a good deal of excitement about it and they expect that more will be required at once if successful but they find that the cost there will be about 3000 dollars say £600. Messrs Crenshaw therefore think that even with the duty they have to pay it would be much cheaper to get them made here. Can you therefore make them an offer of a price for all that is required for say one or two double furnaces (this would be better as the engines must be for two and not for one). You could either include tiles and [fire lumps] or leave them out as they can probably make them there or if not we could order them for them.
	I have just got the result of the Goole valuation and it does not come up to the mortgage by over £2000. We are now moving for an inspection of the a/c or balance sheet.  With our best love 
Yrs vy sincerely    Peter Spence

PSL1/734		 19th April 1882		James Guthrie Esq, Brechin

My Dear Sir, 
	I could not get time to write you from Erlington and Mrs S & I are going for a weeks visit to Mr Smedley at Riber Castle Matlock.
	I am glad to hear of your exploits [ at the ] Gospel Mission and hope our friends mighty efforts along with others will really make a decided change in the mass of our population by not only getting them by thousands to take the pledge but by bringing them to Christ and thus linking them to the Divine power and faithfulness which is really the only hope for them or for any of us to keep us out of the [pain ] of [          ] worldliness & ungodliness.  I hope you will have a glorious evening on Monday next.
	Tell Mr Murphy from me to make an earnest appeal as from one of their fellow townsmen who although I left Brechin as a boy of 16 or 17 years of age 60 years ago yet I have never forgot my connection with it and I urge them as one who for nearly 50 years has shunned all intoxicating liquor that this was the only safe course for me and that there is no other safe course for one of them, and as one who has tried (feebly it may be) to serve our Lord & Master for over 50 years that they are every one welcome to the same service and will find as I have done the only security for real life now & everlasting life in the glory of God. 
	As to the Raven Street contribution which it seems has not been used I gave you charge of it for the purpose we both sympathise and on the other side write an authority for you to receive it from Mr Gordon.
I am Dear Sir, Yours very truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/736		 19th April 1882		- Gordon Esq, Brechin

		Manchester Alum Works, Manchester  
Dear Sir, 
	Will you kindly hand over to Mr Guthrie who will deliver you this, the subscription of £5 contributed by me for improvement in Raven St which it seems has not been required.
Yrs Vy Truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/737		 8th May 1882		Mr Smedley, Riber Castle, Matlock

My Dear Friend, 
	I enclose you cheque for the Hospital £15 for viz donation £10 for my annual subscription (and I would suggest your collecting them all before the end of June or keeping that time for the future) the other £5 is for my son Frank who said he meant it for a donation but will not I think object to repeat it.  I shall be glad to hear when you get it started and have little doubt it will soon be filled. 
	Hope you keep well Mrs S has kept on the whole better since we were at Riber where we spent such a happy week.
	I have had a little cold and cough but it is much better. Mrs S would join me in kind regards.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/739		 16th May 1882		W B Fox Esq

Dear Fox, 
	Obstruction is again the rule. I could not well see Adamson on Saturday but called early on Monday, he was out. on our calling again he was so busy he could not possibly see us till today at 2 o'clock.  This morning I got a letter from his clerk saying that he has been suddenly called off today to Knutsford to be on the Grand Jury. this I simply don't believe as he must have been summoned a week or a fortnight before. or this might be the reason for his not meeting us on Monday. he does not know when he will return but has no doubt Mr A will let me know.
	The simple object is to put it off. now in these circumstances would it not be better for you to call a meeting at once and I shall make an offer which must be partly conditional.
	We cannot get the exact state of the accounts but the Court will compel it to be given. our calculation on the best data we can get is that there will be a deficiency of £3400. you make it over £400 but you omit £600 for the forward interest and other charges will bring it up to what I name, this loss would reduce the interest to 3¼% now I am willing to take my chance of all the financial position and give 3½% but if on settlement the value (accepting our valuation of the works at £10,200) should be found to be equal to the debts of £22,000 [  ] adds them to give the 4% as proposed at the meeting. If you approve of this and would come over tomorrow we could settle to call a meeting at the earliest day and if the shareholders agree to this offer then we could go into Court directly and get power to compel a settlement on this basis. There is one condition I should require to name, that I should not be bound by any unreasonable contracts Adamson & the Dunns may have made as I don't know what they might do nor what losses I might incur. wire if you are coming.
	Of course Adamson may come home in a few days but "the resources of circulation are not yet exhausted" and with Mr Gs suggestion of closing the correspondence I see not the slightest hope of attaining anything satisfactory out of him.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/744		 20th May 1882		W B Fox Esq

My Dear Fox, 
	Your wire came to hand and seals one of the most rascally transactions yet made known in this liquidation.
	It has been known to every one interested in the Potash market for the last two or three months that there was no chance of sustaining the extravagantly high prices that have ruled for the last six months and every one was keeping out of the market expecting a fall. the demand for America that sent the price up last Novr has been found in favor and American holders have been keeping their stocks upon the market with the usual effect.
	The insane act on the part of the Inspecting Committee almost takes ones breath away.  At any time during the last 2 months sulp of potash might have been secured at £10 per and today I could take their contract for 50 per month June to Decr at £9 and it is a question whether that is the lowest point that may be reached.
	Thus this contract at this moment secures a loss of £750 which may be more. that amount is certain because I have tested the market and know it for a fact.
	Having now gone over all the data got from Adamson we cannot reach a point within £780 of your sum after deducting the 7½%.
	The assets therefore without making any deficiencies other than yours of £460 - loss on contract 750   Dunns Interest 600  Dunns deficiency   780 = £2590.  reach the above sum and as even £500 may be allowed for claims yet to make there will be over £3000 deficit. 
	The only way to meet this is what I proposed namely 3½% instead of 4% and as £2300 is equivalent to one half per cent I shall still be the loser. You had better get as large an attendance as possible and get the matter settled one way or another.
	Other parties are active if the shareholders are not. The Dunns must have known the potash market as well as I did and will secure the £750 besides their commission as they are too far sighted to have bought in the known state of the market but were wise enough to sell to a set of incompetent men who think themselves able to manage a business of which they are as ignorant as Hottentots. This will I hope be the last step they will be allowed to take on the road to ruin for the poor shareholders.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/748		 22nd May 1882		Rev Dr Darnley, Walkden

Dear Sir, 
	I enclose the cheque for the sum I promised you for your new chapel.  I am afraid I cannot commend your action in moving into the erection without at all seeing your way to finding the funds.
	This mode of action is not I fear calculated to forward the good work and I cannot see my way to give money largely in an urgency that is induced by what I think is a great want of Christian prudence. I am sorry for the position into which you have drifted but think you should not have taken action without considering the cost.
I am Dear Sir Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/749a		4th July 1882		T Chorlton Esq

Dear Sir, 
	It seems to me that reconstituting Adamson Liquidator may have advantages but it also has dangers.
	For one thing it opens a door for a new and it may be a heavy charge for liquidating, and which the court might allow.
	It might possibly be so arranged as to make Adamson really friendly in the matter.  Suppose the Committee would agree to make Adamson liquidator through the court, and on the ground of his really and quickly closing the matter under their direction that they allow him a sum of £500 for his trouble if satisfactorily done, and that this should be paid by the Company, I contributing my share or one fourth of the whole.
	This might really be the cheapest way of doing it, but before proposing it you would require the consent of the Committee in fact it must emanate from them.  I send this as you will be busy in the morning.
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/750		 no date 		Thos Chorlton Esq

Dear Sir, 
	I have just seen Mr Worthington and it seems the same thought has occurred to him and he saw Mr Kruger who said he would object to be on the general Committee but if it were confined to Mr W, Mr McKinon and him he would gladly help. I told him that was just our opinion. he said he had also seen Mr Miller and the only difficulty with him was the security and he said it should be a Banker so I said I had no doubt I could arrange that and he said if that is secured Miller will come in. As soon as the holidays are over I can see my Bankers and arrange for that.
Yrs vy truly    Peter Spence

PSL1/752		 20th June 1882		Corporation of Walsall

Dear Sirs, 
	We submit the following prices for you acceptance for the whole of the Ammoniacal Liquor made by you for the next twelve months commencing 1st July next & terminating 30th June 1883. The Liquor to be tested by Twaddells Hydrometer at the usual temperature viz 60 F. 
	Payments to be made monthly. Trusting to receive a favourable reply.  
We are Yours truly  Peter Spence & Coy (Nechells Park Chemical Works, Birmingham)
 
	For 1000 gallons at 4° T  Eighty shilling  
	 "       "        "         4½° T  Ninety shillings  
	 "       "        "         5° T  One hundred shillings  
	 "       "        "         5½° T  One hundred & Ten shillings  
	 "       "        "         6° T  One hundred & Twenty shillings

PSL1/753		 10th July 1882		W B Fox Esq, Doncaster

My Dear Sir, 			Private
	In accordance with the opinion of Mr Robinson Q C, Mr Allen's counsel, Mr Chorlton prepared the petition for winding up the Goole Company and submitted it to Mr Clare, his counsel, for settlement.  Mr Maberley, Mr Allen's junior counsel and Mr Clare in consultation approved of the course suggested by Mr Robinson and Mr Clare settled the draft petition.
	My father is the petitioning creditor in respect of his debt under the recent contract for Sulphate of Potash. The petition sets forth the improbability of Mr Adamson being able to pay the interest to the creditors out of profits, and the offer of my father for purchase of the Company's property, refers to the meetings of shareholders which approved of such offer and shows the resolutions passed thereat in detail.  	This petition was duly filed on Thursday last in the Palatine Chancery Court and has been duly advertised in the gazette and local papers and is to be heard at Liverpool on Monday next. All that remains under it is for Mr Allen and Mr Adamson to assent to an order for winding up and the appointment of a liquidator.
	I regret now to find that the course adopted does not meet with Mr Allen's approval although suggested by his leading counsel and approved of by his junior.
	You will see from all enclosed correspondence how technical and frivolous are the objections raised by Mr Allen. In his letter of the 8th inst he expresses an opinion that the petition would be found to be premature.
	As neither he nor his counsel have at any time suggested what prior procedings should be taken in the matter it is difficult to understand how a course suggested by his own counsel can be in any sense premature. The object being, to use his own counsel's words, that on the order being made the sale could then be duly carried out and Mr Spence would get a perfectly good title.
	It is perfectly clear that the shareholders' committee must now carry out the last resolution of the shareholders meeting viz that the "question of the best and most effectual way of carrying out the sale and conveying the company's property and assets must be left with my father and his solicitor subject to satisfactory security".
	It is equally certain that the course to be adopted at the hearing next Monday must not be left to chance.
	Arrangements must now be made to protect the interests of the shareholders and secure the necessary order of the court and I would suggest that the committee and especially such members of it as yourself, Mr Alderman McKinon, Mr Alderman Worthington and Mr Murray Fraser should determine this week the course to be taken by Messrs Allen and Adamson to ensure that no opposition shall be made next Monday on the hearing of the petition but that if necessary a cordial cooperation shall be afforded in inducing the court to make the order and thereby prevent delay in completing the purchase.
	One method I would suggest and it is probably the one that would meet with success - it would be necessary to appoint a liquidator now as Mr Adamson's appointment under the agreement will cease on the order for liquidation being made - there is little doubt that he will expect and be desirous to be appointed liquidator in the new liquidation. The committee may make this a useful lever in securing his ready and willing assent - the same with Mr Allen who would be appointed solicitor to the liquidator.
	I would not suggest this however if you do not feel that reliance can be placed on the engagement they might make to act heartily and sincerely in the matter.  You know my strong convictions with regard to them both and if you share these I do not recommend this course.  Personally I should prefer such a man as Murray of Broome Murray & Co being joined to Mr Adamson but that I leave to the committee.
	It may be necessary as Mr Chorlton advises that an affidavit should be made by you as chairman of the company in support of the petition and possibly a further affidavit by Mr Worthington, Mr McKinon and Mr O'Connor.
	You will have received I doubt not a circular convening a meeting of the directors next Thursday to consider the petition I would therefore suggest your coming down so as to be here on Wednesday morning when we could arrange for seeing the other members of the committee privately and determining the course to be pursued. Kindly wire when and where I may see you on that day.
	My father left this morning for Scotland for his holiday and as I am anxious to do all I can to get the thing settled I would suggest that it would be well for you to arrange to stay here till the case comes up in the court and I will be responsible for the expenses you may incur. Mr Worthington wants you to call on him at eleven on Wednesday morning and then go on with him to see Allen.
	Everything now depends on the attitude taken during the next few days by the new committee and if Messrs A & A are made to see that they are in downright earnest the result desired may be compassed. Otherwise we may expect steady obstruction and certain failure.
Yours faithfully    Frank Spence

PSL1/757		 24th July 1882		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

Dear Sir, 
	We obtained the order today for winding up - it only now requiring the formality of signatures. In these circumstances I desire you to place £21,500 (Twenty one thousand five hundred pounds) from my a/c to the credit of the a/c in the names of myself and Ebenezer Adamson now appointed liquidator for the Goole Alum and Smelting Coy, and from which account draughts will require both my signature and his.
I am Dear Sir, Yours very truly    Peter Spence 
	P.S. I go down to Goole tomorrow and probably from there to Scotland to resume my broken holiday. Mr Chorlton will call upon you tomorrow after he has obtained a signature which is not at all essential to the validity of the order but which we wish to have as he will explain.  After he has done so Mr Adamson will call and sign the a/c. PS

PSL1/758a		19th July 1882		T Chorlton Esq

	Anson Lane, Victoria Park 
Dear Mr Chorlton, 
	Since seeing you I am fully convinced that Adamson has a purpose in not sending the a/cs till after the order is made.
	I shall therefore not sign the deed till these a/cs are rendered and should prefer our going to [             ] with the [          ] only and fighting with Adamson & Allen, we could then employ our own liquidator and as we could appoint an accountant such as Murray or Aldred the one you named before. We could compel auditing of his accounts and proof of all his transactions. 
	My opinion is that he is preparing for some mischief as one who intended doing right would at once shew his a/cs.  Be sure you are prepared for some further rascality on the part of the two A's who I am convinced have not yet given over the hope of entirely wrecking the whole affair and laying blame upon us. have you all your affairs ready to fire off if they as I expect turn false at the last. 
	At any rate we must have the a/cs before we bind ourselves to an irrecoverable course. 
Yrs vy truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/758b		24th July 1882		T Chorlton Esq
	Copy - Erlington House 
Dear Mr Chorlton, 
	In answer to Mr Allen's letter of yesterday afternoon I think you should at once tell him that in your opinion he mistakes the position of Mr Adamson altogether. The order of the Court brings his managership to a termination at once and he has no power to buy or sell or do anything as to working the concern and that we cannot acknowledge any act of this sort after yesterday.  He is now only Liquidator to wind up the Company on the strict terms of the agreement made, signed and sealed and that continuously with his being furnished with the money stipulated on my part he must on his part transfer the property to me. In order that this may be done at once the money will this day be deposited in the bank in my name and all cheques will be signed by me as required for the specific payments involved in his power as Liquidator. That this may be done so as to pay off the interest of the Creditors and free the inspection committee who have now no legal existence I will return early this afternoon and sign a cheque for the payment of the interest minus my own share which is near I think £650.  Will you therefore get the exact sum from Mr Adamson and appoint to meet him to receive the cheque after I return, the time of which I will wire you from Goole.
I am, dear Sir, Yours very truly  Peter Spence

PSL1/759		 26th July 1882		Joseph Rice Esq, Consolidated Bank

	Victoria Station  
My Dear Sir, 
	As I am just leaving for the north again to resume my broken holiday I wish you to kindly note that my son Frank will again resume signing cheques as before till my return home.
	It is probable by the way that an additional though not very large amount may have to be put into the £21,500 fund opened in the joint names of myself and Mr Ebenezer Adamson.  
I am Dear Sir, Yours very truly 		[in Frank Spence's handwriting, not signed]


